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PREFACE.

THESE two volumes, now published as Part IV of

the present work, are my final contribution towards the

fulfilment of a promise made twenty-one years ago. They
are devoted to the theory of partial differential equations.

Though the work thus is completed, no claim is made

that every topic of importance has been, discussed. In

the earlier volumes, indications of omissions from other

portions of the whole subject were given and need not

now be repeated : here also, there have been definite

omissions. Nothing, for instance, is said concerning the

researches of Picard and Dini on the method of successive

approximations for the construction of an integral which

obeys assigned conditions
;
these investigations limit the

variables to real values, and throughout the treatise I

have dealt with variables having complex values. Formal

questions, such as those which arise out of the appli

cation of the theory of groups, are hardly mentioned
;

here, as in the preceding volumes, I have concerned

myself with organic properties, given by applications

of the theory of functions, rather than with formal

properties. Again, the subject of boundary problems

is not dealt with
;

it appears to me to belong to the

theory of functions in its applications to mathematical
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physics rather than to the theory of differential equa
tions. In the branches of the subject that are discussed,

I have tried to deal as completely as possible with what

seems to me to be essential : and I have omitted what

are purely formal extensions, to equations of general

order, of the properties of equations of the second order

when such extensions contain no intrinsic novelty.

In the preparation of the volumes, I have consulted

the works of many writers
;
and references are freely

given. My aim has been to make these references relate

to the main issues ; riot a few results, extracted from

memoirs, have been used to construct examples ;
and the

name of the author is (I hope) given in every such case.

But I have not attempted to select and arrange the

references, so that they might make the framework of a

history of the subject ; had the latter been my purpose,

names such as Lagrange, Cauchy, Jacobi, whose work

is now the common possession of all writers, would have

received more frequent specific references in my pages. It

will be seen that Darboux s treatise, Theorie generate des

surfaces, and Goursat s three volumes, Legons sur Vin

tegration des equations aux derivees partiettes, have been

frequently quoted : I wish to make also a comprehensive

acknowledgement of my indebtedness to those works.

The earlier of the two volumes is devoted mainly

to equations of the first order. The theory of these

equations may be regarded as almost complete, because

the actual integration of the equations is made to depend

solely upon the solution of difficulties which occur in

connection with a system of ordinary equations of the

first order.
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An introduction to the subject is provided by

Cauchy s existence-theorem
;

it is discussed in the first

two chapters. The next chapter is specially concerned

with linear equations and linear systems ; these admit

of a separate and special mode of treatment. The fourth

chapter gives an exposition of what, on the whole, I

regard as the most effective method of integration for

non-linear equations : it contains what is usually called

Jacobi s second method, with Mayer s developments. In

the succeeding chapter will be found Lagrange s classifi

cation of integrals, based upon the process of variation

of parameters : but something still remains to be done in

this branch of the subject, because even simple examples
shew that the customary classes may fail to be entirely

comprehensive. The next three chapters are devoted to

Cauchy s method of characteristics, alike for two and

for any number of independent variables, and to the

geometrical associations in the case of two independent
variables. Then follows a chapter dealing with Lie s

methods, based upon contact-transformations and upon
the properties of groups of functions : it was possible

to abbreviate this chapter, because Pfaff s problem had

already been discussed in the first volume of this work.

A chapter has been added dealing with the equations

of theoretical dynamics, partly because of their intrinsic

connection with partial equations, yet mainly in order

to shew the origin of what is usually called Jacobi s

first method of integration of partial equations. The

concluding chapter of this volume discusses those simul

taneous equations of the first order, involving more than

one dependent variable, which can be integrated by

operations of the same class as those in any of the

methods mentioned.
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The later of these two volumes is devoted to the

consideration of partial equations of the second order

and of higher orders, mainly (though not entirely) in

volving two independent variables. A perusal of the

volume will shew that, outside the limits of Cauchy s

existence-theorem, knowledge is fragmentary : the in

version of operations of the second order has not yet
been discovered and, accordingly, any effective process

consists of a succession of operations of the first order.

After a chapter devoted to the discussion of questions

connected with the existence of integrals and, in parti

cular, to the discussion of the constitution of a general

integral, two chapters are occupied with Laplace s method

(and with its developments, due to Darboux) for the

integration of the homogeneous linear equations of the

second order : the effective success of the method de

pends upon the vanishing of some invariant, in one or

other of two progressively constructed sets of functions

involving the coefficients of the original equation. The

result raises the question of the form of equations, the

primitive of which can be expressed in finite terms : and,

to this matter, one chapter is assigned.

In the attempt to integrate any equation of the second

order, it is natural to enquire whether an equation of the

first order exists which is its complete equivalent : and

equations, characterised by this property, will obviously

constitute a distinct class. Such, indeed, were the equa
tions of the second order for wThich integrals (now called

intermediate) were first obtained ; and one method of

their construction is due to Monge. Later, another (and

a more direct) method for their construction was given

by Boole : but both methods assume that a special form
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attaches to the intermediate integral, and the assumption

demands that a very restricted form shall be possessed

by the original equation. Basing his argument entirely

upon an assumed type of integral, Ampere devised an

other process of integration : his method makes no

demand for the existence of an intermediate integral :

and the result is often effective when no such integral

exists. All these three methods, (and another method

of some generality, as given), require the construction

of integrable combinations of one (and ultimately the

same) set of subsidiary equations, when they are applied

to the same original equation. But Ampere s method is

applicable also to equations of less restricted form.

It may, however, happen that an equation of the

second order is not of the restricted form or, being of

that form, does not possess an intermediate integral, or

is not amenable to Ampere s method. In that case, a

method due to Darboux may be applicable, whereby a

compatible equation of the second order (or of some

higher order) can be constructed
; provided only that

a compatible equation of finite order can be obtained, a

primitive of the original equation can be derived. To

these matters, three chapters are given : they explain

the working processes that are effective for the deter

mination of an integral in finite terms, whether by a

single equation or a set of equations.

One chapter is devoted to the generalisation of

integrals which involve some arbitrary parameters, and

another to the discussion of characteristics of equations

of the second order. The investigations in both of these

chapters are clearly incomplete : they could be continued

along lines that lead to the complete classification of

integrals of equations of the first order.

a 5
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In the theory of equations of the first order, much

information is given by Lie s general theory of contact-

transformations : and an obvious investigation is thereby

suggested as to whether there is a corresponding theory

for equations of order higher than the first. The question

has been considered, and partly solved, by Backhand and

others : one chapter gives an outline of their work :

it is clear that much yet remains to be done in this

subject.

In the last three chapters of the volume, some of

the preceding methods and theories are extended to

equations, which are of order higher than the second

or which involve more than two independent variables.

Only the simplest extensions are discussed : they could

be amplified to any extent : but the result would be

merely an accumulation of formal theorems possessing

neither individuality nor intrinsic value.

From this brief sketch of the contents of these

two volumes, it will be manifest that, in the theory
of equations of order higher than the first, there are

many gaps and that the theory is far from complete :

and even a summary perusal of the volumes will give

some indication of these gaps. It is my intention to

point out, in a presidential address which will be

delivered to the London Mathematical Society next

month, some of the more obvious and practicable

questions which are waiting for solution. Of these,

there is no lack : it is only the workers who are

wanted.
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On not a few occasions, it has been my privilege to

acknowledge the help which has been given to me by
the Staff of the University Press. Once more, an oppor

tunity comes to me : and I gladly seize it, to express

my indebtedness to them all for the care, the attention,

and the consideration, by which they have lightened

what to me is never an easy or a simple duty.

So I pass from a task, which has rilled the greater

part of many years of my life, which has broadened in

my view as they passed, and which has&amp;gt; suffered inter

ruptions that threatened to end it before its completion.

Many of its defects are known to me : after it has gone
from me, others will become apparent. Nevertheless, my
hope is that my work will ease the labour of those who,

coming after me, may desire to possess a systematic

account of this branch of pure mathematics.

A. E, FOESYTH.

TRINITY COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.

October, 1906.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION: TWO EXISTENCE-THEOREMS.

1. THE investigations, which constitute this Part of the present
work, are devoted to the consideration of properties of partial
differential equations. In text-books which deal with the modes
of

constructing the integrals of such equations, several processes
are given, often with the main purpose of obtaining the integrals
in finite terms

; but the processes are limited in the scope of their

application, because the equations which prove amenable to their

action are few in character and not infrequently have been arti

ficially constructed. When these processes either are not applicable
or cannot conveniently be completed, no information concerning
the solution of the equation would then be obtained

; indeed, they
offer no guarantee that an integral even exists.

Accordingly, it is desirable to discuss the whole theory of

partial differential equations from the foundations and, in the

course of that discussion, not only to revise known results but

also, so far as may be possible, to place them in their fitting

positions in the ordered body of doctrine. Such a discussion was
found to be necessary for the proper establishment of results

relating to ordinary differential equations. It is even more

necessary in the case of partial differential equations, partly be

cause the inversion of simultaneous partial differential operations is

more difficult than the inversiou of ordinary differential operations,

partly because the suggestions as to the character of an integral,
as offered by processes of inversion, are less significant for partial

equations than for ordinary equations.

F. v. i



2 GENERAL [2.

2. Two kinds of illustration should suffice for a justification of

this last statement.

One mode of attempting to discover the character of the most

complete integral of a partial equation would be by generalisation

from the case of an ordinary equation.

For an ordinary equation, which has y for its dependent variable

and x for its independent variable, the integral is made complete

by the assignment of initial values to the variables
;
that is, y is

some function of x and so, when a constant value is assigned to x,

the function y and all its derivatives become constants. As the

equation is to be satisfied and yet the integral is to be as com

plete as possible, these constants will be as unrestricted as possible :

and therefore it is to be expected that some at least of them will

be arbitrary constants. There thus arises a suggestion that the

most complete integral will be such that, when some constant

value is assigned to x, the function y and some of its derivatives

acquire arbitrary constant values. The suggested property has

been established under appropriate limitations and conditions.

To extend these results, if possible, to partial differential

equations, consider a single partial equation of the first order,

having z for its dependent variable and x
l , ..., xn for its inde

pendent variables. If an integral exists, that integral must

determine z as a function of x
l ,

. . .
,
xn ;

and so, when an initial

value an is assigned to xn ,
the first derivatives of z with respect

to #!, ..., #n_i can be deduced from an assigned expression for z,

and then (save in special circumstances) the partial equation

determines the first derivative with regard to xn . By using

the equation in combination with the expressions for the first

derivatives, the derivatives of higher order can be obtained for

the value an of xn ;
and thus no limitation appears to be imposed

on the value of z as an assigned function of #j, ..., #n_i, when

xn an . If the integral is to be as general as possible, it is

reasonable to expect that the assigned function shall be as general

as possible. But at this stage, questions arise as to what is the

most general function admissible ? Is it to be made general by

possessing the greatest possible number of arbitrary constants ?

Can the assigned function be an arbitrary function, subject possibly

to limitations imposed by the partial equation ? and, if so, must it
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be explicit or may it be given implicitly, for example, by means of

quadratures which cannot be effected in finite terms ? Or are all

the modes indicated for securing the generality of the integral

admissible, so that there are different kinds of general integrals ?

and if so, are there any relations among the various integrals ?

To such questions the argument offers no hint of an answer.

Similarly, when a partial equation of the second order is

propounded in the same variables z, xlt ..., xn , the extension of
^\

the results obtained for ordinary equations suggests that z and
x

should acquire assigned values as functions of xl} ..., #n_i, when

xn an . For the values of -
,

. . .
,

--
,
when xn = an ,

could be
CXl OXn^

deduced from the value of z
;
and then the values of- for

oxrcxg
r = 1, . . .

,
n 1, and s = l, ..., n, could be deduced from the values

of ~
,

. . .
,

-
already known

;
and the partial equation would

f^n

(save in special circumstances) determine the value of -
. As

dxn
2

before, the values thus obtained, when combined with the use of

the partial equation, lead to the values of all the derivatives.

Thus all the quantities associated with z are known : at the

utmost, only special limitations appear to be imposed upon the

assigned functions by the process adopted; and therefore it is

reasonable to expect that the integral will become the most

general possible when the two assigned functions are as general
as possible. Again, at this stage, questions arise as to the con

stitution of the generality of these assigned functions. Is the

generality to be secured, by arranging that they shall involve

the greatest possible number of arbitrary constants ? or by making
them independent arbitrary functions of xl , ..., xn_^ ? or by

associating them with a possibly even more general function of

xl ,
. . .

,
xn for the particular value an of xn ? If the functions are

arbitrary, must they be given explicitly or may they be given

implicitly as, for example, by uncompleted quadratures ? Again,
are all the modes admissible as alternatives, so that they lead to

different kinds of general integrals
? and if so, what relations (if

any) subsist among the integrals ? As in the former case, the

argument offers no hint of answer to the questions.

12
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3. In both the instances that have been briefly considered,

the argument offers suggestions and even stirs expectations : that

this is the limit of the attention to be paid to it, can perhaps be

most simply seen by a particular case. Applied to a couple of

simultaneous partial equations determining a couple of dependent

variables, it would lead to a suggestion that the most general

integral would involve at least two sets of general elements, what

ever be their form
; yet the integral of the simultaneous equations

d2z1 ^zl dz1 dz2 dz2 ~ ,

^-i
- a2 =

* + 2a -~ + ^-
- a + z2 =/(#, y)

fix* df dy dx dy

s

y)
,

dfrfo y)--
1

---= --

a being a constant
; manifestly it contains no arbitrary element.

In fact, the utmost to be inferred from the argument is that

some kinds of equations may possess integrals involving arbitrary

elements in their most general forms, and that there may be

different kinds of general integrals.

Whether these general integrals include all the integrals of an

equation is a matter that demands separate consideration, to be

undertaken later in another line of inquiry: and, naturally, a

detailed consideration of the generality of integrals must also

be undertaken later.

4. Another mode of attempting to discover the character of

the most complete integral of a partial equation consists in com

paring differential equations, constructed from initial integral

equations, with those integral equations : but it is easily seen to

be untrustworthy.

Thus if an integral equation

az + b _ , /
,

cz + d
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where ad be = I, be propounded, the result of eliminating the

constants between the equation and its derivatives leads to the set

of partial equations
1 90 _ _!_ 9&amp;lt;/&amp;gt; _ _ ! M
Pi d#l

~~

P* 3#3

~~ ~
Pn fan

where
dz

^ =
8V

for r 1, . .., n. The process cannot be reversed, so as to lead to

an inference that the most general integral of the set of partial

equations contains three arbitrary essential constants: the infer

ence would be incorrect, for the set of equations is satisfied by

/( =
((&amp;gt;!, ..., #),

where/ (z) is any function of z containing any number of arbitrary

constants.

Again, if there is given an integral equation

/(a?!, ..., #, z, a1} ..., am)
= 0,

it is possible to construct a set of partial equations with which the

integral equation is consistent, by forming the n derived equations
O Cl

which give the values of ^, ,5, an(i then eliminating the
OXi OXn

m constants a1? ..., am . For the present purpose, the in constants

may be assumed to be not reducible to a smaller number, and m

may be assumed not greater than n
; also, when elimination takes

place, the number of resulting equations will be not less than

n 4. i _ .Mt It will be assumed that the number of such equations

in the set is actually n + 1 m
;
each of them is partial, and of the

first order.

If m is equal to n, there is a single partial equation : and the

argument suggests that a single partial equation of the first order

may possess an integral involving n arbitrary constants : it does not

prove this result, for there is nothing to shew that the partial

equation is not of a special form, arising from the limitation that

it has been deduced from an integral equation of specified form.

The argument offers no contribution to the question as to whether,

if the integral is possessed by the partial equation, it is the most

general integral.

If m is less than n, there is a set of simultaneous partial

equations of the first order: and the argument might be held
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to suggest that n + 1 m simultaneous partial equations of the

first order, involving one dependent variable and n independent

variables, may possess a common integral involving m constants.

The result is, of course, not proved and it is not true in general
fact : for, independently of the impossibility of reversing the process
of elimination, the n -f 1 m equations are affected by the form of

the original integral and therefore will have relations with one

another, while such a set of partial equations postulated initially

need not have any relations with one another. Thus the existence

of a common integral is even more doubtful than in the case of a

single equation : if it exists, no inference as to its generality can

be drawn.

5. After these explanations and criticisms, it is manifest that

attempts to obtain information as to the solution of partial equations

by vague extensions of the knowledge of the solution of ordinary

equations must be abandoned. The constructive process, that will

be adopted instead of them, consists in the gradual establishment

of results, beginning with the proof of the existence of integrals

possessing definite assigned characters. The actual construction of

the integrals when their existence has once been established, the

discussion of the range of their generality, and the possibility of

using them in the derivation of integrals of other kinds, all are

matters for subsequent investigation.

It will be assumed that, save in special examples, the number

of independent variables is n
;
and they will usually be denoted by

#!, ..., xn . The number of dependent variables may be taken as

m, the simplest case arising when m = 1
; they will be denoted by

z\ &amp;gt; -, zm \
and when there is only one variable, it will be denoted

by z. For the present purpose, these dependent variables are to

be determined by partial differential equations ;
let the number of

such equations in a given set be s, and suppose that the highest

derivatives that occur in them are of order p.

Let derivatives of each of the equations be constructed, of all

orders up to those of order K inclusive. Then the total number of

equations in the amplified set is

s (1 + n + Jn (n + 1) + . . . to (K + 1) terms}

1.2....*
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say; and the total number of dependent quantities, being the

dependent variables and their derivatives of all orders up to /x + K

inclusive, is (or can be, for some of the dependent quantities may
not occur explicitly)

m [I + n + %n (n + 1 ) 4- . . . to (K + p, + 1) terms}

(n + 1) (n + 2) ...(ra + * + /*)

1.2....(* + /*)

= niNK,
where

(?l +K+1)... (/l + /g + /Lp

The factor K is obviously always greater than unity; and

therefore if s&amp;lt;m, or if s = m, the number sN is less than mNK.
The number of equations in the amplified set is less than the

number of dependent quantities in the amplified aggregate ;
and

therefore it will generally be impossible to eliminate the dependent

quantities from among the equations. Were such elimination pos

sible, the results would take the form of relations between the

independent variables : and these, of course, do not occur. There

is therefore nothing incompatible with the analytical nature of the

case, if s &amp;lt; m, or if s = m.

Next, consider the possible hypothesis that s &amp;gt; m. The factor

K is greater than unity ;
but its value decreases as K increases,

and it tends towards unity with large increase of K. Let /^ be the

earliest value of K for which

m

then for the value xlt and for every value of K which is greater

than Klf we have
s &amp;gt; mK,

and therefore

sN &amp;gt; mNK.

For such values of K, the number of equations in the amplified

system is greater than the number of dependent quantities in the

amplified aggregate. The dependent quantities could then, in

general, be eliminated from the amplified system of equations ;

the results would take the form of relations among the inde

pendent variables alone, and such relations cannot occur. Such a

conclusion is, in general, not compatible with the nature of the
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case : and therefore, in general, s cannot be greater than m. If

however the elimination could be performed for any given set

of equations, amplified in the manner indicated, the final relations

would be evanescent, and the incompatibility would not appear.

This last event could occur only if such conditions were satisfied

by the original system and consequent conditions were satisfied by
the amplified system, as would reduce the number of independent

equations in the amplified system so that, at the utmost, it

should not be larger than the number of dependent quantities in

the amplified aggregate.

Hence, in general, the number of equations in a given system
must not be greater than the number of dependent variables

involved; but the number of equations may be the greater in

particular systems, and the investigation of the necessary and

sufficient conditions will be a matter for subsequent discussion.

It is clear without detailed argument that, when s is less

than ra and when the equations are general, then m s of the

dependent variables can have values assigned (either quite arbi

trarily or arbitrarily within proper limits), still leaving as many
equations as undetermined dependent variables.

Accordingly, the most general case to be considered for the

present is that in which the number of equations is the same

as the number of dependent variables.

6. Two properties of such a system of equations may be

mentioned
;
their importance is mainly formal, and only a brief

consideration is needed.

The first of the properties can be stated as follows : if a system
of m partial equations in m dependent variables involves derivatives

of order higher than the first, it can be replaced by an equivalent

system of equations containing only derivatives of the first order,

the number of independent equations in the new system being

the same as the number of dependent variables which it involves.

The property is practically obvious and so hardly requires

proof: it can be seen in connection with any particular example.

Let there be a single equation, involving derivatives of the second

order as the highest : when n new dependent variables are intro

duced by the equations
dz .
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the given equation can be expressed in a form

f(,...,*,,*,&,...,?,,&,. ..,*

which involves only derivatives of the first order; and the new

system now contains n -4- 1 equations, involving n + 1 dependent
variables with derivatives of the first order.

It may be added that the main use of the property lies in

deducing existence-theorems for equations of order higher than

the first from the existence-theorems which soon will be established

for systems of equations of the first order.

An extended form of the property enables us, not merely to

replace any given system by a system containing only derivatives

of the first order, but also to secure that each equation, which

in the new system involves derivatives of the first order, is linear

in those derivatives. Thus, in the preceding example, additional

dependent variables would be introduced by the equations

dz d

for
//,
and s = 1, ..., n : the original equation takes the form of a

relation

..-, xn , z, pl} ..., pn , qn , ..., 7nn
=

among the variables free from derivatives; and the derived

equations

/ + 3/+ i/ ?M + 22 =
*

are formed for 5 = 1, ..., n. All the equations are linear in the

derivatives which are of the first order; but it should be noted

that the number of equations in the modified system is larger

than the number of dependent variables, though the conditions

for coexistence are satisfied.

When the number of variables is other than very few, the

extended form of the property tends to be cumbrous. It is,

however, of definite use, as will be seen later (Chap, xvin), as part

of a method for obtaining integrals of equations of order higher
than the first when they possess integrals that are expressible

in finite terms.
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7. The other of the two properties indicated in 6 bases the

solution of a system of m partial equations in m dependent variables

upon the solution of one equation (or of more than one equation)
in a single dependent variable in association with algebraic pro
cesses: the substituted equation or equations usually (but not

universally) involve derivatives of order higher than those which

occurred in the original system.

Reverting to the method adopted in 5, and applying it for

the purpose of eliminating z.2 , ..., zm and all their derivatives, we
should have mN equations in the amplified- -seir, Awhile the number
of dependent quantities to be eliminate \ is (m 3

) NK. Accord

ingly, let K! be the least value of K fo. yhich

K&amp;lt; -^,m I

and therefore

The dependent quantities, composed of z.2 ,
.... zm and their

derivatives, can be eliminated from the amplified set of equations :

the results of the elimination will take the form of one equation

or more than one equation involving zl and its derivatives, the

latter being of order higher than those which occur in the original

system. Moreover, by the algebraic processes, all the dependent

quantities that are eliminated are expressible in terms of those

that survive. Accordingly, when the solution of the equation or

equations in ^ is known, the other dependent quantities can be

regarded as known : and then the solution of the original system
will have been obtained.

It should be added that this property is not of importance
in the general theory : its chief value lies in the fact that it

provides a method which sometimes is effective in leading to the

solution of particular classes of equations.

PREPARATION FOR CAUCHY S THEOREM: THE FIRST OF THE

SUBSIDIARY EXISTENCE-THEOREMS.

8. We proceed now to the establishment of some positive

results, in particular, to the establishment of Cauchy s theorem

affirming the existence of integrals of a system of partial equations.
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The system of equations contains the same number of dependent
variables as of equations ;

in form, it does not include all possible

systems of such a character, but it will be found to include a

large selection of important and representative systems ;
and the

integrals will be proved to exist, subject to an aggregate of

assigned conditions. For the purpose in view, the method devised

by Madame Kowalevsky* will be adopted, whereby the main

theorem is approached through two existence-theorems belonging
to partial equations of comparatively simple type.

The first of these theorems can be stated as follows :

Let a set of partial equ^ pns be given in the form

for values i = 1, . . .
, m, being m equations in in dependent variables

;

the coefficients G{jr are functions of zl ,
. . .

,
zm alone. Let ca ,

. . .
,
cm

be a set of values of zl ,
. . .

,
zm respectively, in the vicinity of which

each of the functions Gijr is regular ; and let &amp;lt;

: ,
. . .

, $m be a set of

functions of #2 , ..., crn ,
which acquire the values cl , ..., cm respec

tively when #2
= ft 2 , ..., xn

= a n ,
which are regular in the vicinity

of these values of #2 , ..., xn ,
and which otherwise are arbitrary.

Then a system of integrals of the equations can be determined,

which are regular functions of oc^, ..., xn in the vicinity of the values

xl
= al ,

lT2
= a2 , ..., xn = a n ,

and which acquire the values ^, ...,
&amp;lt;f)
m

when xl
= a l ; moreover, the system of integrals, determined in accord

ance with these conditions, is the only system of integrals that can be

so determined as regular functions.

9. It is convenient, for the sake of conciseness in the formula?,

to write

for 5 = 1, ..., n, and ? = !, ..., m : and then we have to deal with

quantities in the vicinity of zero values of y and f.

As the functions G are regular within this vicinity over some

finite region, we select a portion of the region defined by the

ranges

I&K-R, |f,|e-B, ..., \Sm &amp;lt;R ,

*
Crelle, t. LXXX (1875), pp. 132.
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and we denote by M the greatest value among the quantities | 6r,v

within this portion of the region selected, M being finite. The

functions G can be expressed as power-series ;
and if we take

where the multiple summation is for all integer values of sl5 s2) ...

from zero upwards, simultaneous zeros being included, then*

M

M

a fortiori. Similarly, within a selected region of existence of the

functions ^r, defined by the ranges

I 2/2 |&amp;lt;p, I 2/3 I &amp;lt;p, &amp;gt;

i Vn |&amp;lt;P,

we have

where the multiple summation is for all integer values of
//,2 , yu3 ,

...

from zero upwards, simultaneous zeros being excluded
;
and then,

if N denote the greatest value among the quantities ^ within

this region, we have
N

a fortiori.

If functions f exist possessing the character required in the

theorem, they can be expanded as series of powers of yl in the

vicinity of the origin; having regard to the value they must

acquire when y = 0, we can take them in the form

where (as the functions f are to be regular in all their variables)

the coefficients
i/rMl , -v|rM2 ,

... must be regular functions of y.2) y%, ...

within the selected region of existence, and they do not involve ylt

These functions if they exist, are to satisfy the differential

equations : we substitute them therein, and compare the coefficients

of the various powers of y^ and, from the fact that the derivatives

* See iny Theory of Functions, (Second edition), hereafter quoted as T. F.,

22.
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with regard to ^ (and consequently of y^ occur on the left-hand

sides of the equations only, we find relations of the form

where the number of terms in the summation on the right-hand

side is finite. Each term Z is the product of four factors :

(i) a coefficient a from the expansion of the functions G :

(ii) a product of the functions ty^, the second subscript

index X being less than p :

(iii) a first derivative of one of the functions T^A, the second

subscript index X being less than p :

(iv) a positive integer.

Now all the functions -^ having their second subscript index

zero, are the functions
&amp;lt;fy-

l , ..., tym ;
and their expressions as

regular functions of
i/.2 , ..., yn are known. Hence the relations

give a formal determination of the functions ifr^ in succession;

they appear as power-series in yz ,
. .., yn ,

the coefficients in which

involve the constants a from the expansion of the functions G, the

constants c from the expansion of the functions ^TJ, ..., tym ,
and

positive numerical factors.

When these values are substituted in the ^-expansions of

fu ..., fm , expressions result which formally satisfy the differential

equations. In order that they may possess functional significance,

these multiple series must converge; this necessary convergence

can be proved as follows.

10. We consider variation in a more restricted range for the

quantities f, given by

i

&amp;lt;

R
r &amp;lt;

R
? &amp;lt;-^ &amp;lt; m * &amp;lt; m- &quot;

&amp;lt;

m&amp;gt;

so that

r1++.+k &amp;lt;-#-:

and we construct a dominant function* G in the form

T. F., 23.
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where the multiple summation is for all integer values of sl} s
2&amp;gt;

...

from zero upwards, simultaneous zeros being included. Then the
modulus of any term in G is at least as great as the modulus of

the corresponding term in G
ijr having the same combination of the

variables. Moreover, in the region of variation considered, G can
be expressed in finite terms : we have

We also consider variation in a more restricted range for the

quantities yz , ..., ynt given by

so that

|ya + ... + yn \&amp;lt;p;

and we construct another dominant function in the form

fJL3
l

where the multiple summation is for all integer values of /z2 , /*3 ,...

from zero upwards, simultaneous zeros being excluded. Then the

modulus of any term in -f is at least as great as the modulus
of the corresponding term in ^ having the same combination
of the variables. Moreover, in the region of variation considered,

x/r
can be expressed in finite terms

; writing

we have

, =
P

p-y
and the range for the variable y is given by

\y &amp;lt;P-

11. By means of these dominant functions, a dominant system
of partial equations

* = S % G
d-j
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is constructed ; and we assign, as conditions, that each of the

quantities Zi shall acquire the value ^r when yl
= 0. Taking

G and
i/r

in their expanded forms as power-series, and applying to

these equations the process applied to the original system, we

obtain equations of precisely the same form as before, to determine

the successive coefficients in the expressions for the variables Z as

power-series in the variables yl} y2 , ..., yn : and the successive

operations for the construction of these coefficients are the same

as before. In these new operations, all the terms in the expression

for any coefficient are positive ;
the modulus of each term is at

least as great as was the modulus of the corresponding term

in the former operations; and therefore, if

z*
=

&quot;^
+ 3/i^Vi + y^ t* + &amp;gt;

we have

lFTil&amp;gt;&quot;ll^i|.

that is,

. *. .

&amp;lt;
! * .

!

Hence the series for fM will certainly converge if the series for Z^

converges.

The values of Zlt ..., Zm ,
and their consequent expressions as

converging series, can be otherwise obtained. Returning to the

dominant system and using the finite forms for G and ^, we have

to determine values of Zlt ..., Zm , satisfying the equations

1 (7 4 j- 7 V 1 - r
1 -p(A + + &m)

and such that

7 Ny6 U =- 5

p-y
when yl

= 0. Thus Z^, a function of all the variables, is a function

of the combination of them represented by y, say a function of y
/-) 7

alone, when y^
=

;
and therefore ,

for r = 2, . . . , n, is also a
tyr

function of y alone when y = 0. The differential equations then

7\7
shew that -^ is a function of y alone when yl

= 0. Again,
tyi

differentiating all the equations with regard to ylf noting that the

quantities Z and all their first derivatives are functions of y alone

7^7
when yl

= 0, and applying a similar argument, we find that
^
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is a function of y alone when y^ 0. Similarly, for all the

derivatives in succession. Inserting their forms in

we see that Z^ t
if it exists, is expressible as a function of y^ and y.

Now from the equations, we have

and therefore, taking account of the conditions that

77- -7 Ny^=^-
---^-y&amp;gt;

when
2/i
= 0, we have

Zl
= Z.2 = ... = Zm ,

in general. Denote this common value by Z, which now is a

function of y^ and y ;
then all the equations in the dominant

system are satisfied, provided Z can be determined to satisfy the

equation M dZm (n
-

1) ^-

and is such that it acquires the value when Vi = 0. It is

p-y
easy to verify that the equation is satisfied by a relation

l-m^\y + Mm(n-l} yi =^

where / is any function whatever of ^ : and therefore all the

requirements will be met if / can be chosen so as to allow Z to

Nil
acquire the value when 1/1

= 0. For this purpose, the two
p-y

equations

(l-^l)^ =/&amp;lt;&amp;gt;)&amp;gt;

Ny?- = u,
p-y

must be the same. The latter gives

pu
&quot;
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which, substituted in the former, gives

being the appropriate expression of the function f. Thus all the

requirements are met by a value or values of Z determined by
the integral relation

- m -

N + Z

This quadratic equation has two roots. One of the two roots

becomes when yl
= 0, and must be discarded as not satisfying

the imposed condition when y^
= 0. The other root is given in

the form

N
n
~p y

~
(n ~~

N \
2

= -
1

(P
-
y
- m

% y] + ^2m2 (n
- 1 )

2

2Mm (n l)yl ^p y+m-^ (2p
(

u
it can be expanded in powers of yl in the series

No 1

p-y p-y x

+ higher powers of yl .

It is clear from this expression for Z obtained in finite form that

Z can be expanded in a series of powers of y and ylt which con

verges in a non-infinitesimal range round y and y^
= 0. When

y is replaced by its value y2 + y3 + ... +3/71, the modified power-
series in y1} ?/2 , ..., yn still converges in a non-evanescent range
round y1

= 0, y?
= Q, . . .

, yn Q\ consequently, the quantity Z of

the required type does exist.

It therefore follows that the quantities Z^ t ..., Zm exist as

determined by the equations in the dominant system ;
and there

fore integrals of the original equations exist satisfying the pre

scribed conditions.

12. The preceding investigation establishes the existence of

integrals which are regular functions of the variables in the

F. V. 2
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selected region ;
it is easy to see that they are the only set of

integrals which, satisfying the prescribed conditions, are regular

functions of the variables. If any other set existed, being regular

functions and satisfying the prescribed conditions, they would be

expressible in a form

fV = Vv + yi^Vi + #1W&amp;gt; + !

when these are substituted in the differential equations, they would

lead to relations

for the determination of the coefficients, similar to the relations

When p = 1, no double-suffix function occurs in Z
,
which then is

the same as Z, because the term in fV independent of yl is the

same as the corresponding term in fM : hence

When p = 2, the only double-suffix functions that can occur in Z
are the functions ^ Xl ,

which have been shewn to be the same

as ^M ; hence, for this value, Z = Z, and therefore

^V2
= ^2-

Similarly for all the coefficients in succession : we find

r*-&.
for all the values of p ;

and therefore the set of regular integrals

obtained, subject to the prescribed conditions, are unique regular

integrals.

As an example illustrating the general theorem, we require the integrals of

the simultaneous equations

du du
ui~-

9# oy

dv . _= (u
2

9# ^

such that, when #= 0,

The equations are amenable to the ordinary practical methods. The most

general integral of the first equation is easily found to be
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where/ is arbitrary so far as the equation is concerned. Also

dv du . du
=5
-- *r (v u) ~-
dx djr

^

ty

N
1 du=(V-U) -s 5-,u2 8#

and therefore

v-u=

where g is arbitrary so far as the equation is concerned.

To determine these arbitrary functions, the imposed conditions are used.

As

-/(?+**),

and as u=R(y] when #=0, we have

and therefore, generally,

Laplace s theorem in expansion can be used to give the explicit expression for

u in terms of x and y : this is

|L

where T (x, y} is a series of powers of x, the coefficients being functions of y
which vanish if R (y} vanishes identically.

Again, as v=S(y} when #=0, we have

i-=~
so that, generally,

The apparent singularity can be removed
;
for

1 _ 1 _ xT(x, y}~~-
where the function on the right-hand side is regular in the vicinity of #=0,
y=0. Thus the required integrals are

xT(x, y)

Tn particular, if the imposed conditions should be that u=0 and v=*

when ^7=0, then as R(y] vanishes identically, T (x, y) vanishes. The full

expressions for the integrals are

u=0, v= S(y};

these are easily obtainable directly from the differential equations but -not

from the integrals which involve the arbitrary functions / and g.

22
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13. It should be observed that, throughout the foregoing proof,

there has been a complete restriction to regular functions. The

possibility of non-regular functions, satisfying the equations and

obeying the prescribed conditions, has nowhere been taken into

account and the proof does not shew that it should be rejected as

inadmissible ;
what is established is that a unique set of regular

integrals exists. In the statement of the argument, it is practically

assumed that the integrals are regular. Thus zl is made to acquire

the value of a regular function of #2 &amp;gt; -, &n when xl
= a1 ;

and this

could be secured when z^ is a uniform function of xly even if #x is

an essential singularity, provided x^ then be allowed to approach a^

by an appropriate path*. If however z1 is made to acquire its

value when xl
= al , quite independently of the path by which x

approaches the position Oj, and so also for the other dependent

variables, then it is not difficult to see that the integrals must

be regular under the assigned conditions. For the differential

equations then make ~-
, ..., -^ regular functions of #2 &amp;gt; ,n&amp;gt;

QX- OX\

whatever be the a^-path of approach to a^ ;
when derivatives of the

equations are formed and suitably combined, it could be inferred

that
^ ,

. . .
, -~-^ ,

in like circumstances, become regular functions

of #2 , ..., xn \
and so on, for the derivatives in succession. The

inference that zlt ..., zm are regular functions of #1? #2 -&amp;gt;
xn is

then immediate.

The assumption made by ignoring the path of approach of xl to

a! may fairly be described as a customary assumption : it does, in

effect, exclude the consideration of the possibility that ax is an

essential singularity of a uniform function, and it may exclude the

consideration of other possibilities of deviation from regularity.

Yet it is not inconceivable that, in particular instances, such as the

stability of a system in a critical condition, the excluded possibilities

are of importance -f

1

: in such an instance, it might be actually the

fact that the variable must approach its value by a specific path

and is not permitted an unrestricted approach to the value.

* See T. F., p. 57 (second edition), Ex. 4.

t The same considerations occur in connection with the integrals of an ordinary

equation of the first order : see 28 34 in volume n of this work, where
( 34) the

condition given for that case by Fuchs is explained.
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THE SECOND OF THE SUBSIDIARY EXISTENCE-THEOREMS.

14. In the preceding theorem, the only variables which occur

explicitly in the set of partial equations are the dependent variables :

it can, however, be extended so as to allow the explicit occurrence

of all the variables. The extended theorem is as follows :

Let a set of partial equations be given in the form

for values i 1, . . .
, m, being m equations in in dependent variables ;

the coefficients ft;&amp;gt;

and the quantities ft are functions of all the

variables, dependent and independent. Let clt ..., cm , a^, ..., an be

a set of values of zlt ..., zm ,
xlt ..., xn respectively, in the vicinity

of which all the functions
6ry&amp;gt;

and ft are regular; and let
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

1} ...,

&amp;lt; m.
be a set of functions of #2 , ..., xn ,

which acquire values c1? ...,

cm respectively when x.2
= cr2 , ..., ifn = a

n&amp;gt;

which are regular in the

vicinity of these values of #2 , &amp;gt;

xn, and which otherwise are

arbitrary. Then a system of integrals of the eq nations can be determ

ined, which are regular functions of #j, ..., xn in the vicinity of the

values ^i = i, #2
= a2 &amp;gt; &amp;gt;

xn = an ,
and which acquire the values

&amp;lt;^
1} ...,(j&amp;gt;m when xl

= a^ ; moreover, the system ofintegrals, determined

in accordance with these conditions, is the only system of integrals

that can be thus determined as regular functions.

The establishment of this theorem can be derived from the

former theorem in a simple manner. Let n new dependent
variables ^, ..., tn be introduced, denned by equations

9^ _ ^2 ^2_ n ?^.-n ?*? o
^ ^

&amp;gt; ^ ^&amp;gt; &amp;lt;-\

^
j &amp;gt; o

cxi dx2 cxi OJL\ oXi

and by the conditions that, when xl
= a^ ,

ti
=

tt-j, t.2
= X2 ,

. . .
,

tn = #n .

From the last ?i 1 of these equations, combined with the imposed

conditions, it is clear that

t-2
= #2 &amp;gt; ^3

== ^3 &amp;gt; &amp;gt;

* *&quot;&quot; ^n &amp;gt;

in general. Then
2
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SO that

1
= #1 + function of #2 ,

. . .
,
xn

=
%1,

on applying the imposed condition.

We replace xl) ..., xn in G
ijr

and in Gt by tl} ..., n ,
and denote

the functions resulting after the change by Hijr
and Ht . Also,

jVi

noting the fact that ~ is unity, we take an amplified system of

equations

for i = 1, ..., m, and
//,
=

2, ..., n; and the imposed conditions are

that, when x1
= a1)

The coefficients in the modified system are functions of the de

pendent variables; the properties of the modified system, when
account is taken of the imposed conditions, are the properties of

the systems to which the former theorem applies. Hence, by that

former theorem, a set of integrals

Vfj.
==

OCy. )

for i = 1, . . .
,
m and

/JL
=

1, . . .
, n, exists; the functions^ are regular

functions of the variables x
t
and when xl

= al ,
the functions fa, . . .

,

^rm reduce to ^ ,
. . .

,
&amp;lt; m respectively ;

and these regular integrals
are the only set of regular integrals which satisfy the imposed
conditions.

When we substitute t^
= xl , 2

= #2 , ..., tn = xn in the modified

system, we return to the original system : the results just obtained

constitute the theorem required.

Note. There is the same kind of limitation as in the former

case ( 13) : it is possible that, for reasons connected with essential
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singularities such as particular modes of the approach of x
v to alt

there may be non-regular integrals of the equations satisfying the

imposed conditions.

Ex. 1. Obtain the integral of the equations

dv dv
+

cy oz }

cto_
80;

subject to the initial conditions that, when .r=0,

u = 2e (y+z)Z + ae~
z
,

v=e

(where a is a constant), in the form

(Riquier.)

Ex. 2. Integrate similarly the equations

cy cz J

subject to the initial conditions that, when #= 0, the variables u, v, t, w,

respectively acquire the values

(Riquier.)

Ex. 3. As an example of the general theorem, let it be required to obtain

the integral of the equation

,

fa y
2 -y+x dy

which acquires the value y when x= \.

After the explanations that have been given, it will be of the form

in order that this may satisfy the differential equation, the coefficients y^ , y&amp;lt;&amp;gt;_
,

. . .

are determined by the relation

,.
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as may be verified by substituting the expression for z and comparing
coefficients of powers of x\. In particular,

3/2

and so on.

The equation is amenable to the ordinary practical method. The most

general integral is found to be
i

where f is an arbitrary function, to be rendered definite by means of the

assigned condition, which is that z must acquire the value y when x=\.

Hence
i

(i-y)e
and therefore

so that the required integral is given by the equation

But in connection with this equation, it must be specified as that value

of z which acquires the value y when x= \\ it is not enough to take any root

of the equation for the integral, because (when a?= l) there is an infinitude of

values of z as functions of y, and only one of these is actually equal to y. In

fact, the finite form of the equation, though it includes the required integral,

does not give a unique expression for z.

Note. It sometimes is convenient* to associate an ordinary equation

i-/&amp;lt;*
^

with a partial differential equation

It is known that integrals of the respective equations exist. Taking the

equation just discussed, so as to have

the only regular integral of the ordinary equation, acquiring a value zero when

07=1, is given by

*
Picard, Traite d Analyse, t. n, ch. xi, 15.
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Now taking the partial equation and supposing an integral of the ordinary

equation, assumed to exist in the same regular field of variation, to be substi

tuted in z, we have

fe
,fa_ &amp;lt;fy_n

r* ~1~ O 7 ^9
ox oy dx

that is, z= A, a constant, for that substitution : and the constant A manifestly

can be made zero. Conversely,

2=

clearly gives the regular integral of the ordinary equation in the form

y=0.

We can also, by quadratures, obtain the complete primitive of the ordinary

equation in the form

where c is an arbitrary constant. This cannot be obtained from the regular

integral of the partial equation, by taking

t=A,

for any value of A, if we take unlimited variation of y\ because y=0 is an

essential singularity for one equation and an ordinary point for the other.

But it can be obtained from the non-regular integral

by taking z=A : the appropriate value of c is

c=f(A}.



CHAPTER II.

CAUCHY S THEOREM.

THE main results in this chapter are associated with theorems establishing
the existence, under assigned conditions, of integrals of systems of partial

equations, the number of equations in a system being the same as the number
of dependent variables : they are conveniently described as Cauchy s Theorem,
because they have their origin in Cauchy s investigations* on the subject.

The method adopted is based upon the memoir of Madame Kowalevsky,

quoted in the preceding chapter (p. 11) ;
reference may also be made to the

expositions given by Jordan, Cours dAnalyse, t. in (1896), ch. in, 1, and

by Goursat, Lepons sur Vintegration des equations aux derivees partielles du

premier ordre, (1891), ch. I.

15. The existence-theorems established in the preceding-

chapter can be applied to equations, and to systems of equations,
of representative types ;

and to such applications we now proceed.

But some passing remarks must be made upon the limitations

that have been imposed. All the equations are linear in the

derivatives of the dependent variables: this character, if not

initially possessed, frequently (though not universally) can be

secured by appropriate transformations. All the coefficients of

the derivatives in the equations have been assumed to be regular
functions of the independent variables (and, in the case of the

earlier theorem, of the dependent variables) within the fields of

variation considered: no result as to the character, or even the

existence, of integrals has been obtained when there is any
deviation from the postulated regularity. The imposed initial

conditions are of a similar type, because they require the assump
tion, as values, of arbitrary functions of a regular character for a

* (Euvres de Cauchy, lre Ser., t. vn, p. 17, and elsewhere. These memoirs were

published in the Comptes Eendus in 1842
;
his earliest researches on the subject date

back to 1819.
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chosen value of a particular variable : but no result is established

if these assigned arbitrary functions are not regular, in any form

of deviation from regularity. It may be possible (and frequently

it is possible) to transform the equations in such a manner that

another particular variable may be selected as the pivot of initial

conditions, with the appropriate modification as to the arguments
of the functions in the assigned initial conditions

;
and the

existence-theorems establish no relation between the integrals

proved to exist in the respective cases. Moreover, the integrals

considered are functions which are regular within the fields of

variation; the limitation to uniformity, instead of to regularity

so as to exclude essential singularities, is (for the almost complete

part) excluded from discussion in the present state of knowledge.

Even within these restrictions, the existence-theorems already

proved have a wide range of important applications; some of

these applications will now be taken in succession.

- CAUCHY S THEOREM FOR EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST ORDER.

16. We begin with the simplest case, being that of a single

equation of the first order in one dependent variable and two

independent variables; taking the latter to be x and y, and

denoting the first derivatives of z with regard to these variables

by p and q respectively, we may consider the equation in the form

where / will be taken to be regular in its arguments: and we

shall assume that the equation is irreducible. Let x a, y = b,

4 = c, p = \, q = fji,
be a set of values satisfying the equation /= ;

then unless the quantity ^-
vanishes for these values, the equation

can be resolved so as to express p in terms of the remaining

arguments in a form

p - \ = g (x
-

a, y
-

b, z - c, q
-

/*),

say

p = g(x, y, z, q),

where g is a regular analytic function of its arguments. Now, as

-
usually involves the variables that occur (or some of them), it
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r)f

usually is possible to choose initial values so that ~- does not
dp

vanish : and then the analytic resolution of the original equation
is possible. But it may happen that values of z (if any) and of its

derivatives which satisfy the original equation f= 0, that is, which

make / vanish consistently with a relation between z, x, y and

with derivatives from that integral relation, also make vanish
dp

similarly: the suggested resolution of the original equation is

then impossible, so that p could not be expressed as a regular

analytic function of x, y, z, q.

17. As a first alternative, we assume that the resolution

with regard to p is possible in the form

where g is regular in the vicinity of x = a, y = b, z = c, q = JUL.
We

can apply the existence-theorems, already established, to prove
that an integral z of the equation exists, having the properties :

(i) it is a regular function of x and y within fields of
variation round x = a and y = b given by

|

x a
j

&amp;lt; r,
| y b

\

&amp;lt; r,

where r is not infinitesimal:

(ii) when x = a, the integral z reduces to
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt; (y), where

cf&amp;gt; (y) is

a regular function of y within the field \ y b
&amp;lt; r,

acquiring the value c when y = b, and otherwise arbi

trary ;

(iii) the integral z, as determined by these conditions, is unique
as a regular integral.

In order to deduce this result from the former theorems, we

consider a system

dq _dp
dx dy

dp dg dg dg dp
dx
~

dx dz
*

dqdy

regarding it as a system in three dependent variables z, p, q.

Applying the second of the existence-theorems ( 14), we infer
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that integrals of this system of equations exist which are regular

in the vicinity of x = a, y = b, and, when x = a, are such that

where
(f&amp;gt;(y)

is the foregoing regular function of y acquiring the

value c when y = b, and i is therefore also regular, acquiring

the value
//,
when y = b : moreover, this set of regular integrals is

unique. Let the set of integrals of the system, thus known to

exist, be denoted by

we proceed to prove that z Z (x, y) satisfies the original equation

so that, owing to its other properties, it is the announced integral.

As these quantities Z, P, Q satisfy the amplified system of

equations, we have
az=p

from the first of those equations, so that

d
=

Again, we have

dx dy

from the second of those equations, so that

8Q = _a fi&

and therefore

/} 7
Hence

^ Q is a function of y only, and its value is the same

whatever value be assigned to x. When x = a, we have

dZ
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from the assigned value of Z, and

o - &amp;lt;ty (y)V ~
dy

from the assigned value of Q; hence, when x = a, the value of

^-- is zero, and therefore
Oy

%-Q-Ody

generally, that is,

dz

s-y

= q

Again, denoting P g (a, y, Z, Q) by u, we have

^_^_^_ a#^_??S
dx dx dx dZ dx dQ dx

Jtf-ty-fyp-W-L
dx dx dZ dQ dy

= 0,

by the third equation of the system. Thus u is independent of x
;

when x = a, its value is

y, y,
-

-ff*, y

on inserting the values acquired by Z, Q, P when x = a : this is

zero, and therefore ^ = generally, that is,

P = g(x,y,Z,Q),
and therefore

P-g(*,y,*,q).
We thus have

in association with z = Z(x, y), that is, z Z(x, y) satisfies the

equation
dz

which is the original equation. Owing to its other properties, by
which it obeys the assigned conditions, z Z(sct y) is the integral

required.
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18. Passing now to the other alternative, under which the

equation / = cannot be resolved with regard to p because the

magnitude J- vanishes for values of the variables that make /

vanish, we consider the resolubility of the equation /= with

regard to q. This resolution will be possible unless the magnitude

~- vanishes for values of the variables that make f vanish : when
dq
it is possible, the resolved form will be

q=h(x, y, z, p\

where h is a regular function of its arguments, in the vicinity of

values (say) x = a, y = b, z = c. An integral of the equation exists

having the properties:

(i) it is a regular function of x and y within fields of
variation round x = a and y = b given by

\x a\^r, \ y
- b

&amp;lt; r,

where r is not infinitesimal :

(ii) when y = b, the integral z reduces to ty (x), where ty (x) is

a regular function of x within the field \x a\^r,

acquiring a value c when y = b, and otherwise arbitrary :

(iii) the integral z, as determined by these conditions, is unique
as a regular integral.

The proof of this proposition is similar to the proof of the

proposition in the case when the equation / = was resolved

with regard to p; it will not be set out in detail.

19. Combining these results, it follows that an irreducible

equation f=0 possesses a regular integral with assigned condi

tions if it is resoluble with regard to p, that it possesses another

regular integral with other assigned conditions if it is resoluble

with regard to q, and that each of these integrals is unique under

its conditions. These integrals have been obtained from equations

p = 9(x&amp;gt; y&amp;gt;

z
&amp;gt; ?X 2

= h
(*&amp;gt; y&amp;gt;

z
&amp;gt; P\

respectively, which arise from the resolution of /= in the

respective cases : but they do not generally represent the whole

of the equation /= 0, for if/ were of degree m in p and n in q,

there would generally be in equations of the former type and n of
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the latter, distinct from one another in their respective sets. Each

such equation determines a unique regular integral under the

assigned conditions, which may be made the same for each equa
tion in the set. If for the m equations, the respective regular

integrals are

then clearly the equation

{z
-

d, (x, y)} {z
-

0, (x, y)}...{z- 9m (x, y}}
=

gives the integrals of the equation

f(x, y, z, p, q)
= 0,

supposed of degree m in p and resoluble with regard to p, such

that when x = a, z assumes the assigned functional value
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt; (y).

Similarly, if

/O, y, z, p, q)
=

be of degree n in q and be resoluble with regard to q, an equation

{*- v*, y}} {*-**(*, y}} - {*-*(*&amp;gt; y)l
= o

gives the integrals of the equation such that, when y = b, z assumes

the assigned functional value ty (x).

But it may happen that the equation

/O, y, z, p,q) = Q

is not resoluble with regard either to p or to q, that is to say, it

may happen that the magnitudes ,, and *- vanish for values of

the variables which make/ vanish. The existence-theorem cannot

then be applied, and so it provides no information as regards

integrals of the equation. We must then investigate independently
the character of those integrals (if any) of the equation

f(x, y, z, p, q)
= 0,

which at the same time are such as to satisfy the equations

-&amp;lt;&amp;gt;&amp;gt;
-&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

dp dq

This discussion will come later.

20. The initial conditions imposed upon the integrals, in the

cases where existence has been established, are associated with

particular values of the variable x or of the variable y : a more
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general form can be given to the theorems, by a change in the

independent variables. Let these be changed from x and y to

X and F, where
X = X(x,y), T=T(X,y),

and denote by P and Q the derivatives of z with regard to X and

F respectively. Then if the transformed equation is resoluble

with regard to P, it possesses an integral z (which therefore is an

integral of the original equation) characterised by the following

properties :

(i) it is a regular function of x and y within domains that

are not infinitesimal:

(ii) when X(x,y) = a, the integral acquires a value 6(x,y),
which is a regular function within the domains con

sidered, which is not expressible in terms of X alone,

and which otherwise is arbitrary:

(iii) the regular integral thus determined is unique for the

branch of the equation given by the resolution with

regard to P.

Note 1. When the equation f(x, y, z
} p, &amp;lt;?)

= is resoluble

with regard both to p and to q, regular integrals are obtained

each of which is unique under the initial conditions imposed.
Such integrals are, in general, independent of one another

;
if an

integral possessed by the equation resolved with respect to p
proved to be the same as the integral possessed by the equation
resolved with respect to q, there must be relations between the

two sets of initial conditions.

Note 2. In each set of initial conditions, a single function

occurs which, within certain very broad limitations, is arbitrary:

subject to the associated conditions, this arbitrary function deter

mines a regular integral uniquely. We may therefore expect

that, when classes of integrals of partial equations of the first

order are being discussed, one class will emerge characterised by
the occurrence of a single arbitrary function.

This result will be found to be a special case of a more general

result.

Note 3. The equation /(#, y, z, p,q) = Q has been described as

irreducible; the property has been tacitly used, though explicit

F. v. 3
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reference to the irreducibility has not been made after the first

statement.

The reason for assuming the property is practically obvious.

If f(x, y,z,p,q) can be expressed as the product of independent

regular factors, say F and G, and if, in considering integrals of

/= 0, we begin with the integrals of F = 0, we have

V = dl =0^
dp dp dq dq

so that, as G is not zero, the critical quantities for the resolution
O ET ^

Tjl

of the equation are ^- and ^ . We thus, in effect, do consider
dp dq

separately the integrals of F = and G =
;
and therefore no

generality is lost by assuming the equation as irreducible in this

case.

21. We shall frequently have recourse to geometrical illus

trations, particularly in the case of equations involving one de

pendent variable and two independent variables. Such illustrations

limit the range of variation of the variables to real quantities ;

they will, however, be found an occasionally convenient method of

statement.

Thus consider the equation f(x,y,z,p,q) = Q: an integral is

a relation between x, y, and z
t
and this can conveniently be inter

preted as the equation of a surface. We have seen that, under

conditions which do not need restatement for the present purpose,
there is an integral such that, when x = a, the integral acquires a

value
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt; (y). But

x = a, z =
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt; (y),

are the equations of a plane curve, as arbitrary as is the function

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt; (y). Hence a surface can be drawn that will satisfy the partial

equation and will pass through a plane curve which (within

certain large limitations) can be taken arbitrarily.

Similarly, as regards the modified result of 20 : the equations

X(x, y)
=

a, z = 6(x, y),

are the equations of a skew curve
;
and therefore a surface can be

drawn that will satisfy the partial equation and will pass through
a skew curve which (within certain large limitations) can be taken

arbitrarily.
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22. A precisely similar application of the general existence-

theorems in the last chapter can be made when the differential

equation of the first order involves n independent variables: it

will therefore be sufficient to state the results.

Denoting the independent variables by xly ..., xn ,
and the first

derivatives of z by pl) ..., pn as usual, we take the equation
in the form

and we assume it to be irreducible : and we have the following
results.

Except for such values of the variables (if any) as make ~
vanish at the same time as f, the equation can be resolved with

regard to pr ;
and if x

l
= a^, . . .

,
xn = an ,

z = c, pl
= \l} ..., pn = \n ,

be an ordinary set of values for the equation /= 0, so that / is

regular in their vicinity, then the resolved expression for pr is

regular in the vicinity of those values. Let
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

r denote a function

of #1? ..., 4rr_!, #r +i&amp;gt; &amp;gt;

xn, which is regular in the vicinity of

#! = !, ..., xn an ,
which at a lt . .., an acquires the value cr ,

and

which is otherwise arbitrary. Then an integral of the resolved

equation exists, determined by the conditions

(i) it is a regular function of the variables within fields of

variation given by

i
#1-01 ^p, ...,

|

xn -an ^p,

where p is not infinitesimal ;

(ii) when ocr
= a r ,

the integral acquires the value
(f&amp;gt;

r .

Moreover, the integral of the resolved equation, as determined by
these conditions, is unique.

If the original equation is of degree /JL
in pr ,

there are /* re

solved equations equivalent tof save when ~- vanishes with f\

each such resolved equation determines a unique integral, subject

to the imposed conditions; if these be f1? ..., fM ,
then the equation

(-&...(~()-0
can be regarded as providing the integral of /= 0, subject to

the imposed conditions.

32
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The resolution of the equation/= is possible with regard to

each of the n quantities p in turn, except only when
^-

vanishes

with /; and each such solution leads, under corresponding imposed
conditions similar to those used for the resolution with regard

to pr ,
to similar integrals of the resolved equations and to a corre

sponding integral of/= 0, unique under the imposed conditions.

Hence, by resolving with regard to one or other of the

derivatives pl} ..., pn ,
we establish the existence of integrals of

the equation, uniquely determined by imposed conditions which,

within certain large limitations, involve an arbitrary functional

element.

This establishment of the existence of integrals of the equation

/=0 is effective except in the single conjunction that all the

quantities

. W. 2LW ^ ap

vanish for values of the variables which make /= : in that con

junction, if it can occur, the existence-theorems cannot be applied.

There will therefore remain, as a subject for separate consideration,

the discussion of the integrals (if any) of the equation

/=o.

which simultaneously satisfy the equations

As before, we can deduce the existence of integrals which are

such that, when some relation

is satisfied, z acquires a value &amp;lt; (^ ,
. . .

,
#n),

where p and
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

are

regular functions, and
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

is not expressible in terms of /n alone :

the general condition, necessary for the existence of the integral, is

that the quantity

|

_

dpn d%n

shall not vanish in virtue of/=0.
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CAUCHY S THEOREM FOR EQUATIONS OF THE SECOND ORDER.

23. The equation, next in simplicity, to which the existence-

theorems can be applied, is an irreducible equation of the second

order in one dependent variable and two independent variables.

Denoting the second derivatives of z with regard to x and y

by r, s, t, as usual, we may take the equation in the form

f(x, y, z, p, q, r, s, t)
= 0,

where/ will be assumed to be a regular function of its arguments.
Let a, b, c, X, p, OL, /3, y be a set of values of the arguments of y in

the vicinity of which / is regular ; then, unless
^-

vanishes for

those values, the equation can be resolved so as to express r

in terms of the remaining quantities by an equation

r-a = g(x-a, y-b, z-c, p-\, q
-

p, s-/3, t-y),

say
r = 9 (*, y, z, p, q, s, t),

r)f
where g is a regular analytic function. Now, as

^- usually in

volves at least some of the variables, it usually is possible to choose

?)f
initial values so that

^-
does not vanish

;
and then the resolution

of the original equation can be effected. But it might happen
that values of z (if any) and of its derivatives, which makef vanish,

also make
^-

vanish : the resolution of the original equation with

regard to r could not be effected, and we should have to proceed

otherwise.

When the resolution is possible, the general theorems can be

applied to establish the existence of an integral z having the

properties :

(i) it is a regular function of x and y within fields of variation

round a and b, given by

where p is not infinitesimal;
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dz
(ii) when x = a, then z reduces to fa (y) and =- reduces to fa (y),ox

where fa (y) and fa (y) are regular functions of y within

the domain
\ y b 3: p, acquiring the values c and X

respectively when y=b, and are otherwise arbitrary ;

(iii) the integral z as determined by these conditions is unique.

The mode of establishment is similar to that in the case of the

equation of the first order, and so the exposition will be brief.

We consider a system of equations

dz

dq _dp
dx dy

ds
__

dr

dx dy

dx dx dz dp dq dy ds dy dt dy

of the same character as in the general existence-theorems; and

we regard the system as involving six dependent variables

z, p, q } r, s
} t. When the former results are applied, we infer

the existence of integrals of this system of equations, characterised

by the properties :

(i) they are regular functions of x and y within the fields of

variation

|

x a

(ii) when x = a, then

_ dfa (y)=

dy

_ dfa (y)
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where &amp;lt; (y} and &amp;lt;i(?/)
are the foregoing regular functions:

(iii) the set of integrals determined by these conditions is

unique.

Let the set of integrals thus determined be

z = Z (x, y), p = P (x, y), q
= Q (x, y\

r = R(x, y\ s =S(x, y\ t=T(x, y);

then z = Z(xt y} is the announced integral of the original resolved

equation.

The proof is simple, on the same lines as before. From the

first of the equations, we have

dZ_ p
dx

and therefore

dz

B**
Similarly

_dp = d^z

~dx dx*

Again, the third equation gives

dQ = dP
dx dy

so that

!(?-)=&amp;lt;&amp;gt;.dx \dy J

Thus -- Q is independent of x : inserting the values of Z and Q

when x = a, we find the value to be zero, so that

and therefore

dz
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The fourth equation gives

dS^dR
dx by

and therefore 8 -- is independent of x : its value is zero when

x a, and so

that is,

3P
&quot;
=

a~~

Similarly from the fifth equation, we have T ^ independent

of x\ its value is zero when oc = a, so that

that is,

Lastly, writing
v = R-g(x, y, Z, P, Q, ft T),

the sixth equation shews that v is independent of x : its value is

zero when x = a, and so v = generally. Thus

R-g(x,y,Z&amp;gt; P,Q,S,T) = 0,

that is,

r-g(xy y,z,p, q, s, t)
= 0,

dz dz d*z &z dzz
where p =

^- , q=*-, r = ^-. t
s = 5^- ,

t = ~-=, in association
3a? 9y 3^ 9a?9y W

with z Z(x, y).

Owing to the other properties, by which it obeys the assigned

conditions, z = Z(xt y) is the integral of the original differential

equation, having the prescribed character.

Thus the existence of an integral of the equation

f(x, y, z, p, q, r, s,t) = Q
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is established, save in the case when
|

vanishes for values (if any)

of the variables simultaneously with f. When
^-

does not thus

vanish, the original equation is analytically resoluble : there is one

such integral, subject to the imposed conditions, for each resolved

branch of the equation: and if
, &amp;gt;&amp;gt;

be these integrals, then

(r-)(*-&)...0

provides an integral of the original equation.

Similarly, if the equation is resolved with regard to t and this

will be possible except for such values (if any) of the variables as

T^f

make ~ vanish simultaneously with/ and if the resolved form is
Ou

t = h (x, y, z, p, q, r, s),

where h is a regular function of its arguments, then an integral z

exists, characterised by the properties :

(i) it is a regular fun ction of x and y within fields of variation

round a and b, given by

\x-a .^p, \y-b\^p,

ivhere p is not infinitesimal ;

(ii) when y = 6, then z reduces to ^ (#) and - reduces to

T/T! (x), where
T/TO (#) and ^ (x) are regular functions of

x within the domain x a
\

^ p, acquiring the values

c and p when x a, and are otherwise arbitrary ;

(iii) the integral z, determined by these conditions, is unique.

The proof is similar to that of the earlier proposition and so need

not be expounded.

24. It may happen that there are values of the variables for

which the equation is not resoluble with regard either to r or to t,

so that J-
,

J-
, / vanish simultaneously for such values : yet for

or uv

these values the equation /= may be resoluble with regard to s.

In that case, we change the independent variables from x and y to
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x and y ; denoting the derivatives with regard to the new variables

by p , q ,
r

,
s

f

,
t

,
we have

,
s = rV- trox oy

^- +

When these are substituted, the new equation will be resoluble
with regard to / except for values (if any) of the variables which

make ~-
f vanish, that is, which make

or

df /ckV dfd^ 8^ df /a^y
dr ( doc)

+
ds dx by

+
di (ty)

vanish. In the present case, we can choose x so that it shall

involve x and y ;
and therefore, even though

-j-
and

| vanish, the

foregoing quantity will not vanish unless ~ vanishes. When ^
os ds

does not vanish, the equation can be resolved with respect to r :

and an integral of the equation exists, uniquely determined by
conditions similar to those in former cases.

This transformation, moreover, shews that the initial conditions

can be modified in all the preceding cases : they can be associated

with an initial value x a
,
of course with the appropriate modi

fications, that is, they can be associated with an initial relation

where 6 is a regular function.

The existence of an integral of the equation

f(x, y, z, p, q, r, s,t)
= Q

is thus established except for such values (if any) of the variables

as make the equations

s/
=0&amp;gt; jjf.o, 1=0dr ds dt

satisfied simultaneously with/= 0. If this be possible, the exist

ence-theorem does not apply : and there must be an independent
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discussion of these integrals, if any. This discussion will be

deferred.

In the case of equations of the first order, say in two independent variables

only, we are accustomed to the existence of integrals such that /, J-
,

~-

vanish simultaneously. Without anticipating the discussion of the corre

sponding question for equations of the second order, it is to be remarked

that the four equations

may coexist without rendering the elimination of r, s, t possible. An example

is furnished by the equation

(ra?+ Zsxy+ ty
z- 2px - 2qy+ 2z)

2 - a* (r
2+ 2s2+ 1

2
}

4a*
(px+qy-z)\

CAUCHY S THEOREM IN GENERAL.

25. We now proceed to apply the existence-theorems, in order

to establish the existence of integrals of the system of equations

9r *l _ y &*Z-2 _ 7 &mZm _ r,

&quot;*
&quot;

where the quantities Zl} Z^, ..., Zm are regular functions of the

independent variables xlt ..., xn ,
of the dependent variables zlt ...,

zm) and of the derivatives of the latter of all orders up to (and

including) i\, ..., rm respectively, except only those derivatives

which appear on the left-hand sides of the equations.

Let Oj, ..., an be values of xlt ...,xn within the field of regular

existence of the quantities Zl ,...,Zm ;
and let a number of functions

of #2 ,
. .., xn be chosen, which are regular in the vicinity of o^, ...,

an ,
and (subject to certain limitations upon their coefficients about

to be stated) which are otherwise arbitrary. These functions will

be denoted by &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;A
M ,

for

X=l, yu,
= 0, 1, ..., &amp;gt; i-l;

\ = 2, /A
= 0, 1, ..., ra -l;

\= m, /i
= 0, 1, ..., rm 1.
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Then a system of integrals zlf ..., zm of the equations exists,

characterised by the properties :

(i) they are regular functions of xlt ..., xn in fields of
variation given by

EV~Oj xn -an

where p is not infinitesimal;

(ii) when xl
= al ,

the values acquired by the integrals and by
their derivatives are given by the relations

for the various values of X and p, it being assumed that

the values of the functions &amp;lt; AM ,
when a?2

= a.2 ,
. . .

,
xn = an ,

are values of the derivatives of zl , ...,zm within the field

of regular existence of the functions Z^ ..,, Zm ;

(iii) the system of integrals, thus determined, is unique.

In order to establish this result, we merely generalise the

method applied in the preceding special cases of the theorem. We
introduce a number of auxiliary variables

assigning as initial conditions that, when %l
= al ,

the values they
shall assume are given by the relations

when r &amp;lt; r^, and [Z^\ is the value of ZK when xl
= a^ ;

and we con

struct the system of equations

these holding for r &amp;lt; rA ,
r + s + t + . . . &amp;lt; rA ,

s &amp;gt; 0, and for all values

of X
;
the right-hand side of the first equation is the complete
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derivative of ZK with respect to xlt the derivatives of the included

arguments being modified by the rest of the equations in this

amplified system.

The substituted system of equations conforms to the type

specified in the general existence-theorems, which accordingly

apply. The system possesses a set of integrals having the pro

perties :

(i) they are regular functions of the variables x1} ..., xn
within the specified fields of variation :

(ii) when x = a^, the various dependent variables acquire the

respective assigned values :

(iii) the integrals, thus determined, are unique.

Let the values of z, which occur in this set of integrals, be

zr=^r (xl , ..., xn\

for r = 1, . . .
,
in : these values constitute the announced set of integrals

of the original system of equations.

The method of proceeding is the same as for the simple cases.

Thus we have

direct from equations of the substituted system. Again, we have

Thus
_PAOHX&amp;gt;... 5-^ is independent of x^ ;

its value is zero when #j= OT ,

OX2

and therefore is zero generally, that is,

a**

g
=

*&quot;~&quot;

And so on, step by step : the last step gives

so that j9A rxoo...
- %\ is independent of ^ : its value is zero when

xl
= a l , owing to the assigned conditions ;

and therefore the value

is zero generally, that is,
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and therefore we have

equations which, for all the values of X, constitute the original

system. These are equations satisfied by

which accordingly are the integrals of that original system. The

properties, which they possess as integrals of the substituted

system, both as regards regular character, values acquired when

#! = al} and uniqueness, shew that they obey the conditions imposed
in connection with the original system.

A simple illustration is provided by the differential equation of a vibrating

plane membrane, which is

where A2 is a constant : an integral of this equation is uniquely determined by
the condition of being a regular function of x, y, t, and by the conditions that,

when t 0,

By the nature of the case, the boundary of the membrane is fixed
; hence,

along the boundary, z and ~- are always zero, so that the regular functions

f(x&amp;gt; y} and g(x, y] have their otherwise arbitrary character restricted by
this general condition attached to the particular problem. But it follows

from the general theorem that, if an integral can be obtained, in any manner,

satisfying the imposed conditions, it is the unique integral, subject to those

conditions.

For example, let the membrane be rectangular in form, having its sides

equal to a and b: let the equations of the sides be y= 0, y b, #=0, #= a,

so that / and g must vanish for any one of these four relations. Now an

integral of the equation is given by

z= (a cos ct+ fi sin ct] sin \x sin
/z/y,

provided

and this integral will vanish on the rectangular boundary if

sin Xa= 0, sin p.b
= 0.

The latter will be satisfied by taking

ITT mn
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where I and m are integers ;
then

and the integral is

x . lirx .

sin v .

Clearly, the sum of any number of such integrals is also an integral : so that

we have an integral given by

Z= 2 2 (alm coscimt+ plm smclmt)sm sin^J^.
1=1 m=l a O

This quantity Z vanishes on the boundary : if, then, the coefficients ajm , /3im

can be determined so as to satisfy the imposed conditions, we shall have the

required integral. Now, when t=
t

mir. .Z= 2 2 aim sm- sin
,

l=i m=i a b

3Z . lirx . miry
-tr = 2 2 clmplm sm -- sm ^ ;
ct

i=l m=1 a b

and these should be equal to /(#, y], g (x, y], which accordingly impose
limitations upon the character of the regular functions. The conditions will

be satisfied if

4

x smT sm

The required integral is uniquely given by the expression

z= 2 I (aZm coscim*+&m sinQmOsin sm
1=1 m=l a

with the foregoing values for the coefficients a and $.

Note. It will be noticed that the existence-theorem provides
for the introduction of a number of functions which, within certain

very wide limitations, are arbitrary functions of all the variables

but one, or are arbitrary functions of all the variables subject to an

assigned relation among the variables. In the case of the system
of equations considered in this section, the number of these

functions is

r
1 + r2 + ... + rm ,

being the sum of the orders of the highest derivatives that occur.

In particular, if there be only a single dependent variable and

a single equation of order r, the number of arbitrary functions

provided by the theorem for the precise determination of the
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integral is r, the same as the order of the equation. Special
illustrations have been furnished by an equation of the first

order and by an equation of the second order.

26. In the establishment of the theorem as to the existence

of integrals of the equations

_ 7 m _
&quot;

&quot;

~

it was assumed that no derivatives of ^ of order higher than r^

occur, and similarly for the derivatives of the other dependent
variables. This limitation is important : it is actually necessary
in order that the convergence of the series (and therefore the

functional significance of the integrals) may be established.

The importance of the condition may be illustrated by a single example *.

Consider the equation

3%_dz_
fy

2
~

dx

which belongs to the system when associated with imposed conditions to be

satisfied for an assigned value of y ;
but the limitation is not obeyed when the

imposed conditions are to be satisfied for an assigned value of x. To see the

effect of the limitation, let it be required to obtain an integral of the equation
which shall acquire a value P (y} when #=0, P(y] being an analytic function

of y, regular in the vicinity of y=0. A formal solution is manifestly given by

The convergence of the series cannot be established : indeed, the series in

general is not a converging series. To make the series more precise, let

which satisfies all the conditions : then

Now it is known t that p, the radius of convergence of a converging series

a
,
is given by

1 1
-= Lim|am |;
P m=oo

*
Kowalevsky, Crelle, t. LXXX (1875), p. 22.

t T. F., 26.
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hence, if p be the radius of convergence of the series for z regarded as a power-
series in x, we have

i

T . 4m ^2Lim 2

approximately, by the use of Stirling s theorem
;
thus p is zero, whatever

finite value be possessed by y. In other words, there is no region of con

vergence for z in the case of the assumed form of P (y).

The question thus suggests itself: what are the limitations upon P(y) that
the series for z should converge ? To answer it, we take the equation as
an instance of the equations in 23 : the theorem shews that a regular

integral exists determined uniquely by the conditions that, when y=0,

= 2
n=0

where Q (x] and R (x] are regular functions. The formal expression of this

integral is easily found to be

! dxm

Hence, when #=0, the value of z is given by

dxm

if the integral is to be given by the former process, this must be the value of

P (y) in the assigned initial conditions.

Let r denote the radius of convergence of the power-series Q(x) and
It (x) simultaneously : then, because 2 cnxn and 2 knxn are converging series

n=0 =0

when
\x\&amp;lt;rt

a finite quantity G exists such that

so that we may take

Gu Gv

where
|

u
\

&amp;lt; 1, |

v
\

&amp;lt; 1, while u and v are not zero. If p denote the radius of

convergence of the series of powers of y, then

i

! rm

=
0,

or the power- series must converge over the whole plane. Consequently, the

only functions admissible as values of P (y} in the earlier investigation are

F. v. 4.
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those which are regular over the whole plane and, when expressed as power-

series, converge over the whole plane in a manner comparable with the series

2 ^LL2m+ V m
_-,am + l

w 2H5f

~r
m:o (2m+r)!&amp;lt;

y

Thus possible values of P(y] are given by

when (in the last example) the real part of n is positive.

27. The equations, in 25, though not of a completely general

character, constitute a very extensive class; and they are even

more extensive than their explicit form indicates, because of the

possibilities of transformation.

Suppose that, in a given system of m equations, the order of

the highest derivative of z^ is rA ,
for \ = 1, ..., m; then, by trans

formation of the independent variables, it is usually possible to

secure the explicit occurrence of the derivatives

that is, of the highest derivatives with regard to one and the

same variable. If all these occur, no change is needed
;

if any are

absent, we change the variables by relations

for s = 1, ..., n, the constant coefficients a being at our disposal

provided their determinant is kept different from zero. Suppose

that the required derivative of zl has not occurred in the original

equations, but that there is a derivative
*

,
where

-

s + t + u+ ...=TI\ then, after the transformation, the derivative

3^ will occur unless au
sa^als

u
. . . vanishes. We can always

CXi l

secure that this negative provision is satisfied; hence the m
equations can be transformed so that the required derivatives

occur explicitly.

But this result is not sufficient to secure the form of the

equations adopted for the existence-theorem ;
it must further be

possible to resolve the m equations with respect to the m selected
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derivatives. When the resolution is possible, the resolved equa
tions are of the form

&amp;lt;^_ 7 drm
*&amp;gt;n _ 7

&quot;

&quot;

~

When the resolution with regard to the selected derivatives is not

possible, and is equally not possible with regard to every set of

similarly selected derivatives, the equations do not belong to the

class considered.

As an instance shewing that the form cannot be regarded as

one to which all equations of the type considered are reducible,
take the equations

p fa
, p dz-2 ,pdzs_ 7+^ *

7? _L P 2
, p 3 7

**l =i

--P *H -
--P AH ^ = ^3a^3

J
cte3 a^3

when the transformation

xs
= asl^

(for s = 1, 2, 3) is effected, they have the form

The equations can be resolved for -^ , ^ ,
r5

(and therefore
9a^ Ste, 8a^

would be reducible to the selected general form) if

111213 Pi, P2 ,
P3

, ft, Q,

is not zero. But it might very well happen that the determinant
of the coefficients P, Q, R should vanish identically ; the resolution

would then be impossible. In that case, it is equally impossible

42
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to resolve the equations with regard to
^&amp;gt;, ^-^,

~-^, and also

with regard to the remaining three derivatives, and so the

existence-theorem cannot be applied ;
but then it is also necessary

that the relations

\, P2 ,
P3 , Z-i II

=

be satisfied.

Hence the form of equations retained in 25 is not a com

pletely inclusive normal form
; but, as already stated, it includes a

very extensive class of equations *.

Ex. Consider the equations

du , dv dX
a K + o ~- = -~

ox ex ox

,du ,,dv dF

where a s and 6 s are constants, X is a function of x alone, I
7

is a function of

y alone.

Effecting the transformations, we easily find that the system can be

changed so as to have the normal form selected, provided db a b is not

zero. Assuming this proviso satisfied, the existence-theorem applies and

the integrals certainly exist : they are most easily obtainable by quadrature

from the original equations in the form

(x]

where / and g are arbitrary functions. To determine f and g in connection

with assigned initial conditions, we take the existence-theorem for the

transformed equations: it would assign values
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt; (yx+ by] and ^ (yx+ty] to

u and v respectively when ax+ fty is constant, say X, where a8 j3y is not

zero. Thus

~~ @y \ 7 / fyh- a$ ~
fi&quot;

y )
^ r \

I

~
y }~^ \

&amp;lt;\-

/3

which determine / and g.

* For a fuller discussion of this matter, see Bourlet, Ann. de VEc. Norm. Sup.,

3me Ser., t. vni (1891), supplement. The example that follows is taken from this
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But if ab a b=:Q, the resolution is not possible: and the existence-

theorem does not apply. The quadrature is still possible ;
and we find

a u+b v= Y+g (x\

where f(y} is arbitrary so far as the first equation is concerned, and g (x} is

arbitrary so far as the second equation is concerned. Assuming for purposes

of illustration that no one of the constants a, 6, a ,
b vanishes, we have

hence, as there is no relation between the variables x and y, we must have

where c is a constant. The two integral equations are now equivalent to one

only ;
hence they do not precisely determine the two quantities u and v.

One of these can be taken at will, say

v= 6(x, y);
and then

=_*(,, y)+ -i + i;-^,
a a a a

which accordingly are integral equations in the case when ab a b= 0.

OTHER CLASSES OF EQUATIONS.

28. The preceding forms of equations are thus not universally

inclusive
; and, in recent years, investigations have been made on

general differential systems, so as to establish the existence of

integrals under assigned conditions associated with wider classes

of equations. These investigations are mainly due to Meray,

Riquier, Bourlet, Tresse, and Delassus * : their formal complication

is elaborate. There are two main issues in this development of

the theory ;
one is the construction of canonical forms, the other

is the establishment of the existence of integrals of the systems of

equations, the expression of which involves arbitrary constants or

arbitrary functions. And we have seen, by a particular example,

*
Many references will be found in von Weber s article on partial differential

equations in the Encyclopddie der mathematischen Wissenschaften, vol. n, pp. 299,

300. Iii addition to these, four memoirs by Riquier may be mentioned; they are

to be found in the Acta Math., t. xxm (1900), pp. 203332, 16., t. xxv (1902),

pp. 297358, Aim. de VEc. Norm. Sup., 3me Ser., t. xvin (1901), pp. 421472,

i&., t. xx (1903), pp. 2773.
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( 3), that cases may occur in which integrals certainly exist and

cannot contain any arbitrary element whatever.

For such investigations, we refer to the memoirs of the authors

quoted ;
and we shall therefore enter into no further detail as to

the existence of integrals of systems of equations in number equal
to the number of dependent variables. There still remain, for our

consideration, the discussion of the integrals (if any) of an equation
or a system of equations in the vicinity of values of the variables

where the functions concerned are not regular, and the discussion

of the integrals (if any) of systems of equations in which the

number of dependent variables is less than the number of equa
tions. To the former, very little space will be devoted as the

subject is hardly begun: it certainly seems to have claimed no

attention from investigators. The latter is of the utmost import

ance, particularly in the case when there is only one dependent

variable; it will be undertaken in a succeeding chapter.



CHAPTER III.

LINEAR EQUATIONS AXD COMPLETE LINEAR SYSTEMS.

FOR the materials of this chapter, reference may be made to the authorities

quoted in Part I, ch. n, of this work, in particular, to Mayer s memoir, Math.

Ann. t. v (1872), pp. 448 470, and also to chapter n of Goursat s Lecons sur

I integration des equations avx derivees partielles du premier ordre. The chap
ter is devoted to linear equations, either single or in simultaneous systems.

Single equations and systems of simultaneous equations, which are

homogeneous and linear in the differential elements of the variables, have

already been discussed. The discussion of exact equations and exact systems
of this type is given in the first two chapters of volume I of this work : the

remainder of that volume is devoted to the discussion of inexact equations

(Pfaffs problem) and of inexact systems.

71

THE LINEAR EQUATION 2 Xipi = 0.

{=1

29. We proceed to a more detailed consideration of equations

of the first order. Cauchy s theorem establishes the existence of

integrals having a considerable degree of generality : but it does

not prove that the integrals have the widest degree of generality

possible or that they include all integrals by the appropriate

specification of the arbitrary elements ;
and the only method which

it provides for the actual construction of the integrals leads to

expressions in power-series. It should be added, however, that

(save for special classes of equations) the method provided in the

proof of the existence-theorem is the only universal mode of con

structing the integral : but for those special classes of equations

simpler methods can be devised for the construction of the integrals,

while further information can be obtained as to their relative

generality and their classification. In all that follows, we are
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concerned rather with the theory in general than with the practical
solution of particular equations as expounded in text-books*.

The simplest equations of all are those which are linear in the

derivatives
; among them, the simplest is the equation

XIP1 + X2p.2 + . . . + Xnpn = 0,

when the coefficients Xlt ..., Xn are functions of the variables

ocl , ...,xn but do not involve the dependent variable z. It will

be seen later that every linear equation can be expressed in this

form.

As usual, we associate with the partial equation the system of

ordinary equations
dxl _ dx% dxn
X l X2 Xn

by the theory of such equations, their integral equivalent consists

of n 1 independent equations in a form

Urfa, ..., #M) = cr , (r
=

l, ..., n-l).

Taking any one of these integral equations, we have

dur , dur ,

~ dx + . . . + ^ dxn = 0,
oxl dxn

concurrently with the ordinary differential equations ;
hence

Y dUr
4. Y dUrA 1 +...+A n

- = 0,
OX-L oxn

again an integral equation. Now there cannot be an integral

equation independent of the set

so that the new equation is not independent of this set. But it

does not involve any of the quantities c
; hence, though the equation

holds, it does not hold in virtue of the integral set. It therefore

can only be an identity ;
so that the equation

is satisfied identically. Consequently, when we put

z = ur

* For instance, much of chapter ix in my Treatise on Differential Equations,

(3d. edn. 1903), will be taken for granted.
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in the original partial equation, the latter is satisfied identically:

and therefore z = u r is an integral of the partial equation.

Moreover, this holds for all values of r
;
and therefore there are

n 1 functionally distinct integrals of the equation. But there

are not more than n 1 distinct integrals ;
that is, every integral

can be expressed in terms of these. Let any integral be denoted by

z =f(xi&amp;gt; -, xn}\
then the equation

T 3/ ,v- df
J.g-

+. +*.- =

is identically satisfied. The equations

Y 8 &quot; r
4- i-Y 3^-0A

i ~ r T .AH ^
= u,

dxl dxn

for r = 1, ..., n l, are identically satisfied: and the quantities

Xi, . . .
,
Xn do not all vanish : hence

V tf,,#2 , ...,

The quantities u are functionally distinct, so that J does not vanish

through an aggregate of vanishing first minors. It cannot vanish

in virtue of z =f, for it does not involve z. It must therefore

vanish identically ;
and therefore some relation must exist among

the quantities /, uly ...
t
un-lf the relation involving / because

! ,
. . .

, ?/._! are functionally distinct : let it be

/=&amp;lt;(M!,
M -i)

Hence the equation possesses exactly n I functionally independent

integrals.

If / denote the most general integral of the equation, then

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

must be the most general function possible : the requirement
is satisfied by making a completely arbitrary function of its

arguments. Hence if i^, ..., un-i be a set of functionally inde

pendent integrals, the most general integral of the equation is

given by
z =

4&amp;gt;(ui, ..., _!&amp;gt;,

ivhere
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

is a completely arbitrary function of its arguments.

The arbitrary function 0, and the functionally distinct integrals,

can be determined so as to satisfy assigned initial conditions

and therefore so as to yield the integral established by Cauchy s
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theorem. Let a1} ..., an be values of xlt ..., xn in the vicinity of

which all the quantities X l ,
. . .

,
Xn are regular ;

and suppose that

some one of these quantities, say Xlf does not vanish for those

values, an assumption that can always be justified by an appropriate
choice of ttj, ..., an . The general initial conditions will be that the

integral z is to acquire a value /(a?2 , ..., xn},
when x1

= a 1 ,
the

function/ being regular in the fields of variation considered.

The appropriate arguments can easily be constructed. Let an

integral vr^ be obtained to satisfy the partial differential equation,

subject to the condition that it shall acquire a value xr ,
when

X-L
= a1 ;

its value is

r_i = xr + (xl
-

ctj)
Pr (#!

- a 1} %2
- a2 ,

. . .
,
xn an),

where Pr is a regular function of xly . .., xn in the vicinity of the

initial values. Taking this result for r = 2, . . .
, n, we have vlt . . . ,

t&amp;gt;n_i as n 1 functionally distinct integrals ;
and then

z
=f(Vi&amp;gt; i fln-i)

is clearly the integral of the equation which acquires the assigned
value f(x2 ,

. . .
,
xn),

when x^ = Oj .

The appropriate arguments can also be constructed from the

associated ordinary equations.

COROLLARY. After the preceding analysis, we can state the

existence-theorem, in a different but equivalent form, as follows.

If Oi&amp;gt; --&amp;gt;an are values of xl ,
...

t
xn ,

in the vicinity of which all

the coefficients X in the equation

Pl + Za
&amp;gt;

3 *Z/j%+ ... + Xnpn =

are regular, the equation possesses n l functionally distinct inte

grals, which are regular in the selected region and which reduce to

x2 ,
. . .

,
x.n respectively, when x-^

= a1 ; and if these integrals be zlt . . . ,

n_i, any integral of the equation can be expressed in the form

z=f(zl , ..., zn_^} by appropriate choice off.

Ex. 1. Eequired an integral of the equation

which shall acquire the value 6 (#2 , #3), when ^1
= a 1 .

To obtain an integral v which shall acquire the value x^ when x\=-a\^ we

take
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and we find

so that

We proceed similarly to obtain an integral v.2 which shall acquire the value

#3 ,
when xl=al ;

we find

The required integral is clearly

If we proceed from the associated ordinary equations, we need two

integrals of the equations
d.?i _ dx.2 _ dxz

~x^~ x.2 ~&quot;^3

these can be taken in the form

We then require the form of
(f&amp;gt;

such that-0 (w l5 2 )
becomes 0(.r2 , .1*3),

when

^iai : hence

and therefore

that is, the integral is

as before.

Ex. -2. Three given functions u, v, w of x, y, z are such that

&quot;bu &quot;bv ow

&quot;fix
. ()y &quot;QZ

and three other functions
, 77,

of the same variables are defined by the

relations

c on c c CTJ c

8y 82 cz cx^ &quot;ox cy

Prove that the most general values of
, //, ( are

&quot;dx 8x fy cy 02; ^
where G and ZT are integrals of the equation

cQ c6 c6 nMK- +t?^r-+W5-= 0,
ox cy cz

and T-
7
is an arbitrary function of #, y, .
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n
THE LINEAR EQUATION 2 X^ = Z.

i= l

30. Next, we consider the linear equation

where X1} ..., Xnt Z are functions of the variables x1} ..., xn ,
z.

We shall assume that any factor, which is common to Xl ,
. . .

,
Xn , Z,

has been removed
;

it will therefore be unnecessary to take account

of a value of z which simultaneously satisfies the equations

the differential equation being then satisfied without regard to the

derivatives of z.

With the linear equation, we associate the set of ordinary

equations
dxl _ dx2 dxn dz

^Li J\.% ~A-n &

Now whether Xl} ..., Xn ,
Z be uniform or not, we shall assume

that there are values of the variables in the vicinity of which

X1} ..., Xn ,
Z behave regularly; and then, from the theory of

ordinary equations, we know that the foregoing set possesses n

functionally distinct integrals. Let these be

where clt ..., cn are arbitrary constants.

In the first place, any equation

0,.
= cr

gives an integral of the original equation if it involves z explicitly.

As it is an integral of the ordinary equations, the relation

is consistent with those equations ;
and therefore

Y ^r
J- J- Y ^r

j. 7 ^r nA ! ^--\- ... + A n ^
--h 6 ~^ = *7.

OSBi OXn OZ

Now this is a relation between the variables: it clearly is not

satisfied in virtue of
(f&amp;gt;

r
= cr ;

and therefore it is satisfied identically.
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Taking &amp;lt; r
= cr as an equation giving a value (or values) of z

t
the

derivatives are given by

When these values of ^, for ??i = 1, ..., w, are substituted in the
dxm

foregoing equation that is identically satisfied, it becomes

Now $r contains z
y
so that - is not identically zero: and -^

does not vanish because of the equation &amp;lt; r
= cr ,

for it does not

contain cr : hence ?p is different from zero. Accordingly, the
r

equation -
X,p,

- ... - Ar

njpn =

is satisfied: or the equation &amp;lt;f)

r =cr ,
when

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;

r involves z explicitly,

provides an integral of the partial equation.

The same is true for each of the equations &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

=
c, provided each

particular function
(f&amp;gt;

involves z. Now some of the quantities &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;

must involve z, even though each of them may not : for otherwise

sP would vanish for each value of r, and the equations

would be satisfied identically, for r = 1, . . .
,
n : we should then have

satisfied, but not in virtue of ^ =
c,, ...,

&amp;lt;^
n = cw : it must be

satisfied identically and therefore, as the functions
&amp;lt;^

15 ...,
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

n do

not (under the present hypothesis) involve z, there would be a

functional relation between them, contrary to the fact that they

are functionally independent. Hence, through the integral system
of the ordinary equations, we find an integral or integrals of the

partial equation.

In the second place, let
/(&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;i,

...,
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;n)

denote any arbitrary

function of the quantities (f&amp;gt;,

and suppose that the equation

, ...,&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;)

=
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determines a value or values of z: then /=0 provides an integral

of the differential equation. For the equations

Y ^r
a- a. Y tyr , 7 3&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;r n^ i o

--r . . + A n =--H ^ -TN
= U,

OXi oxn dz

for r = 1, ..., n, are satisfied identically; as / is arbitrary, not all

O /
pi

/

the quantities ^- ,
. . .

, -^
vanish

;
and therefore, on multiplying

rlf

by and adding for all the values of r, the equation

x r. x r _
1 * 537 3

--
^-n 2* 7=r-r- ^

--
\r Zj 2j ^-r

--- = U
r= iO(pr o%i r =\oq&amp;gt;r oxn r =iO(pr oz

is satisfied identically. Now the derivatives of z, as determined by

/=0, are given by

for all the values of m : when these are used, the identical equation
becomes

Now as / contains z, the quantity

does not vanish identically; and it does not vanish in virtue of

f= 0, when / is perfectly arbitrary : hence

or the equation is satisfied. When the values of p1} ...,pn of z

are determined by/= 0, the equation is seen above to be identically
satisfied : hence /= provides an integral of the equation.

Of course, there may be special forms of / such that the

equation f= does not determine z : and there may be special

forms of/, such that 2 ^- -? vanishes in virtue of /=0. In
r=l d(f)r CZ

what precedes, we are concerned with quite arbitrary forms of f.
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31. The integral thus obtained is clearly of a very general

character. A question arises as to whether it is completely inclusive

of all integrals : that is, can the functional form f be so chosen as

to provide any integral that the partial equation possesses ? Let

such an integral be known to occur in a form

x

and let z = c, xl
= a l ,

. . .
,
xn = an be a simultaneous set of values of

the variables, in the vicinity of which
i|r

is a regular function.

Also suppose that these values are such that, in their vicinity, the

functions fa, ...,
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

n are regular, these providing integrals of the

partial equation as before explained. Xow the n quantities fa, ...,

&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;

n are functionally independent of one another
;
and therefore not

all the determinants

dfa cfa dfa

dz dxl dx

vanish identically. Two typical cases will suffice for the general
discussion: for the first, it will be assumed that

d(fa, ..., )

d(xl} #2 , ..., xn)

does not vanish identically ; for the second, it will be assumed that

8 (fa, ...,
&amp;lt;ft
n)

d(z, #2 , ..., xn)

does not vanish identically.

32. In the first place, when the Jacobian of fa, ...,
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

n with

regard to xly ..., xn does not vanish identically, it is possible to

choose the set of values c, a l} ..., an for z, xl , ..., xnj so that the

Jacobian does not vanish or become infinite for them, unless the

set constitute a singularity or other non-regular place for one

or more of the quantities fa Assuming this choice made, we
then can resolve the n equations

so as to express xly ..., xn as regular functions of 2, fa, ...,

forms

n
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for m =
l, . .., n. Let these values for the n variables be substi

tuted in
-v/r
= 0, so that

*-0 -+( & . ft.)

= X(Z &amp;gt;

fa&amp;gt; &amp;lt;W;

and now the given integral can be taken in the form % = 0. To
obtain the derivatives, we have

r =lV&amp;gt;r

Multiply by Xm and add for the values m =
1, . . .

,
w : then

z- s A
* 1r1 ,tL- l &quot;aJ

+
a L=i

Now for the integral under consideration, we have

2 Xmpm = Z;
ro= l

and we also know that the equation

is satisfied identically for all values of r. Moreover, in the

vicinities concerned, all the functions are regular, so that the

quantities ^ are finite in the fields of variation retained. When
d(f)r

these relations are used, the above equation becomes

z^ = o,
dz

and this equation must be satisfied in association with % = 0.

This requirement may be met in three ways.

It may happen that J* vanishes identically : then z does not
oz

occur explicitly in %, and the expression of % then gives

^ =
%(&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;!&amp;gt;

&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;W&amp;gt;

that is, a form of function in the integral /(&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;i,
..., &amp;lt; n ) nas been

obtained so that the general integral becomes the given integral.

It may happen that
| vanishes, not indeed identically but

only in virtue of % 0. Then z occurs explicitly in % ;
and the
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form of the arbitrary function cannot be determined so that the

general integral becomes the given integral.

It may happen that ^ does not vanish. The condition can

only be satisfied, if Z=0: and this must hold in association with

X = 0. Again, z occurs in ^ ; thus, once more, the form of the

arbitrary function cannot be determined so that the general

integral becomes the given integral.

Of these three alternatives, it is clear that the last belongs to

a special set : as the integral is given by Z= 0, we must have

and then the equation

Xl
9*- + ...+Xm jj--Q

must be satisfied, concurrently with Z=0. Moreover, as
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

1
= c1 ,

. . .
, (f)n

= cn are a set of n independent integrals of the system
of ordinary equations

clr-i _ _ dxn _ dz

Z~~
&quot; V ~7

i -A-n ^
we have

z = __(- i)
r-^xr

J
\ ..

l

\

&quot;

I Jr
Z, OClt ...,

where ocr is omitted from the deriving variables in Jr ,
and

?=!, ..., n in turn; hence as Z=0 for the integral under con

sideration, Xr must vanish for the value of z unless Jr should

vanish for the value. We have assumed that not all the quantities

Z, Xlf ..., Xm vanish for the same value of z.

The second alternative may belong to a less special set : it will

be illustrated by examples. The first alternative provides the

most general case.

Integrals, which arise under the second alternative or under

the third alternative, may be called special integrals*.

* Sometimes they are called singular. This term, however, is better reserved

for a class of integrals belonging exceptionally to equations of a degree higher thau
the first in the derivatives.

F. V. 5
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33. In the second place, when the Jacobian of fa, ...
, far with

regard to z
t
xz ,

. .., xn does not vanish identically, to take only a

typical case when the Jacobian of those quantities with regard to

#1, #2 &amp;gt; &amp;gt;

xn does vanish identically, it is possible to choose the set

of values c, al} . .., an ,
so that the Jacobian does not vanish or

become infinite for them unless they constitute a singularity or

other non-regular place of one or more of the quantities &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;.

Assuming this done, we can then resolve the n equations

fa
=

fa(z, xl , ...,#)

so as to express the variables z, x2 , ..., xn in terms of xl , fa, ..., fa
in forms

2= (#!, fa, ...,
C/&amp;gt;

n),

xr
=

r)r (xl , fa, ..., fa),

for r = 2, . . .
,
n. When these values are substituted for z,xzt ...,xn

in the equation -\Jr
= which provides the given integral, it takes

the form

^ = = ^(, #!, ..., #n)
= 6(xl , fa, ...,&amp;lt;);

and the given integral can now be taken in the form = 0. The

derivatives of z are given by the n relations

30
I W_fl$, to, \

for m =
2, . . .

,
n. Multiplying these by Xl and byXm respectively,

and adding for the various values of m, we have

x -

(X ^ ) -o
=i

-
3*.J 9^ -i

mp &quot;}
&quot;

For the integral under consideration, we have

n

2 JL mpm = Z ,

m=l

and we know that the relation

is satisfied identically. Moreover, all the functions are regular in
&amp;gt;~\s\

all the vicinities concerned, so that all the quantities ^-, for
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? = !, ..., n, are finite in the fields of variation retained. When
these equations are used, the above equation becomes

and it must be satisfied in association with = 0. This require
ment can, as in the preceding discussion, be met in three ways.

~\f\

It may happen that ~ vanishes identically ; then ^ does not

occur explicitly in 0, and the expression of 6 gives

that is, a form of function has been obtained for/(0l5 ...,(/&amp;gt;)
so

that/= has become the given integral ty
= 0.

Or it may happen that
^

vanishes, not indeed identically but

only in virtue of 6 = 0. Then x
l occurs explicitly in

;
the form

of the arbitrary function/in the general integral cannot be deter

mined so as to particularise the general integral into the given

integral
/}/?

Or it may happen that
^ does not vanish. The condition can
vX-^

then only be satisfied if X^ = : and this must hold in association

with = 0. Again, the variable ^ occurs explicitly in 6 : thus, once

more, the form of the arbitrary function f in the general integral

cannot be determined so as to make the general integral become
the given integral.

The three alternatives are similar to those in the former dis

cussion; integrals, that arise in connection with the second or

the third of the alternatives, will be called special, as before.

34. Gathering together these results, we can summarise them
as follows :

Let ty(z, #!, ..., .rn)=0 provide an integral of the partial

differential equation

and
letf(&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i, &amp;gt; &amp;lt;n)

= denote its most general integral,f being an

arbitrary function ; then the functional form off can be chosen so

that
/(&amp;lt;k, ..., (f)n) becomes ty, unless

-fy
is of the type of integral

called special, or unless the value of z provided by ^ = constitutes

52
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a singularity or other non-regular place for one or more of the

quantities &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;.

It thus appears that the general integral for the linear non-

homogeneous equation, in which the dependent variable occurs

explicitly, is not so completely inclusive as is the general integral

for jthe linear homogeneous equation, in which the dependent
variable does not occur explicitly.

Instances of the principal portion of the theorem are so frequent
that none need be adduced here : a few examples will be given to

illustrate the special integrals and other exceptions.

Ex. 1. Consider the equation

Two integrals of the associated equations

dx dy dz

x~ y~ z

can be taken in the form
z

and the most general integral is given by

It is easy to verify that

J,- ---o~
y~

provides an integral of the equation. Expressing \^ in terms of c^, $2 ,
and

we find

*= - .=* .
.

so that

\

thus
-jr-

does not vanish identically but only in virtue of \//=0, and then

only in virtue of the factor 1 ~^ in
&amp;gt;//.

Thus the integral given by ^=0 is

a special integral; for the form of/ in /(0i, &amp;lt; 2) cannot be chosen so as to

make/(&amp;lt; 1} &amp;lt; 2) become ^.

It should be noted that /($i, 2) can be chosen, in a form
&amp;lt;i

2 -$2)

so as to vanish for the integral provided by ^ = 0: but it does not follow

(and it is not the fact) that /can be chosen so
that/(&amp;lt;^ 1 , 2) becomes ^.

Ex. 2. Consider the equation

/ w 2\
(? T 2

&amp;lt;

I Z Xi
V ^37
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Integrals of the associated ordinary equations

&V! _ dx-2 _dx3 _dz
X-2 3

z ~ x\
~

may be taken in the form

and the general integral is

, 02,

where /is an arbitrary function.

It is easy to verify that

provides an integral of the equation ;
but the functional form / cannot be

chosen so that /(0i, 02, 03^ becomes
&amp;gt;//.

In fact, we have

so that

and^ does not vanish identically. Taking the value of z given by ^ and

substituting it in $1, we find $i = 0: so that ^ vanishes in virtue of this

result, that is, in virtue of \// =0. The integral ^=0 is a special integral.

If, instead of expressing xv ,
#2 , #3 in terms of the quantities z, &amp;lt; 1} &amp;lt; 2 , ^3

with a view to the transformation of \^,
we express z, x*, .% in terms of

A, ^i, 02, 03, ^ find

and then the requisite condition is

Y ^ -0-M1T7 &amp;gt;

00?!

in association with \//=0. Now ^ does not vanish identically, nor does
9^!

it vanish in virtue of
&amp;gt;//=0;

we must therefore have A\=0 in association

with \//
= 0. This is satisfied: and therefore, as before, \^=0 provides a

special integral of the equation.

Ex. 3. Consider the equation
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The associated ordinary equations are

dx_dy__dz

y
of which two independent integrals are given by

i

The most general integral of the partial equation is

/&amp;gt;!, 02)
=

0,

where /is an arbitrary function.

It is easy to verify that
2

^=3-^=0
y

provides an integral of the equation : but the functional form / cannot be

chosen so as to make
f(&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i,

&amp;lt; 2) become
-v//-. Proceeding as in the general

exposition, we have

^=z-&amp;lt;l&amp;gt; 1
= V,

so that -~ = I and cannot vanish, shewing that / cannot be chosen for the

purpose. But the quantity Z of the general investigation vanishes for the

value of z given by \^
= 0.

It will be noted that A// does not involve fa : the special integral is a

singularity of &amp;lt; 2 .

Ex. 4. Consider the equation*

The integrals of the ordinary equations

dx dy dz

l+ (*-*-y)*~&quot;T~~~I~
can be taken in the form

and the general integral is

It is easy to verify that

provides an integral of the equation ;
it is clear that no form of/ can be found

which will make the general function
/(&amp;lt;i, &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

2) become ^. The integral

provided by \//-
= is a special integral ;

and manifestly any set of values,

satisfying ^= and chosen as initial values, constitute a branch-place of the

quantity 2 and of the coefficient of p in the equation.

As this coefficient is not regular in the vicinity, Cauchy s theorem does not

apply.

* This example is given by Chrystal, Trans. P. S. E., t. xxxvi (1892), p. 557.
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35. The discussion of the integrals of the equation

Xipi + ... +Xnpn = Z

can be associated with the discussion of the integrals of the

equation, which is without the quantity Z and any explicit occur

rence of z
y by means of a simple transformation. Let the integral

be given by the equation

u = u(z, xlt ..., #) = (),

where, in the circumstances, u involves z
;
then we have

du du

Now - does not vanish identically, and we shall assume* that it

does not vanish in consequence of u = ; hence we may resolve

these equations for p lt ..., pn . Substituting in the original

equation, we have

Y d &quot;

_; i_ Y ^
, 7 d&quot; AA !

---h ...+ A n = H- L ;r
= U,

9#! dxn dz

and this must be satisfied identically when a value of z given by
u = is inserted : in other words, the modified equation is satisfied,

not identically but only simultaneously with u = 0. The modified

equation is of the earlier type : the coefficients of the derivatives

involve only the independent variables but not the dependent
variable u. Of this modified equation, let

be an integral ;
then obviously u = will give an integral of the

original equation. But the fact that 6 (z, xl ,
. . .

,
xn) is an integral

of the modified equation means, as was seen before, that when this

value of u is substituted the equation is satisfied identically. This

limitation is additional to the earlier requirement, which was only
that the equation should be satisfied simultaneously with u =

;
it

was not necessary that the equation should be satisfied identically.

We cannot therefore infer from the argument that any integral of

the original equation can thus be obtained from an integral of the

* The significance of the assumption, and tbe limitation which it imposes,

would need to be examined if the character of the integrals were being determined

solely by the present argument.
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modified equation ;
and it is clear that any integral so obtained is

a special case of an integral given by

6(z, xlt ..., a?w)-a = 0,

where a is an arbitrary constant*.

Ex. As an example, consider the equation

It clearly is satisfied by a value of z given by the equation

But effecting the transformation indicated, viz. taking

u=u(z, x, y)=0,

so that u is a new variable, we have

Any integral of this equation, when substituted, is known (by our earlier

argument) to make the equation satisfied identically. If we take

the equation is not satisfied identically ;
it can only be satisfied for this value

of u simultaneously with u= 0; but u=x+y+zi& not an integral of the new

equation.

On the other hand, the original equation is satisfied by a value of z given

by the equation

where a is a constant : and

is an integral of the modified equation. Thus the first integral is not given,

the second integral is given, by the method.

The distinction between the two cases can be expressed simply by a

reference to the theory of continuous groups. Let

be an infinitesimal transformation.

We have

the quantity y
3 +23 is an invariant for the given infinitesimal transformation.

We have

* The limitation was, I believe, first pointed out by Goursat, in 16 of the

work quoted on p. 55.
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so that x+y+z is not an invariant for the infinitesimal transformation : but

when we have

then, in virtue of that equation,

the equation x+y+z=Q is an invariant equation for the transformation.

36. It remains to associate Cauchy s theorem with the equation ;

for this purpose, we have to obtain an integral which, when xl
= a l ,

reduces to

z = g(x2 , ..., #),

where g is a function, which is regular in the domains of the

values x.2
= a.2 , ..., xn = an ,

and otherwise is arbitrary.

Choosing Oj so that Xl does not vanish there, the integrals of

the associated ordinary equations

V V V 7

dx^-^dx^ dxs
= ~dxl} ..., dxn = -^dxl ,

dz = ^dxlX l X
l Aj A!

can be obtained, subject to assigned conditions that x2=a2) ...,xn=an ,

z=g (.,, ...
, n)

= c, when x-^
= a l ;

and they have the form

Ul =z + (a?!
- a^ t i

= c
,

u.2 = x, + (.*-!
-

aj) v.2
= a? ,

where vlt ..., vn are regular functions of the variables aslt ..., xn ,
z.

Now the general integral is

f(ulf u.2 , ..., tiw) = 0;

or, changing the form of the arbitrary function, we may take

u 1
= F(u9 , ..., un)

as the integral, where F also is arbitrary. When &\ = a x ,
this

equation becomes
z = F(x.2 , ..., a?n);

but the value of 2 when xl =al ,
is to be g (.r,,

...
,
#n) : and there

fore when the arbitrary function is chosen so that

F(x, ..., xn)=g(x.2 , ..., #),

and consequently
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we have an integral
u l
= g(u2 , ..., un),

which is the integral in Cauchy s theorem.

Ex. .Required the integral of

y
2

which, when x= a, is such that z= ~.
Qc

Two integrals of the ordinary equations

dx _ dy _ dz~ ~

b2
are taken such that, when x=a, we have y b, and z

-r&amp;gt;
these are easily

az b*

-7-x 4c

Thus the general integral of the equation can be taken in the form

where /is arbitrary. When x= a, this equation becomes

so that, for the required integral,

and therefore

Hence the required integral is given by the equation

that is,

2=^-

If, instead of taking Cauchy s theorem in its simplest form as

associated with an initial value a^ = aa ,
we require an integral

which, when a relation of the form

f ( 7 T T \
/ \Z&amp;gt;

AI, ) &*)
~

exists among the variables, shall be given by the equation
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effectively what is required is the determination of the arbitrary

functional form F in

. ..,&amp;gt;n =0,

so that the equation may be satisfied without any other relation

solely in virtue of /= 0, g = 0.

As /= and g = are two relations between n 4- 1 quantities,

n 1 of these can be regarded as independent : or we may regard
all the n + 1 variables as expressible in terms of n 1 independent

quantities. Taking the latter mode of representing them, let

their expressions be

for r=l, ..., n. When these are substituted in the quantities

fa, ...,
(/&amp;gt;,

we have

= Vm (?i&amp;gt; -, fn-i) = &amp;lt;fr

for m = l, ..., ;
and these n relations, expressing fa, ...,

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

n in

terms of ?i 1 quantities, are satisfied concurrently with the

relations /=0, g=0. Among these n relations, let the n 1

quantities , ..., fn_a be eliminated, and let the result of the

elimination be

Gfa, ..., n )
= 0.

Now wheny= and g = 0, we have
^&amp;gt;
m degenerating to

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

m : and

the general integral becomes

which coexists with /= and ^ = 0, but, as now it involves only
the quantities fl ,

. . .
, fn_a ,

it is satisfied by itself and not in virtue

of=0, # = 0. We thus have

and therefore also

Hence the required integral is given by the equation

G (fa, ..., &amp;lt;W

= 0.
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Ex. In examples, the details sometimes are developed in a different way.
Let it be required to find a surface, satisfying the equation

and passing through the curve

2 2 2

The curve can be expressed in the form

x= a\, y= bfi,

where

al\ + b
nifj.+ env = 1 .

Two integrals of the associated ordinary equations are

hence, along the curve, we have

c v c v

C V C V
x= r ^Sf

so that

whence

and therefore

c2 I c2 I Jl m
1 + ~9 =9 + 7^9 ~&amp;gt;

= C
{
= +

a* uz b 2- V L \u v

This equation corresponds to the equation ($j , ..., n)
= in the pre

ceding discussion. In the present case, the required integral is accordingly

given by

inserting the values of u and v, the equation of the required surface is

COMPLETE LINEAR SYSTEMS THAT ARE HOMOGENEOUS.

37. Before passing to the discussion of the most general

equation of the first order and of degree higher than the first,

it is convenient to deal with a system of simultaneous linear

equations involving one dependent variable. If the dependent
variable occurs explicitly, the equations can be changed, by a
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transformation as in 35, so that the new dependent variable

does not occur explicitly; the number of independent variables

is thus increased by unity. In their transformed expression,

the equations are homogeneous in the derivatives; they may be

written

du du du
A l (u)

= an 5 h a21 3 + . . . + a fl
=

d*! dx.2 Cxs

du du du

du du du _

where the coefficients amn ,
for m and n = 1, ..., s, are functions of

the independent variables a?, ,
.... xs alone. We have to investigate

the conditions under which an integral (if any) can be possessed

by the system ;
we have also to devise means for the construction

of an integral when it is possessed.

Equations of this type have already, in Part I ( 38 41) of

this wT

ork, received some consideration; but there they arose as

a class, associated with equations linear and homogeneous in

differential elements in the variables, and the limitations imposed

upon them were derived from the originating equations. Their

importance, not least owing to their frequent occurrence in various

theories, justifies an independent treatment
;
the earlier discussion

will render some abbreviation possible.

The p equations in the propounded system are said to be

independent, when no linear relation of the form

exists, the quantities fl5 ..., ^ being functions of #1? ..., xs ,
and

the quantities A l (u), ..., ^^(u) being merely the linear com

binations of the derivatives of u. If, however, such a relation

or relations should exist, then one or more than one of the

equations A (u)
= would be dependent on the others : an integral

of those others would satisfy the dependent equation or equations ;

and so the dependenc equations could be ignored for the present

purpose. Accordingly, we shall assume that the equations in the

system are independent.
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It is clear that, if a linear system in s independent variables

contains s equations or more than s equations, the equations can

only be satisfied by having

-o du -o du
-(}-

& v, A \J, . . .
, ^ \J .

a?i 0^2 oxs

and then
u = constant

is obviously the only integral of the system. Having disposed of

systems for which
//, ^ s, we shall now assume p &amp;lt; s.

The
/ju equations are independent ;

but it may be necessary to

associate other equations with them, arising as consequences of

their coexistence or as conditions of their coexistence. It is clear

that, if the equations

Am (u)
= 0, A n (u)=0

possess a common integral, it makes the left-hand sides vanish

identically; and therefore the equations

Am (Anu)
=

0, A n (Amu) = 0,

and so also

Am (A nu)-A n (Amu) = Q,

are satisfied for that common integral ;
that is, the last equation

coexists with Am (u)
= Q and An (u)

=
0, when the two latter are

members of a linear system. But the new equation is found also

to be linear in the first derivatives of u : for the coefficient of

2
in Am (A nu) is akm ain + ctim^kn, when k and I are different,

GOCjf OOCi

and is a,im aint when k is the same as I; and the coefficient of

in An (Amu) is ciina1cm + akn aim ,
when k and I are different,

and is atn aim ,
when k is the same as I : thus the derivatives of u of

the second order disappear, and only derivatives of the first order

remain. The equation is

= Am (A nu)
- An (Amu)

s
fin= 2 {Am (OW) -A n (arm)} ^- .

r=i UJjr

Now this equation may be evanescent1

* because the coefficient of

eacli of the derivatives of u vanishes. Or it I^ay be satisfied in

virtue of the original set, as a linear combination of tnem j
^ ^nen

is not a new independent equation, and consequently 1^ need not
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be taken into further account. Or it may be not evanescent, and

not a linear combination of the original equations, and yet it must

be satisfied ;
then it is a new equation, and it must be associated

with the system.

Similarly for any pair of equations in the system. Suppose

that, by taking all possible pairs, r new equations are obtained so

that there is a system

Again we must take all possible pairs ; clearly it will be sufficient

to take each of the first
//,
with each of the last ?*, and all possible

pairs of the last r; all new equations are to be retained. And
so on, until the process either provides no new equation or until

the number of equations has come to be s. The latter case has

been dealt with. When the former case occurs, the number of

equations being less than s, the system at that stage is called a

complete linear system. Manifestly, when there is only one de

pendent variable and there are several linear equations, we have to

deal with complete linear systems. Moreover, the only systems of

this type that require consideration are those in which the number

of independent equations is less than the number of independent

variables.

38. Two properties, possessed by complete linear systems, lead

to simplification in the analysis : they must be established.

In the first place, when a complete system is replaced by another,

which is its algebraic equivalent, the new system is complete. Let

a system
A l (u) = t ..., 4 M (u)

= 0,

supposed complete, be replaced by a system

Bl (u)
= 0, ..., 5M (ii)

= 0,

where

for m = l, ..., //.,
and the quantities gmn are functions of the

variables xlt ..., xs such that their determinant does not vanish.

It is clear that the quantities A n (u) are expressible as linear

combinations of the quantities Bm (u); so that, algebraically, the

two systems of equations are equivalent to one another.
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To decide whether the new system is complete or not, we

construct the quantities Bm(Bnu) Bn(Bmu)\ and we have

Bm (Bnu}-Bn(Bm it}

i i Smr?niAr(AiU)+ % ^i
=1=1 r=lt=l

-
r=lt=l

Combining the first summations in the two lines, we have

A i (A r u)-A r (A i u) as the coefficient of fmr fm-; this quantity is

a linear combination of the quantities J-I(M)&amp;gt; &amp;gt; ^M(U )&amp;gt;

because

the system is complete : hence these two summations give a linear

combination of the quantities A (u). Each of the other two

summations is actually a linear combination of these quantities ;

hence the whole expression for Bm (Bnu) Bn (Bmu} is a linear

combination of the quantities A (u). Each of the quantities A (u)

is a linear combination of the quantities B (u) ;
when the values

are substituted, we find that Bm (Bnu)- Bn (Bm u) is a linear

combination of the quantities B (u). As this holds for all values

of m and n, it follows that the system of equations Bl (u)
=

} ...,

Bp (u)
= is complete.

In the second place, a complete system remains complete for

any transformation of the independent variables. Let these

variables be transformed by the relations

Xr J r \X ,
. .

,
3CS),

for r = l, ..., s, the functions flt ...,/, being independent of one

another. Then

du _ du_ df^ du_ df^ du dfs

dxr d%i d%r ^&amp;gt;
xi dxr fat ^r

^s

for all values of r; substituting in An (u) for the quantities ^- ,

we have

and A^ (u) is homogeneous and linear in the derivatives

du du
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As there is no linear relation among the quantities An (u),

there can be none among the quantities A n (u): the equations
A (u) = Q are independent. Further, the operation An is replaced

by An, having the modified coefficients : thus

Am (A n u)
= Am (A n u) = Am (An u),

A n (Am u) = A n (Am u) = A n (Am u),

and therefore

A m (A n u)
- A,; (Am u) = Am (A nu) -A n (Amu)

= linear combination of A
l (u), ..., ^L M (w),

for all values of m and n. Hence the system of equations
A

l

/

(u)
=

) ..., A f/(u) = is complete.

39. The first of these properties is used to express a complete
linear system in a canonical form : the second of them will be used
in the establishment of the existence-theorem.

As regards the expression in a canonical form, let a complete
linear system of m equations be given, involving one dependent
variable u implicitly through its derivatives and m + n independent
variables x

l ,
. . ., xm+n . As the m equations are independent of one

another, they can be resolved algebraically so as to express m of

the derivatives of u, say ^
, ...,

-
, linearly in terms of the

remainder
;
let their expression be

TT duUst 3
= 0,

g 8=m+I CX8
for t = 1, ..., m.

The system was complete in its earlier expression : hence, by
the preceding property, it remains complete in the changed
expression ; consequently

t-i

where the quantities f do not involve u or its derivatives. The
left-hand side of this relation is

m-fn o

2
(4&amp;lt;iV

s=m+l

F. V.
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and it does not contain any of the in derivatives =
,

. ... -
:

dx, dxm
/*..

whereas the right-hand side does contain a derivative
^

unless gt

OXt

is zero. Hence, in order that the relation may be satisfied, each of

the quantities f1? ..,, %m is zero; and it then becomes

m+n 3 ?/

Now the system is complete, so that no equation of this type is to

be associated with it which is not satisfied in virtue of Bl (u) = 0,

..., Bm (u)
= Q

, consequently, this equation must be evanescent for

all values of i and j, and therefore

Bi (Usj)-B} (Usi)
= 0.

This relation involves the independent variables only; hence it

must be satisfied identically, for all values of i, j, and s.

Conversely, if this relation be satisfied for all values of i, j, and

s, then we have
Bi (Bju)-Bj (Bi u)

= 0-

and the system of equations jB1 (it)
=

0, ..., Bm (u)
= Q is evidently

complete. Hence we have the formal result :

A complete linear system ofm equations, involving one dependent
variable u and m + n independent variables aclt ..., xm+n ,

and such

that only derivatives of u occur, the equations being homogeneous in

those derivatives, can be expressed in the form
2,, mi-n 2,,

r&amp;gt; / \ t ** v^ TT ull _5 (tt)
=^ + .-^*fcr

for = 1, ..., m ;
and the conditions, necessary and sufficient to

secure that the system, should be complete, are the aggregate of the

\m (m l)n relations

for the values of s, and for the combinations of i and j : each of
these relations must be satisfied identically.

In consequence of the conditions, the equation

Bi (Bj u)-Bj (Bi u)
=

is satisfied identically, for all values of i and j.
A set of equations

possessing this property is frequently said to be in involution.

A complete linear system, expressed in the above form, is some

times called a Jacobian system.
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40. The preceding investigation gives the formal conditions

for the coexistence of the equations : it gives no information as to

the integral or integrals (if any) of those equations. An existence-

theorem, similar to those in the preceding chapters, is as follows :

Let alt ..., am+n be a set of values of the independent variables

in the vicinity of which all the coefficients 17, in the complete Jacobian

system
3 }l m+n

3&amp;gt;/=+ 2 Di.-0, (t=l, ...,m),

are regular functions ; then the system possesses n functionally dis

tinct integrals, which are regular functions in the vicinity of the

selected values and which reduce respectively to values xm+l) ..., xm+nt
when xl

= ax ,
x.2
= a,2 ,

. . .
,
xm = am .

The theorem has been established* when m = 1. The inductive

method will be used for the general case
;
and we shall prove that

it is true for a Jacobian system ofm equations in m + n independent
variables, if it is true for a Jacobian system of m 1 equations in

m + n 1 independent variables.

Accordingly, we make the latter supposition that the theorem

is true for a complete Jacobian system of m 1 equations in

m+n I variables. For brevity, we make al
= 0, . . .

,
am+n = :

all that would be necessary to secure this result would be to take

The equation
m+n
2

s=m+l

possesses m 4- n 1 functionally independent integrals, which are

regular functions of the variables in finite fields of variation round

0, ..., 0, and which acquire values x.2 ,
#3 , ..., xm+n respectively

at that place ;
this is a theorem already proved ( 29). Of these

integrals, m 1 clearly are given by

tt = #2 , #3, ..., Xm

respectively; let the remainder be denoted by u = ym+1 , ...,

respectively, where

1Jmr*
=

&amp;gt;?m +* + #1Rm+s , (5=1,..., ?l

* In 29, Corollary.

62
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Rm+s denoting a regular function of the variables &lt ..., xm+n in

the assigned vicinity. Reversing these equations so as to express

#m+i, , Xm+n&amp;gt;
we have

^&quot;m+s
== ym+s T ^i-^m+S)

where Pm+s is a regular function of the variables xlt ..., xm) ym +\&amp;gt;

. . .

, ym+n in the vicinity of 0, . . .
,
0.

Now let the independent variables be changed from acl ,
x.2) ...,

xm+n to #!, #2 , &amp;gt; #m, 2/m+i, , 2/m+; we know, from the property
established in 38, that the new system of equations is complete.

Also let the result of the transformation on any integral u be

denoted by v. The effect of the transformation upon B (u) =
can be obtained at once : as its m + n 1 functionally independent

integrals now are #2 ,
. . .

,
#m , ym+l , ..., ym+n, which are the aggregate

of independent variables other than xlt we have

For the other equations, we have

^ = dv_ | J)v__ dym+s

dfy dxi ,=1 dym+s 9a?t
-

for i = 2, . . .
, m, and

for j
=

1, . . .
,

7i
;
hence the equation .5t (it)

= becomes

fiv m+n fa,

t (^ =~+ 2
F,|&quot;=0,w^i =?+! oy

with new coefficients Fs .

The properties of these coefficients could be deduced from those

of the coefficients U^ : they are most simply deduced by the use of

the known property that the new system Bl (v)
= Q, ..., Bm (v)

=
is complete. On account of this property possessed by a Jacobian

system (it will be noticed that the new system has the form of a

Jacobian system), we have

for all values of s and j. Now all the coefficients Vsl are zero, and

Bl is
^ ;

hence the foregoing condition is
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that is, the coefficients Vgj
do not involve xl . We also have

for all values of i and j in pairs combined from 2, . . .
, m, and

for s= ??i + l, ..., m -f 7?. The modified Jacobian system is

for = 2, . . .
,
m.

Now the last m 1 equations constitute a complete Jacobian

system, for the necessary and sufficient conditions

are satisfied
;
and they are a system in m -f ?i 1 independent

variables #2 , ..., xm , ym+i, ..., 2/TO+n, the variable ^ not occurring.

Owing to Bl (v)
= 0, it follows that an integral of the system of

m equations cannot involve x in the modified set of variables:

consequently, every integral of the system of m equations in the

m + n independent variables is an integral of the system of m - 1

equations in m + n 1 independent variables, and conversely.

The coefficients Vst in the Jacobian system of m 1 equations
are regular functions of the variables in the vicinity of x.2y ..., xm ,

ym+l , ..., y,,i+n
= 0, ..., 0; for they are polynomial combinations of

the coefficients Ust and of the derivatives of ym+l , ..., ym+n with

respect to the original variables, all of which are regular in the

assigned vicinity. By the hypothesis adopted for the systems of

m 1 equations, the Jacobian system of in 1 equations in the

m + n \ variables possesses n functionally independent integrals

which are regular functions of the variables in the domain con

sidered and which reduce respectively to ytn+i, &amp;gt; ym+n, when

&amp;lt;F.2 =0, . . .
, .r,n = ;

let these integrals be

vs
= ym

where
c/&amp;gt;w+s is a regular function of the variables which vanishes,

when x2
= 0, . . .

,
xm 0. It is clear that no one of the quantities

vlt ..., vn contains xlt so that each of them satisfies

*--*
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Consequently, they are integrals of the Jacobian system of

m equations.

Moreover, these integrals satisfy the assigned conditions
;

for

we have

V* 1/m+s + fym+s

%m+s + *a-*m+ + YW+S

so that as
(f)m+s is still a regular function vanishing when x% = 0,

..., xm = 0, the integral vs reduces to xm+8 ,
when we revert to the

original variables and we make x^ = 0, xz
= 0, . . .

,
xm ,

= 0.

The theorem is thus true for a complete Jacobian system of

m equations in m + n variables, if it is true for such a system of

m 1 equations in m + n I variables. It is known to be true

for a single equation in any number of variables : hence it is true

generally.

The existence of n functionally independent integrals has thus

been established. When m = 1, it is known that an equation in

Ti + 1 independent variables possesses n, and not more than n, such

integrals ;
the course of the preceding argument then shews that

a complete Jacobian system of in equations in m + n variables

possesses n, and not more than n, functionally independent integrals.

41. The set of integrals, determined in association with the

assigned conditions of 40 and reducing to am+1 , ..., ocm+n for

assigned values of scly .,., xm ,
is sometimes called & fundamental

system for the assigned vicinity.

As in the case of a single equation, it can be proved that any

integral can be expressed in terms of any set of n functionally

independent integrals : and, in particular, the expression in terms

of the members of a fundamental system is simple.

To prove the first of these statements, let ult . . .
,
un denote a

set of functionally independent integrals of a Jacobian system of

m equations in m + n independent variables
;

so that, with the

preceding notation for the system, the equations

Kd,\ r + TT
r -0**i (Ur) = ^T + ^ U st ^r
= U,

Vt s=m+I GXS

for r = 1, . . .
, n, and t = 1, . . .

, m, are satisfied. Moreover, they are

satisfied identically, because the quantities u^, . . .
,
un do not occur

explicitly.
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Now, let

denote any integral of the Jacobian system : then the equations

U8t ^r = 0,

for t = l, ..., m, are satisfied; and they are satisfied identically,

because ^ does not occur explicitly. Hence all the determinants

du^ 8un

vanish, in association with the integral

8 &quot;

but w does not occur explicitly so that, as the determinants cannot

vanish in virtue of that integral equation, they must vanish

identically. Accordingly, some functional relation must exist

among the quantities
it cannot exist among Ul9

alone, for these are independent ;
and therefore it must involve ^.

Hence it may be taken in the form

^=f( Ul , ..., un\

where / is some function of its arguments.

We thus have a verification of the proposition that the number

of functionally independent integrals in a Jacobian system of m

equations in m + n variables is exactly n.

The form of the function/ is not difficult to obtain when i/r
is

given, if we take a fundamental system of integrals for the set

ult ..., Un. In particular, let the latter be vlt ..., vn ,
where v,

(for 5 = 1, . . .
, n) assumes the value xm+S) when xl

= a l , ..., xm = am ;

it is required to determine the functional form g, such that

Let #!=! ;
this equation becomes
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This is true for all variables independent of one another; and

therefore

-f (a1} ..., a,,,, v1} ..., vn)=g(vl , ..., vn),

so that

^r(xl ,
. . .

,
#TO , #m+i&amp;gt; , #m+n) = ^ (i , , m , #1, ,

Vn),

being the required expression in terms of a fundamental set of

integrals.

COROLLARY. When the preceding results are combined, the

following existence-theorem is obvious :

Let a1} ..., am+n be a set of values of x^ ..., xm+n such that,

in their vicinity, all the coefficients U in the complete Jacobian

system
du + du
o
--P ^ U st ^T^ U,

CXS

for t=l, ..., m, are regular functions of the variables; and let

h(xm+l) ..., xm+n) denote any regular function of its arguments
in the assigned region of variation, which (except for the require
ment of being regular) is arbitrary. Then an integral of the

Jacobian system exists, which is a regular function of the variables

in the vicinity of a1} ..., am+n ,
and which acquires the value

h (%m+i, ,
xm+n), when xl

= al ,
. . .

,
xm = am .

42. It is a part of Cauchy s existence-theorem that an integral

satisfying the conditions :

(i) that it is a regular function of the variables within the

domain of a set of values where all coefficients in the

above linear equation are regular,

(ii) that it acquires the value of an assigned regular function

for an initial value of one of the variables,

is a unique integral so determined. Hence the fundamental system
of integrals of the equation

pl +X2p.2 + . . . + Xn+i Pn+i = 0,

required to acquire values #2 , ..., xn+l respectively when x1
= al ,

and to be regular functions of the variables, is unique as a set of

integrals.

The inductive proof of the establishment of integrals of a

Jacobian system shews that, if a set of integrals satisfying the
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assigned conditions be unique for a Jacobian system of m 1

equations, a set of integrals satisfying the assigned conditions is

unique for a Jacobian system of m equations. The proposition

just quoted indicates that a fundamental system is unique when

there is a single equation : hence a fundamental set of integrals is

unique for a Jacobian system.

Similarly, the integral at the end of 41, denned as an

integral of the Jacobian system

du m+n r du

for t = 1
,

. . .
, m, which is a regular function of the variables and

acquires the value of an assigned regular function of xm+l ,
...

,
xm+n

for initial values of xly ..., xm ,
is easily seen to be a unique

integral determined by those conditions.

The property of uniqueness of the integrals is thus established

in connection with the various existence-theorems belonging to

the Jacobian systems. But it must be remembered that the

selected initial values of the variables are such that all the

coefficients Ust are regular in their vicinity: and only on this

hypothesis have the theorems been established. Separate investi

gation is necessary for the consideration of integrals (if any) of

the system in the vicinity of a set of selected initial values of the

variables, which constitute a singularity or other non-regular place

of any of the coefficients.

Two METHODS OF INTEGRATION OF COMPLETE LINEAR SYSTEMS.

43. Now that the existence of integrals of a Jacobian system
has been established and that the character of the conditions

which limit an integral has been indicated, it is desirable to have

some means of actually constructing the integral, more especially

if there should be an integral which is expressible in finite terms.

Two methods seem more direct for this purpose than others : one

of these is due to Mayer, the other is based upon the actual stages
in the establishment of the existence of the integrals.

Mayer s method has already
* been expounded : consequently

the discussion need not be repeated, but the results will be restated

for convenience. It is as follows :

*
Vol. i of this work, 41, 42.
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To obtain a set of n independent integrals of the complete
Jacobian system

P)?/ m+n 3,,

-+ 2 P-*^= 0,

for t=l, . .., m, we transform the variables xl} ..., xm by the

substitutions

and construct the equation

du

v̂y*

The equations subsidiary to this single equation, viz.

du + du .
+ Z Y~ = 0.

*~yi Tj V1 m+i * m+n

are to be integrated, keeping yz , ...,ym as invariable quantities: let

the n integrals be

&amp;lt;f)p(%m+i, ..., xm+n , yl} ..., ym)
= constant,

for p=^, ..., n. Then the set of n independent integrals of the

Jacobian system are given by the following process : in the equations

^e variables ylf ..., yw are to 6e replaced by their values in terms

of the variables %1} ..., xm) and
if,

in any of the equations,

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;p (GI, ..., cn , 6, y%, ..., 7/TO) should be a pure constant, the changed

equation is

These n equations are resolved so as to give cl} ..., cn (or n inde

pendent functional combinations of them) : let the result of the

resolution be

where C
l , ..., Cn are n independent functions of c1} ..., cn : the n

integrals of the original system are

u = u^ (#! ,
. . .

,
xm ,

xm+l , ..., xm+n}, (/z,
=

1, . . .
, n).

Note 1. The simplest substitutions for the transformation of

the variables appear to be
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for t = 2, ..., m; the quantities Ym+l , ..., Ym+n in the subsidiary

equations are given by
m

Yni+s
= Usl + 2 Ust yt .

t=2

Note 2. If only a single integral of the Jacobian system is

wanted and not a full set, it can certainly be obtained from any
one integral of the subsidiary system.

Note 3. If any integrals of a Jacobian system are known, they
can be used to modify the system, so as to reduce the amount of

integration necessary to complete the set. Thus let

be known integrals independent of one another, where p &amp;lt; n ;
and

use these p quantities to change the variables from ^ ,
. . .

,
xm+n to

(say) a?!, ..., xm+n-p , ylt ..., yp . Then as ^ is an integral of the

system, the term
^

- must be absent from each equation of the

modified system : its coefficient must vanish in order that the

equation may be satisfied. Similarly for
^ ,

. . .
,
= . Thus there

will be a modified system of m equations : the variables y l ,
. . .

, yp
are of the nature of parameters : it involves m + n p variables

x
\ &amp;gt;

xm+n-p j
and it still is complete. It therefore possesses

n p integrals ;
and these can be obtained, as in Mayer s method,

by the integration of the n p subsidiary ordinary equations.

44. In outline, and as regards the theoretic amount of inverse

operations (such as integration) that are required, Mayer s method

for the integration of complete linear systems is the simplest and

the briefest : but occasionally, for particular systems, the detailed

operations can be complicated. An alternative method of pro

ceeding is provided by an adaptation of Jacobi s method of inte

grating partial differential equations ;
the details of the adaptation

are almost dictated by the course of the proof of the existence-

theorem. In details, it frequently is simpler than Mayer s method,

though the number of inverse operations is greater : but the mere

number of such operations, without regard paid to their intrinsic

difficulty, is not the only trustworthy criterion of practical sim

plicity.
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The method may be described as that of successive reduction.

Let the system be taken in its canonical form, the first equation

being
m+n

This equation in m+n variables has in + n 1 functionally inde

pendent integrals; of these, m 1 are evidently given by a?2 , ..., xm ,

and the remaining n are provided by integrals of the subsidiary

equations
7 _ tn+1 _ m+n
1-

TT
- -

jj
^m-t-i,! u m+n, l

the quantities #2 , ..., xm being regarded as parametric. If the

integrals of these subsidiary equations are

u^(x^ . . .
,
xm+n)

= constant, O = 1, . . .
, w),

then the ?i remaining integrals of jBx (u)
= are given by

Every integral of B^ (u)
= is a functional combination of #2 , ...,

xm ,
u1} ..., ww ;

the appropriate functional combinations must be

such as to satisfy the remaining equations of the system.

We accordingly make x2 , ..., xm ,
u l} ..., un the independent

variables for the equation B2 (u)
= 0. If any integral of this

equation be taken in the form

U =f(x2 , ..., xm ,
ul} ..., un\

which is also an integral of Bl (u) = 0, we have

()_*+ S ^4(r)0.
0^2 r=l vtfr

Because the system is complete, we have

B,(B,v r}-B,(BlUr}=^-

but Bl (ur) vanishes identically, so that B2 (Bl ur)
= 0, and therefore

Hence J52 (wr) satisfies the equation B^ (u) = ;
it may be zero, or

it may be a pure constant : if it is neither of these but is variable,

it is an integral of Bl (u)= 0, and therefore can be expressed in

terms of #2 , ...,#TO ,
u l} ..., un . Thus all the coefficients in the

transformed expression of B2 (u)
= are functions of the m + n l
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new variables alone. The equation in this form has m 4- n 2

functionally independent integrals : of these, m 2 are given by
#3 , ..., xm \ and the remaining n are provided by integrals of the

subsidiary equations

&quot;.&quot;2 / \
&quot; V / \ &amp;gt;

I2 (i^) !2 (un)

the quantities xZ) ..., xm being regarded as parametric. All the

denominators, if not zero or pure constants, are functions of

#2, -.., &m&amp;gt; ih, &quot;-, M-nj let the integrals of this set be

v
ft (xZ) ..., xm ,

ult ..., un)= constant, (p
=

1, ..., n);

then the n remaining integrals of B2 (u)
= are

Each of these, as a functional combination of x.2) ..., xm , u^, ..., unt
is an integral of B^u) = 0; and every integral, common to B^u) =0
and B2 (u) = Q, is a functional combination of #3 , ..., xm ,

vlt ..., v.n .

The appropriate functional combinations must be chosen so as to

satisfy the remaining equations of the Jacobian system.

We now proceed as before: and for the third equation, we
make #3 , ..., xm ,

vl} ..., vn the independent variables. If any

integral of the equation B.^(u) = be

U =
(f&amp;gt; (#3, . . .

,
Xm ,

Vl ,
. . .

,
Vn),

we have

B ( \-*ty % ^ _ n

But, as the system is complete, we have

because Bl (vr) and B.2 (vr) vanish identically ;
therefore B3 (vr) is a

simultaneous integral of B1 (u)
= Q and Bo(u) = Q. Consequently

Bs (vr) is either zero, or a pure constant, or a function of xs , ...,

xm ,
vlt ..., vn ;

and the coefficients in the modified form of Bs(u)=0
involve only the variables which occur in the derivatives of 0.
The position* is now the same as in the preceding stage, except
that the number of variables has been decreased by unity.

We pass thus from stage to stage: the integrals at the last

stage are n functionally independent integrals of the system.
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Note. At first sight, it would appear as though the number of

quadratures of ordinary equations, required to make the process

effective, is win, being n for each stage. But the number can be

reduced, often very substantially, except at the last stage when n

such quadratures are then certainly required. For example, let

u (a?!, . . .
,
%m+n}

= constant

be any integral of the subsidiary system of Bl (u)
= 0: then

u=u (xl) ..., xm+n)
= u is an integral of B1 (u)

= 0. Now for

any value of p, we have

= 0,

because B^u ) vanishes identically : hence Bp (u ) satisfies B(u) = 0.

If Bp (it) is not zero and is not a pure constant, it is an integral of

B! (u)
=

;
if it is functionally independent of u, we may write

u&quot;
= Bp (u );

and we thus obtain a new integral of Bl (u)
= without any

further quadrature, in the case of each operator Bp that leads to a

result of this type.

Again, each new integral so obtained may be similarly treated,

until possibly an adequate number of integrals has been obtained

at the stage. The reduction in the number of quadratures may
thus be made by means of the operators in the remaining equations
of the system at any stage : it clearly cannot be made at the last

stage when no further operator remains for consideration.

Further, if Bp (y!) is zero, then u is an integral common to

Bl (u)
= and Bp (u)

=
;
when retained as a new independent

variable under transformation of the variables, the integration of

Bp (u)
= will be thereby simplified.

Again, if Bp (u ) be a pure constant, = a say, and if Bp (V),

derived from a functionally distinct integral of BI (u)
= 0, be also a

pure constant, = b say, then

Bp (bu -av )
= Q,

that is, bu av is an integral common to B: (u)
= and Bp (V) = 0;

it can be used to simplify the integration of Bp (u)
= at the

appropriate stage.
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Thus the number of quadratures necessary for the method may
be considerably reduced : but even in the most favourable circum

stances, their number is greater than the number in Mayer s

method.

Ex. 1. As an example, which will be integrated by both methods, con

sider the system Xl (z)
=

atipi
- x.2p.2 + z3p3

-xp =
0,

JT3 (z)
= xip*

- .r2/?4
= 0,

where pn= * ,
for /*

=
!, 2, 3, 4. \Ve have

so that the system is a complete linear system, being a system in involution.

When expressed in a canonical form, it is

Adopting Mayer s method of integration, we make the transformations

^i =y i
#2
=

2 -t-yi^2 , J-3
=

and then the single equation to be considered is

where

The subsidiary equation is

and an integral is found to be

- constant.

Accordingly, by the theorem quoted in 43, we construct the equation

the right-hand side being obtained by putting yl equal to zero in the left
; and

then, replacing the variables a;1? #2 , #3, we have
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that is, by the theorem, a common integral is

i^*+
A more general common integral is

where F is any arbitrary function.

Proceeding by the other method of integration, we obtain an integral,

other than #2 and #3 ,
of

the subsidiary system is

an integral of which is

= constant.

We take #2 , #3, v as the independent variables, where

But 2 (^)
=

0, so that the second equation becomes

3-
=

=

9*2

and any integral common to the first two equations is a function of #3 and v.

We take #3 and v as the independent variables for the third equation.

But 3 (v)
=

0, so that the third equation becomes

The integral is thus a function of v; & common integral of the system is,

as before,

If an integral is required to attain an assigned value g (x\ when #! = ,

x.2= b, #3= c, it is easily seen to be

If V 72VI*m9 V&+*JV
Ex. 2. Prove that the system

=

=
(3a?!

2 -

is complete : and find a system of three common integrals.
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COMPLETE LINEAR SYSTEMS THAT ARE NOT HOMOGENEOUS.

45. The complete linear systems that have been considered
are homogeneous in the derivatives of z: and the dependent
variable does not explicitly occur. But it is possible to have

complete linear systems which are not homogeneous in the

derivatives and in which the dependent variable does occur

explicitly. This class of equations is a very special example
of a system of simultaneous equations and can be treated by
the general method devised for general systems: the equations
can, however, be more simply treated by being included under
the class already considered. We take a new dependent variable w
such that

and we transform the equations by means of relations

cu da

the transformed equations are homogeneous and u does not occur

explicitly. These are amenable to the method already explained :

the conditions of coexistence are at once obtainable : and integrals
will be given by equations

ii = constant,

provided u involves t.

Note. The same warning must be applied about linear non-

homogeneous systems as was applied to a single non-homogeneous
equation ( 35). The method does not necessarily give all the

integrals of such a system, for it may foil to give those which

belong to the residuary class called special.

46. The conditions of the coexistence and the completeness
of the system can be easily obtained from the transformed system.
Thus let a given linear system be expressed in the form

^i (*&amp;gt;

=
/&amp;gt;!+

*S* aap, = %,

I*

Jb+ S
*=+!

F. V.
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and consider the system

_du_
m + n

du_
du _

OX\ s m+ l 0%s vZ

_ 9w W
V
^ ^U 7 ^U - A#*W -sir *

cfcg- +Ag- -0,

AA - du w
v

tt

,

9w
j. 7 8 &quot;

n
J_j~yi v ^ / ^\ i&quot; -

M wn, ^\ &quot;i ^iji &quot;~~ ^?
OXffi s m+ i OXg OZ

the quantities a\^ and ^ being functions of z, xly ..., a?n . The

conditions of completeness of the latter system are

Bi (asj)
=

BJ (asi),

Bi (Zj)=Bj (Zi\

for all pairs of values i, j = 1, . . .
, m, and for s = m + 1, . . .

,
m -f n.

But for any value of r, we have

as a relation between the operators ;
thus the above conditions

become

for all pairs of values i, j=li, ..., m?
and for s = 7?i+l, ..., m + n.

These are the conditions, necessary and sufficient to secure the

coexistence and completeness of the system.

We know that the system of equations Bl (u)
= 0, . . .

,
Bm (u)

= 0,

being a complete linear system of m equations in m + n + 1

variables, possesses n + l functionally distinct integrals. Let a

set of these be taken in the form u^, ..., un+1 ,
some of which will

certainly involve z
;
then any integral of the transformed system

can be expressed in a form

and its most general integral will be obtained by taking / as a

completely arbitrary function. It is also obvious that an integral

of the original system will be provided by an equation
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if u is an integral of the transformed system which involves z\
hence a very general integral of the original system will be

provided by the equation

But for reasons similar to those adduced for a single equation in

35, we are not in a position to declare (and it is not, in fact, true)
that every integral of the original system of equations is included
in the equation /= for an appropriate form of/

As the quantities ^, ..., un+l , necessary for the construction of

the function/ are simultaneous integrals of the system Bl (u)
= 0,

. . . . Bm (u)
= 0, it is clear that either of the two methods (in 43, 44)

effective for the construction of ulf ..., n+x can be adopted.

Ex. Let it be required to find whether the equations

have any common integral.

Expressing these equations in the form

and applying the conditions of the text, we find them satisfied : hence the

equations coexist, and they form a complete system.

To obtain the general common integral, we construct the equations

cu

cu

which aie a Jacobian system. It possesses two functionally distinct integrals :

these are found, by the processes previously explained, to be

U= Ui =

A general integral, common to the two original equations, is given by

where &amp;lt; is an arbitrary functional form.

72



CHAPTER IV.

NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS: JACOBI S SECOND METHOD,
WITH MAYER S DEVELOPMENTS.

FOR the material of the present chapter, reference may be made to

Jacobi s posthumous memoir, &quot;Nova methodus integrandi,&quot; Crelle, t. LX

(1862), pp. 1181, Ges. Werke, t. v, pp. 1189; to Mayer s memoir, &quot;Ueber

unbeschrankt Differentialgleichungen,&quot; Math. Ann., t. v (1872), pp. 448

470; and to Imschenetsky s memoir &quot; Sur I mtegration premier ordre,&quot;

Grunerfs Archiv, t. L (1869), pp. 278 474. Mention should also be made of

Mansion s treatise
&quot; Theorie des equations aux derivees partielles du premier

ordre&quot; (1875), Book ii; and of the exposition given in chapters vi and vn of

Goursat s treatise, already (p. 55) quoted.

47. We now proceed to deal with single equations, and with

systems of consistent equations, of the first order and of general

degree in the derivatives : clearly no generality is lost by assuming
that the equations are irreducible. It will be sufficiently obvious

from the discussion in the last chapter that the construction of an

integral of the equation or of the system of equations is a process

of several stages, differing in this respect from the usual construc

tion of an integral of an ordinary equation ;
and the difficulty, in

general, is the discovery of the effective inverse operations that

lead from stage to stage.

Now, whatever equation or equations may be assigned for the

determination of the value or for the limitation of the form of a

dependent variable, one permanent relation subsists between a

number of independent variables #,, ..., xn ,
a dependent variable

z
t
and the derivatives^, ...,pn of the latter: the relation is

dz=pldxl + ... +pn dxn .

The quantities plt . .., pn are themselves dependent variables and

consequently are functions of a^, ..., xn \ but it frequently happens
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that they arise as functions of xlt ..., xn , 2, the last variable not

being explicitly known in terms of the independent variables.

Also, there must be only a single functional relation between z, xt ,

..., #n ,
so that the integral equivalent of the preceding differential

relation is effectively a single equation among the variables:

consequently, the differential relation must be an exact equation.

The conditions necessary and sufficient to secure this result are

known*: in the present case, they are

_
dz

tl

dz
-

for the i?i(?z 1) pairs of values of m and
//,

from the set 1, ..., n.

Let

A .A 1
dxp dxp

** dz

so that
-j

is the complete derivative with regard to xp ,
account

diTp

being taken of the explicit occurrence of x
ft

as well as of its

implicit occurrence through z: the necessaiy and sufficient con

ditions become

dp^ dpm
dxm dx^

and these conditions apply, whatever be the quantity z and how

ever its derivatives plt ..., pn may be determined. When they are

satisfied, the relation

dz=p ldx1 + ... +pndxn

is exact : when an integral equivalent is obtained by the recognised

processes of quadrature, that equivalent is an integral relation

between z, xlt ..., xn .

Now there are n of these derivatives of z : when regarded for

the purpose of quadrature, they will most generally be determined

by n equations
^ = 0, 2̂

= 0, ..., ^ = 0,

where Flt . .., Fn will be assumed to be n regular functions of

#!, ..., acn , z, plf ..., pn which, so far as they involve plt ..., pn ,

are functionally distinct; consequently the Jacobian

, say,
&amp;gt;PI, ....

* Part i of this work, 11.
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does not vanish identically. In that case, the n equations can

be resolved so as to give expressions for Pl , ..., pn as regular
functions of ccl} ..., xn ,

z: when these expressions are substituted

in the equations, the latter become identities. Taking two of

these equations, say Fr
= and Fs

= 0, thus turned into identities,

^ve have, on differentiating with regard to xm ,

dxm ^i dpn dx )tl

dFs dFs dp _
dxm M=1 dp^ dxm

and therefore, on the elimination of -
7 ,

dxm

dxm dpm dxm dpm M = i 3 (pM , pm) dxm

This holds for each value of m
; taking it then in succession for

each value of m, and adding all the left-hand sides together, we
have

d^df\_dF,dFr\^ | d(Fr ,
Fs)dp._ Q

dxm dpm dxm dpm) m =i M =i 3
(jt)M , pm) dxm

The last double summation can be modified : the terms for which

Iju
= m do not occur : taking a pair of values for

//,
and m from the

set 1, . .., n, and combining them, the summation may be written

, d(Fr,Fg) fdp d

Moreover, it is convenient to use a symbol to denote the first

summation : we write

[Fr F]= r--l
m^i \dxm dpm dxm dpm

and the equation now becomes

[F Fl+% d (F&quot;
FJ

(
dV dP\

\_-F r&amp;gt;

-P
s] ~T- *t v-7

--
c -,

----
-j
- = U.

n,m 0\Pn,Pm) \&amp;lt;Pm ^M

This holds for all combinations of r and s from the set 1, ..., n.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE JACOBIAN RELATIONS.

48. Two inferences can be drawn from this aggregate of

relations.

In the first place, the quantities p1} ..., pn ,
as determined by

the equations F1
= 0, . . .

,
Fn = 0, have thus far merely been re

garded as variable magnitudes : but, in addition, they are to be

derivatives of z. The conditions, necessary and sufficient to secure

this last property, are

dpn dpm _ Q
/i T /Tr nr*axm (uu^

hence we have

[Fr ,
Fs]

= 0,

for all values of r and s. These equations, %n(n 1) in number,

are thus a necessary consequence of the hypothesis that the quan
tities p are the derivatives of z.

In the second place, if these \n (n 1) equations are satisfied,

then the quantities ply ..., pn ,
determined by the equations

Fl
=

Q, . . .
,
Fn = 0, are the n first derivatives of z with regard to

#!, ..., xn . Assuming the equations to be satisfied, the foregoing

aggregate of relations becomes

d(Fr,F,)fdPllL
d}

for all combinations of r and s. We thus have \n(n 1) equa

tions, homogeneous and linear in the \n(n 1) quantities

dp* _ dP&amp;lt;

dxm dx^

Taking the equations in the form

which is only a rearrangement, and writing

$ dFs ^^
we have

This equation holds for all values of r and of s : taking one value

of s, and the n values of r in turn, we have n equations which are
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linear and homogeneous in uu ,
u

2fs , ..., uns . The determinant of

the coefficients does not vanish, for it is the Jacobian of the func
tions Flt ..., Fn with regard to^1} ..., pn ;

hence

UK = 0,

for all values of
//,
and s, that is,

Taking the n values of s in turn, we have n equations which are

linear and homogeneous in the quantities

dp_dpi dpn dpn
dxl dx^ dxn dx^

the determinant of their coefficients does not vanish, for again it

is the Jacobian of F^ , ...,Fn with regard to p1 ,
. . .

, p.n : hence

dp* _ dp =
dxm dx^

for all values of m and p. These conditions have been proved

necessary and sufficient to secure that the quantities p are deriva

tives of z
;
and they are a necessary consequence of the equations

[Fr&amp;gt;

Fs]
= 0,

which therefore are sufficient to secure that the quantities p are

derivatives of z and that, when their values given by Fl
= 0, . . .

,

Fn = are substituted in the equation

dz = pl dxl + ...+pn dxn ,

this equation is exact.

If, in particular, z does not occur explicitly in any of the

equations F 0, then

dx
the equations become

dpm dx

and these are frequently represented by the form

(Fr ,
Fg)

= 0.

Note. All these conditions will equally be required if the equa
tions determining^, ...,pn occur in the form

^1 = ^, ...,Fn = a&amp;lt;nt

where a lf ..., an are constants.
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49. Again, suppose that n + 1 equations, involving plt ..., pn ,

z, xl ,
. . .

, #, are given. Let them be

they can be regarded as determining n + 1 quantities z, pl , ...,pn

in terms of x
l , ..., #n . We proceed to shew that the conditions

for all combinations of r and s from the set 1, ..., n + 1, must be

satisfied, if quantities z, pi, . .
, pn are so related that

dz dpm _ dp,*

also, that the conditions specified suffice to secure these relations.

When the values of z, pi, ...,/&amp;gt;
are substituted in the equa

tions G = 0, each of them becomes an identity ;
and therefore we

have, from any equation Gr
= after the substitution,

dGr dGr dz dGr dpu ~
- H 1- S - s*^ = 0,

so that

dGr dGr 86
o r^m ^\ i

&amp;lt;-\

oxm dz dz

or writing
a

for all values of m, we have

dG r w,fdz \, | aer a/v_
~i
- --

;\ I n
~

A ;/* I T&quot;
^

&quot;\ r\
&quot;

cfa^, a^ va^r,,, / ^=1 a^M a^m

Similarly

o/nr
^/&amp;gt;

Multiplying the former by ^
-

,
the latter by ^

-
,
and subtracting

tipm op*
we have

d

da:m
rdG^^dG^dGr (dG

r dG^ _ dG* dG,.\ f dz
__

^

\

dpm dxm dpm \dz dpm d*dpm/\fam /
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Summing the left-hand sides of this equation, taken for all the n
values of m in succession, we have

v (
d r 3&s _ dGs aftA

r =i \efo?TO 3 TO c/*m dpnjdpm dxm dp

-~Pm,
Pm,

or, again using [ft., ft] to denote the first summation, we have

The last summation can also be written

^ ^ aft aft

m=\ 1^1 dp?. dpm
and therefore we have

If then the quantities *,#,..., ^n , determined as functions of

#!, ..., xn by the ?i+ 1 equations 6r = 0, be such that their values

satisfy the relations

= p
ty = ty

3xm
&quot;

OOCm 3^
for all values of m and

//,,
then we must have

[0,,0J-0;
and this holds for all combinations of r and .

Conversely, if the relation holds for all the values of r and s,

then the values of z, pl , ..., pn ,
as given by the equations =0,

are such that the quantities p are equal to the derivatives of z
and satisfy the necessary relations of the foregoing type. When
[Gr , GS] 0, the equation becomes

I 3(gr,g.wa, N * -
ae,.se

f /3|v_a^ = .

m=i a(^, _pM) \a^m ) m= i M=1 a/9M a^m va^m a^M /

or, if we write

-

a,

a
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we have

oz MJ=1 pm

for all values of r and s. Taking the n + 1 values of s in succes

sion, and keeping one and the same value of r, we have n + 1

equations, homogeneous and linear in the n + 1 magnitudes vr ,

url ,
. . .

,
urn . The determinant of the coefficients of these magni

tudes is

J

which does not vanish, because the H + 1 equations 6r = are

presumed to determine
, _p1} ..., pn as functions of the other

variables; hence all the magnitudes vr ,
un , ..., urn vanish, that is,

dz

the former holding for all values of r, the latter for all values of r

and of m. Taking the latter for a single value of m and for all

the values of r, we again have n 4- 1 equations, homogeneous and

linear in the n + 1 magnitudes

one of which is identically zero; the determinant of the co

efficients again is the Jacobian of 6r1} ..., Gn+l with regard to

z, pt , ..., pn ,
and so does not vanish : hence the n + 1 magnitudes

are zero, that is,

dz _ dp fy,n._
o
-- Pm &quot;j ^

--
&quot;^

- ~ &quot;

oxm cxm da,*.

Next, taking all the values of m in turn, the other set of equations

is satisfied without providing any new condition : accordingly, we

have the relations

dz 9/V
lm

as a necessary consequence of the equations [Gr ,
Gs]

= 0.
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Note. It will be noticed that, if the n equations

^=0, ..., Fn = 0,

satisfy all the conditions [Fr ,
Fs]

=
necessary for coexistence, the

determination of a value of z which satisfies them all requires
resolution of the equations and a quadrature : while, if the n + 1

equations
^ =

0, ..., n+1 = 0,

satisfy all the conditions [Gr ,
Gs]

=
necessary for coexistence, the

determination of a value of z which satisfies them all requires reso

lution of the equations only. The former case could be changed
into the latter by the provision of an additional appropriate equa
tion : this appropriate equation is actually provided as the result

of the necessary quadrature, with the added advantage that it

gives a relation between z and the variables #1} ..., xn ,
free from

the quantities pl} ..., pn .

50. These two theorems lead to various issues, as regards the

solution of a single equation and of a system of compatible equations.
We shall deal with the latter first.

Accordingly, we suppose that several equations

^, = 0, ..., Fs
=

are given: after the foregoing explanations, we can suppose that

s is less than n. It may also be assumed that these equations are

algebraically independent of one another and, at this stage, that

they involve all the variables concerned: also, that it is not

possible to eliminate z, pl} . .., pn from among them, so as to lead

to a relation among the independent variables alone. - In order

that the given equations may coexist, it is clear from the preceding

analysis that the further equations

must be satisfied, for all combinations of i and j from the set

1, ..., 8.

One, or more than one, of these further equations may be

impossible : the original equations cannot then coexist as deter

mining a function z of #, ,
. . .

,
xn which satisfies Fl

= 0, . . .
,
Fs

=

simultaneously. The case requires no further consideration.

One, or more than one, of the further equations may be satisfied

identically: no condition is thereby imposed upon the system.
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Similarly, no condition is imposed upon the system when any one

of the further equations is satisfied in virtue of the original

equations.

But it may happen that one of the further equations is not

satisfied, either identically or in virtue of the original equations,

and yet it must be satisfied : it is a new equation, which must be

associated with the original system. Each such further equation,
not satisfied either identically or in virtue of the original equations
or in virtue of the newly associated equations, must be associated

with the system : let the additional aggregate thus provided be

each of which, as representing a relation [Fi} Fj]
= 0, is an equation

of the first order.

In order that these may coexist with the original system and
with one another, each of them must be combined with every other

and with every member of the original system in the relation

[Fi, FJ]
= 0. Any new equation thus arising is associated with

the increased system : and the process is repeated until the system
is so amplified that the relation is satisfied either identically or in

virtue of the equations in the amplified system. Such a system, on

the analogy of the earlier and simpler case in Chapter m, is called

complete : if it be denoted by

the relation [Fi} Fj]
= is satisfied for every combination of i and j

from the set 1, ..., m, either identically or in virtue of the members
of the complete system.

If the original system should be such that z does not occur

explicitly in any equation, the relation [Fi, Fj]
= becomes

(F{, Fj)
= 0: and then the complete system is

being such that the relation (Fit Fj)
= is satisfied for every com

bination of % and
j[
from the set 1, ..., m, either identically or in

virtue of the members of the complete system. Moreover, z does

not occur explicitly in any member of the complete system : for it

is not introduced by any of the relations (Fi} Fj)
= 0.
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51. In 22, it was established that the equation

/(#i, . . .
,
xn , z, pl} ..., pn)

=

possesses an integral with one or other of the assigned initial

conditions for one of the values xl
= a

l , ..., xn = an) except for

such values (if any) of the variables as satisfy/= and also

2-o,...,-a
dp, dpn

If these equations can coexist, we must have

for all values of
//., r, s, in connection with the n + 1 equations.

The former condition is

m=i (dxm dpm vap^/ dpm dx \dp,J)
o /

but -^ for all values of m, and thus the condition is

5. _&amp;lt;*/ J2/
,

for all values of
/-t,

so that we have n relations, homogeneous

and linear in the n quantities
~-

,
. . .

,

-~-
. Suppose now that,

dXi dxn
O /

^.r

if the equations
~ = 0, . . .

,

-~- = can coexist with /= 0, they

determine plt ..., pn ,
so that

is not zero
;
then the preceding n relations can only be satisfied by

-*
that is, by

+pm==0

for m =
1, ..., n. These are n additional relations: they must be

satisfied by the values of plt ..., pn , z, provided by the n+l
equations.
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It is easy to see that these relations must be satisfied whether

=4- = 0. ...,TT = are independent of one another or not, qua
dp, dpn

equations in plt ..., pn . For the value of z, and the values of

plt ...,pn deduced from it, must make /= satisfied identically

when they are substituted : hence

+
oxm d*

that is,

for all the values of m, which are the conditions in question.

The other set of conditions is

[&quot;{

d
(3L

for all values of &amp;gt; and 5.

When all these conditions are satisfied, and when the n + 1

equations /= 0, ^- = 0, ..., ^- = 0, determine p1} ...,pn ,
z as

op, opn

functions of xlt ..., x.n , the value of z is certainly an integral of the

original equation/= 0. Clearly, it then is not capable of obeying

assigned initial conditions: for it possesses no arbitrary element

which is at our disposal.

Such integrals are of the class usually called singular : we shall

recur to them later. When they exist, they result from the

elimination of p^ ,
. . .

, pn between

f,0i g.o,. ~o.
dp, dpn

Ex. 1. As an example, we may take

the additional equations are

so that evidently g must involve all the quantities p11 ..., pm . The relations

**
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are satisfied identically ;
likewise the other set of relations. Moreover, the

form of g is known : hence, eliminating pi , ..., pn from the equations

the value of z given by the resulting equation is an integral of the original

equation. But it contains no arbitrary element.

Ex. 2. It must not be supposed that elimination of j0l5 ..,, pn is always

possible among the n+l equations. Taking /i = 2, a simple instance is

provided by the equation

All the equations

and all the relations

/=0&amp;gt; =0, =o,
cp Cq

_rf /8/\ _3_
/8A _ ^ /8/\ _3_ /9/

rfo? \3p/ 9p \9gy dx \dq) dp \dp_^_
dy (dp) dq \dq) dy \?q) dq (dp

~

are satisfied by the two equations

P =. 2 = .

z

x y x*+y*-\

attempted elimination gives no further equation. An integral for the particular

example is clearly given by

**=(**+$*- 1),

where a is an arbitrary constant.

To equations having integrals of this kind, we shall recur later.

THE COMBINANTS (F, G), [F, G] : SOME PROPERTIES.

52. Before passing to the further consideration of a complete

system of given equations, it is convenient to note a property
of the operation, represented by (F, G) when F and G do not

involve z, and by [F, G] when F and G do involve z.

Let F, G,H be any three independent functions of 2n quantities

#!, ..., xn , PI, ) Pn )
then it is not difficult to verify that the

equation

((F,
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is satisfied identically. From this identical relation, one inference

can be made at once. Let u =
&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;,

and u =
&amp;lt;*fr,

where
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

and
i/r are

functions of oclt . .., xn , pi} ..., p tl ,
be two independent integrals of

which is a homogeneous linear equation in u
;
then

(F, &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;)

= 0, (F, ^) = 0,

both equations being satisfied identically. Hence

((F, *) f)
=

0, ((+, F)4&amp;gt;)
= - ((F, +) ft = 0,

and therefore

that is,

Thus, taking
u = (0, ^r),

we have

(F, u}=0.

Now
(&amp;lt;, ^jr) may be zero identically, or it may be a pure constant :

in either case, the equation u
(&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;, ^) gives a trivial (and negli

gible) integral of the differential equation. But if
(&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;, ty) be a

variable quantity, then u = ($, -vjr) gives an integral of (F, u) = ;

and if it be distinct from
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

and from
T|T,

it is a new integral. We
therefore have the theorem* :

// u =
(f&amp;gt;

and u =
-fy

are integrals of the equation

(F, u) = 0,

then u =
((/&amp;gt;, ^r) also satisfies the equation : and if (0, i/r) be a

variable quantity distinct from (f&amp;gt;

and from i/r,
then u

(&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;, ty) is a

new integral of the equation.

Another mode of stating this result is as follows : Let f\
= 0, . . .

,

/m = be a complete system of equations which do not involve z

explicitly, so that the relation

(//.)=o,

for all values of r and s from the set 1, ..., m, is satisfied ; and let

u = 6 be cm integral of the homogeneous linear equation (fl} u)
= 0.

Then if the relation (/1 ,y*r)
= is satisfied identically, the quantity

* The theorem is customarily associated with Poisson s name. It was used by
Jacobi without explicit indication of the limitations, though he uses it only generally,

not universally: see Jacobi, Ges. Werke, t. v, pp. 49, 50.

F. V. 8
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u = (frt 6) also satisfies the equation (flt u)
=

; and it is a new

integral of that equation if, being a variable quantity, it is function

ally independent of 0.

The result is derived, on the lines of the earlier explanation,

from the relation

((/i, fr) 0) + ((fr. *)/i) t ((ft /l)/r)
= 0.

For (/!, 0) = identically, and (/l3 /r)
=

identically, so that

((/i, /r)0) = and ((ft/i)/r)
= 0: thus u = (fr , 0) satisfies the

equation (/,, u) = 0.

The relation (/, ,fr)
= must always be satisfied

;
but if it is

.satisfied only in virtue of equations of the system, the inference as

to the significance of (fr , 6} cannot be drawn.

53. Next, let /, g, h be any three independent functions of

2?i + 1 magnitudes xlt ..., xnt z, plt ...,pn ,
then it is not difficult

to verify that the equation

is satisfied identically.

A corresponding inference can be drawn from this identity:

but it is not so completely useful as in the former case. Let u =
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

and u = ty, where
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

and -^ are functions of xl} . . .
,
xny z, pl} ..., pnt

be two independent integrals of

[/. ]
= o,

which is a homogeneous linear equation in u : then

[/, *] = o, [/, f] = o

are satisfied identically. Hence also

[[/, *] f]
= 0, [[f , /]&amp;lt;/-]

= -
[[/, t] =

;

therefore, taking &amp;lt;p

= g and
-fy
= h in the above identity, and using

these relations, we have

or, writing

we have
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Thus, in general, u = v =
[&amp;lt;&amp;gt;, o/r] does not satisfy the equation

[/, H]-0;

and thus, in general, a new integral of that equation is not obtained.

If, however,f does not explicitly involve z, so that ~- is zero, then

[/. ]
=

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;;

hence u = v satisfies the equation. As before,
[&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;, i/r] may be zero

identically, or it may be a pure constant : then u = v gives a

trivial (and negligible) integral of the equation. But if
[&amp;lt;, i/r] is

a variable quantity, then u = [0, ^r] is an integral of the equation :

and it is a new integral if distinct from
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

and from
-fy,

that is, if

it is not expressible in terms of
(f)

and of ^r alone. Hence we
have the theorem * :

If u = &amp;lt;f)

and u = ^ are integrals of the equation

[/, ]
= o,

then u =
[&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;, i/r]

is a new integral of that equation, only iff does

not explicitly involve z and if [&amp;lt;, T/T] is a variable quantity not

expressible in terms of &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

and ^r alone.

Another mode of stating the result is as follows : Let f^
= 0, . . .

,

/,
= () be a complete system of equations, some at least of which

involve z explicitly, so that the relation

for all values of r and sfrom the set 1, ..., m, is satisfied ; and let

u = ^r be an integral of the homogeneous linear equation [f, u\
= 0.

Then if the relation [fl} fr]
= is satisfied identically and if the

equation^ = does not involve z explicitly, the quantity u = [frt ^]
also satisfies the equation [fl} w] = 0; and it is a new integral

of that equation if, being a variable quantity, it is functionally

independent of S-.

The result is derived from the same identity as before. Taking

/=/, g =fr ,
h =

&amp;lt;$,
we have [flt S] = identically and [/i,/r] =

also identically, so that

,]
= 0:

* The correct statement of the theorem appears to have been given first by

Mayer, Math. Ann., t. ix (1876), p. 370.

82
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also ~ = 0, by the hypothesis adopted : thus

[LA, *]/&amp;gt;]= o,

and so u = [fr , ^] satisfies the equation [/i, u]
= 0.

The relation [/i , fr]
= must always be satisfied : if it is

satisfied only in virtue of the equations of the system, the inference

as to the significance of [/,., ^] cannot be drawn.

54. Now the ultimate object of investigations, connected with

a single equation or with complete systems of equations, is either

the construction of the most general integral that is possessed

or the formation of processes effective for such construction.

Moreover, speaking generally, such processes will be made simpler

by every reduction in the number of inverse operations to be per

formed and by every increase in the number of direct operations.

It is clear, from the two preceding sets of results, that a direct

operation for the construction of a new integral of (Flt u) = will

more frequently be effective than a direct operation for the con

struction of a new integral of [/i, ^] = 0: indeed, the latter is

effective only when the equation /i
= is more limited than is

generally permitted to the system of equations in which it is

included.

We know that it is always possible, by means of a trans

formation
U = U(Z, X,, ..., #n) = 0,

to remove the dependent variable from explicit occurrence in an

equation, or in a system of equations, involving only one dependent

variable : the number of independent variables is, however, thereby

increased by unity. When the integral u of the transformed

system has been obtained in the most general form, which com

prehends all its integrals, a general integral of the original system

is at once deduced from the equation u =
;
but this general

integral is not completely comprehensive, for it need not include

special integrals if any such exist. But as has been seen in the

case of a single equation, that is non-homogeneous and of the first

order, the processes adopted for the untransformed equation do

not lead to the special integrals, if any.

Thus there would appear to be no real loss of generality and no

real diminution in the number of integrals obtainable, if we pass
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to a transformed system in which the dependent variable does not

explicitly occur. On the other hand, there is an added element of

effectiveness, because the quantity u (Fr , 0) is often an integral

of (Flf u) = 0, whereas the quantity u = [fr , ^] requires compliance
with an additional condition in order that it may be an integral of

[/ ]
= 0.

Accordingly, for the immediate present, it will be assumed

that the dependent variable does not occur explicitly: hence we

have to deal with a system of equations

involving the quantities xl , ..., xn , ply ..., pn . We may further

assume that the equations are linearly independent of one another,

so that no one of the quantities F can be expressed as a linear

combination of the remainder with coefficients whether variable or

constant. And after the discussion in 50, we shall assume that

the system is complete, so that the relation

(Fr, Fs) =

is satisfied, for all values of r and s from the set 1, ..., m, either

identically or in virtue of the equations of the system.

Moreover, after the same discussion, it will be assumed that

m &amp;lt; n. What is required is a value of z satisfying all the equations

of the system : in order to proceed by quadratures, other n m
compatible and independent equations are needed.

MAYER S DEVELOPMENT OF JACOBI S SECOXD METHOD.

55. There are various ways of deducing the further n m
equations that are requisite : one of the simplest of these ways
is Mayer s development of what is often called Jacobi s second

method.

The in equations in the complete system

^ = 0, ..., ^ =

are linearly independent of one another, in the sense that no one

of the quantities F can be expressed as a linear combination of the

remainder : thus there can be no effective functional relation among
the quantities F. Consequently, the m equations can be resolved

so as to express m of the involved variables in terms of the rest.
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In the first instance, let it be supposed that the equations can

be resolved so as to express m of the variables plf ..., pn , say to

express plt ..., pm ,
in terms of all the other quantities involved;

and let the result of the resolution be denoted by

Pi &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i (Pm+i, , Pn, XL, -, #) =
0,

or by
Pi
-

fa
=

0,

for i = 1, . . .
, m. We prove, as follows, that the resolved system of

equations is complete, the original system being complete : that is

to say, the relation

(pr
-

fa, ps
-

(f&amp;gt;
s)
=

is satisfied, for all values of r and of s from the set 1, . . .
,
m.

When the values fa, ..., &amp;lt; m for plt ..., pm respectively are

substituted in all the equations of the original system, each of the

latter becomes an identity. Therefore

a
+ | ap,9i* =

dxi k= i dpk d%i

for all values of i = 1, . . .
,
n : that is,

dxi k=idpk d%i

for all these values. Similarly, we have

dFr z dFr 9&amp;lt;fe

&quot;^
~r &amp;lt;&amp;lt;-/ ^

-
-7;

dpj k=1 dpk dpj

for the values j = m + l, . . .
, n; that is,

for these values. Also

d_F_r= |
dFr d(pk

-&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;
k)

tyf k=i dpk dp?

for the values / = 1, ..., wi, because for each of these values only a

single term on the right-hand side occurs : hence

d_F_r= I
dFr d(pt -&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;

k)

dpi k=i dpk dpi

for the values il, ..., n. And these results hold for all the

values r= 1, ..., m.
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Substituting in (Fr ,
F9),

we find

I I I
dFr dF8 fi(pk-&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;k)c)(pi-&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;i)

=i *=! 1=1 dpk dpi \ fai dpi

3 (Pk
-

fa)
9(ffg-.&amp;lt;fo)|

dpi dx{ J

Now (^V, J^) = 0, for all values of r and of s from the set 1, . . .
,
m :

hence

for all these combinations of values. Taking the relation for one

value of s and for all the values of r, we have m equations, homo

geneous and linear in the m quantities

m dF
2

;wfto~&quot;**1 Pi-^i\1=1 opi

for k = l,...,m. The determinant of the coefficients of these

quantities in the m equations is

Pi, &amp;gt;&quot;,

which, by hypothesis, does not vanish : consequently,

for all the values of s and k. Taking this relation for all the m
values of s, we again have m equations, homogeneous and linear in

the m quantities

(Pk~&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;k, Pi&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;i)&amp;gt;

for Z = l, ..., m ,
and the determinant of the coefficients of these

quantities in the m equations is again

J n &amp;gt;

\Pl, ..^J

which does not vanish : consequently,
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for k and I = 1, . ..
,
w. Hence the system of equations

pi -(f)i = 0, (i
= l, ...,m),

is complete.

It is easy to see that the completeness of the system of

equations

Pi
-

&amp;lt;

= 0,

for i = 1, . . .
, in, is of a special kind. The relation

(Pk-&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;k, pi-&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;i)

= Q,

k and I having any values from the set 1, ..., m, is

n _ d4&amp;gt;i d&amp;lt;pk . $v ^\ r ~z i **
oxk oxi j=m+ i

This relation is to be satisfied, and it clearly is not satisfied in

virtue of the equations

pi
-

&amp;lt;fc

= 0,

for i=I, ..., m, because it does not involve any of the quantities

Pi, &amp;gt; Pm ,
hence the relations for the modified system are satisfied

identically.

When the relations, necessary and sufficient to secure the

completeness of a system, are satisfied identically, the system is

said to be in involution. The resolved system of complete equa
tions is a system in involution, because each of the relations

(Pk-fa, Pi-&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;i)

= Q

is satisfied identically*.

Note. Even when a complete system of equations Fl
= 0, . . .

,

Fm = 0, is such that 2 occurs explicitly, a corresponding result is

obtainable. Suppose that the m equations can be resolved with

regard to 2 and to m l of the quantities p, say plt ...
) pm_l) in

the form

2-^ =
0, ^i-^i = 0, ..., #_! - fTO_i

=
0,

where
i/r, ^ ,

. . .
, -v/rm_! do not involve z, plf ..., pm~\ ,

then the

relations

[Pi-^i, B-^j] = 0,

[&amp;gt;

-
i/r
- ^ (p,

-
fa)

-
. . .
- xm_l (p &amp;gt;n-i

-
^m-i), pi

-
^i] = 0,

*
Sometimes, for convenience, the unresolved complete system is said to be

in involution.
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are satisfied in virtue of the relations

[jja-ft
for all values of i and j.

When the quantities

[pt
-

^i, P)
~

^j]

are expressed in full, they contain none of the variables z, pl ,
. . . ,

Pm-i , they cannot vanish, therefore, in virtue of the resolved

equations : hence they must vanish identically. Similarly, the

quantity

\z
- ^ -

x, (pl
-
^,)

-
. . .
- #,_! (pm-i

-
^m-iX Pi

~
^i]

vanishes identically.

The resolved system can be regarded as a system in involution.

56. In order to obtain common integrals of the system, a

satisfactory method will be devised if, by its means, other n m
equations are associated with the m equations in the system : and

the remaining stage will be a quadrature with reference to the

variables x
l , ...,#, if the Jacobian of

Pi &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;\&amp;gt;
&amp;gt; Pm &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;?/i

j
l(m+i &amp;gt;

,
l(n &amp;gt;

(where u.in+1
= constant, . . .

,
iin = constant, are the additional n - m

equations) with regard to p^ ..., pn does not vanish identically,

that is, if

r /J -

\pm+i&amp;gt; &amp;gt;

does not vanish identically. Accordingly, this method requires

the determination of n m equations u = constant.

Each such equation, as it is to coexist with the equations of

the given system, must satisfy the conditions which are necessary

and sufficient to secure the coexistence : that is, it must satisfy

the relations

(Pi-fa, )
= 0, ..., (pm -&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;

m , M)
=

which, in effect, are m equations for the determination of u. Now
these equations constitute a complete system of the type con

sidered in the last chapter. We have

identically ;
also (ps &amp;lt;*, pr

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;,.)

=
identically for all values of r

and s, so that ((ps $s,pr $ r), -it)
=

: hence

(Pr
~

&amp;lt;#&amp;gt;,-&amp;gt; (P,
~

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;s,
))
=

(P*
~

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;s, (Pr
~

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;&amp;gt;; *)).
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Let

(Pi
-

4&amp;gt;i, u)
= Ai (u),

where A { is a linear operator : the foregoing relation becomes

for all values of r and s. This aggregate of relations is necessary
and sufficient to secure that the system of equations A l (u) = 0,

Am (u)
= 0, is complete.

Written in full, the equations are

du
. ^ fdu

3(/&amp;gt;j
du

d&amp;lt;fri\ ^ du dfa

a system of m equations in the 2n variables xlf ..., xn , ply ..., pn .

When any integral of the system has been obtained involving any
of the variables p1} ..., pm ,

the relations Pi
=

(f) l , ..., pm = &amp;lt;f)
m ,

can

be used (without affecting its value or its significance) so as to

remove these variables. In the transformed expression for u, we
have

du _ du _ ^
dpi dpm

that is, we may take the m equations in the form

du ^ fdu d4&amp;gt;i
du

3&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;A _ ~

du 3

dzm i=m+l

The original system of m equations was complete : the transformed

system, with the condition that the integrals u do not involve

PI, . .., pm ,
is also complete. The number of variables involved is

2w m, being xlt ..., xn , pm+i, -, Pn so that, as the system for

the quantity u is now a complete Jacobian system, it possesses
2n 2m integrals*, which are functionally independent of one

another.

*
It is easy to see that this result comes also from the earlier form of the

equations for u : that form involves In variables, and so there are 2n - m integrals.

But u=p l
-
0j , ..., u=pm -

&amp;lt;f)m are seen to be in integrals: and therefore there are

other 2n - 2m integrals.
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Two limitations are, however, imposed upon these integrals, so

that not all of them can be retained for our purpose. In the first

place, the aggregate of n in equations required must be such

that

Pm+l&amp;gt; ,

does not vanish identically. In the second place, let um+1 = am+i

be an integral of the system : it must involve one or more of the

quantities pm +i, -&amp;gt;,pn ,
an^ ^ nmst be resoluble with regard to

one of them, because otherwise all the derivatives =--
&amp;gt; &amp;gt; oT

cpm+i vpn

would vanish : let the resolved form be

where &amp;lt; m+1 involves am+l . Any other of the 2n 2m I remain

ing integrals, say v
t undoubtedly satisfies

(Pi ~&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;i,v)

= 0, ...
, (pm

-
4&amp;gt;my v)

=
;

but, for our purpose of proceeding to the determination of the n

quantities p, it must also satisfy the relation

and this relation will not, in general, be satisfied for any one of the

2n 2m - 1 integrals, selected at random. Accordingly, it is not

necessary to obtain all the 2n - 2m integrals of the system though,

if they are known, they can be used in the construction of v as an

appropriate functional combination of the 2n 2m 1 integrals

other than -um+l : it is sufficient at this stage to obtain a single

integral of the transformed system. Denoting this single integral

by um+l ,
we resolve the equation um+1 = am+l with regard (say) to

Pm+i, in the form pm+l = &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;
m+l ;

and then any other equation

v = constant, that can coexist with the original system and with

Pm+i = &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;m+i
,
must satisfy the necessary and sufficient conditions

for r= 1, ..., ?/i + l. As before, v may be assumed not to contain

PI, --, pm and for reasons similar to those adduced before, it may
be assumed not to contain pm+l ,

so that

dv -0S &quot;j
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and then the system of equations for v is

for r = 1, . . .
,
m + 1. The system of m -f 1 equations is complete :

it involves the 2?i m 1 variables x^ ..., #w , _pm+2 , ..., &amp;gt;w ;
and

so it possesses 2w 2m 2 functionally independent integrals.

57. At each stage, we have a complete Jacobian system for

the determination of a quantity u, such that an equation u = a can

be associated with the system of equations for the variable z. The

theory of these Jacobian systems, as explained in the preceding-

chapter, shews that they do possess a number of integrals ;
and

therefore quantities u of the appropriate type do exist, so that we

require only their explicit expressions in order to formulate the

successive equations u a.

We thus may pass from stage to stage : at each step, an

integral of a number of simultaneous equations, forming a

complete Jacobian system, is required : and as, at any stage, the

number of equations has become greater while the number of

variables has become less than at the preceding stage, the con

struction of the integrals in succession is successively simpler.

At each stage, what is required is a single integral belonging
to the complete Jacobian system then framed : this integral must

involve one of the variables p still surviving in the system*. For

this purpose, we may use either Mayer s method or the amplified

Jacobian method devised for complete linear systems; but it is

not necessary to work either method to the complete issue, because

all that is wanted is a single integral of the simultaneous system,

not the aggregate of functionally independent integrals of the

system.

Each new equation of the type u = constant, associated with

the system in its amplified condition before the derivation of the

particular u, introduces an arbitrary constant. Thus, at the end of

the series of operations which result in giving n equations, the

number of arbitrary constants introduced is nm
,
when the

* In case, at any stage, an appropriate integral of this type may not con

veniently be obtainable, while an integral involving the variables x and some of the

old variables may be forthcoming, a transformation similar to that adopted for

a corresponding difficulty, hereafter
( 58, 59) discussed, will be effective.
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n equations are fully resolved for plt ..., pn ,
the expressions for

these quantities involve ncl} ..., xn ,
alt ..., an_ }&amp;gt;1

. When these

values are introduced into the equation

dz = pidxi + ... +pndxn ,

the right-hand side is an exact differential
;
when the quadrature

of this exact differential is effected, we have

where 6 is an arbitrary constant. This equation gives the required

value of z as an integral common to the system of equations : its

expression contains n in + 1 constants.

Ex. Obtain a common integral (if it exist) of the simultaneous equations

^1=^2 -#3*4=

We have

the right-hand side must vanish, and it clearly does not vanish in virtue of

Fi=0t ^2= 0; hence we have a new equation to be associated with the first

two, and we write

^3 =jl#l +/?2#2 ~.P3#3-P^i
= 0.

We now have

(Flt Fj= F3 ,

all the quantities of the type (Fr ,
F8] vanish in virtue of the three equations ;

hence these equations are a complete system.

Resolving the three equations Fi=Q, F2
=

Q, F3
=

Q, so as to express

Jij p-it PS in terms of the other variables that occur, we find two systems,
viz.

P&amp;gt;

.... 44 ^*
Pi= Pi=~^

The second of these two sets is derivable from the first by interchanging the

variables #x and #2 ;
hence its integral must be similarly derivable from

the integral of the first.

To obtain this integral, we need an equation M=
,
where a is a constant

and u must involve p ;
and u is determined by the equations
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together with the justifiable assumption that u is explicitly independent of

P\-&amp;gt; Pit P3- These equations are

O 4-
X&amp;lt;*X* ?--^ tf&S

du x du pi du

9^2 #2 0-^4 X1 dp*

du x^ du

=^+7?-aF4 !

and the fact that they are complete can easily be verified.

The Mayer solution of these equations is as follows. We transform the

variables by the relations

^3=^3+ 0/1-1

and we form the single equation

~ + F!~ + F2 *r- =0,
vy\ v^t dp*

where

An integral of the subsidiary system

where 3/2
and y3 are arbitrary parameters, is required involving jt?4

: one such

integral is clearly derivable from

dpi dp4

in the form

= constant.

Then an integral of the original system is given by

ff4 = c

2+ (3/1-01)^2 a2
5

that is, by
P* = -
&2 2

Hence M= is an integral of the three equations ;
as it involves p4 ,

it is of
$2

the required type.

To deduce the value of z,
we take
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and then the values of p tt p.&amp;gt;, p3 , p^ are

inserting these values in

dz=pv dxl +p.&amp;gt;
dx.2+p3dx3+pdxi ,

we find that

is an integral of the first set of equations derived from the resolution of

/i=0, /2=0, /T

3=0, and therefore is an integral of the original equations.

Effecting upon this integral the interchange of variable whereby the first

and the second resolved sets are interchanged, we find that

is also an integral of the original equations /\=0, F2
=

We thus have two distinct integrals, each involving two arbitrary con

stants: and they are the only integrals that are thus obtainable. Their

relation (if any) to one another, and the derivation of other integrals (if any)
from them, belong to a range of subsequent investigation.

The amplified Jacobiau method of solution is simple in the present case

and leads very directly to the integral

the rest of the analysis is the same as before.

58. The preceding investigation has rested on the two as

sumptions : (i) that the equations F1
= 0, ..., Fm = Q of the

complete system can be resolved with regard to m of the variables

Pi, -, Pn (ii) that the equations of the complete amplified system
Fl
= 0, ..., Fm = 0, um+l = am+ l , ..., un = an , can be resolved with

regard to pl} ..., pn ,
so that the Jacobian

J
Pl

does not vanish identically. The latter assumption is, however,

unnecessary: and, as has been proved by Mayer*, it is sufficient

that the n functionally independent equations Fl
= 0, . . .

,
Fm 0,

um+l = am+l , ..., un a n should be resoluble with regard to n of the

quantities which they involve.

* Math. Ann., t. vm (1875), p. 313.
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Still retaining the first assumption, let the ra equations F1
= 0,

. .., Fm = be resoluble with respect to p1} ..., pm ;
and let the

resolved set be

Let X be a function of all the variables such that

for r = 1, ..., ra; and let f denote the value of X which results

from substituting &amp;lt; 1} ...,
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

m as the values ofpl) ..., pm in JT; then

(FT-^,0-0.
For

a? = 9Z I 8X80*
8#i dost k=-[ dpk d%i

so that

_

fat dxt A=1 8^

for i = l, . . ., ra. Similarly

for j=ra + l, ..., n\ and this last relation is identically true for

j=I, ..., ra, because neither f nor any one of the quantities c^, ...,

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;

m, involves^, ...,pm \
that is, the relation is true for j = l, ..., n.

Also, when the values ofplt ..., pm are substituted in the equations

F! = 0, . . ., Fm = 0, these become identities : hence

fai jt =i dph fai

for values of i = 1, ..., w
;
and (as above)

dF, =

first for j
= ra -f 1, ..., n, from the identical equation, and obviously

identically for j = 1, ..., m, that is, for values of j
=

l, ..., n.

Hence

Now we have
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and by hypothesis,

(Fr,X) = 0,

for all values of r
;
hence

|&amp;gt;-*,,,
?) = o,

holding for ?* = !, ..., m. But

Pi, &quot;-,p,n

is not zero, because of the assumed resolubility of the equations
F1
= 0, . . .

,
Fm = with respect to pl ,

. . .
, pm : hence the preceding

m relations can only be satisfied by

to-^bD-O;
which was to be proved.

Next, suppose that (by some method or other) we possess
n m equations

um+i == am+i i &quot;&amp;gt; Un = an &amp;gt;

which coexist with F1
= 0, ..., Fm = Q, and with one another; the

n equations in the aggregate being functionally independent of one

another. The original system of m equations is certainly resoluble

with regard to pl , ..., pm ;
the amplified system of n equations is

resoluble with regard to n of the variables, which can certainly be

chosen so as to include pl} ..., pm and may include others of the

quantities p though perhaps not all of them. Suppose, then, that

the variables chosen for resolution include plf ..., p^, where

/n^m, but not more than
//,

of the quantities p; the resolved

equations will be equivalent to /A equations of the amplified

system, say to

F
l
= 0, ..., Fm = 0, u tn+1

= am+1 , ...,uti
= aM .

In the remaining equations of the system, let the values of pa , ...,

Pn be substituted, and suppose that they become

tV+i
= aM+i, -.., vn = a n ,

these equations not being resoluble for any of the quantities j9M+1 ,

...,pn ,
and consequently not involving any of these quantities.

Then, exactly as in the preceding case, we have

(Ph-&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;h, y*)
=

0,

F. v. 9
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for A = l, ..., IJL,
and k =

/j, + ~L, ..., n : taking account of the fact

that vk involves none of the variables p 1&amp;gt; ..., pn ,
we may write this

set of equations in the form

for all the values of A and k.

The quantities M+1 ,
. .., vn involve the variables xlt ...,xn \ we

prove, as follows, that they are functionally independent combina

tions of a?M+1 , ..,, xn . Otherwise, there would be some relation

which would have to be satisfied identically when the values of

#M +i&amp;gt; ..., vn in terms of the variables xly ..., xn are substituted;

and as it would involve one or more of the quantities v, it could be

resolved with regard (say) to vn in the form

This relation would also be an identity when the values of

. .., vn in terms of xlt ..., xn are substituted. Now

fan J S^n9^_Q .

&quot;dxh i==lt+ i dx.;, dpi

substituting g(&i, ..., a?M ,
vM+1 , ..., vn_j) for vw ,

this gives

but

for X = /A + 1, . . ., w 1, and therefore

for all the values of h. Thus the above expression for vn would

give
Vn = g(Vp+i, ! ^n-i),

and the quantities vM+1 , ..., vn would not be functionally inde

pendent of one another, contrary to the construction of the

quantities u. Hence v^+l
= a

fJL+l , ..., vn = an ,
are functionally

independent combinations of # ... x.
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The equations vM+1 = aM+1 , ..., vn = an can therefore be resolved

with regard to #M+1 ,
. . .

,
xn ;

and consequently the system

Fl
= 0, ..., Fm 0, um+l = am+l , ..., un = an

can be resolved with regard to ply ..., p^, #M+1 , ..., xn . Let a

resolved set be

for h = 1, ..., /A, and & = /z+l, ..., H, the functions 6 and
-/r

in

volving the arbitrary constants.

59. Now take a new dependent variable Z, denned by the

contact-transformation *

being a transformation of a type first used by Lagrange^; then

dZ = p1dxl + ... +pli
dx

li

-x^ dp^ -
. . .
- xndpn .

We write

.., pn = y\, ., y^ yM+i, ..., yn ,

respectively, and regard ylt . . .
, yn as new independent variables :

then, denoting by qlt ..., qn the derivatives of the new dependent
variable with regard to the new independent variables, we have

ph = qh, #k = qk,

for h = 1, . . .
, ft, and k =

//,
+ 1, . . .

,
n. Let

on effecting these changes : then as the equations

Fi = Q, . . .
,
Fm = 0, um+l = a wt+1 ,

. . .
,
un = an ,

are resoluble with regard to plt ..., p^, a?M+1 , ..., irn ,
the equations

^ = 0, ..., Gm = Q, u&amp;gt;m+l = am+l ,...,wn = an ,

are resoluble with regard to q lt ..., g n . Moreover, the equations

Fl
= 0, . . .

,
Fm = 0, um+l = a m+l ,

. . .
,

-u n = a n ,

* Called tangential transformation in Part i of this work : the phrase contact-

transformation is now customary, and it will be herein adopted whenever reference

to it is required.

t (Euvres completes, t. iv, p. 84.

92
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satisfy the relations

(Fr,F8)
= Q, (Fr ,Ui) = 0, (i,t*f)

= 0,

for r, s = 1, . . .
, m, and i, j

= in + 1, . . .
,
n. Now

dFr = 8ft dF_r== dGr

d%h
~

tyh dp*.

~
tyh

dfdGr dFr dGr

for h=l, ..., /A,
and k=p + l, ...,n\ and similarly for relations

between derivatives of u and w. Thus

+
k^+i W*( fyJ ( fa) fa)

_ /8ft 8ft _ 8ft 8ft N

and similarly

(Fr , -Ui)
=

(ft-, Wi), (&quot;Mi, Uj)
= (Wit Wj).

Consequently

(ft,ft) = 0, (ft, Wi)
= 0, (wi,wj)

= 0;

and the equations

ft = 0, . . .
,
Gm = 0, wm+l = am+l , ...,wn = an

are resoluble with regard to q lt ..., qn , expressing these quantities

in terms of ylt ...,yn ,
am+l) ..., an . Moreover, the earlier results

shew that the values of q lt ...,qn thus given make

an exact equation: when the quadrature is effected, the result

will be of the form

where b is an arbitrary constant. To obtain the value of z, we

note that
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for k =
fjL -{- 1, . . .

,
n

;
and

Z = z

hence

for & = /* + !, ..., ft. Eliminating yM+i, ..., yn among these

n
//. -f 1 relations, and resolving the eliminant with regard to

z, we have a relation

$ = #!, ..., a?n ,
am+1 , ...,

for z occurs in the elimination only in the combination z b
;
this

relation is the integral of the original system of equations, and

it involves n in + 1 constants.

One such integral will arise for each resolved set of equations

arising out of the resolution of the equations

Fl
=

0, . . .
,
Fm = 0, um+l = a m+l ,

. . .
,

un = an ;

the aggregate of these integrals includes all the integrals that are

thus obtainable. But other integrals may be deduced by other

processes, which will form the subject of subsequent explanations.

Ex. Consider an equation

An equation u = a is required, which may coexist with f= : it is given by

(/, 0=o,

an equation that is homogeneous and linear in u : and an integral is required

which involves either p or q or both. The subsidiary equations are

dx dp dy dq

one integral of these equations is

g3?= constant ;

and another integral is

-*-= x= constant.
xq

2

Taking the former integral, we have to resolve the equations

/=0, js^=c8,
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where c is a constant. Kesolution with respect to p and q is simple, giving

q=cx~^,
substituting in

c

and effecting the quadrature, we find

which is an integral involving two arbitrary constants.

Taking the other integral of the subsidiary equations, we have to resolve

the equations

where a is a constant. Resolution with regard to p and q is possible : it is

simpler with regard to p and y, and with respect to these variables gives the

relations

which satisfy the relation (F, #) = identically. After the investigations

above, we take q and x as the new independent variables and Z as the new

dependent variable, where

Z=z-qy.
Thus

dZp doc ydq
=

so that

Z=
Now

so that we have to eliminate q between the equations

y= 02

The result is

another integral involving two arbitrary constants.

Later, the relation between different integrals will be considered.

60. Reasons were adduced in 54 for discussing equations in

a form which does not explicitly contain the dependent variable
;

but it should be added that the preceding method can be applied
also when the dependent variable does occur explicitly. In that

case, the investigation follows the same lines as before, but the

analysis is rather more complicated on account of the occurrence of

z : it will be sufficient to give merely an outline.
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Let /i
= 0, . . .

, fm = be a complete system of equations in the

n independent variables, involving the dependent variable and its

first derivatives : then the relation

[/,,/.]=0

is satisfied for all values of r and s, either explicitly or in virtue of

the equations of the system. Any other equation, coexisting with

the equations of the system in a form u constant, must be such

that

[/i,3=o,
for all values i 1, . . .

,
///.

Suppose that the system of equations /i
= 0, . . .

, fm = is

resolved with regard to z and m - 1 of the variables p, say pl} ...
,

pm-i, in the form

z - ty
= 0, pl

- ^ =
0, . . .

, pm_i
-

^rm-i = ;

the resolved system is in involution, for ( 55, Note) the relations

[pi-^i,Pj-^j] = V&amp;gt;

[z-\fr- d7j (pL
-

fa)
- ... - Xm_, (pm-! - ^m-i), pi

-
^i]

= 0,

for all values of i and j from the set 1, ..., m 1, are satisfied

identically. Let these values of z, plt . . .
, pm_! ,

in terms of xl , ...,

#n&amp;gt; pm , --&amp;gt;Pn,
be substituted in u and let the resulting value be

denoted by w ,
then the equations

are satisfied in virtue of [//, u]
= 0, and conversely.

Moreover, the system of equations determining w is a complete

system. For if

^ =
0, ...,gm =

is a complete system in involution, then the identical relation

[frr, gA w] + [[gs , w] g,.] + [[w, gr

--l^i
becomes

because
&quot;[^y, ^rj vanishes identically: hence, denoting [#;, w] by

Bi (w), we have

Br (B.w)
- Bs (Brw) =& Et (w)

- 9

g Br (w)

= 0,
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in virtue of Br (w) = 0, Bs (w) = 0, which is the test of a complete

system.

As the equations

[p-^*,w] 0,

are a complete system, they possess a simultaneous set of integrals :

let one such integral involving some one of the variables pm , ...,

pn be obtainable in the form

w = w(xlt ...,xn,pm , ...,pn);
then the equation

w(aclf ..., xn , pm , ...,pn)
= a,

where a is an arbitrary constant, coexists with

z - ^ = 0, p,
- ^ =

0, . . .
, pm_i

- ^m_, = 0.

Let it be resolved so as to give (say) pm in terms of the other

variables it contains, and denote the result by

Pm = X J

and let this value be inserted in the other equations so that they
take the form

*-X=0, jPi-tt=0, ...,pm-i -%,_! = ().

Then for the next stage, we proceed from the m + 1 equations

2 ~X = ()
&amp;gt; Pi~Xi = V&amp;gt; ,&amp;gt;m-%m

= 0,

as in this stage from the m equations.

When n 4- 1 equations have been obtained, the first of them
has a form

z - 8 = 0,

where involves n m + 1 constants
;
z 6 is an integral of the

original system.

JACOBI S SECOND METHOD, WHEN z DOES NOT OCCUR.

61. The preceding investigation has been carried out after an
initial assumption that the m equations in the given complete

system are resoluble with regard to m of the variables plt ...,pn :

the selection ofpl} ..., pm was merely typical. This assumption is

not any real limitation : for if the m equations
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are not theoretically resoluble with regard to any m of the variables

PI, --,pn, so that all the determinants

df\ df\

dpi dpn

vanish, then p1} ..., pn can be eliminated among the m equations :

as the m equations are functionally distinct, the eliminant cannot

vanish identically and so would take a form

eo1} ..., *) = &amp;lt;),

a relation among the independent variables alone. Such a result

is excluded : and so the in equations are resoluble with regard to

some selection of m variables from the set plt ...,pn .

The forms of the resolved equations may, however, be com

plicated: and then it might be desirable to proceed from the

unresolved equations. Such a process was given by Jacobi, and

it is sometimes called his second method
, naturally, it is less

simple than the method that has just been expounded, for it deals

with equations of a less simple form than those to which Mayer s

method is applied. Indeed, the preceding process is really a form

of Jacobi s method : but it has been simplified and shortened by
the improvements and the developments due to Lie and to Mayer.

Thus far in the range of these discussions, we have been

considering m equations : and though there is no intrinsic element

in the analysis which makes in greater than unity, all the super
ficial appearance suggests that m is not unity. For variety, we

shall now deal with the integration of a single equation: and

it will be found that, in general, the process leads to the issue

through the integration of systems. For this purpose, we shall

use Jacobi s method : a sufficient indication of its detailed working,

whether for single equations or for detailed systems, will thus be

provided.

As already hinted, Jacobi s method of integration (without the

modifications and amplifications introduced by the investigations

of Lie and Mayer) appears to be most useful when, from whatever

cause, the equation or equations are not resolved with regard to

one or more of the derivatives. We begin with a single irreducible
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equation, unresolved with regard to any of the variables p and not

explicitly containing the dependent variable : it may be taken in

the form

/=/Oi, .., Xn, Pi, -.., Pn} = $-

By the process adopted, other n - 1 equations are required which,

speaking generally*, would suffice for the expression of p l} ...,p^
in terms of xl} ..., xn .

If u constant be such an equation, then the relation

must be satisfied
; any integral of this equation, distinct from f

(which manifestly is an integral) and involving some of the variables

Pi, --,pn, will suffice for the purpose. The system of ordinary

equations, subsidiary to the construction of this integral, is

da-i _ dxn _ dpl _ _ dpn~ ~ &quot;&quot; &quot;

let /!
= constant be one integral of the system, where /x involves

one at least of the quantities ply ..., pn : then we may take

u=f1 .

The relation

(//,)=o
is satisfied identically : and the two equations

fi
= a, /=0,

where a is an arbitrary constant, satisfy the conditions of co--

existence.

62. We now proceed to obtain another equation, involving
some of the variables p and coexisting with the two equations ;

if

it be v = constant, then the relations

must be satisfied. These effectively are two equations for the

determination of v
; any common integral of the appropriate form

and functionally distinct from / and /i (both of which manifestly
are integrals) will suffice. Now the equation (/, v)

= is the

* That is to say, omitting from consideration the alternative already discussed

in 58, 59.
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same as that for the determination of u, so that the subsidiary

ordinary equations are the same as before : let

(f&amp;gt;

=
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;(&amp;gt;!,

..., xn , p1} ..., pn) = constant,

be an integral, which involves some of the variables pl} ..., pn
and is functionally distinct from f and f\ ;

then the equation

is satisfied identically.

If
(f&amp;gt;

is such that (fl} (f&amp;gt;)

= 0, then we may take

v =
4&amp;gt;

as a common integral of the two equations.

If
(f&amp;gt;

is such that (/ (/&amp;gt;)

does not vanish, then (J\ ,
&amp;lt;)

is either a

constant, say c, or is a variable quantity, say fa. In the latter

case, fa is an integral of the equation (/, u)
=

0, by Poisson s

theorem ( 52); and it is a new integral, if it is functionally

distinct from /, f\, &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;.

Similarly, if fa is a new integral of (/, u) = 0, we may have

ca e we may take

as a common integral of the two equations ;
or if (f\ , fa) is not

zero, it is either a constant, say c
,
or is a variable quantity, say fa.

As before, Poisson s theorem shews that fa is an integral of the

equation (/, u) = : it is a new integral, if it is functionally

distinct from f, fl}
&amp;lt;f), fa.

Proceeding in this sequence, we have a number of functions

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;, fa, fa, ,
and provided (flt fa) is a variable quantity, it is a

new integral of the equation (/, u)
= if it is functionally distinct

fromy,^, &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;, fa, ..., &amp;lt; M . Now the number of functionally distinct

integrals of (/, u) = is not greater than 2?i 1
; hence, if the

series of functions either should not cease, by the occurrence of a

zero-value for (/, fa), or should not give a constant non-zero value

for (/, fa), then we must sooner or later obtain a function
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

r

which is expressible in terms of those already found. Let fa

be the first function in the sequence which either is zero, or is a

pure constant different from zero, or is expressible in terms of the

preceding functions.
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Then no new distinct integrals will arise from continuing the

construction of the functions (/i, (/&amp;gt;).

For in the first alternative

and in the second alternative, we have (flt fa)
=

: and if, in the

third alternative

then

which is expressible in terms of the functions anterior to fa ;
and

so for each succeeding function.

Accordingly, consider a functional combination of
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;, fa ,

. . .
, fa^

represented by
v = g(fa fa, ..., fa^);

then

(/ )
=

o,

whatever be the form of the function g. Also, as above,

1 , l t ...

hence, if g can be determined so that the right-hand side vanishes,

we shall have (flt v)
= 0. In order to determine g from the

relation

we consider the system of i 1 ordinary equations

d&amp;lt;p dfa d(f)i_ l

fa fa fa

their integral equivalent consists of i 1 distinct integral equations
of the form

hr (fa fa, fa, ..., fa^) = constant, (r
= l,...,il),

whether fa be zero, or a constant, or be the foregoing quantity ,

and each of these functions hr is such that

fcfe+*l+V+*a^-o.
ocf)

r
dfa

r
dfa-!

Hence, taking
v = h,(fa fa, fa, ...,

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;;_!),
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we have

(/, )
= 0, (/ )

= 0;

and thus we have i 1 distinct integrals common to the two

equations.

If
(f&amp;gt;i

is zero, the simplest of these integrals is

even so, it is only one of i 1 distinct integrals common to the

two equations.

Also i is greater than zero, because we have assumed that

(/i, &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;),

which is &amp;lt; 1? does not vanish. Hence, if i is greater than

unity, a common integral has been obtained
;
in that case, indeed,

we have obtained i 1 common integrals of (f, u) = 0, (f\ , u) = 0,

distinct from f and flt Consequently, this stage is completed

except only when (flt &amp;lt;), though not zero, either is a constant

or is not functionally independent of /,/i, &amp;lt;: that is, in the case

when i=l.

In the case when i = 1 in connection with a quantity &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;,

we
return to the equations subsidiary to (/, u) = : and we determine

another integral of them in the form

^ = ^(x^ ..., x.n , pl} ..., pn)
= constant,

where ^r is functionally distinct from/, /!,&amp;lt;.
We proceed with ty

in the same way as with
&amp;lt;, by forming the functions

(/i, t)=ti&amp;gt; (/i&amp;gt; ti)
=

^&amp;gt; -&amp;gt;

in succession
; and, as before, we obtain an integral or a number of

integrals common to the two equations

save only in the case where
-x/rj, though not zero, is either a

constant or is not functionally independent of/,/1? -^.

Even if the integral required is not provided because of the

double lapse of the process into this exceptional stage, an integral

as required can be obtained by a combination of the two integrals

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

and
i|r.

Take any function g (&amp;lt;, A|T, j-\)
: owing to the origin of

(f)
and

^IT,
we have

(/,&amp;lt;/)
= 0:
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and

We form the equations

in these equations, fa either is a constant or is a functional com
bination of/, /!, $, say &amp;lt;(/,/;, &amp;lt;);

and likewise for ^15 which
either is a constant or is a functional combination of / flt ty, say
^

(/&amp;gt; /i&amp;gt; ^)- For our purposes, / is zero : one integral of the two

ordinary equations is f1
= a 1) where a

t
is an arbitrary constant;

another integral is given by integrating

Let an integral equivalent of this be

u(al)
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;, i|r)

= constant,
or say

u
(fi&amp;gt; &amp;lt;!&amp;gt;&amp;gt; ty)

= constant :

then if we take

?&amp;lt;^,/0-(/i&amp;lt;4t+X
we have

(/i,w) = 0.

In other Avords, u = u
(/,&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;, ^r) is an integral common to the two

equations (/ u) = 0, (/15 u) = 0.

The simplest instance occurs when fa
=

c, ^ = c
,
where c and

c are constants : then

In every case, an integral common to the two equations

(/, w) = 0, (/, w)
= has been obtained. It has required the

assignment of certainly one integral of the equations subsidiary
to (/, u) = 0: even when the functions (flt fa) have to be formed,

each of them gives an integral of that subsidiary system, and so

does each combination of the type /^(&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;, fa, ...), A2 (&amp;lt;, fa, ...), ...
;

and only one of these combinations is assigned. The most un
favourable association is that in which the c^-series ends with fa
and a -\Jr-series ends with i/^ ;

and then the two integrals &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

and ^r
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of the subsidiary system of (/, w) = must be assigned for the

construction of an integral common to (/, u) = 0, (/i, u)
= 0.

Now the subsidiary system consists of 2n 1 ordinary equa

tions; its integral equivalent must consist of 2?i 1 independent

equations. One of these is /= 0, and another consists of /J
= a x ;

hence there are other 2n 3 independent equations, which may be

denoted by

$ = constant, ty
= constant, ^ = constant, ^ = constant,

If (/i, &amp;lt;)

=
0, then u =

(f)
is the quantity desired. If (fl} &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;)

is neither zero, nor a constant, nor a functional combination of

/,/ ,
(f&amp;gt;,

then there is a
c/&amp;gt;-series

: and a single combination of the

members of the series, (which must also, in the circumstances, be

a combination of some of the quantities &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;, ^, %, ^, ...
),

will give a

quantity u as required. The most unfavourable set of results

possible is that in which the
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;-series

terminates with (flt
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;),

the

T/r-series terminates with (flf ty), and so on, no one of these

quantities vanishing : then each of the quantities

d&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

is an integral common to (/, u) = 0, (f1} u)
= 0. As there are

2?i 3 quantities &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;, A/T, ^, S-, ...
}

it follows that, even with the

most unfavourable set of results, the two equations (/, u) =

and (/i , u) = possess 2n 4 integrals in common, independent

of/, of/, and of one another, and obtainable in this manner.

Let u =/2 be one of these integrals : then the equation

/2
=

-2,

where 2 is an arbitrary constant, associates itself with

/=0, / =
,.

We thus have succeeded in associating two new equations / =
i,

and/2
= a2 with /and with one another.

63. The next stage is the determination of a new equation
u = constant, consistent with

/=0, / =
!, /2

= a2 ;
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the necessary and sufficient conditions for coexistence are

(/,) = &amp;lt;&amp;gt;, &amp;lt;/)
=

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;, (/*)-&amp;lt;&amp;gt;.

Let u = X be an integral, common to (/, u)
= 0, (/] , u) = 0, and

functionally distinct from/,/i,/2 ,
where

X = \(#1 , ..., xn ,pl} ..., pn):

it may be taken as one of the 2n 5 common integrals, other

than /, /i, /2 . We proceed as before, and form a series of

functions

(/2 , X) = X15 (/a , XO = X2 ,
....

Each of these quantities is a common integral of (/, u) = Q,

w = 0. For

(/i (/, 0)) + (/, (0,/i)) + (0 (/i,/.))
=

;

and (//a)
- 0, (/,,/2) = 0, both identically, so that

(^(//0) = 0, (^ (/!,/,))
= 0;

and therefore

Let = \
,
these results give

because (/, X) = 0, (/i, X) = 0, both identically satisfied; thus

Xj is an integral common to (/, u)
= 0, (/i, M)

= 0. Let 6 = X
x ;

then the two relations give

as before : that is, \ is an integral common to (/, u) = 0, (fl} u) = 0.

And so for all the functions X in succession.

The number of independent integrals is limited : and thus the

X-series will terminate either in a zero, or in a pure constant, or

in a function expressible in terms of the anterior functions.

Proceeding as before, we obtain some X-function, or some com

bination of X-functions, say A, such that

(/,A)&amp;gt;0,

save only in the case when (/2 , X) is either a constant (not zero)

or is not distinct fromf,fl}f2 ,
X.
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In the latter circumstance, we take another integral /z,

common to (/, u) = 0, (/, u) = Q, and distinct from ft /, /2 ,
X.

Proceeding in the same way, we obtain some //.-function or some

combination of //.-functions, say M, such that

save only in the case when
(/&amp;gt;, //,)

either is a constant (not zero)

or is not distinct from/,/1,/2, /*.

And should the latter happen, then if

d\

;
we have

f
d\

_ f
dp

;(* |(,,

Thus in every case we obtain an integral common to the three

equations

0/ =
0, (fl ,u) = ) (/a,w) = 0:

and in the least favourable combination of circumstances, there

are 2n 6 such integrals, independent of / /, /2 ,
and of one

another.

Let/3 be one of those integrals ;
then the equation

where as is an arbitrary constant, associates itself with

/=0, /!
=

!, /o
= a2 .

64. We proceed in this way from stage to stage, obtaining

equations /4
= a4 ,

... in succession which are associated with all

the equations that precede them. The last stage of all is the

construction of an equation /_! = a n^. Our earlier results shew

that, when the equations

/=0, /!
=

!, ...,/n_1
= a ?l_ 1

are resolved for plt ..., pn in terms of xlt ..., xn ,
the values thus

obtained are such as to make

pldxl + ... +pndxn

an exact differential
;
after quadrature, an integral of the original

equation/= is given by

z an =f(p1dxl -i- ... +pndx^,

involving n arbitrary constants.

F. v. 10
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If it is not possible or not convenient to resolve the equations

f 0, . ..,yn_!
= an_j with regard to p1} ..., pn ,

we choose another

set of the variables involved and, resolving with regard to these,

adopt the process explained in 58, 59.

JACOBI S SECOND METHOD WHEN z DOES OCCUR.

65. In the preceding account of Jacobi s method of solving an

equation f= 0, the dependent variable z has been supposed not to

occur explicitly. If it should occur explicitly, we have already

seen that there is a mode of proceeding by a change of dependent

variable, associated with a unit increase in the number of inde

pendent variables. This mode of proceeding may be cumbrous :

and in any case, it is desirable (if possible) to have a direct method

for constructing an integral.

Accordingly, let

/=/Oi, , n, z,pi&amp;gt; ...,pn)
= Q

be an irreducible equation which involves z explicitly : if

u = u (a?!, ..., xnt z, ply ..., pn) constant

be an equation which can coexist with /= 0, it is necessary and

sufficient that the relation

[/,]-o

should be satisfied. This equation is homogeneous and linear in

the derivatives of u\ written in full, it is

i da* dpi dz
l

d

To obtain a value of u, we construct the system of subsidiary

equations

dxl
dxn dpl dpn~

dz

-
(Pi ~r- + - + Pn r-V 1

dp,
n
dp

which (for reasons that will appear hereafter) are called the

equations of the characteristics ;
and we take an integral of these
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equations, choosing by preference one that is not free from z, pl ,

..., pn ,
if any such exist. Let such an integral be

g (#!, . . .
,
xn , z, pl ,

. . .
, j)n)

= constant
;

then the equation

u=g(xl) ...,xn,z,plt ...,pn)

gives a value of u as required ; and the relation

[/&amp;lt;7]
=

is satisfied identically, so far as concerns g = constant, but not

necessarily identically, so far as concerns /= : indeed, it may be
satisfied only in virtue of/=0.

Ex. The characteristics of the equation

pxz+qyz-xy^Q
are given by

dx- dy dp _ dq dz

-yz pz-y+p(px+ qy} y*-X+q($X+py} -pxz-qyz
An integral, as required, is given by

22 - xy = constant
;

the relation

[pxz+ qyz-xy, z*-xy]= Q

is satisfied only in virtue of/= 0. Another integral, as required, is given by

pz \v
f
2 = constant

;

qz $x
the relation

is satisfied identically.

66. Accordingly, at this stage it is convenient, for the sake of

very substantial simplification of the analysis, to resolve the two

equations

/=0, g = a,

for z and one of the variables p, chosen so as to give the simplest
resolution : let the selected variable be p1} and let the result of the

resolution be denoted by

where
i/r and fa are functions of xlt ..., a?n , p.2 , ...,pn . Then, after

the explanations in 55, Note, and 60, we take these two

equations in the form

102
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z - ^ - x
l (p1

-
fa) = 0, pl

-
fa = ;

any equation w = c that can coexist with them must satisfy the

equations

[Z-^-XI(PI- fa), w] = 0,

[pi-y-i, w] = -

These two equations to determine w are, by 60, a complete

system.

As any integral of these two equations is to furnish an equation

w = constant, which shall coexist with

Z -
\jf
= 0, pl

-
fa = 0,

it can be transformed so that, if z and p do occur, they are replaced

by -fy
and fa respectively : that is, without loss of generality,

w may be assumed not to involve either z or pl explicitly. Let

w= 0= &amp;lt;(X, ..., xn,p2 , &amp;gt;,pn)

be an integral of the equation

[z-ty-xl (pl
-

fa), w] = ;

then, as [z ^r a!i(pi fa), &amp;lt;]

does not contain z or p1 ,
so that it

cannot vanish in virtue of z ^ or
p-^ ^ = 0, and as it must

vanish, it vanishes identically. Construct the function [px fa, 0],

=
&amp;lt;^! say. If 0j vanishes identically, this last condition is satisfied :

also
[_&amp;gt;!

-
I/T!, &amp;lt;]

=
;
and therefore w = &amp;lt; is a common integral of

the two equations. In that case, the equation

&amp;lt;

=
i,

where Oj is an arbitrary constant, can be associated with

Z
i|r
= 0, ^ I/T!

= 0.

Suppose, on the other hand, that fa does not vanish identically ;

then, as

identically, we have, on writing

f = z - ^ -
Xl (pl

the relation

Eta-fw*
that is,

[*.,]--*.
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Thus fa is not an integral of

\z ik /^ (pl
_

A/TJ), w~\
=

;

and as [fa, f] involves derivatives of fa, it is clear that fa cannot

be a pure constant.

In that case, let

be another integral of the equation

[z &amp;gt;|r
Xi (p! i^j), w] = 0,

functionally distinct from w =
cf&amp;gt;

;
and construct the function

LPi ^i* X~\&amp;gt; ~Xi ^y- ^ Xi vanisnes identically, it follows that

?(; = ^ is an integral of the two equations determining w ;
and then

the equation

where c a is an arbitrary constant, can be associated with

But if ^j does not vanish identically, then we have

as before ;
and %T cannot be a constant. Also

[fa, ?]
=-

fa,

so that

and therefore

is an integral of the equation

[z-^- oc
l (p,

-
I/TJ), w] = 0.

Now both fa and ^ are variable: but ^p may be a constant,

say c. Then

and therefore

hence as

0,
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so that, under the particular hypothesis, w = % c&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

is an integral
common to the two equations. But, in general, w1 will be a variable

quantity.

Assuming w^ now not to be a constant, construct the function

[Pi tyi* w i]&amp;gt; =%2 say. If ^2 vanishes identically, it follows that

w = w1 is an integral common to the two equations for the deter

mination of w
;
and then the equation

w1
= cl}

where cx is an arbitrary constant, can be associated with

z - ty
= 0, pl

-
fa = 0.

If %2 does not vanish identically, then

**
is an integral of the equation

[z-ty-Xi (pl
-

fa), w] = 0.

If wa be constant and equal to a, then

W = Wi CKJ)

is an integral common to the two equations. But, in general, w2

will be a variable quantity.

Assuming that wz is variable, we construct the function

[pi tyi, wA =
%3 say. As before, if ^3 vanishes identically, we

have an integral w = w2 common to the two equations. If ^3
=

(3&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;
lt

where is a constant, then w = w2
/3&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

is an integral common to

the two equations. If ~ is not zero nor a constant, then

is an integral of the equation

[z-^-x^ (p l
-

fa), w] = 0.

Proceeding in this way, either we shall at some stage obtain an

integral common to the two equations, or we shall obtain an

integral of the equation

[z-^r-Xl fa -
fa), w] =

which is expressible in terms of the preceding integrals; for the

number of functionally distinct integrals of that equation is limited.
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When the last alternative occurs, all succeeding integrals are also

so expressible ;
for if

then, as

we have

wm+l = [pi-tyi, win\

shewing that ivm+I is expressible in terms of the earlier integrals :

and so for all succeeding integrals. Now take some functional

combination of
&amp;lt;, ^, wl} ..., w,rt-i&amp;gt; say

X*
then

if # can be chosen so that the right-hand side vanishes, then

[Pi ^i, g]
=

0, and we shall have an integral common to our two

equations. Let any integral of the system of ordinary equations

be

#1 (&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;, X w -0 = constant
;

then taking

9=9i(&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;&amp;gt;X ---, wm_,),

we have

Moreover, there are ??i functionally distinct integrals of the system
of ordinary equations : hence there are m distinct integrals common
to the two equations

-
ifr
-

#! (p,
- ^X w] = 0, [p, -^ 1 ,w] = 0;

and these are constructed out of m -f 1 distinct integrals of the

first equation*.

* The simplest case occurs when w
l

is not functionally distinct from the

integrals that precede it, viz. from and
x&amp;gt;

so that we then have

-i=/(x, 0);
if the integral of the equation

be g (0, x) = constant, we take g (0, x) as a common integral of the two equations.
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Let one of these integrals be u(xlt ..., xn , p2) ...,pn): then

the equation
u(xlt ..., xn ,p*&amp;gt; ...,jp)

= a2

coexists with the equations

z - ^ =
0, pi

-
fa = 0.

In every case, therefore, an equation has been constructed which

coexists with the equations already obtained.

67. To proceed to the next stage, we resolve the equation

with regard to one of the variables p which it contains : let the

resolved form be

P2
= %2 ,

where %2 involves a2 ,
x{) . .., acn , ps , ..., pm . Let this value of_p2 be

inserted in ty and tylt and let the resulting expressions be % and

Xi ;
then we have the simultaneous equations

Now %, Xi, %2 do not involve z\ hence, writing

?= z ~ X ~ #1 (Pi
- %0 -

^2 (p.
- %2), iri =pi - Xi&amp;gt;

^ = P2- %2 ,

and denoting by 6 any quantity which does not involve z, we have

+[[0, n^]+[[ r, Tj^=-to, n
[to, ^7T2] + P, TTjTTj + ttTT,, 7T,] 6}

=
J

also we have

[f, 7rJ=0, [f, 7T2]
= 0, [7T2 , 7Tj=0,

identically.

Let cr and
/o
be integrals common to the two equations

[ v]
= 0, K, w]

= 0,

obtained as in the preceding sections, and limited so that they do

not involve z and that they are functionally distinct from 7r2 and

from one another
;
and let

[7T2 , 0-] =(Tlf [7T2 , p]
=

pj.

If either al or p l vanishes, then we have a common integral of the

three equations

[f, fl]
= 0, [TTj, V]=0, [7T2 , V]

= 0.
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If neither of them vanishes, we make equal to &amp;lt;r and then to p

in succession in the above identities. The first of the identities

gives no condition ;
the second gives

and the third gives

|&amp;gt;i, ox]
=

0, [&amp;gt;!, pi]=0.

Hence - is an integral common to the two equations
&amp;lt;r

l

[?, v]
= 0, [TT,, v]

= 0,

unless it is a constant; and if is a constant, say equal to a,
&amp;lt;TI

then

[?, p
-

aer]
= 0, [&amp;gt;,, p

- aa] = 0,

[7r2 , p
- a a-]

= pi- oo-i = 0,

so that p
- ao- would be a common integral of the three equations

determining v.

Writing r =
,
and

0*1

[7T2 , T]
= TI ,

then if TJ vanishes, a common integral of the three equations

is v = r
;
while if TX does not vanish, we have

[?, T^T,, [77!, Tl]
= 0,

and therefore

r
shewing that -- is an integi al common to the two equations

[?, i
]
= 0, [TT,, V]

= 0.

We proceed as in the former stage : sooner or later, an integral

of the two equations [f, v]
= and [TT I , v]

= is obtained which is

expressible in terms of the earlier integrals, or an integral is

obtained which also satisfies [TT,, v]
= 0. In the former alternative,

we construct (as in the earlier stage) a combination of all these

independent integrals of [f, v]
= and [TT^ v]

= which shall also

satisfy [7r2 , v]
= 0. Let it be

v = v(xlt ..., xn , ps , ..., pm) ,

then the equation

v(#!, ..., a?n , p3 , ..., pm)
= 0z
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coexists with the equations

f=0, 7^ = 0, 7T2 =0.

Let it be resolved for one of the variables p, say ps ,
in the form

^3-03 = 0,

where 3 involves aS) sol , ..., xny p^ ..., pm ,
when this value

is substituted in ^, ^i&amp;gt; X*&amp;gt;

let them become 6, lf 2 ;
then our

equations are

*-0 = o, ^-^ = 0, p.2
=

2 , p3
=

3 .

So we proceed from stage to stage. In each stage the con

struction of the new equation requires, in the least favourable

combination of circumstances, the assignment of two integrals

of the subsidiary system associated with the initial equation

[/, ]-0.

This subsidiary system contains 2?i differential equations : its

integral equivalent must therefore contain 2n integral equations,

that is, it possesses 2n integrals. Hence there are sufficient

integrals for the achievement of n stages ;
at the end of the last,

we shall have

z = function of xl) ..., xn ,
alt ..., an ,

(where al} ..., an are arbitrary constants) as the integral of the

original equation. Or at the completion of the (n l)th stage, we

can resolve the n equations then coexisting, and express pl ,
. . .

, pn
in terms of z, x1} ..., xn ,

al} ..., an-i ,
substitution in the relation

dz = pl dxl + ... +pndxn ,

and quadrature, lead to the integral required.

Ex. Let Z denote z p\x\ ... pnxn ;
arid suppose that a set of

equations
Fn= Fp(Pl , ..., Pn , Z)= 0, (,i

=
l, ..., TO),

where m &amp;lt; n, is propounded for solution.

We have

for all values of p and of i : consequently

[Fr , F.] = 0,

for all values of r and s, so that the system is in involution.
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To obtain other equations consistent with the system, we need simultaneous

integrals of

[F19 te]
= 0, ..., [Fm , u]

= 0.

The equations subsidiary to the solution of [Fi , w]
= are

cf

but
-fi-^+pi -~p =0,

and so an integral of these equations is given by

pi = constant.
Also

for r 2, ..., i; so that u=pi is an integral common to all the equations

[Fft, w]=0. We therefore associate the equation

with the given set
;
the new system is

/\ = 0, ..., /V= 0, p

and it is easily seen to be in involution.

Similarly, we may associate the equations

where a2 &amp;gt;
&amp;gt;

an-m + i are arbitrary constants, with the amplified system and

with one another : and the whole system thus extended, viz.

is in involution. If therefore the quantities jol5 ...,/? can be eliminated

from the system, the eliminant will give an integral of the original set.

Now the n+ l equations thus obtained are independent of one another,
and they involve the n+l quantities plt ..., jt&amp;gt;

n ,
Z when resolved with

regard to these quantities, they give

Z=c, Pi= cti,

that is,

z - a-ixl
-

where the constants c^, ..., &n-m + i are arbitrary, and the remaining con

stants an _ m + 2 , -.., n) c satisfy the m relations

F
fi (alt ..., an , c)

=
0,

for the values
/i
= l, ..., m. The equation

with the limitations upon the constants, provides an integral of the pro

pounded system.
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CHARPIT S METHOD : INTEGRALS WHEN THE CONDITIONS IN

CAUCHY S THEOREM ARE NOT SATISFIED.

68. Naturally, the simplest case of the preceding method

arises when the number of independent variables is two. With
the usual notation in this case, the equation may be written

f(x, y, z, p, q)
= 0;

and the condition [/, u]
=

0, which must be satisfied by u if

u = constant is to coexist with f= 0, is

, __
dzjdp^^dy

q
dz)~dq dpdx dqdy

( df df\du
-IP ^- + 7 ^- U- = o.

V dp f dqj dz

To obtain an integral of this homogeneous linear equation which

shall involve p or q or both, the system of ordinary equations

dp dq das dy _
dz~ = ~~^ ~~ =

^ _i_j_^^L . __ _ tnj __ q
dz dy

* dz dp dq dp dq

___ . __ _
dz dy

* dz dp dq

is formed : if

u
(oc, y, z, p, q)

= constant

be any integral, distinct from/=0, involving p or q or both, then

the equations

f(x, y, z, p, q)
= 0, u (x, y, z, p, q)

= a,

.where a is an arbitrary constant, are resolved with respect* to

p and
q. These values make the equation

dz pdx qdy =

exact. For from the equations/= 0, u = a, we find

3 (/. ) = (dg dp\ 3

dx dyd(p,q)
and because u (x, y, z, p, q)

= constant is an integral of the system
of ordinary equations, the left-hand side of this equation vanishes,

so that

dy d(p,q)

* Or with respect to other variables, with a modification in the rest of the

process, similar to that in 58, 59.
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and therefore, as the Jacobian of/ and u with regard to p and q

does not vanish*, we have

&amp;lt;lq_dp =
dx dy

the necessary and sufficient condition. Effecting the necessary

quadrature of the equation

dz pdx qdy = 0,

we have an equation giving z in terms of x, y, and two arbitrary

constants.

This mode of obtaining the integral of the original equation

by means of a single integral of the subsidiary system was first

devised by Charpit &quot;f*.

The method of Jacobi, whether in its original form as developed

by himself or in the amplified form as developed by Lie and

Mayer, and (for the case of two independent variables) the method

of Charpit, aim at the construction of an integral containing a

number of arbitrary constants; and the results do not indicate

any particular suggestion of Cauchy s existence-theorem. The

association will be made later, partly by a modified use of the

equations of the characteristics; and it will be necessary to

indicate the kinds of integrals which can be deduced from those

provided by the methods of Jacobi and of Charpit.

69. All the examples, that follow, have been chosen, so as to

give some initial indications of one investigation hitherto practi

cally omitted by mathematicians. When an equation

f(x, y, z, p,q) =

is resolved with regard to p, or is given in a resolved form, so that

it may be written

p = g(x,y,z, q),

Cauchy s existence-theorem can be applied only if the function

g(x, y, z, q) is a regular function of its arguments within the

*
It would vanish if u involved neither p nor q.

f In a memoir, presented 30 June, 1784, to the Academic des Sciences, Paris
;

he died soon afterwards, and the memoir was never printed : see Lacroix, Traitedu

calcid di/erentiel et du cakul integral, 2e
ed., 1814, t. n, p. 548. Lacroix indicates

(/&., p. 567) that Charpit tried to extend his method to partial differential equations

of the first order and degree higher than the first, involving more than two

dependent variables.
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domains of the initial values adopted : it ceases to apply if initial

values are selected in the domains of which the function g (x, y, z, q)

is regular.

In all these examples, it is possible to choose initial values

which make p infinite or indeterminate : the known method of

constructing an integral has been used so as to give indications of

the kind of integral (if any) which exists in association with such

initial conditions.

What is required for the full discussion of an equation

/(a?, y, z, p, q)
= 0,

(and, a fortiori, of an equation in more than two independent

variables), is a classification of all the non-regular forms arising

out of the resolution of the equation with regard to p or, what is

the same thing, a classification of all the non-regular forms of

g (x, y, z, q) in an equation

p=g(&amp;gt;y&amp;gt;z, q)-

Each of these would need to be considered in turn, as was done*

for the non-regular forms of an equation

dw , .

Tz =f(w z}

the following set of examples give a few of the simplest types.

Meanwhile, some indications of results can be given : the

methods of Charpit and of Jacobi are entirely independent even of

the results given by Cauchy s theorem.

Ex. 1. Consider the equation

It is clear that Cauchy s general theorem will not apply to this equation if,

when #=0. we require z to acquire the value of a function of y regular

in the vicinity of y= and vanishing there: the initial value of p is infinite

and the proof no longer is valid.

But an integral can be obtained by Charpit s method. One of the

subsidiary equations is

dp dq

ap+ cp
2

bp + cpq
so that

dp dq
a + cp

~
b+ cq

* In Chapters in and iv in Part n of this work.
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an integral of which is

b+ cq =
a+cp

where a is an arbitrary constant. Accordingly, we combine this equation
with the original equation, and we resolve them for p and q : substituting

these found values in dz-pdx-qdy= Q, we have

, dx ( b a

and therefore

Writing
u=

a simple quadrature leads to the equation

u - -

The value of z thus provided is an integral which contains the two arbitrary

constants a and /3.

In order to see whether any integral z exists, which vanishes when #=0
and 3/=0, these being values which make p infinite initially, we note that the

foregoing equation is satisfied by 2=0, o?=0, y=0, provided

Assuming this value of /3, we have

a a (x+ay)

and therefore, in the vicinity of the initial values assigned, we have

that is,

so that, unless c= (and this will be excluded), we have

ax+ by+ cz= u = (x+ ay}* R {(x+ ay)*},

where R is a regular function of its argument and does not vanish when
# = and y= 0.

Ex. 2. In the same way it may be proved that an integral of the equation

p (cue+ by + cz}
m = 1

,

where m is a positive integer, is given by
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where a and /3 are arbitrary constants, and

u = ax+ by+ cz
;

and that an integral, which vanishes when x=-0 and y= 0, is given by

i i

where R is a regular function of its argument and does not vanish with

x and y.

Ex. 3. It is easy to see that the integral of the equation

(p+ a q) (ax+ by+ cz)
m=

1,

where a is a constant and m is a positive integer, is of the same type as in the

preceding example : obtain the integral.

Ex. 4. Consider the equation

p (ax+ by + cz+kq] = 1,

where a, b, c, k are constants.

Proceeding from subsidiary equations as in Ex. 1, we find that they have

an integral

a+ cp

where a is an arbitrary constant.

There are two ways of continuing. We may either resolve the original

equation and the new equation for p and y, and introduce a new dependent
variable

,
where

=z-qy,
and then we have

d=pdx-ydq:
we substitute for p and y ; and, effecting the necessary quadrature, we elimi

nate q by the relation

Or we may resolve the two equations for p and
&amp;lt;?,

substitute in dz=pdx+ qdy,

and effect the quadrature. The result is

where a and /3 are arbitrary constants, u= ax+ by + cz, and

A= (cu + bk akaf 4ck {(b aa) u ca}.

It is possible (but the analysis is somewhat laborious) to deduce, from this

result when =0, the integral of the equation in Ex. 1.
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We can make one more inference. If it were possible that the equation
could possess an integral such that when .r=0, the dependent variable

acquires the value of a function of y such that z and q vanish when y=0,
then p would become infinite for the initial values x= Q and y=0 : Cauchy s

theorem no longer applies. Now we are to have

b +cq_
a+ cp~

therefore for such integral (if any) we have a= because initially p is infinite,

and then 6+^= 0. But q is to vanish initially, so that 6= 0; and thus

=.0 always ;
or z is merely a function of #, vanishing with x and given by

Excluding this trivial case, it follows that the given equation has no integral

of the kind indicated, provided c is different from zero.

Ex. 5. Integrate the equation

p (ax+by+ cz+ kyq) = I ;

and discuss the question whether it possesses an integral which, when #=0,
acquires the value of a regular function of y that vanishes when 1/=0.

[An integral is given by eliminating q between the two equations

(b + c q}
c -aa

where a and /3 are arbitrary constants, and c = &amp;lt;

Ex. 6. Obtain an integral of the equation

a
P= ^T~2

in the form

where a and # are arbitrary constants
;
and discuss the integrals of the

equation (if any) which are such that yq and z vanish when x=Q.

Ex. 7. As another example, consider the equation

eg

with a view to inquiring whether it possesses an integral which, when .r= 0,
can be a function of y that vanishes, when y=0, in an order higher than
the first, so that then q may vanish when ^=0, y= 0.

F. V. 11
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Forming the subsidiary equations in Charpit s method, we find one integral
of them in a form

pq= a2
,

where a is an arbitrary constant. Resolving this equation and the original

equation with regard to p and q, substituting in

dz=pdx+ qdy,

and effecting the quadrature, we find

3ac (2ca?
-yz)-&= (a

2/ -
2cz)*

- a3?/
3
,

where /3 is an arbitrary constant. This equation gives an integral involving
two arbitrary constants.

If the equation is to provide an integral of the kind indicated, it is clear

that /3
= 0. To discuss the consequent value of z when #=0, we proceed from

the equation

(aY -
2cz)

f= try
3 -

Zacyz.

This equation certainly gives a value of z which vanishes when y= 0; two

roots are zero, and the third is

3a2
2

*=8^
which is of the required type.

Accordingly, the equation possesses an infinitude of integrals (because

of the parameter a) which, when #=0, give z and q as functions of y that

vanish when y0 ;
these integrals are provided by the equation

(aV -
2cz)

3 = (cry
-
Sacyz+ Gac2 *;)

2
,

where a is an arbitrary constant, that is, by the equation

8c323 - 3a2cy*2 - x (36V&amp;gt;
- 1 2a4cy) + 36a2c4.?2= 0.

It is easy to see that, though, when #=0, the integral becomes the simple

regular function for the vicinity of y= 0, the integral itself is not a regular

function of x and y in the specified domains.

Ex. 8. Prove that an integral of the equation

where a is a constant, can be obtained by eliminating p and q between the

equation itself and the equations

where a and /3 are arbitrary constants. Discuss the integrals in the vicinity

of #= 0.

Ex. 9. Consider the equation

p (ax+ by -\- cz)+ a x+ b y + c z= 0.

Changing the dependent variable so that
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where a&quot; and b&quot; are constants, we can choose a&quot; and b&quot; so that the new

equation has the form

p (ax+ $y+ yz )+ yV =0.

Accordingly, we consider the equation in the form

p (ax+ by+ cz) +c z=
;

as it is homogeneous in the constants a, &amp;gt;, c, c, we can imagine it multiplied

by such a constant factor as to make a+c = \ unless a+ c = 0.

Firstly, if a-f c = l, prove that an integral is given by the elimination of

p between the equations

z px

where A and B are arbitrary constants.

Secondly, if a + c = 0, prove that an integral is given by the elimination of

p between the equations

p (ax+ by + cz} + c z=0^\

, * -M-P+ -L
T ~(Ay+B)e CP I

x c J

where A and B are arbitrary constants.

Discuss these integrals in the vicinity of .r=0.

112



CHAPTER V.

CLASSES OF INTEGRALS POSSESSED BY EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST

ORDER: GENERALISATION OF INTEGRALS.

THE customary classification of integrals of a partial differential equation

of the first order into three kinds was first made by Lagrange : see his

(Eii/ores Completes, t. in, p. 572, t. IV, pp. 65, 74. A full exposition is given
in Imschenetsky s memoir, quoted on p. 100 : it will be found in chapter i of

the memoir. Other expositions are given by Goursat, Lecons sur ^integra

tion...premier ordre, by Mansion, Theorie des equations...premier ordre, and

by Jordan, Cours d?A nalyse, t. ill.

That the theory is not complete even for the simplest case is pointed out

by Goursat, in the book just quoted, 18. Some further exceptions are

indicated in the present chapter.

70. Before proceeding to the exposition of further methods

of integration, and partly in order to facilitate the discussion

of characteristics in particular, it is convenient to develop the

relations, to one another, of the different integrals that have been

obtained or have been proved to exist.

We have seen that, in the case of a homogeneous linear

equation of the first order, it is possible to construct an integral

which, on appropriate determination of its arbitrary elements,

comprehends any integral of the equation : also that, in the case of

a linear non-homogeneous equation of the first order, it is possible

to construct an integral which similarly comprehends any integral

that is not of the type called special. Consequently, no further

discussion is necessary in those cases.

But in the case of equations that are not linear, it has been

seen that there certainly are two kinds of integrals. On the one

hand, there is Cauchy s existence-theorem according to which

an arbitrary functional element occurs in the expression of the
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integral proved to exist. On the other hand, Jacobi s method

of integration, either in its original form or in any of its modified

forms, has led to integrals which contain arbitrary constants in

their expression. It is natural to enquire what is the relation,

if any, between integrals of such widely distinct types and, further,

whether integrals of other types exist.

VARIATION OF PARAMETERS.

71. Accordingly, beginning with a single equation which

(after the preceding explanations) may be taken as not linear,

we shall suppose it given in the form

/(#!, ..., xn , z, pl} ..., _pn)
= 0;

and we may imagine that it has been integrated by the Jacobian

method, with a result that z is given as a function of the variables

and of n arbitrary constants alt ..., an by means of an equation

00, #,, ..., xn , a,, ..., an )
= 0.

The values of the derivatives are given by equations

for m= 1, . .., n; these values of pm , together with the value of z

deduced from = 0, will, when substituted in the differential

equation, make it satisfied identically. Moreover, the elimination

of the n arbitrary constants between the n + 1 equations

leads to the differential equation, and to that differential equation

alone, provided that not all the Jacobians

r //0, a , ..., n\\
J

\\ &amp;lt;*!,..., an //

vanish; and conversely, when there is only a single differential

equation, the Jacobians do not all vanish.

In the process of returning from the n + 1 equations

to the differential equation, the quantities alf ..., an are to be

eliminated : but no regard is paid, during the operation, to their
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constant values
;
and the resulting differential equation will be

the same, provided the n+l equations have the same form, when
these quantities are made variable. We therefore make al} . . .

,
an

functions of xlf ..., xn , subject to this proviso. This change leaves

the equation &amp;lt;

= unaltered in form : in order that
cf&amp;gt;
m = (for

m=l, ..., ?i) may remain unaltered in form, it is necessary that

the equation

?^^L + I

dft dan = Q
da^ dxm dan dxm

should be satisfied, for each of the n values of m: and if these

equations are satisfied, then 0=0 (with the changed values of

&!, ..., an) will still give an integral of the differential equation.

Multiplying the n equations by dx, . .., dxn respectively and

adding, we find

where dal} ..., dan are the complete variations of the quantities

Oj, ..., an \
and conversely this equation, when satisfied, yields

the n conditions. The coefficients of the differential elements are

functions of z, xlt ..., xnt al} ..., an in general: but z is given by
&amp;lt;

= in terms of the other quantities; and, as al} . .., an are

(unknown) functions of a^ ,
. . .

,
xnt so the latter may be regarded in

the most general case as functions of alt ..., an : that is, the

coefficients may, in the most general case, be regarded as functions

of al} ...,an . Thus we have a Pfaffian equation: by the general

theory of Pfaffian equations *, the integral equivalent consists of one

equation or of several equations connecting the quantities Oj, . . .
,
an .

In the argument, one exceptional case has been omitted: it

may be that the Pfaffian equation is evanescent, on account of

vanishing coefficients : we then have

^ _ W-o5 U&amp;gt;
. . .

,
x U,

dOi oan

concurrently with
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

= 0.

After noting this exceptional case, we return to the integral

equivalent of the Pfaffian equation. Let it consist of ft equations

g,(al} ..., an )
= 0, ..., g^(alt ..., an) = 0,

* See Part I of this work, passim.
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and of these solely : then the only relations among the differential

elements are

and the Pfaffian equation must be satisfied in virtue of these.

Thus
/JL quantities \i ,

. . .
,
XM must exist such that

~
dcii + ... + ~2! d(ln

= \ldg1 + ... 4 X^dg^ ;

OCl^ OQ-n

and therefore

a&amp;lt;

_&amp;gt;
^i ,

, &amp;gt; ty*
o l n &quot;I&quot; &quot;T&quot; i^u. ^ &amp;gt;

dam dam oam

for the ?i values of m. These n equations, together with

= 0, #=0, ..., V = 0,

make up n + p, + 1 equations, involving al} ..., an ,
\l} ..., XM :

eliminating the quantities a and X, we have a single equation

as the result, and it expresses z in terms of xly . .., x.n . The value

of z determined by this final equation is an integral of the original

differential equation: the functional forms glt ..., &amp;lt;/M are involved

in its expression.

72. It might appear as if there were integrals of a character

intermediate between those of the two kinds considered. Thus we

might have (im+1 , ..., an as constants, so that the differential

relation would then be

If the integral equivalent of this relation consists of a equations in

the form

#!(&amp;lt;?!, ..., a,n )
= 0, ...,# (a,, ..., m)=0,

and of these only, then the same argument as before leads to

equations
cty _ dgi dg*

ddi ^da^ **-dat

for % 1, ...
,
m. These in equations, together with

= 0, ^=0, ...,^ = 0,

are m + cr + 1 equations involving z, #, ,
. . .

,
xn ,

a lt . . .
,
am , p l , ..., p ff :

eliminating these m quantities a,, ..., am and the cr quantities p,

we have a single equation between z, &i, ..., xn . The value of z
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thus given is an integral of the original equation. The functional

forms glt . .., ga are involved in its expression; and the arbitrary
constants am+1 , ..., an also occur. The latter can be regarded as

given by n m relations

f
-i (an+i , &amp;gt;

an) = 0, . . .
,
hn-m (am+1 ,

. . .
,
an) = 0,

involving the n m constants : they are such that the equations

dhi = 0, . . .
,
dhn_m =

are satisfied identically. Now it is known from the theory of

Pfaffian equations that

so that the total number of equations among the quantities alf . ..,

an is greater than before : their range of value is therefore more
restricted than in the preceding case. Accordingly, we can regard
the present mode of satisfying the differential relation as a

specialisation of the preceding mode or as a special instance of

the preceding mode involving a greater number of relations some
of which are of restricted forms.

In this argument, as in the preceding argument in 71, one

exceptional case is omitted : it may be that the reduced Pfaffian

equation is evanescent, on account of vanishing coefficients : we
then have

concurrently with = 0.

It thus appears that, while the completed process leads in

every case to a single equation providing an integral, there are

intrinsic differences according to the circumstances of the cases.

It is clear that distinctions will arise according to the number of

relations postulated among the quantities a1} . . .
,
an ;

it is customary
to regard a class of integrals as being defined according to the

number of relations so postulated. When p relations of the

indicated character occur, the corresponding class of integrals is

frequently called the //.th class : and. if

Q&amp;lt; P&amp;lt;n,

the integrals of all the classes may be regarded as falling within

the category of what will presently be called general integrals.

Thus there will be n 1 classes of general integrals.
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The extreme cases must also be taken into consideration. It is

possible that
//,
= ?*: there are then n functional relations con

necting the n quantities a,, ..., a, independent of one another;
all these quantities are constants and, when the relations are

quite arbitrary, the constants are arbitrary: the integral then

provided is what will be called the complete integral. It is

possible that ^ = : if the equations can be satisfied, and an

integral is provided, we have what will be called the singular

integral.

Of the general integrals, the most comprehensive is that in

which only a single functional form occurs, say

a 1
=

i/r(a2 , ..., an),

and
\jr

can be taken as the most general and arbitrary function of

its arguments. The equations which determine the integral are

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

= 0, a
1
=

i/r( a , ..., On),

d&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;

8
eft a^r _

8am 9i dam

for m =
2, . . .

,
n

;
and the integral itself is given by the elimination

of a lt ..., an among these n + I equations.

That it is the most extensive class of general integral can

easily be seen by the following argument, whereby it is proved to

include all the other classes. When
//, relations are postulated

among the ?i quantities al} ..., an in the form

gr (al) ..., an) = 0,

for r= 1, ..., /x,,
the integral is given by these equations, together

with

_ &amp;gt; , ,

^-\ *M ^ i

fam fam

for m =
1, ..., n. Let

so that the relation 6 = is certainly satisfied for the integral

in question ; moreover, the equations

dam dam vu,m
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are certainly satisfied for this integral. Now let = be resolved

for j so as to express it in terms of a2 ,
. .., an in a form

we have

^ +
8ii* = 0.

dam 8a x 9am

Hence, for the integral in question, the equations

dam dai dam

are satisfied : and conversely, when these are satisfied, the original

set of equations also is satisfied. Now in the case when there is

only a single relation

a1
= ^r(azt ..., an ),

T/T
is the most general function possible : so that the relation

i
= %(a2 , , n)

is included as a special case, and consequently the equations

are a special case of the equations

d(f&amp;gt;

[

d(/&amp;gt;

that is, the general integral in question is a special case of the

general integral, which arises when there is only a single relation

between the quantities alf ..., an . The latter general integral is

accordingly the most comprehensive.

In passing, we may note that the general integral includes the

exceptional case noted, in which am+l , ..., an are arbitrary con

stants and the equations

da&amp;lt;i
ddm

are satisfied. We can represent it by relations

for
fji
= m + 1

,
. . .

, n, and by restricting the functions -^ to be con

stants
;
for then
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for i = 1, . . .
, m, and the relation

a&amp;lt;

a^&amp;gt; a^ _
o

~
*&quot;

&quot;5 &quot;^

u
df M 0aM da,:

simply becomes

J*-o,So*

which (for i.
=

1, . .., ??i) are the equations for the exceptional case.

CLASSES OF INTEGRALS.

73. Three kinds of integrals may thus arise. One of them is

given by an equation containing n arbitrary constants
;

it is called

the complete integral. Another of them is given by equations that

involve a functional form or several functional forms, and in the

most general type these forms are arbitrary; these integrals are

called general integrals and often, when there is only a single

functional form so that the widest range of variation is provided,

the integral is called the general integral. And, lastly, the equations

,_&amp;lt;&amp;gt;, f*- ....,J*-o,
to] oan

may be possible and be consistent with one another
;

if the result

of eliminating a l} ..., an among them provides a single equation

involving no arbitrary element, and if the equation determines an

integral*, the integral thus furnished is called the singular integral.

It must however be noticed that an integral, containing the

appropriate number of arbitrary constants, is not necessarily the

complete integral, any more than one which contains no arbitrary

element is necessarily a singular integral. On the one hand, since

an arbitrary function can be regarded as containing any number

of arbitrary constants, a general integral may be simply specialised

so as to contain the appropriate number of arbitrary constants : it

will not thereby necessarily become a complete integral, for it may
* The reason for this limitation will appear subsequently : meanwhile, it may

be sufficient to point out that, while the equations - = 0, ... , ^ = are consistent
00! can

with the existence of an integral, it has not been proved (and, indeed, cannot be

proved) that their significance is only co-extensive with that existence. Even

in the case of ordinary equations of the first order, the corresponding process

frequently gives rise to relations that do not provide integrals of the equations in

question : and the same holds, to a wider extent, in partial equations.
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be only a special case of the general integral. On the other hand,

by assigning particular values to the arbitrary constants in a com

plete integral, the latter becomes free from all arbitrary elements :

it will not thereby become a singular integral (even if such an

integral is possessed by the equation), for it is only a special case

of the complete integral. It is therefore important to devise tests

which shall shew to what category any given integral should, if

possible, be assigned : and this necessity raises a further question
as to how comprehensive is the retained aggregate of integrals.

SPECIAL INTEGRALS.

74. Suppose, then, that we have an integral of the differential

equation

/(#!, ..., xnt z,p1} ...,pn) =

given by the equation

6(xly ..., xn , z)
= 0;

and let the values of z thus determined be denoted by f. Also,

let a complete integral be given in the form

g(xly ..., xny z, a,, ..., aw) = 0;

and let the value of z thus determined be denoted by Z. We
have to consider whether it is possible to associate with g

equations or relations which will change Z into f ;
if this should

be possible, then the character of the added equations or relations

will indicate the character of the integral f.

In order to obtain the tests that may be both sufficient and

necessary, assume that a lf ..., an are changed into functions of

#!, ..., xn ,
such that Z is still an integral of the differential

equation and such that, if possible, it becomes the integral f. As
the two integrals are now hypothetically the same functions of

a?!, ..., xnt the derivatives of these functions with regard to the

variables are respectively the same. For the integral f, they are

given by

for m= 1, ..., ??, when z is replaced by fin these equations; and

for the integral Z, they are given by

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;ff ty _ n ty da, .~ r I m. o ^5 ^ ^ r . T 5
dz da,! cxm ca
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for m=l, ..., n, when z is replaced by Z in these equations.

Consequently, we must have

^
~~

^ ^
== ^

U&quot;TO d 02 d#TO

ty.
dai

I

&amp;lt;fo
da-* = Q

9oj 3#m 8an dxm

for 7?i = 1, ..., TZ-, when z is replaced by the supposed common value

of and Z.

Now when this common value is substituted, the n equations

dg dd dg W _

dxm dz dz dxm

are a set of equations involving the quantities a1} ..., an . If they
determine values for these quantities, we can proceed to the

identification of the integral ;
but they do not necessarily deter

mine such values, and then we cannot proceed.

Suppose that such values are determined. If they are con

stants, then f is a more or less particular form of the complete

integral : all the equations

^L 8fl i dff dan =
9aa dxm dan dxm

are satisfied. If values are found, so that some at least have

the form of functions of #j, ..., xn ,
there may be some functional

relation or several functional relations among them : let these be

denoted by

Then the other n equations are satisfied by means of the

equations

--
~i M -^ 1 I *^M o

~
)

dam dam
*
dam

for m = 1, ..., n, with appropriately determinate values of Xx ,
. . .

,
XM .

All the conditions then are satisfied
;
and f then is a more or less

particular form of the general integral. If on the other hand

the variable values found (say m in number) are such that no

functional relation subsists among these m quantities, the n

remaining equations can only be satisfied by having
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for each of the m quantities cti found to be variable
;
the integral

would then be a degenerate form of the general integral of the

differential equation. Lastly, if all the quantities a are variable

and if there is no functional relation among them, the n remaining

equations can only be satisfied by having

^_o %L-o-W, . . .
,
_ \J

j

ax oan

the integral f would then be a singular integral of the differential

equation.

It thus appears that, subject to the determination of the

quantities a1? ..., an from the equations

dg_ dd_dg W =Q
dacm dz &quot;dz dxm

the integral f is comprehended within the aggregate of the

complete integral, the general integral, and the singular integral.

This aggregate is widely comprehensive : it cannot be declared to

be completely comprehensive, because occasions arise in which the

equations refuse to provide a consistent set of values of a^ ,
. . .

,
an

needed to secure inclusion. The whole of this theory is formal :

it does not take account of the peculiarities of equations : and

examples will be indicated to which it fails to apply.

Such integrals, as do occur but are not included in any of the

three classes, will be called special.

Ex. 1. It is easy to see that the equation

has an integral

which is a complete integral. To obtain a general integral, the most general

possible, we take only a single relation among the quantities al5 ..., an in the

form

where /is an arbitrary function of its arguments. The associated equations

are

for s= 2, ..., n\ these give
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where the character of gr is dominated by the arbitrary form of/. Inserting

these values of a, we have
2 r,A*2 Tn\^ 1

where /* is an arbitrary function.

This is the integral which would be obtained by the process of 30
;

accordingly, the most comprehensive integral given by that process is the

general integral.

The equations, which would give the singular integral if it existed, are

clearly there is no singular integral of the equation, though 2=0 is a

particular case of the complete integral.

Ex. 2. The equation

has been discussed
( 34, Ex. 3) ;

in particular, it was shewn that the integral

x*
z=

9

was not derivable from the general integral there obtained. The equation
does not possess a singular integral.

x2

Is the integral z= comprehended in the complete integral?

Ex. 3. At the end of 59, it was shewn that the equation

possesses two complete integrals

z= a

The general integral deduced from the first of these complete integrals is

obtained by associating with it the equations

where &amp;lt; is arbitrary: the general integral deduced from the second of

them is obtained by associating with it the equations

where
\J/-

is arbitrary. Clearly there is no singular integral.

To obtain the relations to one another of the two complete integrals, we

adopt the method in the text. When we equate the different respective

derivatives, we have the relations
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these relations are consistent with one another, in virtue of the single relation

When we equate the two integrals themselves, we find

a=A - IBxy
1
(x

2+ 2Bx)
~
I

The values of a and b are thus variable quantities ;
and it is easy to see that

they are connected by the relation

In virtue of this relation, and of the values of a and 6, the other necessary

relations

dz da dz 86_
da dx 36 fix

are satisfied.

dz da dz 86

da 8?/ 96 cy

Hence each of the two complete integrals is a particular case of the general

integral deduced from the other : the generalising relation is

Ex. 4. The equation

has

for a complete integral ;
it has no singular integral : and its general integral

is given by

Another integral is given by
z

To investigate its relation to the complete integral, we proceed as before.

Equating the derivatives, we find

giving

with this value, the two quantities z are the same.

The other equations

81 8^ u.
8# ^ - n

8 ^ a. ?^_A
8a a^

+
86 Sr 8a 9y

T
96 8y

~

are satisfied by

^ =
0, 6= arbitrary constant.
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The new integral is a special case of the general integral ;
for we have

as the equations of the general integral ;
and they lead to the new integral,

when /(a) is regarded as a pure constant.

Ex. 5. Classify the integral z=%Xi*xx + b of the equation

Ex. 6. Consider the equation

p+tft--
which has already ( 34, Ex. 4) been discussed from the point of view of the

general integral. The equation is clearly satisfied by

z=x+y:
the question is, does this integral fall within the three classes of integrals
considered ?

Proceeding to integrate by Charpit s method, we find

as one integral of the subsidiary equations. When this relation is com
bined with the original equation, we have values of p and q\ these are

substituted in

dz=pdx+ q dy,

and the quadrature is effected : the result is

where a and b are arbitrary. Writing

u=z+ (a- l)y+ 2 (

the singular integral (if any) is given by

the latter equation shews that the singular integral does not exist: con

sequently

z=x+y
is not a singular integral.

The general integral is given by the elimination of a between

If
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

can be determined, so that the result of the elimination is to give

z= x+y,
the second of the equations for the elimination must become

#= &amp;lt;

()&amp;gt;

and the first of them must become

x+ay=&amp;lt;f) (a}.

F. v. 12
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The former of these, for any function $, makes a a function of y only ;
the

latter, instead of being identically satisfied (as it should be) if the integral

z=x+y could thus arise, leads to a relation between x and y. Any such

relation is excluded. Hence z=x+y is not a particular case of the general

integral.

It is clear that constant values of a and b cannot be chosen such that

the equation u= b leads to the equation z=x+y: hence the integral is not

a particular case of the complete integral.

It follows therefore that, while zx-\-y is an integral of the equation

it does not belong to any of the three usual classes of integrals : an instance

is thus provided in which the general theorem due to Lagrange does not hold.

If the differential equation is rationalised, so that it takes the form

the complete integral is

{z+ (a l)y b}

and z=x-\-y is easily seen to be a singular integral. The explanation of the

difference is left to the student as an exercise.

Ex. 7. Given the equation

where J, B, C, D are functions of x and y only, investigate the conditions

necessary and sufficient to secure that it possesses a complete integral of

the form

z=au*+-v*+ b,a

where u and v are functions of x and y, and a, b are constants.

Verify that, if the conditions are satisfied, it also possesses an integral

z=uv+ b.

What is the character of this integral 1

TESTS FOR A COMPLETE INTEGRAL.

75. In the preceding investigation, it has been assumed that

a complete integral of the differential equation is known, so that

it is possible to proceed from that integral to the differential

equation, and to that equation alone : and it has been pointed out

that an integral, containing the proper number of arbitrary con

stants, is not necessarily complete. The important limitation is

that elimination among the equations, denoted in 71 by

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

=
(), (^

= 0, ..., &amp;lt; n = 0,

should lead to one, and to only one, equation.
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For this purpose, it is necessary that not all the Jacobians

should vanish : if they do vanish, then the elimination of the

n quantities a,, ..., an will lead to at least two equations.

Again, if all the Jacobians but one, say

are known to vanish, then either that Jacobian vanishes or else

8*i _ A 8&amp;lt;^ -
~- - V, . . .

,
~- - V,

9a x oan

that is, either that Jacobian vanishes, or fa involves none of the

constants. The first of these two alternatives is the preceding
case. As regards the second alternative, we at once have

as an equation. The constants a1} ..., an may or may not be

eliminable between
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

= 0, fa = 0, . . .
,

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

n = ;
so that there would

be only one equation if they cannot be eliminated, and there

would be at least two equations if they can be eliminated. If

there is only one equation, the integral is complete ;
if there is

more than one, the integral is not complete.

If a Jacobian, say

j(+*
* -

&amp;lt;M

\0i&amp;gt;
......

,
an )

is known not to vanish, then the equations

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

= 0, a
= 0, ...,

(/&amp;gt;

= ()

can be resolved for al} . . .
,
an ;

their values, substituted in fa = 0,

if it involves any of them, lead to a single equation; while, if

fa = does not involve any of the constants al} ..., an ,
it is itself

one equation involving derivatives. We have only a single

equation : the integral is complete.

Ex. 1. Consider an integral equation

z= to -00*+ to -
2)2+ to - 3)

2
;

it is easily seen to be a complete integral of the differential equation

42=^2+^2+^2,
the elimination being immediate.

An integral equation

z= to - aO 2+ to - a2)
2 + #3

- as

122
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leads to a single equation
J*-l,

and no other elimination is possible : the integral is complete.

An integral equation*

z= (to
- atf+ (#55

- a2)
2
}*+ *s

-
03

leads to two equations
Pi*+pf=1, ps-1;

it is not a complete integral of either equation, nor of an equation such as

Ex. 2. The equation
2

is a complete integral of the equation

Another integral, containing three arbitrary constants, is

To determine its significance, we equate the values of pi,p2, PS derived from

the two values
;
and we have

giving variable values for a and b. These variable values are subject to the

two equations

and these, as two equations connecting the assumed variable magnitudes,

shew that

is not a complete integral of the equation, but is a special case of the general

integral derived from the complete integral

In point of fact, the equation

leads to two equations

thus verifying the conclusion that it is not a complete integral of the original

equation.

Ex. 3. To illustrate a different aspect of the relations of integrals,

consider the equation

This example is given by Goursat, Lemons, p. 98.
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which occurred in Ex. 1. It possesses an integral

181

which is easily seen to be complete : it possesses an integral

_ (xl + 0^2

which also is easily seen to be complete. What is the relation, if any,

between the two integrals ?

To determine it, we first equate the values of pit p2 , p3 for the two values

of z, and resolve the three equations for (say) GI, a2 , 03; and we find the

three variable values

X\ L\

#3-03
03=01 0., 3

&quot;xl -a l

A
l
-

l

These are connected by a functional relation

!+ 21+ #3a2+ 03= 0.

If then we construct the general integral to be associated with the complete

integral
z= (xl

- atf+ (&\2
-

2)
2+ (^3

~
s)

2
,

the integi al

is a particular case of that general integral given by the particular equations

i
= di2 a2#3

~ a3

z= (x,
-

a,)
8 + (^2

-

when !, ._&amp;gt;,

#3 are eliminated among them.

On the other hand, if we construct the general integral to be associated

with the complete integral

the interal

is a particular case of that general integral given by the particular equations

2+ a2
2

when aj, a2 ,
a3 are eliminated among them.
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It thus appears that a single equation, of degree higher than the first,

may have quite distinct complete integrals ;
and that a complete integral

may be a particular case of a general integral derived from another complete

integral, and, a fortiori, may be a particular case of the general integral

derived from itself. (See also Ex. 3, 74.)

Ex. 4. Discuss the character of the integral of

(j?l

as given by the equation

SINGULAR INTEGRALS.

76. We have seen that, when a singular integral of the

equation

/(^, ..., ocny z, plt ..., pn)
= Q

exists, it can be obtained from the complete integral

00, xlt ..., xn , a,, ..., an)
=

0,

by eliminating alt ..., an between the equations

But when it exists, it may also be obtained from the differential

equation itself: the formal argument is as follows.

The values of p1} ..., pn belonging to any integral given by
= are

80 d(f&amp;gt; A*+-*
for r=l, ..., n\ when these are substituted in the differential

equation/= 0, the latter becomes a relation between z, xlt ..., xn
and the quantities al} . . .

,
an introduced by the derivatives of

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;.

When the value of z given by &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

= is substituted in this relation,

it becomes an identity : for it is thus that the original differential

equation is satisfied in connection with
c/&amp;gt;

= 0. Hence some value

of z given by the changed form off= is the same as a value of z

given by = 0; for all such values, the two equations

/=0, =

are equivalent to one another,/ being transformed by the intro

duction of the values ofplt . .., pn .
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Now suppose that the integral is the singular integral, assumed

to exist
;
we know that the equations

M-o ^ = o
da,&quot; dan

are satisfied. As the transformed expression for/ is equivalent to

$ for this integral, we must therefore have

hence, as the quantities o^, ..., an have been introduced into this

transformed expression solely through jOi, ..., pn ,
we have

a/;a^ + a/ ap2+ &amp;gt;+

j tyn =
dpi dar dp* dar dpn dar

for r= 1, ...,??.

These are an aggregate of n equations, linear and homogeneous

in the n derivatives of/ with regard to p.

They could be satisfied by non-zero values for these deriva

tives, if

when this is the case, there exist m relations, where m^w-1,

connecting these derivatives of /linearly and homogeneously. As

our purpose is the derivation (if possible) of an integral from the

differential equation itself without assuming knowledge of the

actual form of the complete integral, we shall omit any farther

discussion of this alternative.

The aggregate of n equations could also be satisfied (and if

the preceding alternative were inadmissible, the aggregate could

only be satisfied) by

and these must coexist with/= 0. It may be possible that these

n + 1 equations determine z, p 1 , ...,pn as functions of xl ,
. . .

,
xn ;

but the value of z so obtained cannot be an integral of the original

equation, unless the values of plt ..., pn are the same as the

values of |^ ,
,

, ^- derived from that value of z. To test this
oxl oxn

possibility, suppose that the n equations

-0 #-0
dp,

&quot;

dp,,
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can be resolved* with regard to p lt ..., pn ,
and that the values

of plf ...,pn thence deduced are substituted in/=0; the latter

then becomes a relation between z, xlt ..., xn . If the relation

provides an integral of the original equation, then

for r = l, ..., n, the values of p1} ...,pn being the above values,
^\ /~\

and the values of
^ , ..., ^ being deduced from the integral
vX\ GXn

relation. The latter are given by

V + V ^_ + | f V (fa , fa
d*\\ =

for r = 1, . . .
,
?i

;
hence we must have

Conversely, if this equation is satisfied, and if the initial assump
tion that the n + 1 equations determine z,p1} ...,pn as functions of

#!, . . .
,
xn is justified, we have

for r = 1, ..., n, provided ^-
is not zero. In that case, we have an

integral of the differential equation : it is the singular integral.

But if the values of z, p l , ..., pn make - -
vanish, the inference

cannot be made : separate investigation is then required and will

come later. We thus have the following theorem :

If the equations

/(a?!, ..., xn , z, plt ..., pn) = 0,

I= fe-vM--
are consistent with one another*, and if they determine z, pi, . .

, pn

as functions of xl , ..., xn ,
such that ~- does not vanish identically,

* This supposition requires that the Hessian of / does not vanish simulta

neously with the ?i + l quantities/, -~
,
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the value of z thus yiven is an integral of the equation, being the

singular integral.

Of course, if the 2n + 1 equations are not consistent with one

another, no integral of the differential equation can be found

by this avenue.

And it must not be assumed that the locus, given by the

elimination of pl ,
. . .

, pn among the equations

is the singular integral : if it exists, it will be included in the

locus, but the locus may include other equations which do not

provide integrals.

Ex. Discuss in the preceding manner, so as to obtain singular integrals

(if any), the equations

(i) Z=pi$i-\- ... +pnXn+ aP\ ---Pn 5

(ii) (
api

~
z) (

aP%
~~ 2

) (
aPz

~ 2
}
= a^Pip2p3 5

(iii) z=f(pi, ipn},

where, in the last equation, /is a polynomial in its arguments.

EXCEPTIONAL INTEGRALS.

77. Now it may happen that the 2n + l equations

are consistent with one another, but that (contrary to the hypo
thesis in the preceding theorem) they do not determine all the

quantities z, pi, . .., pn in terms of a^, . .., xn : they may determine

only a number of these quantities in terms of the remainder, say

Pr = gr(*\, -..yXniZtpm+i, &amp;gt;~,Pn),

for r = l, ..., m. When these values are substituted in the above

equations, each of them becomes an identity, z, pm +lt . .., pn being

regarded as functions of xlt ..., sn . In particular, /=0 is an

identity ;
and therefore

++ ! !

dxs dz djcs ^ [dpr ]pxt dz dx8

~
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But the equations

^ = 3/ -0. v/. ^ - \J

are satisfied identically, for r = 1, ..., m, and
//,
=

1, ..., n - m, by
the values in question ; also

for 5 = 1, ..., n: hence, unless ~ vanishes for the values in
d2

question, we have

dz
p*
= ^s

&amp;gt;

for all the values of s.

Thus the set of 2n -f 1 equations may be replaced by a set

Pr = gr (i, -, %n, Z,pm+i, -&quot;,pn\

forr = 1, ..., m: and, from their source, we have seen that

P* = *- ,
= 1, .-,),

UU/f

that is, the quantities p are the derivatives of z. Thus the set

of m equations is a complete system : it possesses an integral

containing n m -f- 1 arbitrary constants.

Although such an integral has affinities with the complete

integral, it can hardly be claimed as a specialised case of the

complete integral : and although it has affinities with the

singular integral, it can hardly be claimed as a generalised case of

the singular integral. It may be regarded as belonging to the,

as yet, unclassified aggregate of special integrals.

Examples will be given later.

INTEGRALS OF EQUATIONS OF FIRST ORDER IN TWO
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES.

78. After the general discussion for equations in n inde

pendent variables, it is unnecessary to enter upon the similar

discussion for equations in two independent variables: but the

results are so important for the latter set of equations, particularly

in connection with the geometry of ordinary space, that they are

worthy of separate statement.
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Accordingly, an equation of the first order in two independent

variables, represented as usual by

possesses a complete integral involving two arbitrary constants,

which may be represented by

(f) (x, y, z, a, b)
= 0.

In addition, it possesses a general integral, obtained by the

elimination of a and b between the equations

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;
(x, y, z, a, b)

= &quot;

where is an arbitrary function: frequently, the elimination

cannot explicitly be performed, and then the three equations give

the general integral.

The differential equation may, but does not necessarily, possess

another integral derivable from the complete integral. If the

equations

furnish values of z, a, b in terms of x and i/, such that z is an

integral of the differential equation, then if b can be expressed in

terms of a alone, the integral so furnished is a particular case of

the general integral : but, if 6 cannot be expressed in terms of a

alone, the integral is a singular integral.

Moreover, a differential equation may possess integrals of the

unclassified aggregate called special ; they are not derivable from

the complete integral.

Further, if the equation possesses a singular integral, it is given

by the equations

/-o, ff-o, ^=o,
a/+4 = o, A s -o,

dp dq ex r
dz ty dz

provided these equations are consistent with one another and

df
determine p, q, z as functions of x and y, such as to leave J-

different from zero : the value of z so determined is the singular
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integral. If the five equations are inconsistent with one another,

there is no singular integral. If the five equations are consistent

with one another but are equivalent to two equations only, which

may be regarded as determining p and q in terms of x, y, z, then

the equation

dzpdx-^^dy
is exact after the values of p and q have been substituted : a

quadrature leads to an equation, involving one arbitrary constant

and providing an integral of the equation. Such an integral will

be called special.

Ex. Examples of the ordinary integrals that occur most frequently in

connection with the simplest forms of equations are found freely in text

books.

As an illustration of the integrals here called special, when they arise

through the process that, if otherwise favourable, allows the deduction of the

singular integral from the equation itself, consider the equation

/= (px+ qy-^+
-2~y2~ i

-P
2 ~

&amp;lt;f

= 0-

The five equations

are satisfied by 3=0, which is a singular integral. They also are satisfied by

xz yz
P=

3?+y*-l
q= #2 +V2~- 1

;

and they then do not determine z in terms of x and y. When these values

ofp and q are substituted in

dz=p dx 4- q dy,

and the quadrature is effected, we have

*-(**+$- 1),

where a is an arbitrary constant. It is easy to verify that this value of z

satisfies the differential equation, and therefore is an integral.

In order to consider the relation of the integral thus deduced to other

integrals of the equation, we use Charpit s method
( 68) for the solution of

the equation. Writing

C=px+ qy-z, u = x2 +f - 1
,

and equating to \dt each of the fractions in Charpit s subsidiary equations
these become

dx dii

dt

dp-
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after slight reduction and using the equation/= 0. Hence

2-(&amp;lt;-i)=. **
and therefore

that is, one integral of Charpit s equations, involving the derivatives p and
&amp;lt;?,

is given by
z

w
~

where a is an arbitrary constant. When this is combined with the original

equation, and the two equations are resolved for p and q, we find

p (x- +y*}=xv- yaii?,

where

-M+j;
and these are to be substituted in

dz=pdx+qdy,

which then becomes an exact equation. We have

, du ( w + l\ xdy=
\&amp;gt;

-- --
(
a+ z --

)
+ ^

-w+l\ u ) u
that is,

/ z \
x

O??A xdy-ydxd 1 r =4a r+a !Z
H S J\V (+!)* ^2+y2

after a quadrature, we have

-
ft

=. a {tan
- ! w*+ tan 1 ^1

,

w?
i ^J

which may be regarded as the complete integral, expressed in a form that is

both transcendental and irrational.

Writing

this complete integral becomes

The general integral is expressible in the form

The special integral, which was obtained in the form

i-a (*+$- 1),

can be deduced from the complete integral by assuming a=0, /3=a, and

rationalising the result : it can also be obtained from the general integral by

assuming
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The singular integral z=Q can be derived from the complete integral, taken

in the form

by the customary process : it can also be deduced as a particular case of the

special integral, by the assumption a= 0.

79. A whole class of equations possessing special integrals of

the indicated type can be constructed as follows*. Let

f(a;,y,z,p,q) =

be an equation which has a singular integral according to the

formal Lagrangian theory: the values of z, p, q given by this

integral must satisfy the equations

ff-o, ff-o, ff+pfU +-&amp;lt;&amp;gt;.

dp dq dx r
ciz % &amp;lt;&amp;gt;z

Let the first two (or any two) of the last four consistent equations

be resolved so as to express p and q in terms of the rest of the

variables ;
and let the result of substituting these expressions for

p and q in /(a?, y, z, p, q) be g (x, y, z) : then

g(x,y,z) =

provides the singular integral of the equation

f(x, y, z, p, q)
= 0,

on the Lagrangian theory.

The equations

, ,

dx r
dz ^y dz

are consistent with the preceding five equations. Moreover, as

g (x, y, z) is the value of/(a?, y, z, p, q} when the values ofp and q
/-)/* ?\f

given by
~- and =- are substituted in f(x, y, z, p, q), we

have

fy + pfyJf+Zf+dp ^ +
a_2

dx ^
dz dx * dz dx dp dx dq

V ty
-o +P^~&amp;gt;dx ^

dz

and, similarly,

9g dg df df
ir + 8f# &quot;&quot;

az +if ai
dy

a dz dy
* dz

* The process was suggested to ine by a remark in a letter from Prof.

Chrystal, dated 18 May, 1896.
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both identically ;
that is, these equations are satisfied identically

by values ofp and q given by

dp dq

when in addition to these two relations, we take

f(x, y, z, p,q) = g (x, y, z),

where g (x, y, z) is the result of substituting the values of p and q

Now consider the equation

F(x, y, z, p, q) =f(x, y, z, p,q)-g (x, y, z) = 0.

If it possesses a singular integral according to Lagrange s formal

theory, this integral must be such as to satisfy, not merely F=Q,
but also

dF_ dF_o 3F dF_ dF dF__

dp dq dx dz dy dz

The first two of the last four are

when these are resolved for p and q in terms of x, y, z, the values

ofp and q are such that

f(x,y,z,p, q)
= g(x, y, z),

that is, the three equations

are equivalent to two equations only, expressing p and q in terms

of #, y, z.

Moreover, it appears that when the specified values of p and q

are substituted in f(x, y, z, p, q), the latter becomes g(x, y, z):

hence, after the preceding explanations and taking account of the

source of g (x, y, z), the two equations

are satisfied identically, that is, the equations

dF dF dF
,

dF
~- + P^- = O, o- + #^- =dx ^ dz dz
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are satisfied identically. Hence the five equations

dF dF dF dF dF dFF = 0, x- = 0, cr-=0, ~-+i&amp;gt;~--0, ^- + g~- = 0,
dp dq dx ^ dz ty Of

are equivalent to two equations only, expressing p and q as

functions of x, y, z : the equation

^=0
has a special integral.

Note. In what precedes, there is a tacit assumption that

F=Q is irreducible; if, however, F=0 can be resolved into

distinct equations, the argument is no longer valid.

Ex. 1. Apply the preceding process to construct from the equation

& (1 +p*+ ?
2
)
=X2

{(x

which has
22(l-X

2
)

for a singular integral, another equation which has a special integral.

Ex. 2. Can the method be applied to the equation

z=px+qy+pn
q
n

,

for any value of n ?

80. The preceding discussion has been concerned with the

integrals that are derivable from the complete integral of a partial

differential equation; a distinctive property of the complete

integral is that the number of parameters which it involves is the

same as the number of independent variables. But integral

equations, not distinguished by this property, may be propounded

for consideration : thus the number of parameters may exceed the

number of independent variables; and we have seen how an

equation can arise as an integral of a set of simultaneous diffe

rential equations, and then the number of parameters involved is

less than the number of independent variables.

A very brief discussion is sufficient to deal with an equation

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;(&amp;gt;,
#!, ..., xn , a,!, ..., am)=Q,

when in &amp;gt; n. It may, of course, be assumed that the m parameters

are essential*, that is, are not reducible to a smaller number: the

necessary and sufficient test is that the equation

A=
l

- ...

da, dam

In the sense adopted in Lie s theory of groups.
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is not identically satisfied for any non-zero values of or,, ..., am as

functions of al} ..., am . Forming the equations

90 90
**g**-*

for r = 1, ..., n, it usually is not possible to eliminate a number of

constants greater than n among the n + 1 equations

= 0,
&amp;lt;k

= 0, ..., n =0;
so that usually, on proceeding to the eliminant equation, we should

find that it contained in n parameters. If, however, the appro
priate Jacobian conditions

,
a2 , ..., t

are satisfied for each selection of n+ 1 parameters from the set of

m, then the single equation resulting from elimination contains no

parameters. The integral equation is then a special case of the

general integral of the partial equation.

Ex. The equation
yi2 g*2

x y
leads to

xp+yq=z\
it is a special form of

&quot;*)
which is the general integral.

CLASSES OF INTEGRALS OF A COMPLETE SYSTEM.

81. Coming next to an equation

(z, #j, . . .
,

arn ,
a. 1} . . .

,
am )

= 0,

for which m &amp;lt; n, we shall assume, as before in 80, that the

parameters a,, ..., am are essential. We shall also assume that

the m constants can be eliminated between = and the n derived

equations

for r = 1, ..., n, so as to give n m-}- 1 equations involving z, x,

..., xn &amp;gt; pi, , pn &amp;gt; And we assume that
^-

does not vanish in

F. v. 13
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association with = 0. We then have the case, which has already

been considered, of a number of simultaneous differential equations;

these equations form a complete set, because of their source
;
and

the Jacobian method of integration has shewn how to construct an

integral
= containing m constants that are arbitrary. Having

regard to the investigation in the case when m = n, which made

the derivation of other integrals from =
possible, we proceed

to a similar quest and seek to derive other integrals from = in

the present case when m &amp;lt; n.

We proceed as before. The n m + l differential equations

are the result of eliminating c^, ..., am among the equations

= 0, 1= 0, ...,0n = 0.

The course of the elimination takes no account of the quality of

a
3 ,

. . .
,
am : it will lead to the same result if these quantities be

changed in such a way that each of the n + 1 equations is unaltered

in form. Accordingly, subject to this limitation, we make alt ...,

am functions of the independent variables xly ..., xn \
and the

limitation requires that the n relations

2 90 da{ _
t 5 ~ vj

i=l Odi OXr

for r 1, ..., 7i, shall be satisfied, conditions that clearly are suf

ficient as well as necessary to secure the invariability of form of

the 7i + l equations. Multiplying the n relations by dx
l , ..., dxn

respectively, and adding, we obtain a single relation

in the differential elements : it is equivalent to the n relations and

therefore, when satisfied, it suffices for the present purpose.

This differential relation can be satisfied in various ways.

In the first place, all the quantities da^ ,
. . .

,
dam may vanish, so

that all the quantities al} ..., am are constant. We then resume

the original integral : on the analogy of the corresponding integral

for a single equation, we call it the complete integral.

In the second place, an integral equivalent of the differential

relation may consist of
//, equations
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and of these only. Obviously /j, cannot be greater than m. If
//,

be equal to m, then there are m equations involving m quantities
a : each of these quantities is a constant, and so we fall back upon
the preceding case. Hence we need consider only values of /* that

are less than m. As there are
//, integral equations in the complete

equivalent of the differential relation, the only relations among the

differential elements are

and the differential relation

must be satisfied in virtue of them. Consequently, p quantities
X

a ,
. . .

,
XM must exist such that

2
3

&amp;lt;Ja
l

- =
\irf3r 1 + ...+XM &amp;lt;fyrM ;

i=l OUi

and therefore

W_ x tyi, 4- x
8^

a*
*t
5i

+ M a^
for i 1, ..., m. These in equations, together with

&amp;lt;

=
0, ^ = 0, ...,&amp;lt;fc

= 0,

make up m + p + 1 equations : eliminating the m parameters
alt . . .

,
am and the /* multipliers \1; . . .

,
XM among them, we obtain a

single equation among s, #!,..., #n . The value of z thus determined

is an integral of the original differential equation : as before, we
call it a general integral.

In the expression of a general integral, the functional forms

ffi&amp;gt; &amp;gt; 9*. occur; and so there are various classes of general

integrals, which arise according to the number of postulated
relations. It is clear that

&amp;lt;
fi&amp;lt;

m
;

and it is customary to describe a general integral, associated with

fj, forms, as of class p.

The extreme case, when //,
= m, has already been mentioned :

the integral is then complete. The other extreme case, when

fj,
=

0, will be discussed immediately.

As in the case of a single differential equation, it might be

supposed that a class of integral, intermediate between the com-

132
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plete integral and the general integrals, would be obtained by

taking
ai+l = constant, . . .

,
am = constant,

and then postulating a number of relations

where r &amp;lt; i, among the remaining parameters al} .... o^. Effect

ively, these equations amount to m + r i relations among the

parameters a l ,
. . .

,
am ,

of which m i are special in form : the cor

responding integral would be a specialised general integral of class

m + r i.

Moreover, it can be proved, as in the case of a single differential

equation, that the most comprehensive general integral is of the

first class when the single relation is quite arbitrary : on this

account, it is sometimes called the general integral.

There is one other mode of securing that the differential

relation is satisfied. It is possible that the equations

ft-o,...,|*-ooal cam

could hold
;
the differential relation then becomes evanescent, and

so it ceases to have any necessary influence upon thf organic

variations under consideration. The equations

may coexist and may be consistent with one another : if the result

of the elimination of a
l , ..., am among them provides a single

equation involving no arbitrary element, and if that single equation

determines an integral*, the integral thus furnished is called the

singular integral.

Ex. 1. The simplest cases arise when there are only two independent

variables. Thus let

the value of z thus provided satisfies the two equations

\

)

* The reason for this limitation is similar to the reason in the former case

( 73). Even when the process is possible, the locus provided by the eliminant

frequently is composite : some of its components, even all the components, may
not be integrals of the differential equation but may be loci of singularities on the

complete integral.
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The elimination of a, between
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

= and

leads to an equation
.^+4^=0.

It is easy to verify that the value of z given by this last equation satisfies the

two differential equations : accordingly, it is a singular integral.

Geometrically interpreted, the complete integral is a family of planes

through the origin touching a cone which is the singular integral.

Ex. 2. Obtain the simplest differential equations satisfied by the value

of z given by
2z=a 2

y
2 cu?:

and prove that they possess a singular integral represented by

Ex. 3. Discuss similarly the equation

z = ax+ cfty+ a3
,

obtaining the two simplest differential equations which it satisfies, in the

form

*=P*+qy+fq)
)

Prove that the equation

27*2+ z (l&vy
-

4y3)
- .e

2/2+4^=0

provides a singular integral.

Shew also that the value of z given by the original equation satisfies the

two partial equations

)

Is the original equation the complete integral of these two equations ?

Ex. 4. Integrate the equations

z=p lxl +p*v.2+/Vs)
&amp;gt;

P3=pi&amp;gt;t )

and shew that they possess a singular integral

Ex. 5. It has been seen ( 57) that the simultaneous equations

Plp-2
~-^4= 0, p3P - *\Xl=

possess two complete integrals
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The respective general integrals are evidently given by

(&amp;lt;

and there is no singular integral. There is a question as to the relation of

the two complete integrals to one another.

If they can be brought into such relation that one of them can be

changed into the other, then (after the preceding discussion) we must have

p.2
=
axt=-.j,

all of which are satisfied by the values

In order that the two values of z may be equal, we must (with these values

of a and .4) have
b= B.

The other equations require that the relation

dz

be satisfied : that this may be the case, we must have

db=0,
that is, b must be a pure constant.

We thus see that the conditions, necessary to secure that each of the

complete integrals can be transformed into the other, are not satisfied : the

values of a and
&amp;gt;,

which have been obtained, do not lead after substitution to

the other integral. The complete integrals are distinct from one another : it

will be seen, on reference to the construction of the integrals, that they

belong to different resolutions of the original system.

But, on the other hand, by the substitution of the values of a and A
9

both complete integrals lead to a new integral

z=2 (*&&&$+bt

which is a particular form of each of the general integrals.

82. The aggregate of integrals, composed of the complete

integral, the general integrals, and (when it exists) the singular

integral, is widely comprehensive : but for a complete set of

differential equations, as for a single equation in the earlier dis

cussion, the aggregate cannot be declared wholly comprehensive.
The argument is similar to the argument in the case of a single
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equation and therefore hardly needs to be repeated in the present

connection.

If any given integral is included in the above aggregate, the

determination of its character is easily effected. Let

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;(z,

xlt ..., #, ctj, ..., am)
=

be the complete integral of a given complete set of n in + 1

partial differential equations; and let

be any other integral of that set. If ty
= is included in the

aggregate, it must be possible to assign values (constant or

variable) so that the equations are satisfied, and so also that the

values of z given by the two equations are the same. If the

latter condition be satisfied, the values of pl , ...,pn must be the

same. For
&amp;lt;\Jr

= 0, they are given by

for r= 1, ..., n : and for $ = 0, with values assigned to a,, ..., am

such that the differential equations still are satisfied, the quantities

plt ...,pn are given by

for ?=!, ..., n. If they are the same for the two integrals,

we have

d(f&amp;gt; d^fr d^r d&amp;lt;J&amp;gt; __
-.

dxr dz dxr dz

for r = 1, ..., n. Hence the quantities al5 ..., am must be such as

to satisfy these n equations and also the condition that the value

of z given by c/&amp;gt;

= is the same as the value of z given by &amp;gt;|r

= 0.

If these ?i-l-l conditions give constant values for aa , ..., am ,

the integral furnished by -fy
= is a particular case of the complete

integral.

If the n 4- 1 conditions express a a ,
. . .

,
am as functions of the

variables, such that these functions are connected by a number of

relations of the type

g(al , ..., am)=0,

the number of these relations being less than m, the integral

furnished by -^r
= is a general integral.
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If the Ti + 1 conditions express alt ..., am in terms of the

variables, the values being unconnected by any functional relation

or relations, the integral furnished by ty
= is a singular integral.

But as m &amp;lt; n, we cannot affirm that the n -\- 1 equations must

certainly determine the quantities alt ..., am without the intro

duction of relations among the independent variables. In all

instances, when al} ..., am are not determined in one or other

of the foregoing forms, the integral furnished by ^r is not

included in the aggregate of integrals associated with &amp;lt;

=
;

it

belongs to the unclassified set of integrals previously called special.

In such an event, the retained aggregate of integrals associated

with
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

= is not wholly comprehensive.

Ex. 1. The two equations

/i=^2-^3=0

(
v 2 \2

z- -
--) =0,

#2T-^3/
are a complete set : for

[/i,/tH&amp;gt;,

in virtue of/1
= 0.

A complete integral is furnished by

*jL_ -log to+ ^3) ;

a general integral is furnished by

where g is an arbitrary function
;
and there is no singular integral.

It is easy to verify that the two equations are satisfied by

no definite values can be assigned to a and 6, and no definite form can be

assigned to g, so that this integral can be included in the foregoing aggregate.

Ex. 2. Discuss the character of the integral of

P-2
~ P3

= 0, {l-\-(z-^- #2
-

-^3)*} Pi

which is given by
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SINGULAR INTEGRAL OF A COMPLETE SYSTEM.

83. When a complete set of simultaneous equations possesses

a singular integral, the knowledge of the property of a single

equation in similar circumstances makes it natural to enquire

whether the singular integral can be derived from the complete
set itself, without the intervention of the complete integral. It

is possible to do so in cases when the equations possess (or when,

without extension of their significance, they can be transformed so

as to possess) a particular form, as will now be proved. Partly

owing to the elaboration of the conditions even when the particular

form is possessed, and partly owing to the fact that a set of

simultaneous equations in one dependent variable has nothing
like uniqueness of form, an investigation into the general case will

not be pursued.

Suppose that, by appropriate combinations of the members of

a complete set of n - m -f 1 equations, it is possible to deduce one

equation (or more than one equation) in an equivalent set which

involves m, and not more than m, of the derivatives. As the

complete set is assumed to possess a singular integral, we shall

further suppose that the equation in question is not resolved with

regard to any of those derivatives*; and so we may take the

equation in the form

f(z x XD T) ^

the remaining n in equations involving pm+i ,
. .., pn ,

or some of

them in each equation, as well as possibly^, ..., pm . Let the

complete integral be denoted by

$(z, xly ..., xn ,
ax , ..., am)=0:

the values of the derivatives are given by

for r = 1
,

. . .
,
n

;
and the complete set of n m + 1 equations

results from the elimination of ax ,
. . .

,
am among the n + 1

equations

*
It will appear from the analysis that a resolved equation of the indicated type

would exclude the existence of a singular integral, because it would lead to impossible

conditions.
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In particular, the equation /= selected from the set must

result from the elimination : as it involves only p ,
. . .

, pm but not

Pm+i&amp;gt; &amp;gt; Pn &amp;gt;

it must result from the elimination of al} ..., am

among the m 4- 1 equations

If we assume that all the quantities (j&amp;gt;, fa , ...,
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;

m are rational and

integral, quantities X, X1? ..., X,w will exist such that

/= X^ -tr.Xi^t + ... 4-
\n&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;m-

Now/ does not involve any of the parameters alt ...
,
am : hence,

in connection with our integral, we have

for i=\, ..., m. The singular integral is given, in connection

with
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

= 0, by
W o 3&amp;lt;/&amp;gt; .

5 U, . . .
, ;r
- = U .

cdi oam

and therefore the singular integral, in connection with
cf&amp;gt;

= 0,

requires that the equations

for i = l, ...,m, be satisfied. These w equations are linear and

homogeneous in Xl3 . . .
,
\m ,

and the determinant of the coefficients is

which does not vanish (the elimination would not be possible if

this quantity were to vanish) ;
hence the singular integral requires

that

Xi = 0, ..., Am = 0.

Again, f involves p1 ,
. . .

, pmt which do not occur in
cf&amp;gt;

and occur

only individually in
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;j

,
. . .

,
&amp;lt;j)
m respectively : hence, in connection

with the integral &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

=
0,

9 , 9*

8^r
r
a^

for r=l, ..., 77i. Consequently, the singular integral requires
that
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and the singular integral satisfies

/-O:
hence it may be possible to obtain the singular integral by the

elimination ofp1} ..., pm among these m+ 1 equations.

The equation that results from the elimination is not necessarily

an integral off : if it is, the relations

must be satisfied, when the derived values of pl , ..., pn are

substituted. And in order that it may be an integral of the

remaining n m equations of the system, each of those equations

must be satisfied when the values ofp1 , ..., pn ,
z are substituted.

It therefore appears that when a complete set of n m 4- 1

equations possesses a singular integral, and when an equation can

be selected or compounded from the set involving only m of the

derivatives in a farm

f(z, 3Slt ..., #, pl} ..., jt)m) = 0,

the singular integral may be given by the elimination of p} , ...,pm
between the equations

the conditions indicated must be satisfied in order that the eliminant

may provide an integral ; and, when they are satisfied, the eliminant

proves the singular integral.

EJ\ 1. Consider the system

*-JR*+jfy)

}

in Ex. 1, 81.

An equation of the required type is furnished by

the associated equation is

Eliminating p between these equations, we have

the value of z thus given satisfies both equations of the system, and therefore

it is a singular integral.
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Another equation of the required type is furnished by

g= (z-qy)*-a?q= Q;

the associated equation is

|=-2;^-^)-^
= 0.

Eliminating q between these equations, we have

The equation #= does not provide an integral. The equation
as before, does provide an integral which accordingly is the singular integral.

Ex. 2. Obtain all the integrals of the system

\ _

)

and shew that the singular integral can be deduced from, the differential

equations.



CHAPTER VI.

THE METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS FOR EQUATIONS IN TWO

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES : GEOMETRICAL RELATIONS OF THE

VARIOUS INTEGRALS.

FOR the material of this chapter and the next, which are limited to

equations in two independent variables, reference should be made in the first

place to Cauchy s discussion as given in the section of his Exercices d?analyse

et de physique mathematique (quoted in 84), and to the exposition of

Cauchy s method given by Mansion, in his treatise already quoted (p. 100).

A considerable portion of the chapter is devoted to the geometrical

interpretation of the analysis, particularly to the interpretation of results by
the geometry of ordinary space. For this portion, reference should be made

to Darboux s memoir, Jfem. des Sav. Etrang., t. xxvn (1880), dealing with the

singular solutions of partial equations of the first order
; ample use has been

made of the memoir. Reference may also be made to Monge s treatise,

quoted in 97
;

to Goursat s treatise, (quoted on p. 55), particularly

chapter ix which is based upon Darboux s memoir; and especially to a

memoir by Lie, Math. Ann., t. v (1872), pp. 145 256.

84. It has been seen that, in the method of Charpit as

applied to any equation of the first order in two independent

variables, and in the method of Jacobi for any equation in n

independent variables, the first step towards the solution of the

equation consists in the construction of an integral of a simultaneous

system of ordinary equations.

As introduced by these methods, the system of ordinary

equations is subsidiary to the integration of a homogeneous linear

partial equation of the first order
;
there are, however, other ways

in which they can arise. Two of these will now be expounded ;
in

presentation, and in significance, they seem distinct from one

another, but they will be found to be fundamentally the same.

Partly for the sake of simplicity, and partly because of the associated
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geometry, we shall begin with equations that involve only two

independent variables
;

the discussion of equations involving n

independent variables can be made briefer, after the explanations
in the simplest case.

The method adopted* by Cauchy for the construction of the

equations was originally propounded*) by Ampere ;
it is based upon

a change of independent variables, chosen so as to simplify relations.

Let these be changed from x and y to x and u
; then y, z, p, q can

be regarded as functions of x and u, and, whatever be the differential

equation, we have

dz

du du

As u and x are independent variables, it follows that

d_ fdz_\ _d_ fdz

du (dxj dx (du

du (dx) dx (du/

substituting in the former relation and using the latter, we have

dp _ dq dy dq dy
du dx du du dx

When the proper values of y, z
y p, q as functions of x and u are

substituted in a differential equation

f(x, y, z,p, q) = 0,

it must become an identity ; hence, writing

Of df df df df_ x Y Z P

respectively, we have

.

du du du du

* Exercices d analyse et de physique mathernatique, t. n, pp. 238 272. This is

dated 1841
; but the memoir, which contained a first exposition of Cauchy s theory,

was published in 1819.

t In his memoir of 1814, to which references will be given subsequently.
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Inserting the above v

equations, it becomes

^ ^\

Inserting the above values of ^~ and -f- in the second of these
du du

As the variable u is thus far at our disposal let it be chosen, if

possible, so that

then, as u cannot be a function of x alone so that ^ cannot be
du

zero, and as ^ cannot be a permanent infinity, we have

dx

Inserting in the first of the two derived equations the above value

of =-
,
and the v

dx

obtained, we find

of ;r- ,
and the values of

jg-
and g given by the equations just

Hence there are four equations involving derivatives of y, z, p, q
with regard to x alone : they can be taken in the form

These do not contain derivatives with regard to u- nor do they contain

u itself; hence, if we take these equations in the form

dx dy dz dp dq
P
=

~Q

=
pP + qQ

=
- (X +pZ)

=
- (F+ qZ)

and obtain their integrals, the arbitrary elements that arise in

those integrals will be functions of u in the most general case. So
far as these equations are concerned, the arbitrary elements may be
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made arbitrary functions of u : but other equations must be satisfied,

viz.

and these may impose limitations*.

It will be noted that the above set of ordinary equations is the

same as the set in Charpit s method ( 68).

85. To satisfy the requirements, we proceed from the known

theory of ordinary equations. If P is not an identical zero for our

problem, that is, if it does not vanish for all values of five argu
ments x, y, z, p, q, tied by a condition

f(x, y, z, p, q)
=

0,

then values #:, y ,
z

, p , q can be assigned to the arguments such

that P does not vanish, provided

/Oo, y , *o.,#&amp;gt;, tfo)
= o.

Further, suppose that P, Q, X, Y, Z are regular functions of a, y, 2,

p, q in the vicinity of these values. Then it is known, by Cauchy s

theorem f on the integrals of ordinary equations, that a unique

system of integrals exists
; they give y, z, p, q as regular functions

of x and these acquire; values y ,
z

, p ,
&amp;lt;/

when X = XQ .

If P is an identical zero in the sense explained, then we con

sider Q. If Q is not similarly an identical zero, we proceed as

above making y the independent variable for the ordinary system :

and with the same hypotheses, we obtain a set of integrals.

If Q is an identical zero in the sense explained, then we should

proceed to consider X + pZ, making p the independent variable
;

and if that were to fail, we should consider Y + qZ, making q the

independent variable. We should obtain a set of integrals save

only in the case, when all the equations

P = 0, Q = 0, X+pZ = Q, Y+qZ=Q
are satisfied for values of x, y, z, p, q,

which obey the relation

/(.r, y, z,p, 0)=0.
* The equation

____
du
~

bx du dx du

imposes no additional limitation : it is satisfied in virtue of the equations retained,

being a mere deduction from them.

t See vol. ii of this work. ch. n.
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This case is obviously exceptional : it provides what has already
been recognised as the singular integral, and consequently it will

be set aside from the present investigation. It may or may not

occur : when it does occur, its relation to other integrals will be

considered subsequently.

If then, setting this case aside, we take yQ ,
z

, pQ , q as functions

of u satisfying the relation

/Oo, y &amp;gt; *o,jt&amp;gt;,,,9o)
= o,

we have a set of integrals of the system of ordinary equations ;
and

these are further to satisfy the equations

~, \ A dz dy
J(x,y,*,p,q) = 0,

gj,-9=2.
Let

so that E is to be zero : thus

dE _ d2z d-y dq dy
dx dxdu dxdu dx du

But the quantities already obtained satisfy the equation

and therefore

Hence

Now

y* = dp
\ q

^y
|

a?fy
dxdu du ^ dxdu du dx

dE _ dp dq dy dy dq
dx du du dx du dx

dy = Q dq_ Y+qZ
dx P dx P

so that

.

dx P \ cu Cu du duj

Our quantities are required to satisfy f(x, y, z, p, q)
= 0, and

therefore

T^ + Z^+P^+Q^^O;du du du du
hence

az?__i_ 7 /
&amp;lt;ty_d\

dx~P \
q du du)

F Z= -E7 .

F. V. 14
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Now after the earlier explanations, we may assume that P is not

identically zero, that it does not vanish for the values #
, y ,

z0} p ,

q of the variables, and that Z and P are regular functions of the

variables in the vicinity of those values : hence, if

[
x Z 7

I-j^pd*.
the quantity / is regular in the vicinity of the arguments, and it

vanishes when X = XQ . If we denote by E the value of E for the

values xQ , ?/ ,
z

, pQ , q of the variables, then

E=EQe~
I

.

Now E is to vanish, and e~I does not vanish : hence we must have

that is, we must have

86. This equation can be satisfied in two ways. First, suppose
that

2/
is not independent of u : as u has not hitherto been made

precise, we take

2/o
= u.

Let zQ
=

(f&amp;gt; (u), where
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

is an arbitrary function of u
;
the equation

will be satisfied if

ft-* (&amp;gt;;

and the value ofp is then determined by

/(#o, ?/o&amp;gt;
Z

O&amp;gt;P&amp;lt; g
f

o)
= o.

With these values, the equation .*= is satisfied.

In the second place, suppose that yQ is independent of u: as it

is a value of y when x = #, we take it to be an arbitrary constant.

The equation is then satisfied if -

vanishes, that is, if z$ is

similarly an arbitrary constant. Then q Q can be any function of

u
;
and pQ is given as a function of u satisfying the relation

/Oo, 2/o; ^o, Po, 2o)
= 0.

With these values, the equation J = is satisfied.

Now the integrals of the system of ordinary equations are

p=p(x, x
,
Z ,p ,

q = q(x, a?
,
2

, p ,
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In the former of the above cases, when u is eliminated between

the first two equations, a relation is obtained involving x, y, z and

an arbitrary function; if it gives an integral of the original

equation, the integral so given is general. In the latter of the

cases, when p and qQ are eliminated between the first two equa
tions and f(x , 2/o, ZQ,

P&amp;lt; &amp;lt;?o)

=
0, a relation is obtained involving

x, y, z and two arbitrary constants : if it gives an integral of the

original equation, the integral so given is complete.

It therefore remains to prove that the relations thus obtained

actually satisfy the equation

f(x, y, z,p, q) = 0.

Now y and z, obtained above as functions of x and u, satisfy the

equations
dz _ dy dz _ dy
dx~ p

+ q dx d~u~ q
d~u

hence, when u is eliminated so as to give a single relation between

x, y, z, the quantities p and q are the derivatives of z with regard
to x and y respectively. Further, the values of x, y, z, p, q are

such that the equation

is satisfied identically, that is,

Also, as E = 0, we have

7)7?

and as ^ = 0, we have seen that
dx

du du du du

that is,

y dy ~dz p dp ft dq _ ~

du du du du
or

du

Hence f is constant : its value when x = x is zero : hence its

value is zero always, that is, the quantities so obtained satisfy the

equation

f(x, y, z,p, q)=0.
142
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We thus obtain the general integral and the complete integral

in the respective cases. In the course of the proof, it was seen

how the singular integral could arise exceptionally : when it arose,

it was recognised : and the analysis proceeded with the alterna

tives. Moreover, it was assumed that X, Y, Z, P, Q are regular

functions; if this is not true, the results are not necessarily

applicable to the equation and then integrals may arise which are

special integrals, though these are not the only special integrals

that may arise*.

DARBOUX S MODIFICATION OF CAUCHY S METHOD.

87. The preceding exposition is substantially due to Cauchy :

a modification in the treatment of the ordinary equations has been

introduced! by Darboux, which has the further advantage of

permitting an easier discussion of singularities. The equations
are taken in the form

dx dy dz _ dp dq ,

P
=

~Q

=
pP + qQ

=
-(X+pZ)

=
-(Y+qZ )

=

and they are regarded as determining the five variables x, y, z, p, q
in terms of t, the arbitrary quantities that occur being made

functions of a variable u, as before. The establishment of the

results is simpler than in the Cauchy treatment.

We assume that, whenJ t = 0, the five variables acquire values

o&amp;gt; 2/o ,
z

o&amp;gt; PO&amp;gt; qo&amp;gt; subject to the relation

/(&amp;gt;o, 2/o, ZQ,PO, tfo)
= 0,

and that, in the vicinity of these initial values, the functions

P, Q, pP + qQ, X+pZ, Y+qZ are regular. Then, by the

theory of systems of ordinary equations, a unique set of integrals

exists, being regular functions of t and acquiring the assigned
initial values when t = : let them be

x = x(t, #
, y , z,,pQ , g ),

y = y(t, #o,
2/&amp;lt; Z*,P( $o),

z = z (t, #0, 2/o, ^o,B q),

p=p(t, x,, 2/0, ZQ,PO, q \

q
=

q(t, %
, 2/0,

-z
, Po, q )-

*
See, for instance, 34.

t &quot; M6moire sur les solutions singulieres...premier ordre,&quot; Mem. de VInst. de

France, t. xxvn (1880), 24.

J No generality is gained by taking as an initial value for t: the only

difference is that t-t comes in place of t.
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Moreover, we have

=
0,

on substitution : thus

f(x, y, z, p, q)
= a quantity independent of t

= its value when t =

= 0,

so that the above values are connected by this relation.

If this is to be equivalent to the original differential equation,

then p and q must be equal to the derivatives of z with regard to

x and y\ the requirement is met as follows. Let the quantities

#o&amp;gt; 2/0; ^o, Po, &amp;lt;?o

be functions of u, a new parametric variable, so

that x, y, z, p, q are now functions of t and u. So far as variations

with regard to t are concerned, the system of equations gives

dz _ dx dy

Let

then

d2z
_

d-x d-y dp dx dq dy
O^O,.

^ ^J.^,. 2 Oad,. ^,. O-t O-. O.*
Cl/OU

and

_ _ __
dt dtdu dtdu dtdu dt du dt du

_dp dx dq dy dp dx dq dy
du dt du dt dt du dt du

on substituting from the equations. But

dx dy dz dp dq _-- -- -- -- &quot;7 Q _
5
--r J^ o

--r ^ ^
--r^^--f&quot; ^ 5 v,

du cu du du ou

because the values of x, y, z, p, q satisfy the equation

f(x, y, z,p,q} = 0]
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hence

ZE,
so that

where EQ denotes the value of E when t = 0. Now Z is a regular

function of t in the vicinity of t = 0, and therefore [ Zdt is finite.
Jo

Hence it is necessary and sufficient that the equation

#o =

should be satisfied in order that E may vanish, that is,

88. This equation may be satisfied in three distinct ways.
In the first of these ways, both # and y involve u; in that

case, let

^o=/0), y*
=
g(u), z =

h(u),

so that the relation

h (u)=pf (u) + q,g (u)

becomes an equation which, with/(# , y^z^p^ q )
=

0, determines

pQ and q . In the second of the ways, only one of the variables

# and
2/0 involves it, say y : in that case, let XO

=
CL, y = u,

zo
= g(u)\ then

g (u)
=

q, )

and the equation /(ar , 2/o,
z

, p , g )
= determines ^ . In the

third of the ways, neither of the variables # and y involves u : in

that case, let # =
a, y = @ : then z does not involve u, and we may

write zQ 7, where a, /5, 7 are constants, and /(a, /3, 7, _p , q )
= 0.

In all these cases, we have E = and therefore ^ =
0, that is,

fk _ da dy
du,~ p du

+ q fa
and we had

dz dx dy

sVs**s-
These relations shew that, when ^ is expressed in terms of as and y
consistently with the relations obtained, its derivatives with regard
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to x and y are p and
q. Moreover, we can prove, exactly as in 86,

that the equation

f(x,y,z,p, q)
=

is satisfied : thus we have an integral of the original equation.

Consider the three cases in turn : for all of them, we have to

make the respective substitutions in

x = x(t, #
, 2/o, *o, Po, #o),

y = y(t, a?
,

yo&amp;gt; ZO,P, q&amp;lt;&amp;gt;\

In the first case, we eliminate t and u between the three

equations : there results a single relation between x, y, z. The

assigned initial conditions are such that X = XQ , y = yQ ,
Z = ZQ ,

functions of a variable parameter u : or getting rid of u by
elimination, we can say that, when some relation

&amp;lt; O, y)
=

is satisfied, then z becomes some function of x and y. No limita

tion except regularity has been imposed upon the functions : thus

z becomes an assigned arbitrary function of x and y, when these

are connected by any assigned relation &amp;lt; (x, y} = 0. The integral

is general.

In the second case, for the initial conditions, we have x x = a,

y = y = u, z = ZQ
= g (u), that is, when x = a., z = g (y). Here g can

be an arbitrary function. We have a special form of the first case,

obtained by writing &amp;lt;/&amp;gt; (x, y} = x a. The integral is general.

In the third case, we have to eliminate three quantities t, p , qQ

between the equations

x = x(t, a, A 7,^0, ?o),

y = y(t, a, & 7,^0, 2o),

z = z(t, a, P, y,pQ , q ),

=/(,& 7, l&amp;gt;o, ^
The resulting equation involves a, , 7 arising as values of x, y, z.

One of these may be taken as an initial value : the other two may
be arbitrary. When they are quite arbitrary, the integral is

complete.
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As regards the derivation of the result, it is to be noted that

the values of p and qQ are given by

D , _ .

Po du
+ q du

~
du

if/ be a regular function of its arguments, the two equations can

be resolved for p and q0) provided the magnitude

df_ 9y&amp;lt;&amp;gt; _ df_ d%o

dp du dqQ du

does not vanish. We may assume this to be the case for the first

two of the three alternatives, because we have excluded the

hypothesis that P and Q are zero : it does not arise for the third

alternative.

Again, the equations for x and y may be resolved for t and u in

the vicinity of t and u = u
, provided

fix
&quot;by &quot;by

dx

dt du dt du

does not vanish there, that is, provided

p ?^_ n ^
du

^ du

does not vanish : this is the above magnitude, assumed not to

vanish. The values of t and u so obtained are substituted in the

expression for z, which becomes the integral.

It might of course happen that P = 0, Q = 0, without X -\-p ZQ

and F + q Z vanishing : the possibility is discussed later (Chap
ter vil, 109) and will be seen to provide a singularity.

89. The preceding analysis and argument are valid in estab

lishing this result, save in one set of circumstances controlling the

hypotheses adopted. It has been assumed that P, Q, X + pZ,

Y+qZ are regular functions of their arguments in the vicinity of

the values #
, y ,

ZQ , p , q ,
but if, for all sets of values satisfying

the necessary relation

/(#&amp;lt;&amp;gt;, 2/o, ZQ,PO, g
r

o)
= 0,

it should happen that

P=0, Q = 0, X+pZ=0, Y + qZ=0,
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then the only regular integrals of the system of ordinary equations

are

# = #o, y=y ,
z =

z&amp;lt;&amp;gt;, p=p&amp;lt; &amp;lt;?

=%
and the results can no longer be established.

The case, as before, is usually that of the singular integral : it

is put on one side, for it admits of other treatment as follows. The

equations

/=0, P = 0, Q = 0, X+pZ=0, Y+qZ =

coexist. If it is possible to eliminate p and q between them, there

will result an equation between x, y, z, which is the singular

integral. If it is not possible to eliminate p and q, then, /being

supposed irreducible, they will serve to determine p and q : the

values of p and q are substituted in

dz = pdx + qdy,

and quadrature leads to an integral involving one arbitrary con

stant : it may ( 78) be regarded as a specialised or particular form

of the complete integral.

Further, if P, Q, X + pZ, Y+qZ are not regular functions of

their arguments, the inference as regards the ordinary equations

cannot be made and so the result cannot be established. Special

integrals can thus arise : but it is not the only source of such

integrals.

90. One other exceptional case requires special mention, viz.

that in which

though neither P nor Q vanishes : it is a case which occurs when

/ is homogeneous in p and q of any degree. An integral of the

ordinary equations is then

z quantity independent of t

**;

and if it should happen that we are dealing with conditions leading
to a complete integral, it is clear that the equation z = z cannot

be used for purposes of elimination.

As in corresponding difficulties ( 58, 59), we use a Legendrian

transformation, introducing a new variable z by the relation

z z px,
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and assigning other associated variables in the form

The quantity p P +q Q which occurs in the modified system is

obtained from

by making the above substitutions
;
this does not vanish in general,,

and so the process can be applied to the modified equation : the

integral of the original equation can be deduced as before.

Note 1. Both in Cauchy s method and in Darboux s modi

fication, an integral has been obtained which has been declared a

general integral. Its expression certainly contains an arbitrary
function in the least restricted case

;
but this property is not, of

itself, sufficient to secure the character in the customary form.

A general integral is given by the elimination of a between the

equations

g{x,y,z, a,f(a)}
=

0,

that is, one of the equations is the derivative of the other with

regard to the parameter which is to be eliminated. Of course, when
the elimination can be actually achieved, this relation between the

two equations disappears ; usually, however, the expression of the

general integral must be left in this form.

In particular instances, the result can be verified by bringing
the last two equations into an equivalent form which exhibits the

relation characteristic of the general integral.

Note 2. The general integral that has thus been obtained is

the integral specified in Cauchy s existence-theorem.

Taking the simpler form, we have an integral such that y = y
and z = ZQ = $(y^, when # = #

,
where $ can be any function

subject to the conditions involved in the existence-theorem for

ordinary differential equations : in other words, the integral is

such that z acquires a value &amp;lt; (y), when X=OCQ . The conditions

have relation to the regularity of the coefficients in the ordinary-

equations and of the integrals of those equations; they are the

same as those set out in Cauchy s existence-theorem, and so need

not be repeated here.
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Of course, it must not be assumed that, if all the conditions

required in the proof of the theorem are not satisfied, the integral

does not exist : in such a case, we merely are not in a position to

affirm its existence.

Ex. 1. An example is given by Cauchy*: he discusses the equation

pq-xy=Q.
The initial values must be such that

-
^03/0

=
.

The subsidiary system of ordinary equations is

dx dy dz dp dq

Y~7~2^~y~^
and a unique system of regular integrals satisfying all the conditions is

given by

the same branch of the irrational quantity being taken in q as in y. We have

(z- * )
2
=(y

2
-yo

2
)(*

2 --V);

when we take, in accordance with the preceding theory,

y =u, 2
=&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;(w), 5-0=0 (WQ),

we have a general integral given by the two equations: and when, also in

accordance with the preceding theory, we take

y =a, *o=&
where a and /3 are arbitrary constants, the second equation becomes

(z-W=(y-a?(x-xtf,
giving rise to a complete integral. And there is no singular integral.

If the subsidiary equations are treated by Darboux s method, they can be

taken in the formt

dx _dy _ dz _dp _dq _ dt~~~~~ ~~ ~ ~

*
L.c., t. n, p. 249.

t The new variable t is at our disposal, and any modification tending to simplify

the equations may be adopted; accordingly,
- is chosen instead of dt, as the

common value of the fractions in the subsidiary equations.
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Integrals of these, which give #0) #0, %, Po&amp;gt; o as the values of x, y, z, p, q,

when =0, are

The first three equations give

the assumptions
,1/0
=

tt, Zn= (f)(u\ 2&amp;lt;

= $ (u\

lead to the general integral as before, on the elimination of u\ the

assumptions
y =

a, s =&
lead to the complete integral as contained in the second of the two equations.

Ex. 2. Discuss similarly the equation

2.37,2 px* -f qxy + q*x= 0,

obtaining its complete integral and its general integral. Are there any
limitations upon the initial conditions caused by the form of the equation 1

(Mansion.)
Ex. 3. Integrate the equation

where a is a constant. (Mansion.)

Ex. 4. As a slight variation in the details of working in any particular

question when a Cauchy integral is required, we obtain the integral of

which is such that z becomes &amp;lt; (y\ when X=XQ .

The ordinary equations are

dx dy dz

xz yz pxz -f qyz

both y and z can be expressed in terms of x, on using the original equation,

by integrals

- = constant, z2 - xy= constant.
3$

We takeyu and 2=&amp;lt; (u\ when X=XQ : thus
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Eliminating w, the relation is

which gives the integral in question.

In this case, there is no limitation upon the form of the function &amp;lt;.

GEOMETRY OF THE INTEGRALS.

91. It is found convenient, particularly for equations involving

two independent variables, to associate geometrical considerations

with the analysis. A slight use of this association has already

been made (21), by way of interpreting an integral of an equation:

we shall now proceed to greater detail, particularly in order to

indicate the significance of the various equations, to illustrate the

relations of different integrals to one another, and to discuss some

at least of the singularities which have received no more than

passing mention in the preceding sections. The differential

equation, when there are two independent variables, is taken to be

f(x, y, z, p,q) = :

its complete integral is taken to be

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt; (x, y, z, a, 6)
= 0,

where a and b are arbitrary constants
;
and other

&quot;integrals
can be

deduced by methods already explained.

The equation &amp;lt;

= is the equation of a double family of sur

faces. All these surfaces are such that /= is satisfied
;
con

sequently, they are said to satisfy the differential equation. Also,

f= is given by the elimination of a and b between the equations

Through any point of space x, y, z, there passes a simple
infinitude of the surfaces. The tangent planes at the point can be

represented by the equation

z -z=p (x -x) + q (y
- y\

where x
, y ,

z are current coordinates; and the normals to the

surfaces are given by the equations

x x _ y y _ z z

p q -i
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All these normals lie on the cone

this cone of normals will be denoted by N. The reciprocal of the

cone of normals is the envelope of all the tangent planes at the

point to the surfaces satisfying the differential equation : this cone,
the envelope of the tangent planes, will be denoted by T.

The equation of the cone T can be simply constructed as

follows. The tangent plane is

z -z=p(x -x) + q (y
f -

y) ;

we require the envelope of this plane, subject to the condition

f(x, y, z, p, q)
= 0, and therefore we have

= (x -x)dp + (y
-

y) dq,

A a/ , a/ ,

*-$* +
$**

so that the equation of the cone T is given by the elimination of

p and q between the equations

z -z=p(x -x) + q(y
f -

y)

x x y y-v
dp dq

f(x, y, z, p,q) =

The result will obviously be of the form

x x x

Moreover, the equations of the generator of T, which lies in the

tangent plane in question, are

x x y y z z

~W~ ~17~~

=

~7 df

up dq dp dq

this generator is the line along which the tangent plane touches

the cone T, and it obviously is perpendicular to the corresponding
normal on the reciprocal cone N.

Again, take any plane

z = ax + /3y + 7
in space : if this plane touches an integral surface

$ (x, y, z, a, b)
= 0,
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the point of contact is given by

, ,

dx dz dy

The coordinates of the point of contact satisfy the equation

/O, y, z, a, /3)
= 0,

whatever a and 6 may be : and, of course, as the point lies in the

plane, we have
z = ax + /3y + 7.

But the two equations

z = OLX + fiy + y, f(x, y, z, a, )
= 0,

determine a plane curve : owing to its source, it is the locus of

points of contact of integral surfaces with the assumed plane.

This curve lying in the plane will be denoted by C.

Moreover, as this plane touches a surface at the point x, y, z, it

touches the cone T which is associated with the point ;
we may

therefore regard the curve C as the locus of those points in the

plane at which the plane touches the associated cones T. And,

conversely, a cone T associated with a point is the envelope of

those planes whose curves C pass through the point.

Consequently, the integral surfaces which satisfy the differential

equation can be regarded in two ways. On the one hand, all those

which pass through a given point have their tangent planes

enveloped by a cone T: on the other hand, all those which touch

a given plane have their points of contact with the plane lying

upon a curve C in the plane. Each of these is obviously deducible

from the other by reciprocal polars.

Ex. 1. Shew that if the curve C is a degenerate curve, composed of a

number of straight lines, and if the (Legendre) transformation

is applied to the partial differential equation, the transformed differential

equation is linear.

(Goursat.)

Ex. 2. Shew that, if integral surfaces be given by an equation

where

a, /3, y being given constants, and a, 6, c arbitrary constants subject to this

condition, the curves C are circles.

(Goursat.)
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CHARACTERISTICS: THEIR PROPERTIES.

92. Now consider a general integral as deduced from a com

plete integral ;
it is given by the equations

=
{x, y y z, a, g (a)}

=
0,

,da da dg
y

where g (a) is an arbitrary function : the surface, represented by
the general integral, is obtained by eliminating a between the two

equations. The equation = is one of the surfaces included in

the complete integral; the equation -^-
= then determines a

curve on the surface = 0, being in fact the intersection of =

with the surface that arises from a consecutive value of a; the

curve thus given, for any value of a, is called a characteristic of the

surface = 0. The general integral, arising from the elimination

of a between = and -p- = 0, is thus the locus of the character
ed

istics of the surfaces = 0, which arise for any one function g and

for all values of a.

On any surface represented by a complete integral, there is an

infinitude of characteristics : they arise because g(a) is an arbitrary

function which can be assigned in an infinitude of ways. Through

any ordinary point on such a surface, there passes certainly one

characteristic : for, at that point, there are two independent equa
tions to determine a and g(ci). Moreover, through any ordinary

point there passes only one characteristic in general : because the

two equations,
= and ~~ = 0, in general give unique values for

the ratios dx:dy: dz.

At any point on a characteristic of = 0, the curve is touched

by the tangent plane there : it is also touched there by the tangent

plane at that point to the consecutive surface, because it lies on

that surface. Hence the tangent line to the characteristic is the

intersection of the tangent planes to two consecutive surfaces

through the point, that is, it coincides with the generator of the

cone T along which the cone touches the tangent plane to = 0.
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The general integral touches the surface &amp;lt;

=
along the

characteristic. On the surface
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

= 0, the tangent to the surface

is determined by the values of p and q which are given by

At that point on the general integral, the value of a is given, in

terms of x, y, z
y by
~ =

: when this value of a is substituted

in
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

=
0, the values of p and q determining the tangent plane

to the general integral at the point are given by

9* 3*
jjda ^ + ?^ +^^ =

0)dx ^
dz da dx dy

*
dz da dy

that is, they are the same as for the tangent plane to &amp;lt;

= 0,

because
-^-

= 0. As the tangent planes are the same at every

point, the general integral touches the surface
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

= everywhere

along the characteristic.

Further, if two integral surfaces touch at a point, they touch

everywhere along the characteristic through the point: for each

of them touches the general integral everywhere along the

characteristic.

Again, general integrals arising from the assumption of

different forms of arbitrary function represent different surfaces,

being the loci of the characteristics: it is natural to enquire
whether two different surfaces representing general integrals have

any characteristics in common. It is obvious that the equations

$(x,y,z,a,b) = 0, b=g(a), g +
^| /() =

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;,

&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;(r,y,z,(i,c)
= Q, c = h(a), ^ + ^A = 0,

utt vC

will represent the same curve on the two different surfaces for

each value of a, which satisfies the relations

g(a) = h(a\ g (a) = h (a) ;

and that, if there are m such values of a, the two surfaces will

have m characteristics in common.

Now pass to the limit when these m characteristics coincide :

F. v. 15
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then the common value of a is a root of multiple order m + 1 of

the equation
g (a)

= h (a),

so that we have

Then along this common characteristic the two surfaces repre

senting the general integral have contact of order m. The

derivatives of z, up to and including those of order m, belonging
to the surface

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;(*,
?/,*, a, &)

=
0, b = g(a), |*

+
|f&amp;lt;7&amp;gt;)

=
&amp;gt;

involve derivatives of g(a) of order not higher than m; and

similarly for the derivatives of z, given by

&amp;lt;t,(

X,y, Z,a,c) = 0, c = h(a), g +
|*

/. (a) = 0,

derivatives of /^ (a) of order not higher than m occur. Owing to

the relations between g (a) and h (a), the derivatives of z at a

common point are the same for the two surfaces up to order m
;

and therefore the two surfaces have contact of order m along the

characteristic.

It is an immediate corollary that, if two integral surfaces have

contact of order m at any point, they have contact of that order

along the whole characteristic through the point.

Ex. 1. These properties are used by Darboux to determine the integral

surface or surfaces which pass through any given curve K.

We may assume that K does not lie on the singular integral, if any:

otherwise, a single surface is at once given ;
and other surfaces will occur

among those which represent complete integrals or general integrals.

We may also assume that K does not lie on a complete integral : otherwise,

a single surface is at once given ; and, if K be a characteristic, an infinitude

of surfaces satisfies the required condition.

Accordingly, take any point P on the curve K and draw the tangent PQ
to the curve at the point P : through the line PQ draw a plane to touch the

cone T associated with the point. Then, for the point, we have values of

x, y, z, p, q, the two latter being given by the tangent plane : by means

of the integrals of the equations of the characteristics, we construct the

complete integral having these for initial values. This complete integral

touches the curve K at the point / . Through this point P draw the charac

teristic on the complete integral ;
it touches the curve K at the point.
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Now let P travel along the curve : for each successive position, we have

a characteristic; the locus of these characteristics is the integral surface

required, and (being such a locus) it is a general integral. It can also be

obtained as the envelope of the complete integrals touching K.

If only a single tangent plane can be drawn through PQ to the cone T7

,

the general integral thus obtained constitutes the whole of the surface

required. If several tangent planes can be drawn, the general integral
consists of a corresponding number of sheets.

Ex. 2. Shew that, if the curve K lies on a surface representing a complete

integral though it is not a characteristic on that surface, no other integral
surface can be drawn through K.

(Darboux.)

93. It is convenient to consider the developable surface

circumscribed to an integral surface along a characteristic: it is

called the characteristic developable.

To obtain the simplest properties, consider less particularly

any two surfaces $ and S : let a plane touch them in A and A
respectively ;

then the developable surface circumscribed to S and

S is the envelope of such planes. A generator of the developable
is the intersection of two consecutive planes : hence AA is a

generator, because a plane, consecutive to the supposed plane,
touches S in A and S in A .

Take a plane P and, in that plane, the curve C which is the

locus of its points of contact with integral surfaces. Suppose that

the two preceding surfaces S and S touch the plane, and let their

points of contact be Q and Q , being points on C
; then QQ is a

generator of the developable circumscribed to S and S . Now let

$ and S be consecutive surfaces : the circumscribed developable
becomes the characteristic developable circumscribed along the

characteristic which is the ultimate intersection of S and S : the

points Q and Q coincide, and the line QQ becomes the tangent to

C. Hence the generator of the characteristic developable through
a point on the characteristic is the tangent to C at that point.

Moreover, the cone T, being the envelope of the tangent

planes at the point to all the integral surfaces through the point,

touches P at the point : the generator along which it touches P
is, as seen above, the tangent to the characteristic line.

Take the characteristic, being the intersection of two con

secutive surfaces, and draw the tangent planes along it : the

envelope of these is the characteristic developable, and the

152
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generator of this developable at any point is the tangent there

to the curve C. Accordingly, at any point on the characteristic

line, draw the tangent : construct the plane which touches the

cone T along this tangent : in this plane, obtain the curve C : the

tangent to G at the point is the generator of the characteristic

developable through the point, being the intersection of two con

secutive tangent planes to the surface along the characteristic.

94. On the basis of these geometrical properties we can

obtain the differential equations of the characteristics : these will,

of course, be a set of ordinary equations, because each characteristic

is a curve and therefore admits of only one independent variable.

The tangent line to the characteristic at any point x, y, z, is

the generator of the cone T lying in the tangent plane ;
the

equations of this generator were obtained ( 91) in the form

z

-J _iL
fT)

^L-
_^_ Q

J

dp dq
r
dp

*
dq

and therefore the direction of the tangent to the characteristic

satisfies the equations

dx dy dz
7

f=t=-f !^&quot;&amp;gt;

dp dq
^
dp

*
dq

say. Next, the curve C in the plane

z -z=p (x -x) + q (y
-

y)

satisfies the equation

where p and q define the plane : hence the tangent to C at the

point is given by
&g =**pbx+ qby,

so that

This direction is to be the same as the intersection of the tangent

plane at the point with the tangent plane at a consecutive point
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on the characteristic : at this consecutive point, the tangent

plane is

z -(z + dz) = (p + dp) {x
-

(x + dx)} + (q + dq) [y
f -

(y + dy)},

and therefore, along the intersection, we have

dz = (x x) dp pdx + (y y)dq q dy.

But, along the characteristic,

dz=pdx + qdy;
and therefore

(x -x)dp + (y -y)dq = Q,

that is,

Sxdp + Sydq = 0.

Hence

~df

say. Also, the variations along the characteristic must be subject

to the equation

f(x,y,z,p,q) = 0,

and therefore

x + y + z + -
p + q =dx dy dz dp
J

dq

Substituting, we find

du + dv =
;

consequently, the equations of the characteristic are

dx d dz d

\

~

But these are the equations which occur in Cauchy s method of

integration, whether in its original form or in Darboux s presenta

tion : accordingly, it is usually described as the method of charac

teristics.

The integration of these equations gives an integrated form of

the equations of the characteristic, coupled with the assignment of

initial values satisfying

f(x &amp;gt;

y&amp;gt;

z
,

P&amp;gt;&amp;lt;l)

= 0, dz=pdx
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these initial values are regarded as functions of a variable u :

when this variable is eliminated between the equations

y=y(x,x ,y ,
z

, p ,

)j2= z(x, #
, y , Z ,p , yf)j

J

the result is a single equation representing a surface which
&amp;gt;

whether the integral be general or be complete, is a locus of

characteristics.

Ex. Denoting any integral of the partial equation

/O^y, z,p, gO=o

by 2, the derivatives of x, y, z, with respect to a variable t by x
, y\ z

,
and any

arbitrary function of t by T, verify that the conditions, necessary and

sufficient to secure a stationary (zero) value for the integral

i:
-z }dt,

are the equations of the characteristics of the partial differential equation.

Apply this method to deduce the condition that two equations

/(#,#, *,#?)= 0, 9(x,y,z,p,q)=Q,

may possess a common integral. (Hilbert.)

95. In the preceding investigation of the equations of the

characteristics, they have been associated analytically with the

original partial differential equation : it is desirable to associate

them also with the integral of the differential equation.

The differential equation /(#, y, z, p, &amp;lt;/)

= is the result of

eliminating a and b between the equations

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

=
(x, y, z, a,b) =

,

*7S
+*2

and/= is the only equation which results from that elimination.

The only independent relations, that connect differential elements

dx, dy, dz, dp, dq, are

d&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;

= 0, dfa = 0,
d&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

2
=

;

and df=0 is a relation connecting these differential elements :

hence quantities X, /u,, p, free from differential elements, must exist

such that the relation

df= \d(f&amp;gt;
+ pdfa 4-

pd&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;
2
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is satisfied*, and therefore we have

because/, &amp;lt;f), fa, fa vanish together.

As a and 6 do not occur in /and do occur in 0, fa, fa, we have

80

parts such as ^ + fa^ + 2
1^ vanishing, because of the integral

equations under consideration. Moreover, p occurs in X ,
but not

in or
(/&amp;gt;

2 : and ^ occurs in &amp;lt; 2 ,
but not in

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

or 0! ;
hence

- 3* 8/ = p ?*

dp
V

dz dq
P dz

Again,

hence

Now the integral equations of the characteristics are

= 0O, y, ^, a, 6)
= 0, b = g(a),

* The equation
/=

can also be obtained by the ordinary theory of elimination.
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We have, from foregoing equations,

and therefore, along any characteristic,

that is,

But as ^ =
permanently along the characteristics, we have

-^
dx -\ ^ dy -\ ^ dz = 0,ox dy oz

that is,

and therefore

dx
__ dy

LL O

say, where dx and dy are elements of a characteristic. Conse

quently,

V:

86

because the relation 1
= -^+^-? = is satisfied in connection
ox oz

with our equations; and similarly

df df\ 80 7

~~- + q
~

}
= -=- do.

$y
*
dz/ dz

^

Also
^\ / Of i-\ / -v.

O/ 0&amp;lt;p -, Of 00u ~ = --
dx, u ^- = ~-

dy.
dp dz dq dz

J
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Hence, gathering together the various results, we have

dx dy dz dp dq^&quot;~ = ~ =

These equations are satisfied along the characteristics; and they
have been derived from the integral equations.

Ex. As an illustration of the elimination process, consider the equation

&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;

= z ax1
by^ ab=Q:

then

&amp;lt;h=/&amp;gt;-2flw;
=

0, 2=^-26^= 0,

and so

Now it is easy to verify that

identically : and therefore

f=*-*Q +
*)*-i(j

+
y)fr-&amp;lt;h4&amp;gt;*-

Thus

L- 9 _ V_ i (b ,

A 1
_

which are satisfied in virtue of the equations &amp;lt;i=0,
&amp;lt; 2
= 0: these, together

with 0=0, lead to/=0.

96. In these discussions the surface, which is connected with

a complete integral, has been given by a single equation

(/&amp;gt; (JL-, y, 2, a, b)
= 0.

In the general theory of surfaces, it often is convenient to have

a parametric representation, whereby x, y, z are expressed in terms

of two independent parameters : when this mode is adopted for the

representation of the complete integral, we should have equations
of the type

x = h (it, v, a, b), y = k (a, v, a, 6), z = I (u, v, a, b).
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The single equation of the complete surface would be obtained by
the elimination of u and v between these three equations ; hence,

taking
(j&amp;gt; (x, y, z, a, b)

= a(x- h) + f}(y-k)+y(z- I),

we have

dcf&amp;gt;

d̂a

d&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

^rr
db

dh
=-
OU

dh
dr
dv

dh
5~da

dh
^T
db

=-
du

dk
cr
dv

3k
^-da

dl

5-du

dl

^-
dv

dl
^-
da

dl

~^7
db

The characteristic is given by

hence

/dh dh ,\ /dk dk
jf

\ /dl dl

Accordingly, the equations of the characteristic are

x = h, y = k, z = I

d(h,k,i) d(h,k,i)+

the form earlier considered would be given by the elimination of

u, v, b among these five equations.

As regards p and q, we have

dz pdx + qdy

for all variations
;
hence p and q are given by the equations

. - ft-\ I y-V

du du du

The differential equation

f(x, y, z, p,q)=Q
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results from the elimination of u, v, a, b between these two equations

and
x = h, y=-k, z= I.

Taking

dh dk dl\ ( dh dk dl
+ q~

-- *-}+-E\P*- +
&amp;lt;lz--

fa *du di(J V dv
*
dv

and noting the explicit occurrences of variables, as well as the

disappearances of parameters and constants, we have

y_ A _ B _ c^~ A.&amp;gt; o
--

**i 5T~
~ ^

dx dy dz

V -n dk E dk
-

-^
= U ^

--r /& 5- j

dq cu dv

A ^ ^ d2
l

= -A^-- B =
--

5-
du du da

A ^ a2
/

= -^=:-- B --- C =-

^r-^r-^- ^^I
db db db \ dudb

The last four equations determine the ratios A : B : G : D : E. The

equations of the characteristic, being

dx _ dy dp _ dq
dh ^j,dh dk dk
~--h^^- U R h / 5-
dti av at&amp;lt; av

dz
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on substituting for J-
,

J-
,

J-
,

J-
,

J-
, take the simple form

du _dv _ dp dqD~E~ -(A+pC)
=
-(B + ~qC)

when the values of x, y, z are inserted. While these are the

general equations of the characteristic, it is clear that the direction

of the characteristic at any point on the surface is given by

du dv

where the quantity D : E is given by the preceding equations and
where the magnitudes p and q, which occur in that quantity, are

p
9 (I, k) - d (h, I)

d (u, v) d (u, v) d (u, v)

EDGE OF REGRESSION: INTEGRAL CURVES.

97. Returning now to a complete integral surface

we have the characteristics given by

t-* 6
-,&amp;lt;aX g-g +*, (a) -o.

As has been seen, these equations represent the general integral

surface when a and b are eliminated, this surface being the locus

of the characteristics. When a and b are not eliminated, the

equations represent the characteristics which lie on this general

integral surface.

Now take a characteristic on the general integral determined

by a value a, and a neighbouring characteristic determined by
a value a + 8a, where Sa is infinitesimal : the equations of the

former are

* = o, ? = o,
da

and those of the latter can be taken

dd&amp;gt; . d6 d-6 .
6 + -y^ Ba = 0,

~r + ?-Sa = 0,r da da da?
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keeping 8a sufficiently small
;
hence the ultimate intersection of

two consecutive characteristics is given by

The three equations determine the point of intersection, giving its

coordinates as functions of a. When a is eliminated between the

three equations, the two resulting equations give a curve, which is

the locus of the ultimate intersections of the characteristics. This

curve lies on the surface

* = o, ? = o,da

which represents the general integral ;
on the analogy of develop

able surfaces, Monge called* it the edge of regression of the general

integral surface.

This locus may be regarded as the envelope of the characteristics

on the general integral : for it touches a characteristic at its point
of ultimate intersection with its neighbour. To verify this state

ment, we note that the curve passes through the point : for it is

the locus of such points. Further, to obtain its tangent at the

point, we assume that, for it, a is determined as a function of

jc, y, z by means of the equation

and that the value of a is substituted in the other two equations :

the values of dx : dy : dz, derived from them, are then given by

,

da da
where

dx dy

and so for the others : that is, the values are given by

cty
= 0, d^ = 0,

da

which are the equations determining the ratios dx : dy : dz for the

characteristic at the point: hence the two curves touch at the

point. Thus all the characteristics on the general integral touch

the edge of regression.

*
Application de VAnalyse a la Geomtrie, vi : the last edition was edited by

Liouville in 1850.
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Ex. The simplest example of all arises when the complete integral is a

double family of planes

The general integral is of the form

being a developable surface, for it is the envelope of a plane whose equation
contains one parameter. The characteristics are the generators: they are

the intersections of consecutive planes, and each is the curve of contact of a

plane with the general integral. The envelope of the generators is the edge
of regression of the developable surface.

98. We have seen that the tangent to the characteristic at

any point P is a generator of the cone T associated with P; hence,

as the equation of this cone is

P being the point x, y t z, the tangents to the characteristic, and
therefore the characteristic itself at the point, satisfy the equation

Curves satisfying this equation are called integral curves.

It is clear that characteristics are included among these integral
curves: it is equally clear that they are not the most general

integral curves, because F = is only a single equation involving
two unknown quantities and one of these can be assumed arbi

trarily, the equation then determining the other. Properties
sufficient to distinguish characteristics among integral curves have

already ( 92, 93) been given.

The edge of regression of the general integral is easily seen to

be an integral curve : for, at any point on it, the tangent is the

same as that of the characteristic which touches it there. The
latter at the point satisfies F = : hence, also, the equations of the

edge of regression satisfy F=0.

Conversely, every integral curve can be obtained as an edge of

regression. Owing to the equation, the tangents to the integral
curves through the point are the generators of the cone associated

with the point. Taking any integral curve, its tangent is a

generator of the cone, and the direction of the generator deter-
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mines a characteristic through the point, which characteristic

accordingly touches the integral curve at the point: moreover,

it is the only characteristic which can be drawn through the point.

Now it has been proved (Ex. 1, 92) that a general integral

passing through a curve is generated as the locus of the character

istics drawn through the points of the curve : and the result is not

affected by the angle of intersection between the curve and the

characteristic. Hence in the present case, taking the aggregate of

the characteristics tangent to the integral curve, we have a general

integral surface: on that surface, the integral curve is the envelope
of the characteristics and therefore is an edge of regression.

Hence we may take

, , ,da da2

as the comprehensive integral curve satisfying the equation F = 0.

The contact relations of the various integral surfaces with one

another will be discussed later : it is worth noting the contact

relations of these integral curves with the surface &amp;lt;

= 0.

At a point along the integral curve determined by the relations

da da2

we have

&quot;^

that is,

Again, because
d&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;

= 0, we have

that is,

and therefore

:0.

Consequently, along the integral curve, we have

= 0,
dcf&amp;gt;

= 0, d-0 = :
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shewing that the integral surface
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

= is cut in three consecutive

points by the integral curve. Thus the edge of regression of the

general integral has contact of the second order with the complete

integral surface from which it originates.

The edge of regression of a general integral is given by the

equations
A dd&amp;gt; A d2

(j)

9 = U, -j
= 0, -17 = ;da da-

the quantity b is any function of a, and the equations involve

b , b&quot;,
the first and the second derivatives of b. As there thus

arises a curve associated with any assumed function, there thus

will arise an infinitude of such curves associated with all forms

of the function.

Let those curves among this infinitude be selected which are

such that
^73A

= 0;da3

that such curves do, in general, exist can be seen as follows. For

variations along any edge of regression, the ratios dx : dy : dz

satisfy the equations

dd&amp;gt; + -^ da = 0,da

d
da

+

hence, if the edge of regression be such that

its direction at the point is given by

, , .

da da2

Between these three equations and the equations

*=&amp;gt; -* -

we eliminate a, b, b
, b&quot;,

and we have two resulting equations

involving dx : dy : dz. The two differential equations (which will
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be algebraical in form when
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

is algebraical) define curves: so that

curves of the specified type do exist in general. Further, along
such a curve x, y, z, dx : dy : dz are expressible in terms of a para
metric variable, say t : hence at the point, the foregoing equations,
when resolved, will express both a and b in terms of t and so, on
the elimination of t between the expressions, will give b in terms
of a.

To find the order of contact of this curve with the integral
surface from which it originates, we proceed as before. Along the

curve, we have

Also, since
d&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

= 0, we have

that is,

and therefore

d2

&amp;lt;^

= 0.

A J J d(
t&amp;gt; A

And, since d -~ = 0, we have
da

that is,

d2

-j
h f d -j^ } da = 0,

so that

da

And, since d2

(f&amp;gt;

= 0, we have

d (dty)
= 0,

that is,

so that

d3

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;

= 0.

Hence along the curve in question, we have

at the point: consequently, the curve in question meets the

integral surface in four consecutive points : that is, the curve has
contact of the third order with the surface.

F. v. 16
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Ex. 1. The equation of a sphere, that is absolutely unrestricted, contains

four arbitrary independent constants : hence, when it is made subject to two

independent conditions, the equation will contain two arbitrary constants

and may be regarded as giving the complete integral of some partial diffe

rential equation.

To obtain a general integral, we select a family of these spheres and

construct their envelope. The characteristics, being the intersections of

consecutive spheres, are circles : each sphere touches the envelope surface

along a circle. The edge of regression on the envelope surface, which is the

general integral, is itself the envelope of the characteristic circles
;
and the

earlier investigation shewed that, where the sphere meets this edge of

regression, it meets the edge in three consecutive points.

But there is one general integral for which the contact is closer. By an

appropriate choice of a functional relation between the two constants in the

complete integral, we obtain the envelope of one selected family of spheres :

each sphere, where it meets the edge of regression on this envelope surface,

meets it in four consecutive points, and therefore is its osculating sphere.

The characteristics are the circles which are the intersections of consecutive

spheres : hence, for this general integral, they are the osculating circles of the

edge of regression.

Ex. 2. As a particular instance of the last example, construct the various

equations of the complete integral, the general integral, and the selected

general integral, when the edge of regression is a regular helix
;
and obtain

the partial differential equation satisfied by the integrals.

Ex. 3. In the explanations in the general theory, all the surfaces and

curves concerned are unrestricted in properties ;
it has been assumed that

the various contacts are possible.

Consider, in particular, a plane. Its equation involves three independent
constants when completely unrestricted: if the plane be subject to one

condition, two independent constants will remain in the equation, which then

can be regarded as giving the complete integral of a partial differential

equation. To obtain a general integral, we make one of the constants an

arbitrary function of the other and proceed to obtain the envelope of the

planes so selected. As their equation involves one arbitrary parameter, this

envelope is a developable surface: the characteristics are the generators,

being the intersections of consecutive planes ;
and each plane osculates the

edge of regression of the surface.

But it is not possible to select a general integral so as to have closer

contact between the plane and its edge of regression : because not more than

three consecutive points of a curve can lie in a plane, unless at a singular

point, or unless the curve be a plane curve.

In this case, the selected general integral of 98 does not occur.

99. In discussing the selected general integral, and its edge
of regression with which a complete integral has triple contact,

the complete integral is supposed known
;
and the equations of the
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edge of regression in question are deduced from that of the

complete integral. It is, however, possible to deduce equations of

the particular edge of regression from the original differential

equation.

For the purpose it is sufficient to note that, at a point on the

particular edge of regression, there is triple contact between the
curve and the complete integral surface

; and therefore, when the

equations

f(x, y, z, p, (?)
=

0, dz=pdx + qdy,

are regarded as determining p and q in terms of x, y, z, dx, dy, dz,

(supposed known, as belonging to the required curve), they must

provide a triple root. Hence, on writing

, _dz , dy~
dx y ~

dx
the equation

f(x, y, 2, z - qy , q)=0

must provide a triple root
;
so that

The elimination of q, between the last two equations and

f(x,y,z,z -qy , q)
= 0,

leads to two equations which are the (ordinary differential)

equations of the curve in question.

It is clear that, if the equation is rational and integral in p and

q, it must be of at least the third degree if the curve in question
is to arise.

Ex. 1. Prove that, if such a curve exists, it touches the edges of regres
sion of the cones T and that its tangents are perpendicular to the planes of
inflexion of the cones N.

(Darboux.)
Ex. 2. Discuss the various loci, indicated in the preceding sections, to be

associated with the partial differential equation, the complete integral of
which is

(l-a2
)# + (l+a2

)jb+ 2ay+ &= 0,

where a and b are arbitrary constants, and k is a pure constant.

(Goursat.)

162
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Discuss also the integrals of the equation which has

=
l)

=I)
for its complete primitive.

Ex. 3. It has been proved that every integral curve
( 98) can be

represented as an edge of regression of a general integral : it has also been

proved that an integral surface touching an edge of regression has contact of

the second order: hence every integral curve, touching an integral surface,

has contact of the second order with that surface.

Verify this proposition directly from the equations.

(Lie.)

LIE S CLASSIFICATION OF EQUATIONS.

100. In the discussion of the characteristics, regard has been

paid chiefly to their association with the surface represented by
the general integral : but they can be considered also in their

association with the surface represented by the complete integral.

It is in this connection that Lie has considered them*, in

particular, classifying partial differential equations according to

the nature of the characteristics as curves upon the complete

integral surface. Some of his results can be obtained very

simply as follows.

Among the various curves that can be drawn upon a surface,

three of the most important classes are asymptotic lines (being

the lines touched by the principal tangents of the surface at

successive points), lines of curvature, and geodesies ; and, accord

ingly, Lie investigates those partial differential equations of the

first order, the surface integrals of which have characteristics

belonging to one of these three classes of curves upon the surface.

(i) The directions of the asymptotic lines upon a surface at

any point, being the directions of the principal tangents at the

point, are given by
pdx + qdy = dz,

rdxz + 2sdxdy + tdf = 0,

in the usual notation : as

dp = rdx + sdy, dq = sdx + tdy,

the latter equation is

dpdx+ dqdy = 0.

* Math. Ann. t. v (1872), pp. 188200.
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If these are the characteristics of the surface integral of an

equation

f(xt y, z, p, q)
=

0,

they must accord with the ordinary differential equations of the

characteristics ( 94). Hence

l I r\ I w ^\ *\ 5

p \dy
^
dz J dq

and this condition is sufficient, as well as necessary, to secure the

property. Accordingly, any function /, which satisfies this con

dition, will lead to a differential equation possessing the property

that the characteristics are asymptotic lines upon the integral

surface.

Ex. Verify that a complete integral of the foregoing equation, which

must be satisfied by /, is

where a, 6, c, g, h are arbitrary constants: obtain other integrals of that

equation: and discuss the surface integrals of the equation /=0 for the

respective forms of/.

(ii) The directions of the lines of curvature at any point of a

surface are given by

pdx + qdy = dz,

(dx + pdz) dq = (dy + q dz) dp.

If these are the characteristics of the surface integral of an

equation

f(fK,y,z,p, 0)
= 0,

they must accord with the ordinary differential equations of the

characteristics
;
hence ( 94)

that is,

3p
T

&quot;aj j dy\dp r\r Sp *dq

J
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and this condition is sufficient, as well as necessary, to secure the

property. Accordingly, any function /, which satisfies this con

dition, will lead to a differential equation possessing the property
that the characteristics are lines of curvature upon the integral

surface.

(iii) The determination of equations such that the integral

surfaces have geodesies for their characteristics is, at first sight, a

problem leading to equations of the second order. Geodesies are

given by the equations

1 d*x 1 d*y d*z

and these can be replaced by the equations

dz dx dy= p h q ,

dt dt dt

f2/y /&quot;//)/ fl 2&amp;gt;)l f
) Jj (JjU tl

LJ
L

i dx dy\ fdp dx dq dy\=
V ~dt

~ P
~dt) (dt ~dt

+
dt ~diJ

where t is any variable. When the partial differential equa
tion is

f(x, y, z, p, q)
= 0,

the characteristics are given by

dx df dy df dz df df

=._ =__
~dt dx p dz dt dy

q
dz

The first of the two equations for the geodesies is satisfied

identically; when substitution is effected in the other equation,

it becomes a partial differential equation of the second order a

result to be expected, when the curvature property of the geodesic

is used.

But an equation of the first order can be obtained, by using the

known properties of geodesic parallels and their orthogonal geo

desies*. The element of arc upon the surface is given by

ds* = (1 + _p
2

) dx* + Zpqdxdy+(l+ g
2

) dy* ;

*
Darboux, Theorie generate des surfaces, t. n, pp. 424 et seq.
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if be an integral of the equation

containing a non-additive constant a, the geodesies are given by

W
~- = constant.
da

On the basis of this property, the equation of the required surfaces

can be constructed.

Let
cj) (a, y, z) denote any function of x, y, z : and let the

(unknown) value of z of the surface be supposed substituted in
&amp;lt;,

so that it becomes the foregoing function 6
;
then

80
_a&amp;lt;

a# d& _d$ atf&amp;gt;

dx fix dz
}

dy dy dz

When these values are substituted in the above equation, it

becomes

or, what is an equivalent form,

d&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;

3&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;- 9cf&amp;gt;\-
)X f/a&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;--^ =(1 + p- + q*)\(^

a^/ Mv^y va,?//

When a value of z is obtained so as to satisfy this equation, and

when it is substituted in the assumed function
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;(x, y, z), the

latter becomes a quantity 0, such that 6 = constant gives a family

of parallel curves. The orthogonal geodesies on the surface are

given by w
=- = constant
da

= 0,

say, for one geodesic, where a is a non-additive constant in 0.

Now
&amp;lt;(#, y, z} = d(x, y, a),

and the quantity a has entered only through z, as given by the

integral of the foregoing equation : hence

?&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

dz _ M _
r\ 7

- ~ -
&quot;&amp;gt;

dz da oa
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8&amp;lt;f&amp;gt; .

so that, as -- is not zero, we nave
dz

and this gives a geodesic on the surface. But

z function (x, y, a),

r-&amp;lt;*aa

are the equations of the characteristic : hence Ae surfaces, obtained

by integrating the equation

_ 1 ^r *

where
&amp;lt;p

(x, y, z) is any function of x, y, z, have geodesies for their

characteristics *.

Ex. 1. Shew that, if the normals to a surface touch the sphere
its equation satisfies the partial differential equation

integrate this equation, discussing the characteristics and the edge of

regression. (Monge.)

Ex. 2. If the characteristics of a non-linear equation are straight lines,

the equation is of the form

z=px+ qy+f(p, q).

(Goursat.)

Ex. 3. Shew that the characteristics of the equation

p+ a= (q+ &)/(#,y, z}

are curves in parallel planes; and indicate how to form the equation of

surfaces whose characteristics are plane curves.

* These results are due to Lie, who gives other properties in his memoir quoted
on p. 244. The method of establishment differs from Lie s, which is based upon

properties of complexes of lines and curves.



CHAPTER VII.

SINGULAR INTEGRALS AND THEIR GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES:

SINGULARITIES OF THE CHARACTERISTICS.

THE authorities used in the construction of this chapter have been quoted
at the beginning of the preceding chapter.

101. We now proceed to consider the relations of the Singular

Integral (which will be assumed to exist) with the various integral

surfaces and curves that have been discussed. That Singular

Integral is given by the equation, which results from the elimi

nation* of a and b between the equations

or by part of that resulting equation ;
the value of z must be such

that the differential equation is satisfied. In that case, the

resulting equation (or the part of the resulting equation) repre

sents the envelope which then is possessed by the family of

complete integral surfaces : as the values of p and q are the same

*
It is to be borne in mind that the singular integral is assumed to exist,

so that it will arise as indicated in the text. The result of the elimination in

general is not to give an integral of the equation ;
the eliminant contains the locus

of conical points (if any), the locus of double lines (if any), and other loci, which

are not integrals of the differential equation. For a discussion of such matters,

which are not our concern at this stage, reference may be made to a memoir by
M. J. M. Hill, PhiJ. Trans. A (1892), pp. 141278.

Moreover, it is assumed that the elimination is possible, so that the three

equations are independent of one another. This condition, however, is not always

satisfied; and it is easy to construct exceptions of the type

which would make the three equations equivalent to two only. Again, such

matters are not our present concern : we assume that the elimination is possible,

and that it leads to the singular integral.
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at any point, common to the envelope and the complete integral
surface, the latter surface is touched by the envelope at a common
point. Let the envelope be denoted by E.

The three equations are equivalent to the equation of E and
to values (or to sets of values) of a and b: by each such set of

values of a and b, there is given a point on E where it is touched

by &amp;lt;

= 0.

Take any point P on E, and let the values of a and b at P be
denoted by a and b . A characteristic through P is given by

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt; 0, y y
z

t a,, 6 )
= 0, 6 =/(oo),

but these equations are satisfied, whatever be the form f(a ),

because the equations

o i

9a

are satisfied at the point ;
hence an infinitude of characteristics

passes through any point on the envelope. Moreover, all these

characteristics through P touch E there : for they pass through
P as a point on the complete surface which touches E at the

point.

Take any two curves PT and PT on E passing through P ;

let T and T denote points consecutive to P on those curves

respectively; also let a + da
,
b + db be the values of a and b for

T, and a + 8a
,
b + 8b be their values for T . Then along PT,

the values at P of the differential elements dx
t dy, dz are given by

82

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

-

,=
j-

- a^c + ^^ a?/ + srt- a^ + ^ 5r~ aa +

and the last two terms in the first equation vanish. Now the

complete integral touching E at T cuts the complete integral

touching E at P in the characteristic whose equations are
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and the direction of the tangent to this characteristic is given by
the two equations

2

dx + 5-^- dy + ~^- dz

o
Sa \dbQdx db dy db dz

If then this characteristic touches PT at P, the last two equations

giving the ratios dx : dy : dz must be satisfied by the values of

dx, dy, dz belonging to PT : hence

that is,

jo
i ^-JL

^ ^

5-^ f?a 8a + ^
~-

(db Sa + &amp;lt;fa 8& ) + 5^ c?6 86 = 0.
(7or

&quot;

oofoOOo tTCv

Moreover, this relation is symmetrical between the two sets of

differential elements that are associated with T and T respectively.

Hence we have Darboux s theorem *
:

If we take any direction PT through a point P on E which

represents the singular integral, and if PT be the direction of the

characteristic which is the intersection of the complete integrals

touching E at consecutive points P and T
,
then PT is the direction

of the characteristic which is the intersection of the complete integrals

touching E at consecutive points P and T.

Characteristics, in directions such as PT and PT at P, may be

called conjugate : obviously, any characteristic has a conjugate.

When a characteristic coincides with its conjugate, so that it

may be called self-conjugate, its direction at the point on the

envelope is given by

Hence, in general, there are two sets of curves upon the envelope

such that, at every point upon each of them, the tangent
characteristic is self-conjugate ;

such curves may be called asym-

*
L.c., p. 60.
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ptotic curves. The two curves through any point touch one

another, if the equation

8a 2 86 2

is satisfied at the point. If the equation is satisfied everywhere

upon the envelope, then there is only one asymptotic curve through
a point, and there is only a single set of such curves upon the

surface.

These results are the analogue of the results in the ordinary

theory of surfaces : the singular integral corresponds to a surface,

the complete integrals correspond to the tangent planes, the

characteristics to the tangent lines, conjugate directions to con

jugate directions, and asymptotic curves to asymptotic curves.

102. These properties of the singular integral have been

derived from the complete integral with its associated curves

and surfaces: they can be used to bring the singular integral

into relation with the original partial equation

f(x,y,z,p, 0)
= 0.

We have seen that, through any point on the singular integral

surface, there passes an infinitude of tangent characteristics : the

direction therefore of a characteristic through such a point, as

given by
dx __dy__ dz

W~df~ &quot;a/ W
?)

-
-f- o

dp dq
1
dp

*
dq

must be indeterminate, and so

jjf-o,
-0.

dp dq

Moreover, the equation must be identically satisfied when the

values of z, p, q belonging to the singular integral at the point are

substituted; hence

dy oz op oq

that is, in connection with the former equations, we must have

r +J#-o, M-O.dx r
dz dy *dz
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We thus have the former aggregate of equations : every singular

integral must satisfy the equations

/=0 , 2-o,
s

/=o,
a

/ +^ = o,
ff
+$-o.J

dp dq dx cz oy oz

It does not follow that these equations definitely determine

a singular integral. We have already indicated one class of

exceptions, when the five equations are satisfied in virtue of two

only, so that p and q cannot be eliminated among them. But, as

pointed* out by Darboux, there may be other exceptions. Thus,

suppose the five equations do determine z, p, q as functions of x

and y ; then, along the surface expressing z in terms of x and y,

the equation

dx dy dz dp oq

is satisfied, that is, in virtue of the five equations, we must have

-

If does not vanish, by virtue of the values of z, p, q in terms of
oz

x and y, then
dz - pdx qdy=0:

the relation between z
y x, y is then a singular integral. But if

J- does vanish by virtue of these values, we are not justified in

making the inference; the general case then requires separate

consideration, though in any particular instance the test of

satisfying the equation can be applied immediately.

Ex. 1. Prove that the normal to the singular integral surface is a double

line on the cone N of normals at the point. (Darboux.)

Ex. 2. Obtain the partial differential equation of the first order which

has

for a complete integral. Does it possess a singular integral ?

Discuss the characteristics: and, in particular, prove that there is

a rectilinear edge of regression of the type indicated in 97.

[The edge of regression in question is given by

ax= $y= yz,

*
L.c., p. 67 ; see also 76, ante.
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where

7
2
(a

2

and the relation between a and b is

Ex. 3. Discuss the integrals of the equation

(i-tofp-W-rti
and indicate the character of the integral

z= \(x-af. (Darboux.)

Ex. 4. If an equation of the first order possesses singular integrals and
can be expressed in a form

aum+ bvn+ civ?= 0,

where m, n, p are integers, the singular integrals satisfy the equations

u = Q, v= Q, w= 0. (Darboux.)

103. The relation between the surfaces represented by the

general integral and the singular integral respectively can be
indicated simply. In the equations of the singular integral,
which are

the quantities a, b are functions of x,y,z\ if, therefore, we take

b=f(a),

where / is any function, we are selecting a curve through a point
on the singular integral. At every point on this curve, the

equations

f.o, *=/(ax g +/!=o,
are satisfied : as these are the equations of the general integral,
the curve lies upon the surface represented by that integral. At

any point on this curve common to the two surfaces, the values of

p and q are the same, being given by

together with the other equations : hence the two surfaces touch

along a curve.

It may happen that the equation

&=/&amp;lt;)
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determines not a single curve alone but a number of curves on the

singular integral : in that case, each of the curves is common to

the singular integral and the appropriate general integral deter

mined in connection with the above equation, and the two surfaces

touch one another at every point on each of the curves. Hence

the general integral and the singular integral touch one another

along a curve or curves : or, what is the same property, through

any curve on the surface, represented by the singular integral,

there passes the surface, represented by the general integral which

is the envelope of the complete integrals that touch the singular

integral along the curve.

ORDER OF CONTACT OF THE SINGULAR INTEGRAL WITH THE
GENERAL INTEGRAL AND THE COMPLETE INTEGRAL.

104. We have seen that the singular integral, when it exists,

is the envelope of the complete integrals, each of which touches it

at one or more points : it also touches the general integrals along
a curve or curves. We have to consider the order of the contact,

a matter already ( 92, 98) discussed for characteristics and com

plete integrals.

The assumed singular integral is given by the single equation
which results from the elimination of a and b between

*&amp;lt;,**,, 6) -0, g=0, | = 0;

let this single equation be supposed resolved with regard to z, so

that it has the form
z = ^(x, y).

We introduce a new dependent variable f, defined by the equation

the complete integral now is

0(#,y, f+^,a,6) = 0.

Derivatives of the first order (and of all orders) with regard to

a and b are the same as before : hence, when the elimination of

a and 6 is performed between the equations

^ =0&amp;gt;
*

=0&amp;gt;
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and the eliminant is resolved with regard to f, the resolved

equation of the singular integral is

r=o.

Now it may be that, in both forms, there are several branches of

the singular integral leading to resolved equations; in that case,

one of them is certainly f= in the second form
;
and though this

will not simultaneously represent all branches of the singular

integral, it will suffice for the discussion of the order of contact

at the point. Accordingly, without loss of generality for the

immediate purpose, we may take the singular integral in the form

*= 0.

The values ofp and q, in general, are given by

,

dz ty dz

for our present purpose, z = 0, so that p = 0, q
=

: and therefore

^-0 d&amp;lt;t&amp;gt; -0- -
\J, ^ V.

ox oy

Thus we have, at all points of the singular integral taken in the

form 2 = 0, the five equations

But we do not have ~- = 0, in addition : for the point would then

be a singularity, conical or otherwise, on the complete integral :

and circumstances would be exceedingly special if such a singularity

of the complete integrals were to lie on the envelope of those

integrals.

Take, first, a general integral in the form

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt; (x, y&amp;gt;
z, a, b)

= 0, b =f(a),

j*.da d

it touches the singular integral z = at one point and along a curve

through the point. Consider variations in the vicinity of any such

point. On the singular integral z 0, they will be represented by
dx and dy ;

the variations da and db, as determined for the singular

integral by dx and dy, are not at once required for the present
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purpose. On the general integral, they will be represented by
dz, da, and by the same values of dx and dy as for the singular

integral : and the order of contact of the two surfaces at the point
will be measured by the order of dz, expressed in terms of the

small quantities dx and dy. Thus, for the general integral, we
have

- --
ox dy oz da

where the unexpressed terms are the aggregate of terms bilinear

in dx, dy, dz, da. But at the point of contact of the singular

integral and the general integral, we have

?* = ^-0 ^-0^\ V ,-v V/ 7 \/.

ox dy da

so that dz is at least of the second order of small quantities ; hence
dz is given, accurately to the second order of small quantities

inclusive, by the equation

But, because -~ = for the general integral, we have

a
(d4&amp;gt;

accurately to the first order of small quantities : thus

oxdy dy
2

a
~-
dy

1 fa
id&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;\

a fd^\, )

2

~ ~- j-*- }dy\ ,

dy\daj
9

)

da 2

accurately to the second order inclusive.

When the contact between the surfaces is of the first order,
dz is of the second order in the small quantities dx and dy. The

F. v. 17
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right-hand side of the above expression for dz does not vanish for

all values of dx and dy, except under special conditions; and

therefore the contact between the general integral and the singular

integral at any point is usually of the first order. There are

apparently two directions, given by

t =
dx&amp;gt;

where t satisfies the quadratic

da* (dx*
&quot;&quot;*

dxdy dy*J \dx\da) dy(da)}

along which dz is of the third order
;
but these two directions will

later* be proved to be the same, a property that can be verified by
means of the analysis that follows.

105. When the contact between the surfaces is of the second

order, dz is of the third order in the small quantities dx and dy ;

and therefore the right-hand side of the expression obtained for

dz, being generally accurate up to the second order, must vanish

up to that order for all values of dx and dy. That this may be the

case, we must have

j , Of j

+ &
da* dx* dadx dbdx

d*4&amp;gt; , d^_\ (&amp;lt;?$_
. 82

&amp;lt;M_ _

da* dxdy dadx dbdx dady dbdy

,i/
&quot;*

_

da* dy* \dady dbdy

so that, if we take

~dx*

~
dxdy

we must have

dxdy dy*
and also

2

,,+~
^r - ^dadx dbdx ^dady dbdy

We can prove that the last equation is satisfied in virtue of the

other two, as follows.

* See 125.
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Consider the variations along the singular integral in the

immediate vicinity of the point of contact
;
the quantities dx and

dy determine variations da and db along the singular integral, and

conversely : and because ~ = and ~ = 0, these are subject to

the relations

2 2 2

daa ^T-
fixdy daBx dbdx

d-6 7dx + d + - da + v d& = 0.p
dxdy dy

2

dady dbdy

Multiplying the second equation by /*.
and subtracting from the

first, we have

,
,

/92

(/&amp;gt;

92

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

,

c?a + ^-f- a TTT^- c?6 = 0.
\dbdx

In order to take all directions through the point, we must keep
da and dy independent of one another

; and therefore da and db

are independent of one another, so that

Hence the equation

+6 =
/&amp;gt;.. + 6&amp;gt;..

, OL .

dady obdy

is satisfied for all values of b : and this holds in virtue of the

equations
920_ 9

2
(^ 92

j)
9y&amp;gt;

dx2

d&dy dxdy dy-

Consequently, if one general integral has contact of the second order

ivith the singular integral, all general integrals have contact of that

order with the singular integral.

Ex. 1. Prove that, if the equation

is satisfied at any point on the singular integral, then the equation

,2

is also satisfied : and conversely. (Darboux.)

Ex. 2. Discuss the preceding proposition in the text when ?- vanishes.

172
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106. Now consider the order of contact between the complete

integral and the singular integral at a point. In the vicinity of

the point, variations along the complete integral are given by
dx, dy, dz alone; for a and b are constants along the complete

integral. As its equation is

(/&amp;gt; (x, y, z, a, b)
=

0,

those variations are given by

^ dx + ^ dy + ^* dz

-11
f)ff\

But ~ = and ~ = at the point in question : hence, accurately

to the second order inclusive,

.

dz dx2

dxdy dy
2

The expression on the right-hand side does not in general vanish

for all values of dx and dy, except under very special conditions :

hence the contact between the complete integral and the singular

integral is usually of the first order. There are however two

directions given by
_,

eiar

where t satisfies the quadratic

,

dx- dxdy dy*

along which dz is of the third order
;
the point is usually a double

point on the curve of intersection of the two surfaces, and these

directions are the tangents to this curve at the point.

Special interest attaches to the case when these two directions

coincide : the two surfaces are then said to osculate. In that

case, we have
9

2

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt; _ 92

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

8
2
c 5

2

.

dx*
~

dxdy dxdy
~

df

and conversely, if these conditions hold, the two surfaces osculate.

Taking account of the earlier result relating to general integrals,

we have the theorem : if the complete integrals do not osculate the
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singular integral, then no integral has contact of the second order

with the singular integral : but if the complete integrals do osculate

the singular integral, then all the general integrals have contact of
the second order with the singular integral.

Ex. Prove that, if the complete integral osculates the singular integral,

all the characteristics passing through the point of contact have the same

tangent.

Illustrate this property by reference to the spheres that osculate a

surface. (Darboux.)

SINGULARITIES ox THE CHARACTERISTICS.

107. In the preceding discussion of the surfaces and curves

associated with the integrals of the differential equation

we have been concerned mainly with regions that are devoid of

singularities for those surfaces and curves
;
the effect of possible

singularities must now be considered. Also, it will be convenient

to consider at the same time the exceptional cases of the preceding

investigations that were noted ( 85, 89) but not discussed. We
shall proceed, as before, from the characteristics.

It may be assumed that the equation /= has been trans

formed so as to be free from irrationalities
;
and we shall discount

the loss of generality in assuming, as will be done, that f is a

regular function of its arguments. Take the tangent plane to any

integral surface as the plane z = 0, and the point of contact for

origin : then at that point p = 0, q = ;
in the vicinity of the

point,f is a regular function of x, y, z, p, q, which vanishes at the

point. The equations of the characteristic are

dx _ dy _ dz dp dq _,
7-~Q-pP + qQ

=
-(X+pZ)

=
-^(Y~^Z)

=

we propose to discuss the form of the characteristic in the vicinity

of the origin, according to the varieties of form of/= 0.

If P vanishes but not Q, the axes of x and y can be changed to

another set such that neither the new P nor the new Q shall

vanish at the point : similarly, if either X + pZ or F + qZ should

vanish but not both, a change can be made such that neither of
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the quantities in the new position shall vanish. Also, taking

account of earlier exceptions, we thus have the following cases:

I. All the denominators are different from zero at the point :

II. The quantities P and Q vanish at the point, but not the

others :

III. The quantities X + pZ and Y 4- qZ vanish at the point,

but not the others :

IV. All the denominators vanish at the point, but Z is not

zero:

V. All the quantities X, Y, Z, P, Q vanish.

Of these, the first is included in order to make the set complete :

it is the assumption that was made in the earlier investigations

and, as there, it will be found to constitute the origin an ordinary

point. The second has been left over from 88, and the fifth

from 78; and the fourth has given a singular integral, if such an

integral exists. Let

/= ax + by + cz + gp + hq + . . , .

108. Case I. As X + pZ, Y+qZ, P, Q do not vanish at the

origin, a, b, g, h are not zero. Hence, assuming that t vanishes at

the origin, we have, in the immediate vicinity,

dx dy dp dq_ ,

g+ ...

~~

h+.~
~~

a+.~
~~

6+ .~
&quot;

dz=pdx + qdy,
and therefore

dz = (ag + bh) tdt + . . .
,

so that

Hence, in the vicinity of the origin, the characteristic is given by

h

.

2&amp;lt;7

2

the origin is an ordinary point on the characteristic, which

touches the plane z = there. This, as already indicated, is the

former result.
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109. Case II. As P and Q vanish at the origin, we have

= 0, h = 0.

Let

f=ax + by + cz + (ax + b y + c z)p + (a&quot;# + b&quot;y
+ c&quot;s) g

+ i (op
2 +

2#&amp;gt;?
+ 79*) + &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

, y, *, p, g),

where
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;(#, y, z, p, q) contains terms of the second degree in

x, y, z alone, and all other terms in all the quantities of higher

degree in the aggregate. Two of the equations of the character

istic now are

so that

p = at + ..., q
= bt+...,

in the vicinity of the origin : and the other equations are

dx / T/
-T7 = az + oy

-j
= a&quot;x +

b&quot;y

dz _ dx dy
dt =P dt +q dt

(A) First, suppose that neither of the quantities eta + y96 and

fia + 76 vanishes
;

this is the most general case as it involves no

restricting relation between constants. Then we have

so that

and therefore, in the immediate vicinity of the origin, the charac

teristic is given by

where i^ and /i are determinate constants. The origin is a cusp
on the characteristic; the tangent at the cusp lies in the plane
z = 0, along the line y = fix.

It thus appears that, when/=0, P = 0, Q = 0, while X+pZ
and Y+ qZ are not zero, and when they allow the elimination of

p and q between the three equations (which is the most general
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case, as not involving relations among the equations), the surface

given by the eliminant is a locus of cusps of the characteristics.

Hence, in general, the surface obtained by eliminating p and q

between the equations

f=0, P = 0, Q = 0,

is a locus of cusps of the characteristics; through every point of the

surface there passes a characteristic having a cusp at that point.

If it should happen that aa2 + 2fiab + jb
2 vanishes though

aa + fib and fia 4- 76 do not vanish, the only difference is that, in

the vicinity of the origin,

the origin is still a singularity on the curve in general, of an order

higher than a cusp.

Ex. Prove that the tangent plane of the characteristic developable is

given by
z+ atx 4- bty+ % (aa

2+ 2/3a6 + y&
2
) t

3=
0,

keeping the most important terms, arid that therefore the point is an ordinary

point for the developable. (Darboux.)

(B) Next, suppose that one (but not both) of the two

quantities aa + fib, fia + 76 vanishes : let

fia + 76 = 0.

Proceeding as before, we have

and therefore, in the vicinity of the origin, we have

|
?/
=

IJLZ + . . .
,

z = px + ....

The origin is a cusp on the characteristic ;
the tangent to the cusp

is the axis of y.

If X = 0, or if a = 0, or if both \ and a vanish, the origin is still

a singularity on the curve of an order higher than a cusp : the

curve still touches the plane of z at the origin.

(C) Lastly, suppose that

aa + fib = 0, fia + 76 = :
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then, in the most general case, that is subject to these conditions,

we find

so that, in the vicinity of the origin,

y = fix+ ..., z = px*+ ....

The origin is a singularity on the characteristic : and the tangent

to the characteristic lies in the plane of z along the line y = fj~v.

Similarly, for other special relations among the constants, we

obtain a corresponding result : in every case, the equation obtained

by eliminating p and q between/= 0, P = 0, Q = 0, when X +pZ
and Y + qZ do not vanish, is a locus of singularities on the charac

teristics.

110. Case III. As X + pZ and Y -\- qZ vanish at the origin,

we have

a=0, 6 = 0;

but P and Q do not vanish there, so that g and h are different

from zero. Hence

f= cz + gp + Itq + (ax + b y + c z)p + (a&quot;x + V y 4-
c&quot;z) q

+ J (a/ + 2/fy? + 79
2

) + i(^ + %Bxy + Cf) + ^ &amp;lt;&amp;gt;, y, *, ^, q),

where ^r contains terms of the third and higher orders. The

equations are

dx dy j

*=* + &quot;

Tt
= h + -

so that

x = gt+ ..., y = ht+ ...;

also

- =
(c + a ) J9 + a&quot;q

+ Ax

- = vp + (6&quot; + c) g + Bx + 6V + ...,

so that

Hence
dz dx dy

= - i
(Ag* + 2Bgh + Ch*) V + ...,
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and so

Consequently the characteristic, in the vicinity of the origin, is

given by
y = jj,x -f . . .

t
z = pas

3 + . . .
;

the point is an inflexion on the characteristic, and the inflexional

tangent to the characteristic lies in the plane of z along the line

y = pv.

Ex. Prove, by means of reciprocal polars applied to Case II or otherwise,

that the surface, obtained by eliminating p and q between the equations

/=0, X+pZ=Q, Y+qZ=0,
is a locus such that, at every point on it, the characteristic developable of

the equation /=0 has a singular plane. Sketch the characteristic developable

in the vicinity of the point. (Darboux.)

111. Case IV. Here we have

/=0, P = 0, Q = 0, X+pZ=0, Y+qZ=0,
while Z is not zero. These are five equations, which involve five

quantities x, y, z, p, q: hence if /, already supposed regular, be a

polynomial function of its arguments, there would in general be

only a limited number of sets of values of the five variables, and

therefore only a limited number of such points.

Taking the origin to be such a point, we assume (as before)

that x, y, z, p, q all vanish there : hence

a = 0, 6 = 0, g = 0, h = 0,

and the equations of the characteristic, in the immediate vicinity

of the origin, are

CM IT

- =
a&quot;x + V y + c&quot;z + /3

-jt
=Ax + By +(c + a ) p + a

&quot;q+ ...,

^^Ex + Cy +Vp + (V + c) q + ...,

dz _ dx dy
di~ p di

+ q
~dt,
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As the only regular integrals of these equations, which vanish

when t = 0, are

# = 0, y = 0, 2 = 0, p = 0, ? = 0,

it is simpler to make x the independent variable of the character

istic and omit t completely. It is clear that z is of a higher order

of small quantities than x or y in the vicinity of the origin ; hence,

retaining only the most important terms within this vicinity, the

equations may be taken in the form

dy __ a&quot;x +
b&quot;y

+ ft/? + jq

dx
~~

ax + b y + ap + fiq

dp Ax + By + (c 4- a )p 4-
a&quot;q

dx
~~

a x + b y + ap + @q

dq Bx+Cy + b p + (b&quot;
+ c)q

dx~ a x + b y + ap + /3q

Then* there are integrals of these equations of the form

y = x (p + 77),

p = x (a- + TT),

q
= x (r + /c),

where p, a; T are constants, and 77, TT, /c are functions of x that

vanish with x. As regards the constants, they are given by the

equations

_ a&quot; -f
b&quot;p

4- fa + 7T

(c + a
7

)

T = (b&quot;
+ c)r

Writing

we have

a
1 + b p + CLO- + fir

= a +b p + a&amp;lt;r + l3T,

9 = A + Bp + (c + a ) o- + a&quot;r,

Hence 6 is a root of the equation

a -0, b
,

a
, /3

// Iv ^ Z3 /Oa
,

b v, p , 7

A
,

B
,

c + a 6, a&quot;

B
,

(7
,

6
7

,
V + c-6

* See Part in of this treatise, chapters xi, xn.

0;
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when 6 is known, any three of the earlier equations determine

p, &amp;lt;r,
r.

For the quantities 77, TT, K, we have

dy __ pO + b&quot;rj +/37T + VK

so that

= _
dx 6 + b rj + OLTT +

to the order of quantities retained
;
and similarly

X
dx

= ^ ~ ^ /&amp;lt;7) V + (c + a - aor - Q) (a&quot;

-
fta) K],

and the quantities 77, ?r, K are to vanish with x. The characters of

these functions depend upon the roots of the critical cubic

o-

C-b T

7-ftp
a&quot;
-

fto-c 4- a CLCT

b -OLT

in
yit

: and these can be expressed in terms of the roots of the

preceding quartic.

Let 1} 2 , #3, 4 be the roots of that quartic : of these, suppose
that #! is the root of the quartic chosen, and that the corresponding
values of p, a, r have been obtained. Multiply the columns of the

quartic determinant by 1, p, cr, r and subtract the sum of the last

three from the first : the determinant is

/\ /i 7 r

p (0,
-

0), b&quot;
-

0,

&amp;lt;r(di-0),
B

,

r(0!-0), C
,

Multiply the first row by p, a, r in turn and subtract the products
from the second row, the third row, and the fourth row in

respective succession: the determinant is

-
0, b a

, ft

,
b&quot;
- b p

-
0, ft-ap , y-ftp

,
B-b o-

,
c + a CLCT 0, a&quot;

-
ftcr

C-b r b -OLT b&quot;+c-ftr-0

V b&quot;

ft

7
a&quot;

c-0
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and it is equal to the determinant in the quartic equation. Hence

the roots of

B-b cr
,

c + a acr - 0, a&quot;
-

/3a

Cb r
,

b OLT
,

b&quot; + c /3r I

are 2 , 3 ,
#4 . But the cubic in p is

b p l ^, a/o , y Pp = 0;

B b a
,

c + (i zcr Ol fji,
a&quot;

/3&amp;lt;r

C b r
,

b ar
, b&quot; + c fir l JJL

hence the roots are

that is, the roots of the cubic in p are

where 6l is the root of the quartic selected for the case under

consideration.

We shall denote these roots by /^, /J 2 , jji3 .

112. Of the various sub-cases, it will be sufficient to mention

some of the more important.

(i) Let the three roots of the critical cubic be unequal to one

another, no one of them being a positive integer; then the pre

ceding equations possess integrals, expressing rj, TT, K as unique

regular functions of x which vanish with x. For this characteristic,

we have

the point in question is an ordinary point on the curve, which has

its tangent lying in the plane z = along the line y px.

Further integrals may be possessed by the equations, on the

preceding assumption as to the roots: but the integrals are not

regular functions of x.

If the real parts of /*1} /ju2 , /^ are positive and are such that no

one of the quantities
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vanishes for positive integer values m1? m2 ,
ms ,

m4 ,
such that

m l + w2 + m3 + m4 &amp;gt; 2, the equations possess a triple infinitude of

non-regular integrals that vanish with x\ these integrals are

regular functions of x
t #**, #^2

,
af*. There is thus a triple infinitude

of curves through the point : it is easily seen to be a singularity

on each of them.

If the real parts of /^ and /ua be positive, if that of
/JLS be

negative, and if no one of the quantities

(raj
-

1) yL6j + m2 //,2 + m3 , m^ + (m2
- 1 ) fa + m3

vanishes for positive integer values ml ,
m2 ,

m3 ,
such that

ml + m2 +m3 ^ 2,

the equations possess a double infinitude of non-regular integrals

that vanish with x : these integrals are regular functions of x, a^ 1

,

of*. There is then a double infinitude of curves through the

origin : it is easily seen to be a singularity on each of them.

If the real part of fa be positive, and if the real parts of fa and fa

be negative, the equations possess a single infinitude of non-regular

integrals that vanish with x
;
these integrals are regular functions

of x and aP*. There is then a single infinitude of curves through
the origin ;

the point is easily seen to be a singularity on each of

them.

If the real parts of
/JLI} fa, fa be each negative, the regular

integrals first indicated are the only integrals of the equation

which vanish with x. As already proved, the origin is then an

ordinary point upon the sole characteristic, which passes through
it touching the plane 2 = at the point.

(ii) Let the three roots of the critical cubic be unequal to one

another, and let one (but only one) of them, say fa, be a positive

integer.

Unless a particular condition among the coefficients in the

equations be satisfied, the equations possess no regular integrals

that vanish with x. When that condition is not satisfied, they

possess a simple infinitude of non-regular integrals that vanish

with x, being regular functions of x and x log x, if the real parts of

fa and fa are negative : they possess a double infinitude of non-

regular integrals that vanish with x, being regular functions of

x, x log x, and x^, if the real part of /^ is positive and the real part

of
IJLS

is negative ; they possess a triple infinitude of non-regular
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integrals that vanish with x, being regular functions of x, x log x,

x**, x**, if the real parts of /x2 and /n3 are positive. Every curve

passing through the point has the origin for a singularity.

When the particular condition among the coefficients in the

equation is satisfied, the equations possess a simple infinitude of

regular integrals that vanish with x: each of these gives a

characteristic touching the plane z = along the same tangent

y px in that plane, and the point of contact is an ordinary point

for each curve in the infinitude. Further, when the condition is

satisfied, the equations possess either a double infinitude or a single

infinitude of non-regular integrals according as the real parts of /x2

and /u 3 ,
or of only one of them, are positive, these integrals being

regular functions of x, x^ and x*3
,
or of x and either x*

1* or

a?*, according to the respective cases
;
for each of these curves, the

origin is a singularity. But if the real parts of /*2 and
//.3 are

negative, the equations are devoid of non-regular integrals.

And so for other cases : the results depend upon the characters

of the integrals of the equations for 77, TT, K : and these characters

are known by the critical conditions* as regards the roots fj^, /u 2 ,

yLt3
. Regular integrals make the origin an ordinary point on the

corresponding characteristics : non-regular integrals make the

origin a singularity on the corresponding characteristics.

113. At the beginning of the discussion, it was pointed out

that the five equations

/=0, P = 0, Q = 0, X+pZ = 0, Y+qZ=0
will, in general, give a finite number of determinations of sets of

values of the variables involved : so that, in general, there will be

a finite number of points in space at which the characteristics

must be considered for the present purpose. The preceding
discussion is typical of the discussion to be effected at each such

point for any particular equation of the assumed character.

But the five equations may be of such a form, or they may be

so related, that they do not determine a set of values or a limited

* These are set out for equations of the form in question in n variables, in

187, chapter xn, vol. in, of this treatise. They were proved in full detail for all

the cases, that arise in a system of two equations, in my memoir, On the integrals

of systems of differential equations, published in the Stokes 1899 Commemoration

volume (vol. xvm, 1900) of the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical

Society.
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number of sets of values for the five variables involved. In that

event, there are three possible alternatives, always on the adopted

hypothesis that the equationf=0 is irreducible:

(a) they may determine four of the variables in terms of the

remaining one, say, y, z, p, q, in terms of x ; there then

is a curve-locus in space, and values of p and q are

associated with each point on the curve :

(6) they may determine three of the variables in terms of

the remaining two, say z&amp;gt; p, q in terms of x, y ;
there

then is a surface-locus in space, and values of p and q

are associated with each point on the surface :

(c) they may determine two of the variables in terms of the

remaining three, say p, q in terms of x, y, z
;
values of

p and q are then associated with each point of space.

The third of these alternatives has already been discussed

( 78, 79) : substitution of p and q in

followed by a quadrature, leads to a surface integral of the equa
tion. A characteristic through any point on such a surface lies in

the surface. The second of these alternatives leads to a singular

integral of the equation, unless Z =
;
we shall come to the

consideration of the characteristics through a point on the surface

after the discussion of the first alternative, which can be discussed

briefly after the earlier analysis.

114. Suppose, then, that the five equations

/=0, P = 0, Q = 0, X+pZ=0, Y+qZ =

determine a curve-locus

y = u (x), z = v (x),

together with values ofp and q as functions of x in the form

p = TT (x), q = /c (x).

Take any point on this locus, say x = x
;

transfer the origin to

that point, and let

7r(# )
= 7r

, K(XO)
= KO .

Then the form of/ must be such that the five equations give
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when x = 0. As may easily be verified, we have

/= c (z XTTQ yK ) + higher powers of x, y, z

+ (p
- 7T ) R (X, y, Z, p - 7T

, q
- K

)

+ (q
- KO ) S (#, y, z, p- 7T

, q
- KO),

where R and 8 are regular functions of their arguments : these

functions must vanish when x = 0, y = 0, 2 = 0, p = 7rQ , q = KO :

and there must be limitations on the form of f sufficient to make
the five equations equivalent to four only, though the precise form

of the limitation is not necessary for the present purpose. What
is required is the nature of this point as a point on the charac

teristic.

The point is the origin : as usual, we take the tangent plane
to the integral surface to be z = 0, so that p = 0, q = at the point
on the characteristic. Let

X = R (0, 0, 0,
- 7T

,

- * )
- 7T R -

IC S
,

V =S (0, 0, 0,
- 7T

,

- * )
- 7T R &quot; -

KoS &quot;,

1 T&amp;gt;
/

7~&amp;gt; // O / CY // j_l_ 1 f Oi U-tl (ik 0&amp;gt;S

where R
,
R

,
S

,
S are the values of

,
-=-

, , ^- when
dp dq dp dq

x, y, z, p, q all are made zero : then, in the vicinity of the origin

along the characteristic, we have

dx

as two of the equations. Also, let Rl) R?, Slt S2 denote the values

* dR dR dS dS ,

ex d~ dx d~
en x

&amp;gt;

$&amp;gt;

z
&amp;gt;

P&amp;gt; 9 *&quot; vamsb : tnen two other

equations of the characteristic are

-
-jjfi

= - C7T - TToR,
- K.S, = p , say,

- ^ = - CKO
- 7r Ro K S.2 = o-

, say,

in the immediate vicinity of the origin. Hence in that vicinity,

are the most important terms in the equations of the charac

teristic. It is clear that, unless X and /tt both vanish, the origin
is an ordinary point on the characteristic, and that its tangent lies

in the plane 2 = along the line \Qy ^x 0.

F. v.
*

18
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The inference cannot be made if X = and /^
= 0. The

further consideration, in this event, will not be undertaken
;
in the

complicated analysis that would be necessary, particularly as

regards the forms of the integrals of the differential equations,

the details would be substantially similar to those which have

been given for the case when the five equations determine sets of

values for the five variables.

115. Coming to the remaining alternative, in which the five

equations determine z, p, q, as functions of as and y, and assuming

(as has been assumed throughout) that Z does not vanish for such

relations, we know ( 78) that the equations define a singular

integral ;
and our quest is the examination of the characteristics

at and near any point on this integral surface.

Let the singular integral be given by z = 6 (x, y) : then, when

a new variable f is defined by the relation z 6 (x, y)
=

f, the

singular integral will be given by ?=(), as in 104. Hence we

may take the plane z = as the singular integral. Moreover, Z does

not vanish on account of z = and it does not vanish identically :

consequently, we may take the differential equation in a resolved

form

f-*-+(*,y,Pq)=Q.
Take any point on the singular integral

*=0,

and make it the origin ; moreover, as z is steadily zero along the

singular integral, the associated values ofp and q are

p = 0, q = 0.

The singular integral, thus defined by

z = 0, p = 0, = 0,

is to satisfy the equations

/=0, ^=0, f*=o, f- P =o, |*-?=o,*
dp dq ox oy

that is,
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;,

~
,

~-
,
~-

&amp;gt; ~r- must vanish when p = 0, q = ;
and

therefore
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

is of the form

(j)
=

pi (
a + ax + ay + Ap + A q + . . .)

+ 2pq(P + ba; + b y+ ...)

+ (f (7 + ex + c y + Cp + C q +...).
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We require the equations of the characteristics in the immediate

vicinity of the point x = 0, y = 0, z = on the singular integral : in

differential form, they are

dx dy dp d

integrals of which for the immediate vicinity of the origin are

K being an arbitrary constant. Also, as

dz= pdx + qdy

we have

z = (OIK* + 2@ie + 7) q
2 + . . . .

Hence the equations of the characteristic in the immediate

vicinity of the origin are

where /c is an arbitrary quantity : and the solution is satisfactory
unless cty-p2

vanishes. Now the curve touches 2 = at the

origin, and the tangent to the curve lies in this plane along the
line

/3/c + v
y= ^ x

&amp;gt;

when K is arbitrary, the quantity
^*&quot;^

also is arbitrary unless

ay {& vanishes: and therefore a characteristic can be drawn

touching every line in the plane. We thus have the former
result :

When an equation has a singular integral, then through any
point on it there passes an infinitude of characteristics unless

__.
ap* df \dpdq)

vanishes at the point; each characteristic touches the singular
integral there and has the point for an ordinary point, and no
two characteristics have the same tangent. Moreover, all these

182
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characteristics lie on a surface which touches the singular integral

and has the point of contact for an ordinary point. For, in order

to obtain this integral surface from the equations of the character

istics, all that needs ( 84) to be done is to make the initial values

satisfy the equations

f=0, dz=pdx + qdy.

In the present case, both of these equations are satisfied at the

point by taking
a*2 + 2/3* + 7=0.

Hence, in the immediate vicinity of the point of intersection of the

surface with the singular integral, we have

on the surface
;
and therefore

KX + y = 0, z =
JJLX? + . . .

;

the point of intersection is an ordinary point on the surface, and

the two surfaces touch there.

If however ay /3
2 = 0, without a, /3, 7 separately vanishing,

we may take
= a

&amp;lt;9, 7 = c92
.

We still have an infinitude of characteristics through the point,

given by the equations

p = Kq + . . .
,

x = 2 (K + 6) aq + . . .
,

they touch the plane z = at the origin, and the tangents are

given by
y^Ox,

that is, the infinitude of characteristics have a common tangent at

the origin : and as

kiz = a? + . . .
,

the origin is an ordinary point for each of the characteristics.

This infinitude of characteristics still lies on a surface (which

of course gives an integral of the differential equation). To
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obtain its equation from the equations of the characteristics, we

make the initial values satisfy the equations

/ = 0, dz = pdx + qdy.

In the present case, both of these equations are satisfied at the

point by taking
K + 6 = 0.

With these initial values, we have, for the characteristics,

p = /cq + ...,

dr
(2A

f + 4) K +W + C]-q + . . .

+
3C&quot;}

/*g+...,

and therefore

Hence, at the point of intersection of the singular integral and

the surface that is the locus of the characteristics, we have

z = crar + . . .
,

along the surface : and therefore the point is a singularity on the

surface that is the locus of the characteristics. The two surfaces

touch at the point which, on the assumptions implicitly made that

neither X nor
//,

nor K\ + /j, vanishes, is a cusp on the locus con

taining the characteristics through the point.

Even if a, fj, 7 be zero, the same kind of result holds : for it is

sufficient in that event to make K = : we merely have different

values of X and p. Hence we have the result :

When an equation has a singular integral, and when the relation

/ 32

/ V
\dpdq)

is satisfied at any point of it, an infinitude of characteristics passes

through the point having a common tangent that also touches (or lies
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in) the singular integral. All the characteristics lie on a surface
which touches the singular integral at the point and has the point for
a singularity.

Ex. 1. Prove that, when an equation f(x,y,z,p,q) possesses a

singular .integral in the form
=

(#, y\

such that 4- does not vanish at all points on the surface represented by that

integral, the general integral which touches the singular integral along a

curve can be represented in the form

where is a regular function of x and y, and the complete integral can be

represented in the form

where u and v are regular functions of x and y. (Darboux.)

Ex. 2. Shew that the characteristics of the equation

are plane curves, and that the locus of their cusps is

#2+ s2= l. (Goursat.)

Ex. 3. Discuss the various integrals of the equation

? (1 -*2
) (^

2+y2+*2 - 1).

(Goursat.)

116. Case V. Here we have

/=0, P = 0, Q = 0, JT = 0, F=0, Z=Q.

These are six equations involving five variables : hence they can

coexist only if connected by certain relations. If so connected,

they may be equivalent to five equations, or to four, or to three, or

to two : on the assumption that f= is irreducible, they cannot all

be satisfied in virtue of one equation alone. We shall assume that

/ is a polynomial function of its arguments.

When the six equations are equivalent to five, the equations

determine a limited number of sets of values for the five variables.

Taking any one of these, we have to consider the form of the

characteristic at the point. As before, we take the point for origin,

and the tangent plane of the complete integral is made the plane
z = : so that we have

#=0, 2/
=

0, 2 = 0, p = 0, q=0
at the point. It is clear that there can be no terms of the first

order in /: so that the constant c, of 110, is zero. In other
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respects the analysis of 111, 112 applies in the present sub-case :

and the nature of the point on the characteristic is the same as for

the corresponding alternatives in that discussion.

When the six equations are equivalent to four, determining

y, z, p, q as functions of x, the discussion of 111 will suffice for the

present sub-case. When they are equivalent to two only, their

significance is similar to that of the corresponding equations

already ( 109) discussed.

It remains therefore to discuss them when they are equivalent

to three equations only, expressing z, p, q as functions of x and y :

we have seen that it was not possible* definitely to declare that

the relation between x, y, z is a, singular integral, because of the

vanishing of Z. The method of 104 is not applicable : for the

equation f= cannot be resolved with regard to z because Z=0 :

indeed, it cannot be resolved with regard to any of the variables

so as to give a regular equation because X, Y, Z, P, Q all vanish.

Suppose that

/=0, P=0, Q = 0,

are three independent equations giving z, p, q as functions of x and

y : and that these values make X, Y, Z all vanish. When the

values are substituted, they make /= 0, P = 0, Q = satisfied

identically: hencef

dP dPdp dPdq dP^dz =()
dx dp dx dq dx dz dx

=
dy dp dy dq dy dz dy

If then does not vanish when the values of z, p, q are sub

stituted in it, it will be sufficient that the equations

dP dPdp dPdq dP__I__.
L

_j
__ J I___

yj
_

dx dp dx dq dx dz

dP dPdp dPdq dP
^- + ^-^ + ^-^ + ^2 = 0,

dy dp dy dq dy dz
2

shall be satisfied in order to secure that the relation between

x, y, z is an integral of the partial equation. The equation Q =

*
Except, of course, by direct substitution in the partial differential equation.

t The equation /=0 gives no further information when thus treated, because

P, Q, X, F, Z all vanish for the values in question.
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can be treated similarly, and will give a similar result if ^ does

not vanish for the values in question.

But the obvious tests, which really are the equivalent of sub

stituting in the differential equation, are that values of p, q, z

should satisfy

if these relations are satisfied, the relation between x, y, z is an

integral.

The subject, in the case when Z = 0, admits of considerable

expansion : but it will not be pursued further in this place.

Darboux has given some discussion * of a limited class of equations ;

there seems plenty of opening for further investigation.

Ex. 1. Consider the equation

which already ( 78) has been discussed. The equations

/=0, X=0, F=0, Z=0, P=0, Q=
are satisfied in virtue of the two relations

x y

and these lead to an integral

*2=a2
0*

2 +/-i),
which is not a singular integral as it certainly is not the envelope of the

complete integrals of the equation. But, though it satisfies

it is an integral of the original equation.

Ex. 2. Consider the equation

64(^+?2
)
3= 27s2

.

The equations

/=0, X=Q, F=0, Z=Q, P=0, =

are satisfied by a relation

0=0

(with jo
=

0, =
0), which is an integral: and the complete integral is

What is the relation between the two integrals ?

* In 8 35 of his memoir.
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Ex. 3. Consider the equation

The six equations

/=0, JT=0, F=0, Z=0, P=0, =

are satisfied by
z=0, jt?-l=0, #-1=0:

but z=0 is clearly not an integral of the partial differential equation.

The same holds of any equation

where the constant m is greater than unity, a and 6 are constants which do

not vanish, and / is a regular function of its arguments containing no terms

of order lower than two in p + a and q -f b combined. All the six equations
are satisfied by

=
0, p + a=0, 2+ 6 = 0:

but z = is not an integral of the equation.

Ex. 4. Discuss the relation of the locus = to the complete integral and

to the general integral of

Ex. 5. Shew that all the integrals of

pq = z\

which touch the integral 2 = along the axis of y, are given by

where A and n are arbitrary. (Darboux.)

Ex. 6. Obtain the complete integral and the general integral of the

equation in the preceding example. Is z= a singular integral ?

Ex. 7. Integrate the equations :

(i)

(iii)

discussing, for each of them, the relations between the integral z= and the

other integrals.



CHAPTER VIII.

THE METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS IN ANY NUMBER
OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES.

THE present chapter gives an account of Cauchy s method of characteristics

as applied to a single equation in n independent variables : and the account

is made brief, because the process and the results are a generalisation of the

process and the results for two independent variables, as expounded at con

siderable length in the two preceding chapters. Moreover, as the geometry
of ordinary space has been amply used for illustration of the simpler case, it

is not deemed necessary to enter at any length into illustrations of the more

general case derived from the hypergeometry of n+ 1 dimensions.

Keference may be made to the works of Cauchy and of Darboux, quoted at

the beginning of chapter vi. Many of the results towards the end of this

chapter are believed to be new : and the subject admits of considerable

development.

117. The method of characteristics can be employed when

there are n independent variables ss
l&amp;gt; ..., xn . Adopting Cauchy s

use of Ampere s practice, we change the independent variables so

that they become xlt u2 , ,
un : the new variables are functions

of fl?2 ,
. .., xn (and, it may be, of xl also) which are independent of

one another, and they will be chosen so as to simplify relations.

Conversely, #2 &amp;gt; &amp;gt;

x
n&amp;gt; z, PI, -, Pn can be regarded as functions of

a?u u2 , ..., un ; and, whatever the differential equation may be, we

have
&quot;dz

Differentiating the former with regard to U{ and the latter with

regard to xl) and subtracting, we find

holding for i 2, . . .
,
n.
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When proper values of #2 , ..., xn , z, ply ..., pn ,
in terms of

BI, 2, ..., un ,
are substituted in the differential equation, which

may be taken in the form

it becomes an identity : hence, if

V-z V-x V_ P
dz~ a*r dPj

-

for t and j = 1, . . .
, ?i, we have

X+*|^+ s x.!+ f
P&amp;lt;|Md#i ,= 2 ox\ i=1 a^

7 8*
4. V Y 8^ -L V P ^^ ^

--r 2. A s ^
--

1- 2* x j
r = U,

a M *=2 9^1 i=i du^

the latter holding for
/JL
= 2, . . .

,
. Substituting in the latter for

;r and -

,
and rearranging the terms, we find

S
r=2

Thus far, the new variables u.2) ..., un are at our disposal: let

them, if possible, be chosen so that

for r= 2, . . .
, n, these n 1 equations being formally independent

of one another. On the choice thus made, the foregoing equation
becomes

r=2

and it holds for
/JL
= 2, . . .

,
n. There is thus a set of n 1

equations, homogeneous and linear in n 1 quantities ;
the

determinant of their coefficients, being

does not vanish, and therefore the quantities themselves vanish,

that is,
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for r = 2, . . .
,
n. Substituting the values ofX2) ..., Xn thus given,

and also the value of =
,
in the equation

and reducing, we have

Consequently, the equations

for r = 2, ..., 71, and i= 1, ..., n, are satisfied: it will be noticed

that they involve no derivatives with regard to u2 , ...,un .

Now this aggregate of 2?i 1 equations can be taken in the

form

cfct i _ dx% _ _ dxn __ dp l dpn~

which are a set of ordinary equations ;
so far as they are concerned,

the arbitrary quantities that arise in the integration can be made

functions of the variables u 2 , ..., un ,
which do not occur explicitly

in the set. If we equate each member of the above aggregate to_dz

PiPi+.
the equation

bz &quot; dxr
~ = Pi+ 2 Pr*
(fa r=z &B,

will be satisfied by the integrals of the set; no limitation will

thereby be imposed upon the arbitrary functions of ua , ..., un that

occur in- the integrals. But the equations

have also to be satisfied
;

these will obviously impose limitations

upon the arbitrary functions of uz , ..., un .

118. Accordingly, we take the equations in the form

dxl dx2 dxn dz

dpi dpn ,
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introducing a new variable t so as to secure the general symmetry
in Darboux s presentation of Cauchy s method : t is the inde

pendent variable for the system of ordinary equations. Let

be a set of initial values assumed by the variables in the aggregate
of ordinary equations, subject at this stage to the sole condition

/(ft, , ?ll&amp;gt; Tl, &amp;gt;

7T ?l )
= 0.

We shall suppose that not all the quantities Pl} ..., Pn ,
X

l + Zp l&amp;gt;

. . .
,
^n + pn vanish for these initial values and that each of these

quantities is a regular function of its arguments in the vicinity

of the initial values. From the theory of ordinary equations, it

is known that the equations possess a unique set of integrals

which are regular functions of t and are such that, when t = 0,

they acquire the assigned initial values respectively : let these

integrals be

#1 =#i (t, ft, ..-, fti, TI, , Tn),

n = Xn(t, ft, &amp;gt; fti, ^i* J ^&quot;n),

^ =^ (*, ft, -., fw, ?, TTi, -, TTn),

Pi =Ji (^ ft, j fn, ?, Tl, ,
7Tn),

/&amp;gt;n=^nft ft, ! fti, ?&amp;gt;
TI* j Ti)-

When in the expressions thus obtained we make the quantities

ft, -, fti, ?, TTi, , T-n functions of i*2 , -., un ,
at present arbitrary

subject solely to the condition

/(ft, , fn, ?, TTi, -, 7Tn)=0,

it is necessary that they should satisfy the relation

(which the differential equations in the ordinary system shew to

be satisfied), and the relations

for
JJL
= 2, . . .

, ?i, if the above integrals thus modified are to

provide integrals of the original partial equation. Let
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then, as

so that

duM
we have

r= l

= S
-j

Pr 7^- + (Xr + prZ) ^
-

r=i ( oiifj, du^

The quantities must satisfy the equation

when their values are substituted : hence

and therefore

8ZM _ 8^ far
-~^r A 5 h 2t pr =
ot cup r= i du,i

= -ZL,,
so that

Lf =K^ZM
,

where AM is the value of ZM5 when = 0. Now Z is a regular

function of in the vicinity of t = Q, so that f ^ is finite.
Jo

Consequently, in order to satisfy the relation

M
=

O,

it is necessary and sufficient that the relation

A M
=

should be satisfied, that is,

K- r Mi 4 9fn.

8ti^&quot;

ri

8^&quot;

f ^8^
and this must hold for /*= 2, ..., w. We thus have n-l further

conditions imposed upon the quantities , ..., fn , f, TT^ ..., TTW ,

regarded as functions of u2) ..., un .
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Further, when these conditions are satisfied, and when the

quantities are substituted \ni
:

f(xlt ..., xn ,
z

y ply ..., pn)
= Q, the

equation is satisfied identically. For we have

W = z
d-+$ xr

d
-^+ is pr

d-^
dt dt r= i dt r=i dt

=
0,

from the differential equations that led to the construction of the

variables as functions of t, u.2} . . .
,
un . Also, as ZM

= 0, we have

and as now

and as always

we now have

r=l

that is,

and therefore

Thus

/ a^ a^\_
r * 1 -*r ^ 1- A r

-
I U,

r = i V Cll^ OU^J

-*

=0&amp;gt; =o,..,

and therefore

/(a?i, . . .
, #, z, pl , ...,/))

= constant

=/(fi&amp;gt; i ? ? &quot;! &amp;gt; ^n)

= 0.

Consequently, the expressions obtained for a\, ..., %n , z&amp;gt; PI, , p

satisfy the equation

identically when their values are substituted, provided only that

the relations

A2
= 0, ..., An =
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are satisfied. Moreover, they are such that

dz _
* dxr

dt-^^i
dz dasr

5
= 2, pr

-
;

OUp r= i dllp

and therefore, if z,p1} , pn can be expressed in terms of xlt . . ., xn

alone, on the elimination of t, u2 , ..., u
n&amp;gt;

the n quantities p are the

derivatives of z with regard to the n variables x, that is, the relation

between z, xly ..., xn provides an integral of the original partial

equation. It therefore is sufficient that the initial quantities

?i&amp;gt; :! ?n&amp;gt; ?&amp;gt; TI&amp;gt; &amp;gt;
TW should satisfy the n 1 relations

r=i

together with the condition

and then the integral will be given by the elimination of the

parametric quantities among the n + 1 equations

X1 =X1 (t, , ..., fw , TTi, ..., 7TW),

Z = Z (t, fj, ..., fn , f, TTi, ..., 7TW ).

119. The conditions as regards the initial values may be

satisfied in various ways.

In the first of these ways, all the quantities f and ( involve

u2) ..., un \
the n 1 relations, together with

become n equations for the determination of 7rl5 ..., TTW . These

ft equations can be resolved for these magnitudes, unless

,, ..., nn

dun

should vanish, where

nr
=
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so that TIr is the initial value of Pr . We shall assume that this

quantity does not vanish, recognising that an exceptional case

occurs when H lf ..., II w all vanish.

As the quantities f, , ..., fn involve the n-1 variables

u2 , ..., un ,
then on the elimination of uz , ..., un ,

we have two

relations which may be represented in the form

in other words, the initial conditions are such that, when a relation

is satisfied, s is to acquire a value g (xlt ..., xn).
All the require

ments are now satisfied, without any further restrictions : so that

g can be taken quite arbitrarily, as also can
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;.

The integral thus obtained is the general integral.

In the second of the ways, some (but not all) of the quantities

?&amp;gt; fi&amp;gt; &amp;gt; fn involve the nl variables uzt ..., un . Suppose that

ft+i, j f/i do not involve any of the variables: then we clearly
have

&+1
= flf

t

-

+1 , ..., fn = aw ,

where the quantities o;+1 , ..., an are constants. The relations are

for p = 2, . .., n ; these shew that some functional relation exists in

a form

and they determine the values of ^ ,
. . .

, TT; : and then 7ri+1 ,
. . .

,
trn

can be taken as arbitrary functions of w 2 , ..., un , subject to the

equation

/(fl i fi, i+i, -, , ?, 77-!, ..., 7Tn)
= 0.

All the requirements now are satisfied, without further re

strictions; so that the function g can be taken quite arbitrarily.
The initial conditions are such that, when

xi+1
= ai+l) ..., zn = an ,

2 is to acquire a value g (x^ ..., a?
).

The integral is of the general type : clearly it is a specialised
case of the general integral.

F. v. 19
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In the third of the ways, all the quantities f, ft, ..., fn may
be independent of the variables : they then are constants. Among
the n + 2 equations

7Tn),

The eliminant is

#7i
= #n(, ft&amp;gt; &amp;gt; fti&amp;gt; f&amp;gt; Tu

2 = 2 (#, ft, -.., fti, TTj,

0=/ ( ft, &amp;gt; fn, TI,

we eliminate the n + l quantities t, TTI ,
..

an integral.

As there are n + l constants, which are values of the variables,

one of them may be looked upon as an initial value, and the rest

of them may be regarded as arbitrary. The integral so obtained

is a complete integral.

It is clear that the integral, provided by the second of the

ways, is intermediate in character between the complete integral

and the general integral. If in its expression, i = n 1, it effectively

is the general integral ; if, on the other hand, i = 0, it effectively is

the complete integral.

As regards the possibility of giving (or even expecting) an

explicit form, by the elimination of t
t
u2 , ..., un among the n + l

equations

Z = Z (t, ft, ..., fti, ?, TTi, ..., 7Tn),

we may resolve the first n of the equations with regard to t, 2 , ...,

un ,
and substitute the values so obtained in the last : the resulting

form will be the integral. This process is theoretically possible,

unless the quantity

dt

dun
&quot;

du
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vanishes identically, that is, unless the quantity

PI, ..., P

dun dun

vanishes identically. In assuming this, we make no new

assumption : for if it vanishes identically, its value, when t = 0,

is zero: and this has already been assumed not to be the fact.

120. Various assumptions have been made which, as in the

case of only two independent variables, restrict the application of

the theorem and the process.

Thus, it has been assumed that the quantities Plt ..., Pn ,

Xl+plZJ ..., Xn + pnZ are regular functions of their arguments
within the vicinity of the assigned initial values. If, therefore,

any, or some, or all, of these quantities are characterised by
deviations from regularity, whether by singularities or by algebraic
irrationalities or by places of indeterminate values (to mention

only the more familiar examples), then the theorems relating to a

set of ordinary equations no longer apply of necessity : and the

further inferences are then not necessarily valid.

Again, it has been recognised that, if Plt ..., Pn vanish simul

taneously for the initial values, the argument is not completely
effective : as in the case of two independent variables, deviation

from regularity can be caused thereby : and the equations require
further consideration.

Again, it has been assumed that Pl} ..., Pn) Xl +p l Z, ...,

Xn +pnZ do not simultaneously vanish for values of the variables

connected by the relation/= ;
but instances are known in which

this assumption is not justified, the equations

/=0, Pl
= 0,...,Pn = 0, Xl +p lZ = 0,...,Xn +pnZ=0,

being consistent with one another. In such an event, there are

two alternatives. Either the quantities pi,...,pn can be eliminated,
and the eliminant is a relation between z

t
%1} ..., xn : this relation

then provides the singular integral of the equation. Or, though
the elimination is not possible, the equations are satisfied (/=

192
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being irreducible) by proper values for at least two of the quantities

p in terms of the remainder : let there be m such equations, where

m^n; then these equations form a complete system, and they
have an integral involving n m + 1 constants, which integral is a

specialised case of the complete integral.

Moreover, there is no guarantee at any stage that every possible

integral of the equation can be derived by the processes adopted :

and it has, in fact, been found to be the case that a partial equation

can be satisfied by an integral of the type called special, not falling

within any of the indicated classes.

121. As in the case of two independent variables, so in the

case of n independent variables, one exceptional instance requires

consideration. It may happen that, though no one of the quantities

Pj, ..., Pn vanishes, still the relation

might be satisfied : it would, for example, be satisfied if f were

homogeneous in the derivatives p. One of the integrals of the

ordinary equations then would be

z = quantity independent of t

-.*|

a relation which would be useless for purposes of elimination if the

complete integral were being sought.

In such an event, we adopt (as in the case of two variables in

the corresponding event) a Legendrian transformation of the type

z = z

or of some similar type. For the particular transformation, the

associated variables are

#2
= #2 ,

. . .
, Xn = Xn , MI = -Pi,

P* =Pz, ,Pn=pn, pi =Xil

the quantity pi Pi + . . . + pn Pn in the transformed system is then

obtained from
xl (X l

that is, from

by making the above substitutions. This quantity does not vanish,

and so the process can be applied to the modified system ;
the

integral of the original equation can be deduced as before.
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This general method of integration has been illustrated for the

case of two independent variables : it is unnecessary to illustrate it

in detail for the general case.

Ex. Integrate, by Cauchy s method, the equations

(ii) (pi-z}(p2 -z)...(pn -z}=p lp2 ...pn ;

obtaining in each case an integral z which acquires an assigned value

122. The ordinary equations subsidiary to the integration of

the partial equation can also be obtained as follows. In space of

n + 1 dimensions, the integral represents a hypersurface, which

can be regarded as the envelope of its tangent planes. The

equation of any tangent plane is

when the envelope of this plane is formed, subject to the law

/(&amp;gt;!, ...,#, Ztfr, ...,p) = 0,

we have
= (&- #0 Sp l + ...

=P1Sp1+...+P
and therefore

P ... p
i

-t

that is, in the vicinity of the point

dxl _ dxn

-dt,

say, giving equations for a direction through the point. Moreover,

as this direction belongs to an integral which satisfies the equation,

the equation /= will be satisfied identically when the proper

values of z, pl ,
. . .

, pn are inserted : so that

for r = 1, ..., n. Thus

(Xr + ZPr) A+
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Now

and therefore

= dpr ,

so that

(Xr + Zpr) dt + dpr
= 0,

for r = l, ..., ft. Also

cfo = p1 doc^ + . . . + pndxn ;

hence, gathering together the various equations, we have

dx^ dxn dz dpl dpn

= dt,

which are the equations in question.

Next, consider the various integrals. There is a complete

integral, which may be taken in the form

&amp;lt;(&amp;gt;!, ..., xn , z, al5 ..., aw) = 0.

The least restricted general integral is obtained by eliminating the

n constants among the n + 1 equations

= 0, al
= 0(a2 , ..., an),

d$ = a^ a0 8^ =
dar dar d^ dar

for r = 2, . . .
,
n

;
it will be a single equation, and it represents the

envelope of that family of complete surfaces selected by the

relation

Oi = 0(a2 , i n).

In the uneliminated form, the equations represent a locus of one

dimension, which is the intersection of n consecutive surfaces

obtained by varying the n \ independent parameters in

&amp;lt;(#!, ..., xn , z, 6, Oa, ..., an) = 0.

On the analogy of ordinary space, such a curve is called a character

istic : clearly the general integral is a locus of characteristics. As

a characteristic is a locus of one dimension, it can be represented

by a set of ordinary equations, which are easily found as follows to

be the preceding set.
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The differential equation is obtained by the elimination of

Oj, ..., an among the ?i+ 1 equations

=
0(#i, ..., #, z, aa , ..., an) =

]

90 , 90 n

*-5 +*ST?
for r=l, ...,w; and it is the sole equation resulting from that

elimination. The only independent relations, that connect differ

ential elements dxi, ..., dxn , dz, dpi, ..., dpn ,
are

and df= is a relation connecting those elements : hence quantities

/A, /*!, ..., ftn &amp;gt;

free fr m differential relations, must exist such that

the relation

is satisfied : and therefore

/= [if

because/, 0, &amp;lt; 1? ..., n vanish together.

Because no one of the constants a1? ..., an appears in/, we

have

A 90 90i 90n0= i
aTr

+ ft
3^

+ - +ft ^;

for r 1, ..., n. Again, ps occurs in g only and in no one of the

other quantities 0; hence

3L. ,.**

dp,

~ *
dz

for s = 1, ..., n. For the integral in question, we have

df _ 90
&quot;

f 92 92 ^

dan ^fai A ^ U^- + ^
9.r,9^ J

9/ 90
4* |li l

and therefore

for t = 1, . .., n.
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The integral equations of the characteristic are

, _ ,

&amp;lt;

?Ei _ Ar &quot;

daK
+

da, daK

~

for K 2, . . .
, n. From the preceding equations, we have

+ + --

9ar dar oaj \dar

therefore, along a characteristic,

that is,

and this holds for r = 2, ..., ft. Now
o/rr

= holds permanently

along the characteristic, so that

and
dz = pldxl + . . . -f _pn c? n

for every curve on
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

=
: thus

and this holds for r = 2, . . . , ?i. The n 1 equations for the ratios

of /*!, ..., fjin are exactly the same as the n 1 equations for the

ratios of dx^ ,
. . .

,
dxn ;

hence

cfo?! _ dxn

say, where dxl} ..., rfa?ro are elements of the characteristic. Con

sequently,

920\,/9
tt

Is;
+^

9ij
=A
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because the relation

M + p.^-o
aa*+**5

holds permanently in connection with the equation. Also

a/ d&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;

Hence, gathering together the various equations that are satisfied

along the characteristic, we have

dx^ dj n dz dp!

dp n _w_= &quot;

These are the former subsidiary equations, which accordingly are

the differential equations of the characteristics.

Ex. 1. Prove that the envelope of the amplitudes

where a is a variable parameter, is a general integral of the differential

equation

and find the relation among the arbitrary constants in the complete integral

which leads to this general integral.

Ex. 2. An amplitude of one dimension is given by the equations

#j 4- be=x2+ ca= .

find the general form of the partial differential equation of the first order for

which this amplitude can be a characteristic, and verify that the equation in

the preceding example is a particular case.

CONTACT OF THE INTEGRALS.

123. The complete integral is an amplitude of n dimensions,

represented by
&amp;lt;(#!, ..., xnt z, a1} ..., on) = 0.
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The general integral is an amplitude also of n dimensions,

obtained as the result of eliminating a2 , ..., an between the

equations

on taking al
= 0(a.2 , ..., an) : the n equations represent an amplitude

of one dimension, being the characteristic : and various loci, of

dimensions of all orders between unity and n, are given by the

elimination of the various sets of constants that can be selected

from a.2 ,
. . .

,
an . And there are various classes of general integrals :

that general integral, which is represented by means of the fore

going equations, is the most comprehensive of them all.

The singular integral (when it exists) is an amplitude also of

n dimensions, obtained as the result of eliminating al5 . . .
,
an between

the equations

The values of plt . ..
, pn at any position on the complete integral

are given by

+*-*dxr dz

for r = 1, . .., n.

The values ofplf . .., pn at any position on the general integral

are given by

that is, by

4. + V A
^
--r Pr ^ r Z i * =

v&amp;gt;

oxr dz s= 2 das oxr

for r 1, ..., n.

The values ofp1 ,
. . .

, pn at any position on the singular integral

are given by

M +^+i^ = 0,
oxr cz t=i oat oxr

that is, by

g+-i=.
for r= 1, ..., n.

Hence, at any position common to any two of these three

integrals, the values ofpl) ...,pn are the same. Regarding z, x^ ,
. . .

,
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n, PI, , pn as defining an element of an integral of the differential

equation, we can express this last result in the form that, at any

position common to any two of the three amplitudes represented by
the complete integral, a general integral, and the singular integral,

the two amplitudes have a common element.

Moreover, the equations

usually determine one set of values, or a limited number of sets of

values, of z, a-
l , ..., xn ,

in terms of c^, ..., an : that is, the number

of positions common to the complete integral and the singular

integral is limited and, as has just been proved, the two amplitudes
have a common element at each common position. Also, a set of

values of ctj, ..., an determines a position on the singular integral.

Again, a relation

a1
= 0(a2t ..., an)

determines an amplitude of one dimension within the singular

integral ;
and at every position on this amplitude within the

singular integral, the equations

are satisfied. These are the equations of the general integral,

which accordingly contains the amplitude. Hence the general

integral and the singular integral have an amplitude of one

dimension in common and, as has been proved, the two integrals

have a common element at every position on this amplitude.

The complete integral and a general integral have a character

istic in common, being an amplitude of one dimension. Moreover,

the equations of the characteristic determine the relations between

z, x, p uniquely from initial values, except when those initial values

belong to singularities : hence if two complete integrals have an

element in common at any position, they have in common all the

elements along the characteristic through the position.

Among the special loci to be considered is the amplitude which

is the envelope of all the characteristics on any general integral.

Taking two consecutive characteristics, we have
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along one of them
; along the other, we have

[123.

dan = 0,darda2 dar dan

the latter holding for r = 2, . . .
,
n. At positions common to both,

the first of the second set of equations is satisfied by means of the

first set of equations ; eliminating the ratios da 2 : da3 : . . . : dan from

the rest, we have
= 0,

da2dan

da2dan
&quot;

da

Thus the required envelope is given by the

an among the equations

say H ((j))
= 0.

elimination of a2 ,

it is an amplitude of n 1 dimensions. The n + 1 equations

usually determine a set of values, or a limited number of sets of

values, of z, xly ..., xn in terms of a2 , ..., an ;
hence the number of

positions common to a complete integral and the envelope of the

characteristics on a general integral is limited : and, of course, they
are isolated positions on the amplitude of one dimension, along
which the complete integral and the general integral have elements

in common.

Again, consider a locus intermediate in dimensions between

those of a characteristic and a general integral : such an one is

obtained, for example, by the elimination of a2 , ...,ar between

the equations
d

4&amp;gt; dcj) _ ~

The result of the elimination will consist of n (r 1) equations ;

and therefore it will represent an amplitude of r dimensions in

the hyperspace under consideration. Its equations involve the

n r constants ar+l , ..., an . To find its envelope, we take a con

secutive amplitude : at any position on the first, we have
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at any position on the second, we have

301

+ ... +
,

da n = 0,dasdar+l dasdan

for 5 = 2, . . .
,
n. At a position on the envelope, the first of the

latter set is satisfied by the earlier equations: eliminating dar+1 ,

..., dan ,
we have

-0.

danda r+1

da n
*da.2dan

These equations, which are equivalent to r independent equations
in general, together with

give the envelope : it is an amplitude of n r + 1 dimensions.

124. It is not proposed to make the complete generalisation
of all the properties in ordinary space associated with partial

differential equations in two independent variables : only one

other property will be generalised here. We shall consider the

order of contact in which a common element is possessed by
different integrals.

Assuming that the singular integral exists, we know that it is

given by the single equation which results from the elimination of

!, ..., an among the equations

&amp;lt;(#!, ..., acn , z, a,, ..., an) = 0,

^ =0&amp;gt; ... M =
.

3d! oan

Let this single equation be supposed resolved with regard to z,

with the result

z = ^(x^ ...; ffn) ;

and introduce a new dependent variable f, defined by the relation

%=z-^(xi, ..., a?n ).

The complete integral is now
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the derivatives with regard to alt ..., an are unaffected. Hence,
when we make the elimination as before and resolve this new
eliminant with regard to f, the same resolution as before leads to

r=o.

We therefore may take the singular integral in the form

*~0.

It is true that this equation has arisen out of the resolution of

another equation, and that therefore it may not (and generally

will not) represent the singular integral in the whole of its extent :

but the immediate purpose is the discussion of the closeness of

possession of an element, common to the singular integral and to

any other integral at a common position, and therefore only the

immediate vicinity of any position on 2 = need be considered.

Let any position on z = be taken : when chosen, it is made the

origin, so that we are considering the immediate vicinity of

z = 0, #! = (), . . .
,
xn = 0.

Moreover, at that position (and at any other) on the part of the

singular integral under consideration, we have

^ = 0, ..., Pn = 0,

because z is steadily zero.

Let

0(a?,, ..., ccn , z, al5 ..., On) =

be an integral : the discrimination, as to whether it is general or

complete, will depend upon the other equations (if any) that are

associated with it. As z is the singular integral, then at every

position common to
&amp;lt;f)

= and the singular integral, we have

?i_ M-o-
-i &quot;? &amp;gt; o

&quot;

)

oOi oan

and we know that, at any such position, the two integrals have a

common element so that the values of plt . . .
, pn for

(f&amp;gt;

=
0, as

given by

for r= 1, ..., n, must be the same as those for 2 = 0. The latter

vanish : hence, at a common element,

&-0 ^-0^\
~~&quot; V/i ^ V/

00i OXn
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In general,
~ will riot vanish there : the position then would be a

singularity on
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

= 0, and circumstances would require to be very

special in order that a singularity of the amplitude &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

= should

lie upon its envelope.

Assuming the origin to be the common element in question,
we thus have

C7i tian ox^ oxn

at the position 0, . . .
,

on the integral
= 0.

In order to simplify the consideration of the small variations

along two integrals in the immediate vicinity of a common

element, Darboux proceeds as follows. As in the case of two

independent variables, so, generally, in the case of n independent

variables, the discussion centres round an aggregate of terms of

the second order of the type

txida^ + .^-da^dar},

where the values z = Q, x^ = 0, . . .
,
xn = and the corresponding

values of alt ..., an are to be substituted in the coefficients of the

bilinear terms. Let a homogeneous linear change be effected

upon the variables x, and another upon the constants a : these do

not affect the position of the common element and, among other

things, they can be used to render the position of the axes of

xl ,
. . .

,
xn more precise. The number of constants at our disposal

in two such transformations is 2wa
;
let them be chosen so as, if

possible, to make all the quantities

for all values of i and j from 1, ..., n that are distinct from

one another, vanish at the common element. In general, these

conditions amount to 2/i (n 1) relations among the constants
;

for these, the 2/i
2 constants more than suffice. Hence, in addition

to the equations

8&amp;lt; _ A 8&amp;lt; - 8*~
&quot;

~
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satisfied at a common element, we may also suppose that the

equations

for i and j
=

l, 2, . .., n but unequal to one another, also are

satisfied.

Consider, first, small variations along the singular integral in

the vicinity of the common element : these can be represented by
dxl} ..., dxn . There is no variation of z, for z is steadily zero:

the small variations give rise to variations of al5 . ..
,
an ,

which may
be represented by Salt ..., &an . All these variations are to be

subject to the equations

for r=l, ..., n : hence, taking account of all the quantities that

vanish, we have
32&amp;lt;K &&amp;lt;!&amp;gt; J A
5-^5 8ar + -5 dxr = 0,

for r = l, ..., w. Consequently, other ?i equations

are satisfied at the common element: these replace n of the

equations containing differential elements
;
and the other n of

those equations give the variations Bal} ..., San , belonging to the

singular integral and determined by means of d^, ..., dxn .

Hence, at the common element, we may take

8#V
2 r

dxrdar
r
8ar

2

Now consider a general integral possessing the element at

the origin : and suppose that it is of class m, that is, such that

m relations are postulated among the n quantities alt ..., an .

We require variations along the general integral, determined by
dxlj ..., dxn : these may be denoted by dal} ..., dan : and then

the m postulated relations may be taken in the differential form

Ci n /* rtn \ _l_ s* rin
u/u/j ^i

y m+i u^w+l i t vijH w**Hj

dam = cmm+l dam+l + . . . + cmndan .
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The equation of the general integral is given by
= 0,

, H-r =0,

for r=l, ..., n-m: it results from the elimination of ax , ..., a w

among these m + 1 equations and the m postulated relations.

The order of contact of the common element at the point

(being the generalisation of the order of contact in ordinary space)
depends upon the magnitude of dz, belonging to the general

integral and expressed in terms of dx^ ..., dxn . To find an

expression for dz, we expand along the general integral in the

vicinity of the origin, we insert the initial values in the coefficients,

and then we retain only the most important terms. The result

can be expressed in the form

= ~
r=\

on using the former relations. The quantities da lt ..., da n are

given, by means of the m differential relations and by variations of

in terms of dxl ,
. . .

,
dx

tl
: these n m variations are

0~&amp;lt;P 7 crcp+
fat

dam+ , +
Q

~ d.rm+r = 0,

for ? = !, ..., n m, account having been taken of the values of
the coefficients of the differential elements at the origin. Using
the former relations, we have

d2
, . 32

d2&amp;lt;

t&amp;gt; ,j
(dam+r + AWrCur/H-r) = 0,

Oil in+r

for r= 1, ..., n - m. Also, the former differential relations can be
written in the form

F. v. 20
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for 5 = 1, ..., m; hence all the quantities dar + fjirdxr (for r = l,

. . .
, n) can be expressed linearly in terms of the m quantities

vs
~~ S (CS}

Now the quantity dz is given by

which, after substitution, comes to be a bilinear function of the

foregoing m quantities. This bilinear function does not vanish for

all values of dxl , ..., dxn , except under special conditions; and

therefore the contact of an element, common to a general integral of

any class and the singular integral, is usually of the first order.

While the bilinear function does not vanish for all values of

dx1} ..., dxn except under special conditions, there are certain ratios

of the values of the differential elements (which may be called

hyperdirections through the origin) for which the function does

vanish. Let

for K = 2, . . .
,
m

;
then we have

3&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;
/ n-m \2

- 2 ^ dz = /*! dxl
- 2 c

lfm+t /*+ dxm+t Q (6.2 ,
. . .

, m),
0-21 V ^=1 /

where Q is a quadratic function of its arguments. It is clear that

dz will be of the third order whenever

an equation which, in general, gives two values of 6.2 in terms of

&3, &quot;, @m&amp;gt;
Hence we may say that, when variations dx2 , ..., dxn

are taken arbitrarily, there are generally two values of dx which

can be associated with them so as to make dz belong to a general

integral of the third order of small quantities.

Other results are given in the examples which follow : in

particular, exceptions to the last result are indicated.

125. The preceding analysis is not merely a generalisation of

that adopted, in 105, for the case when n = 2 : it is therefore worth
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while setting it out briefly for that case, in order to allow of com

parison with the discussion there given.

We take z = as the singular solution : any position on it is

chosen and made the origin, so that, for an element there, we have

5=0, #=0, ij
= Q, p=0, g = 0.

Hence for any general integral &amp;lt;/&amp;gt; (as, y, z, a, b)
= 0, possessing that

element, we have

Moreover, we may assume that the relations

^!*__ a_^--o~ &quot;

are satisfied at the point : if they are not satisfied in the form in

which the equation arises, they can be made to be so by making
linear transformations of the variables x and y, and linear trans

formations of the constants a and b.

The critical condition for contact of order closer than the usual

contact was found ( 105) to be

V .

/
;

and it was indicated ( 105, Ex. 1) that this equation implies, and
is implied by, the equation

da2
db- \dadbj

*

Thus, for the transformations adopted, these conditions will be

respectively.

Let small variations along the singular integral in the immediate

vicinity of the element at the origin be denoted by dx, dy, Ba, Bb :

these must satisfy
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Hence, taking account of the various vanishing quantities, we have

* to

dbdy

Consequently, the two relations

?! ?!* = f ^0 V &$&$ = ( d*&amp;lt;fr~

are satisfied at the common element : in virtue of these two, the

four equations reduce to two only, which then determine Ba and $b

in terms of dx and dy. These two relations may be expressed by

the equations
82

(/&amp;gt; _ 82

,~ p ~ p
~

_~ &quot;

Now consider the general integral : let the single relation

between a and b, when expressed in differential form, be

db = cda,

where da and db are variations along the general integral; the

equations of this integral are

*=&amp;lt;&amp;gt;
+ $-

At the element, ^ and vanish : hence da and db are such that
da do

taking account of vanishing quantities. Thus, by the preceding-

relations, we have

(da + pdx) + c(db + rdy) = 0.

ca oo

Also
c (da + p dx) (db + a-dy)

=
cp da-

/j. dy,

so that
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which give the necessary values of da and db. Also, variation of

the equation &amp;lt;

= leads, when account is taken of vanishing

quantities, to the relation

^dd&amp;gt; , 8-&amp;lt;f&amp;gt; , ~
c-&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;

-, j
d2

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt; j- 2 J- dz = = dx- + 2 . da dx + ~:t
da-

dz d.r cacx oa-

c-&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

d-6

da2 db- j
;n zrrtcp-

Hence dz is usually of the second order in dx and dy : and the

contact is usually of the first order.

There is a single direction along which dz is of the third order :

it is given by
du

*-*

and the point is then a contact-point of the branches of the

intersection of the surfaces in question, having this direction for

its tangent*.

If, however, the relation

_
8a2 db-

~

is satisfied at the point, dz is of the third order for all variations of

x and y through the point : the general integral and the singular

integral then have contact of the second order. (This relation

agrees with the result to be expected from the earlier case.)

Moreover, when this relation is satisfied at the point, it clearly

is satisfied independently of any functional relation between a and

6 : it therefore is satisfied for all such relations and consequently,

if the singular integral has contact of the second order with any

general integral, it has contact of the second order with every general

integral. This is the former result ( 105).

* This establishes the statement made in 104.
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When the contact between the tAvo integrals is only of the first

order, the single direction in which the contact is of the second

order is given by
dyC? = ^dx

The quantities /* and p belong to the singular integral at the

point : hence this direction usually changes from one general

integral to another.

126. We now proceed to give some examples of the general

theory which has just been expounded.

Ex. I. When we are dealing with what is called the general integral,

being the integral for which there is only a single postulated relation among
the parameters, the formula) become simple and lead easily to further results.

Let the postulated relation be

dai = b.fLa-i -f . . . + bndan ;

then the equations of the general integral are

Assuming all the properties in the text, we have the expression for dz in

the form

The quantities da^ ..., danj determined for the general integral in terms of

dxij ... ,
dxnt are given by the above relation and by

2̂ (dar + prdxr)+ br $ (dai + /*! dx^ = 0,
C/Ct^. CCfj

for r= 2, ..., n. We take the relation in the form

n
&amp;gt;/

dai+mdv! - 2 bs (dat+frdx,) = ^d^ - 2bspt d.vt :

and we have

fa*
for r=2, ..., n, where
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Substituting these values, we have the value of dz in the form

Hence, for the general integral (or the integral of the first class, only one

relation among the parameters being postulated), an element common with

the singular integral has contact of only the first order. This is the former

result.

For this general integral, we may take arbitrary variations
&amp;lt;fa\&amp;gt;, ..., d.en :

and then there is one variation cLvl , given by

for which dz is of the third order of small quantities ; accordingly, for those

variations, the element has contact of the second order. The property is

special to this general integral : for the general integrals of other classes,

where the number of postulated relations is greater than one, there are two

variations d.c\ for which the corresponding dz is of the third order.

Ex. 2. The relations defining a general integral of the second class can

be taken in the form

da l
= 636^3 + ... 4- bnda r,

da* = c3rf3 + ... + cdann

An element at the origin is possessed in common by this integral and the

singular integral : and the various quantities at this position have the same

values as in the investigation in the text. Let

for s= l, ..., n\ also let

h 2 / 2 ( n 7,
2 n r 2 / n A /&amp;gt; \2j

*-l+*i 2 +0,, 2 -+*,* {
2 |l 2 ^ -

(
2 P-) ;

r=39rr r=Z&amp;lt;Prr [r=S 9v r=3
&amp;lt;*&amp;gt;,:

\r=3 &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;rr
/ )

and let

du =m ch\ - /zo
/&amp;gt;

d.&amp;gt;&amp;gt;,,-...-fjin bndxn ,

Obtain the value of cfe, which measures the order of possession of the element

common to this general integral and the singular integral, in the form

n f, 2\ / n 7/2
2 ^)**+(fe+4llfe|l ,

&quot;

=3 &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;)// V r=3
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;&amp;gt;/

&quot; 6.C.
2rf&amp;gt;n d).&amp;gt;.) 2 -dudr.~
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Hence shew, in general,

(i) that the order of possession of the common element is usually

the first:

(ii) that usually there are two distinct sets of variations, having

dxi, ..., dxn arbitrary, for which the element is possessed to

the second order:

(iii) that, if either
^-

or ~^ should vanish, there is only one set of

variations, arbitrary in dx*, ..., dxn ,
for which the element is

possessed to the second order:

(iv) that, if the element is possessed to the second order for all variations,

it is sufficient that

Are the two conditions in the last result necessary as well as sufficient?

Shew also that, if

while none of the other second derivatives vanish, then

,8$
vZ

where

&quot;

r=4
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;rr

and discuss this form.

Ex. 3. Adopting the notation of 125, and assuming that all the

quantities which occur have the values there given, prove that in order to

have an element common to a general integral, defined by three relations

among the quantities da\, ..., o?au ,
and the singular integral, possessed to the

second order, it is necessary and sufficient that three of the quantities

should vanish.

In case fewer than three of these quantities should vanish, what are the

sets of variations for which the element is possessed to the second order ?

Ex. 4. Shew that, if one general integral of any class has an element

common with the singular integral possessed to the second order, then every

general integral of that class has the same property.

127. The discussion of the order, in which an element common
to a complete integral and the singular integral is possessed, is

simpler. Taking the element on the singular integral as before

( 124), we require variations along the complete integral : these
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are given by &amp;lt;/;,, ..., dj n ,
dz alone, because a lt ..., n are constants

for this integral. The earlier analysis shews at once that the most

important terms in these variations are given by

- 2 &amp;lt;fc
=

, &amp;lt;&,+...
dz ox? cxn

-

assuming that the quantities belonging to the singular integral at

the point are the same as before. It is clear that, except under

very special conditions, an element common to a complete integral

and to the singular integral is usually possessed only to the first

order.

Ex. Discuss the order of possession of an element, common to a complete

integral and to a general integral, for which /i
- 1 relations are postulated

among the parameters.



CHAPTER IX.

LIE S METHODS APPLIED TO EQUATIONS OF THE

FIRST ORDER.

MANY of Lie s investigations are concerned with the integration of partial
differential equations of the first order : broadly speaking, he has devised two

general methods of proceeding which have considerable features in common.
It may be added that they arise as illustrations of processes with wider issues

and of analysis having a more extended significance.

One of the methods depends upon the use of tangential transformations

(or contact transformations, as they are more frequently called). So for as

concerns the properties of these transformations and (as an incident in their

application to PfafFs problem) their application to the integration of a single

partial differential equation of the first order, an exposition has already been

given* in Part I of the present work
;

it will be sufficient therefore to give, in

this place, merely a statement of the results.

The other of the methods due to Lie depends upon the theory of groups
of functions as developed, in part, through the theory of contact transforma

tions. It is applied to a system of simultaneous equations in the first

instance and naturally it can be applied to the simplest case when there is

only a single equation.

Some references are given in the sections in Part I that have already been

mentioned. Of these, the most important are Lie s memoir in the 8th volume

(1875) of the Mathematische Annalen, as regards the fundamental properties

of contact transformations and their simpler applications to the integration

of partial differential equations, and the second volume (1890) of his Theorie

der Transformationsgruppen, which contains many properties, developments,
and applications of the transformations in question.

Reference may also be made advantageously to the exposition given by
Goursat in chapters xi and XII of his treatise already (p. 55) quoted.

* See chapters ix, x; for the application, see specially 136, 142.
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CONTACT TRANSFORMATIONS.

128. The distinctive idea of contact transformations is derived

from geometrical considerations applied to hyperspace. An element

of surface at any position in a space of n + 1 dimensions is deter

mined by means of z, xly ..., xn ,
the coordinates of the position,

and of p!, ...,pn ,
the coordinates of the orientation, of the element

;

thus, if z, #!, ..., xn &amp;gt; pi, -&amp;gt; Pn be regarded as 2/z + 1 independent

magnitudes in general, the element of surface will be given by an

equation
dz -pldxl

- ... -pn dxn = 0.

Transformations of the variables are conceived by means of

relations between z, (i\, ..., xn , pl , ..., pn and new variables z
, #/,

. . .
, a?,, , pS, ..., p^ ;

if these relations are such that

*
/

n

dz S Pi dxi = p (dz 2
t=i V i=i

where p is a non-vanishing quantity independent of differential

elements, the transformation is said to be a contact transformation ;

it obviously transforms two elements of surface, that touch one

another, into two other elements of surface that also touch one

another. Accordingly, Lie s definition * of the most general contact

transformation is :

Let Z, Xl} ..., X n , PI, ..., P,, be 2/i + 1 independent functions

of2n + l independent variables z, a\, ..., xn , plt ...,pn ,such that

the relation

dZ- I PidX^pUz- 2
i=\ \ j=l

is satisfied identically, when p is a non-vanishing quantity inde

pendent of differential elements : then the equations

z = Z, m ^Xi, p f
= Pi,

for * = 1, ..., n, define a contact transformation.

The most general contact transformation will be given when
the most general functions Z, Xl} ..., Xn ,

Plt . . .
,
Pn , satisfying

the preceding relations, are known. These are givenf by the

theorem :

* Math. Ann., t. vin (1875), p. 220.

t The analysis establishing the theorem is set out in 134, 135 of Part i of

this work. A difference in sign should be noted : it is due to the fact that the

quantity [P, Q] is used in this volume in its usual sense, and has the reverse sign
of [P, Q] as given in Part i.
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When the n + 1 quantities Z, Xlt ..., X tl are obtained as n + l

functionally independent integrals of the equations

[,ZJ = 0, [X i,Xj]
= 0,

for i and j=l, ..., n; when the quantities P,, ..., Pw are deter

mined, eitherfrom the n equations

for i = l, ..., n, or from the n equations

_

dpi r=i
r

dpi

for i = l, ..., n, the two sets of n equations being equivalent to one

another; and when p denotes the non-vanishing quantity

^_ V P ?*r
a* ,=! &quot;a*

*

then the relation

dZ- I PidX^dz-
is satisfied identically. The conditions are both necessary and

sufficient to secure the property: and other equations satisfied by

Z, Xlt ..., Xn ,
P1? ..., Pn , p, are

(Z, P^pP,, [P,, Z,.]
= - P ,

[P,-, Xj] = , [P., P,.]= 0,

for i = l, ..., 71, d?irf values of j unequal to i.

This is Mayer s form* of Lie s theorem relating to the

determination of the most general contact transformation. As

regards the conditions, it is to be noted that p is known as soon as

Z, Xl} ..., Xn ,
P1} ..., Pn have been obtained, and P1} ..., Pn are

known as soon as Z, Xly ..., Xn have been obtained.

These quantities are subject to the equations

[Z, XJ = 0, [Xt , 10] = 0;

and as ( 53) we have

[[Z, Xtl *i\ + [[X,, Xj], Z] - [[Z, Xj], X{]

for any functions whatever of z, a?, ,
. . .

,
xn , p l ,

. . .
, pn ,

the equations
are consistent with one another and coexist. But the conditions

* Math. Ann., t. vm (1875), p. 309.
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for the existence of the contact transformation do not require any

equation to be satisfied by any one of the quantities Z, Xlt . . .
,
Xn

alone; and the preceding relation for coexistence holds for all

functions which satisfy the equations. Hence there is an arbitrary

element in the equations that define the contact transformation :

thus we could choose _any one of the quantities Z, X1} ..., Xn

arbitrarily : or any other arbitrary relation could be chosen that

is not inconsistent with the aggregate of conditions and equa
tions.

129. There is one most important form of contact transforma

tion, viz. that in which the difference between the old variables

and the new variables is small. Such transformations are called

infinitesimal : they can be represented by

where f, fi, ..., f, 7T1} ..., 7r
/t
are functions of z, xlt ..., xn , pl} ...,

pn ,
and e is a quantity so small that its square and higher powers

may be neglected. Moreover, when we have the identical trans

formation, then p = 1
; hence, for an infinitesimal transformation,

we have

p = 1 -f
e&amp;lt;7,

where a will be a quantity to be determined. Then the equations

[Z,A ,-]-0, [X,,Xj} = 0, [P,-,A;]
= 0, [P,,P,]-0,

for unequal values of i and j, respectively give

r=I

fiTTj dTT; fdTT; 37T/\ -.^ + Pi^ ~ [^ + PJ ^T
1 }= -

da-i dz \dtCj
J dz J

The last three equations, taken for all values of i and j, shew that

a function U of z, x^ ,
. . .

,
xn , pl , ...,pn exists, such that

f.. w
dU dU^--K
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for all values ofi=I,...,n. The equation

[P;, X;] = p = 1 CT

then gives

and the equations

[,P,.]= P P..

then give

a? a? atf a^

^S&quot;&quot;f^*
T
^^*s!;

When these are taken in conjunction with the equations

a?--i ^
^-..r/ -ap/

we find the value of f to be

&amp;lt;-*&amp;gt;*)-&quot;&amp;gt;

Consequently the most general infinitesimal transformation is given

by the equations

=
where

&amp;gt;-_ v / rr t ^ 3U&quot; 8lf-
.- I* a^J

- u
&amp;lt; f;

=
3^

-
&quot;
=
&,

+
/&quot;

ai
- = -

e,

ybr i = l, ..., n, and U denotes any arbitrary function of z, a\, ...,

n &amp;gt; PI ) &amp;gt; pn

130. Sometimes it is necessary to know the contact trans

formations for which X lt ..., Xn ,
Plf ..., Pn are explicitly inde

pendent of *; so that ^ is the only quantity that involves 2. The
results * are as follows :

The quantity p is constant and may be made unity; then Z is

given by
Z = AZ + II,

where II is a function of xlt ..., xn , pl} ..., pn that does not involve

z, and A is a constant. The quantities X l} ..., Xn are functionally

independent integrals of the equations

* See Part i of this work, 137. The same remark as to difference of sign
from the results in Part i applies here as in the foot-note on p. 31o of this volume.

T *
&quot; * V
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for i andj= 1, ..., n, and H is an integral of the equations

(H.X^-A 2^1^,r=l Vpr

which is functionally independent of Xlt . .., Xn . The quantities

Pl} . .., Pn are then given by any n independent equations of the set

an 5 p a*,_ , A _1 P ^_^
~

4-t -L r 75 **V\ ) -i
&quot;^ * r -\ Wj

a#i r= i a/V Opi r= l dpi

for i = l, ..., n. The functions thus determined satisfy the relation

dtt - i P
(-dX; = --42 ^c^v

/=! &amp;lt;=1

identically: and other equations satisfied are

(X,, P,) = A, (U, P..)
= .4

(P,
- 2 p.. |J) ,

\ r=l vpr/

(Pi,Xj) = 0, (P,,P;) = 0,

ybr a/^ values of i and j unequal to one another. The constant A
is usually taken to be^unitj.

The determination of II can be effected by a quadrature, when

Xlt ..., Xn are known. To see this, let the variables be changed

toyj, ..., yn ,
vlt ..., vn ,

where

^i
= Xi , . . .

, yn Xn)

and vlt ..., vn are n functions of xlt ..., u:n , plt ..., _/)n ,
chosen so

that the new variables make up an aggregate of 2n independent

functions. Now, because

(X it Xj)
= 0,

the quantity (II, Xi) vanishes when II is made equal to any of the

quantities Xlt ..., Xn ;
and therefore, when the new variables are

taken, no one of the derivatives

an an

fyi 9y

occurs in (II, X{). Hence the n equations

can be resolved with respect to

an an
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giving these quantities in terms of the variables : a quadrature
then determines II.

Conversely, if we regard the contact transformation as changing
the variables from Z, X, ..., Xny Pl , ..., Pn , the results are

similar. We then have

where II is a function of Xl} ..., Xn ,
Ply ..., Pn ,

and a is a

constant; the differential relation is

n n

dTl S pidxi
= a 2 P^dXi ;

i=l i=\

the quantities xly ..., xn are functionally independent integrals of

the equations

(xit %j)
= 0,

for i and ^ =1, ..., w, where the independent variables are Xly ...,

JTn , Pj ,
. . . ,

Pw ;
and II is an integral of the equations

n rlv.

(T\ T .\ _ n V P ^Zl
r=i

r
ap/

which is functionally independent of sclt ..., a?M . The quantities

p\ , &amp;gt;-, Pn are given by any n independent equations of the set

an 5 dxr ,
an ^ a^7

.

for i 1, ..., w ;
and other equations satisfied are

(xi, p^ = a, (H, p^ = a
[jpj

- 2 Pr ^- )
,

\ r=l &quot;i rJ

for i = 1, . . .
, n, as well as

(pt,a!j)
= 0, 0*,#/) = 0,

for unequal values of i, j from the series 1, ..., n.

And aA = 1 : so that, as A is usually unity, so also is d.

As regards these results, it is to be noted that p has become a

constant which has justifiably been made unity. The quantities

Pj ,
. . . ,

Pn are known as soon as II, Xl ,
. . . , Xn are known : and

the quantity II is to be constructed after Xl} ..., Xn are known.

These quantities are subject to the equations

(X,, X,) = 0:

so that, as ( 52) the relation

t
Xk) Xi)
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is satisfied for any functions whatever of xlt ..., xn , pl , ..., pn ,

the equations are consistent with one another and coexist. The
conditions for the existence of the contact transformation do not

impose any equation involving only a single one of the quantities
Xl} ..., Xn ]

and the preceding conditions for coexistence of the

equations are satisfied identically, whatever be the functions

Xlt ..., Xn . Hence the equations defining the contact trans

formation under consideration contain an arbitrary element : thus

any one of the quantities Xly ..., Xn can be assigned arbitrarily, or

any other arbitrary relation can be chosen that is not inconsistent

with the aggregate of conditions and equations.

COROLLARY 1. There is one special case of this contact

transformation, usually called the infinitesimal transformation of

this type.

It is characterised by the properties

where e is a small quantity of such a magnitude that squares and

higher powers may be neglected. The critical equations impose
limitations upon the forms of f, f , TT;, for i = 1, ..., n; thus the

equations

(X;,Xj) = 0, (Xt , Pj)
= 0, (P,; Pj)

=
0, (Xt,P{)=l,

give the conditions

^_% =0
dpj dpi

^ + ^=0
dpi dty

a-TTi d-n-j

5
--

^T~
=

Vj
QXj OXi

respectively. Hence there is some function U of xl} ...,xn,pl ,

..., pn such that

fc
dU dU r i \*

=*&&amp;gt;

&quot;

5S-
iv-v)5

and any function U of these variables will enable all the conditions

to be satisfied. Also writing

n =
er,

F. v. 21
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we find the equations for f to be

8tT ou ^ 82
7&quot;

:L _ _i_ &amp;gt; v\ _

J
_ -- X

^-\

dpi r= l

so that

Hence an infinitesimal contact transformation is given by the

equations

Y dU
Xi Xi = =-

,

dpi

r=l

The equations
dz = p da\ + ... + pndxn ,

are simultaneously satisfied, when either is satisfied : it is easy
to verify this property from the foregoing values. Hence an

infinitesimal contact transformation, in which- the changes of xlt

..., xn , pl , ..., pn do not involve z, is given by the equations

dU , dU
^, = e-, %-~e

a
-, ^ = l,...,n),

dU\ JT- - U
r=l \ Vr/

where U is any function of the variables xl} . . .
,
xn , p l ,

. . .
, pn .

COROLLARY 2. There is another special case of this type of

contact transformation, in which X1} ..., Xn are homogeneous

functions of zero dimension in the variables p1} . .., pn : the

quantity Z is given by
Z = z + c,

where c is a constant; and Pl} ..., Pn are then homogeneous, of one

dimension in the variables plt ..., p n&amp;gt; given by
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for i=l, ..., n, the quantities A\, ..., Xn still satisfying the

equations

for i and j = 1, ..., n; and the differential relation

is then satisfied identically. Other equations satisfied are

(Xi,Pi)=l, (Pi ,Xj) = 0, (P &amp;lt;( P,) = 0,

for all values ofi and j unequal to one another.

Such transformations* are called homogeneous. As before, any
one of the quantities Xlt ..., Xn may be chosen arbitrarily: or

some other arbitrary relation may be assigned that is not incon

sistent with the other relations and equations.

COROLLARY 3. The corresponding infinitesimal homogeneous
contact transformation has alreadyf been given. It affects only
the values of xly ...,xn ,pi, , pn- and it can be taken in theform

v d
i
=

a:i +

ivhere H is a function of x^, ..., xn , plt ..., pn , which is homogeneous

of one dimension in ply ...
, pn and is otherwise arbitrary.

If we write

Xi - Xi = dxi ,
P{ pi = dp i&amp;gt;

e = dt,

these equations take the form

dx; = dH dpi _ _ dH
dt dpi dt d#i

for i = l, ..., n. These equations, exactly in this form, will occur

later as a canonical system of equations in theoretical dynamics.

131. One remark, indicating a relation between these infini

tesimal transformations and the integration of a partial differential

equation

/(#!, ...,#,&amp;gt;!, ...,^n )
= 0,

*
L.c., 139. The remark, in the foot-note, p. 315, as to change of sign applies

here also.

t See vol. i of this work, 140.

212
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may at once be made*. If it be required to find the infinitesimal

contact transformations

Sz = e Sat = e&, Spi
=

e-jTi, (i
= l, . .., n\

which transformf into itself, we clearly must have

imi

Denoting by U any arbitrary function of ^ ,
. . .

,
xny PI, ..., pn (thus

omitting z from its arguments), we know that the quantities f and

TT can be taken

_d_u _d_u*
dps d^

thus the appropriate infinitesimal contact transformations will

arise through a function U such that

(/, tO = o.

Consequently, the determination of all such transformations is

equivalent to the integration of the original equation

/= 0.
CKW

APPLICATIONS OF CONTACT TRANSFORMATIONS TO THE

INTEGRATION OF AN EQUATION OR EQUATIONS.

132. The application of the properties of finite contact trans

formations to the integration of a single partial differential

equation is immediate.

First, suppose that the dependent variable z occurs explicitly

in the equation so that the given equation may be written in the

form

f(xly ...
t
xn ,zj ply ...,pn)

= 0.

We then take

Z=f(x1 , ..., xnt z,p1} ...,pn ),

and, applying the preceding results, we assume that we have

2?i+ 1 independent functions of the 2n+ 1 variables z, pl , ..., pn ,

xlt ..., xn , being Z, Plt ..., Pn ,
Xl} ..., Xn ,

such that the relation

Z-% PidX^pidz- 2 pidx
t=l \ i=l

Lie, Math. Ann., t. vm (1875), p. 240.
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is satisfied identically for a non-vanishing quantity p that does

not involve the differential elements. All the required quantities

Pj, ..., Pn are known, if Xlt ..., Xn are known, by equations

characteristic of a contact transformation
;
and these quantities

X19 ..., Xn are such that the equations

for t = l, ..., ?i, and j=l, ..., w but unequal to t, are satisfied.

It has been seen that, even when Z is arbitrarily assigned, these

equations are consistent and coexist. Accordingly, assuming the

general results of the theory of contact transformations, we may
assume that quantities Xlt ..., Xn are determined by these

equations and that the quantities Pl} ...,Pn have subsequently
been obtained.

Now what is desired is an integral of the equation

so that, as pl ,
. .., pn are derivatives of z with regard to xlt . .., xn

respectively, we have

dz p1dx1 ... pndxn = ;

hence the quantities, defining the contact transformation, must

satisfy the relation

dZ-PldX 1 -...-P )ldXn = 0,

or, since Z is a permanent zero, we must have

This relation is the only relation, except Z = 0, that needs to be

satisfied in order to secure the existence of the relation

dz pldxl ... pndxn ;

and, subject to the specified exception, P1} ..., Pn ,
Xlt ..., Xn are

independent functions of the variables involved. We therefore

require an integral equivalent of the relation

where P1} ..., Pn ,
Xlt ..., Xn ,

Z are 2/i+ 1 independent functions

of the quantities z, a\ t ...,%n,pl , ...,pn ,
the relation being satisfied

identically.
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Such a relation possesses* three types of integral equivalents.

(i) It is satisfied identically if

Xl
= di, . . .

,
Xn = an ,

where al} . .., an are n arbitrary constants: these n equations give
n differential relations

in virtue of which the differential relation obviously is satisfied,

(ii) It is satisfied identically, if
/JL equations of the type

X- = a-(X X }
&quot;* i/ * \ &quot; M+l &amp;gt; )

&quot;/&amp;gt;

for i = 1, . . .
, p (where /x &amp;lt; ri), are postulated, provided the equations

p v9i i p f\

for j = IJL,
+ 1

,
. . .

, n, also are satisfied : for these equations give
LL differential relations

for i= 1, ..., p which, in connection with the other n p relations,

obviously satisfy the required differential relation.

(iii) It is satisfied identically if

Pl -0,,..,P.=0;
these relations, however, do not possess (and do not necessarily

imply) any differential character.

We consider the significance of these three types of integral

equivalent in succession.

In the first place, we have

X
1
= a 1) ..., Xn = an ,

concurrently with the equation ^=0; and these relations are

sufficient to secure the differential relation

dz = pl dxl + . . . +pndxn .

AsZ,Xi, ..., Xn are independent functions of z, xly ..., acn , pl} ...,

pn ,
it is possible to eliminate p1} . .., pn among the n equations

Z = 0, X1
= !,..., Xn = an ,

the eliminant being an equation involving z, xlt ..., xnt al} ..., an .

The differential relation shews that the value of z thus provided is

an integral of Z= : manifestly, it is the complete integral.

* See Part i of this work, 142, foot-note.
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In the second place, we have ^ relations

for i = 1, . . .
, p, and n /z relations

f- fin-

2p.||L
+ pj

= o,

for^ = yLt + l, ..., n, concurrently with the equation Z=0: and

these equations are sufficient to secure the differential relation

dz =pl dxl + ... +pndxn .

As Z, Xl} ..., Xn , P!, ..., Pn are independent functions of their

arguments, the n relations are independent of one another and of

Z=0: thus it is possible to eliminate plf ..., pn among the

n relations and Z= 0, and the eliminant is an equation involving

z,Xi, ...,# and the functional forms. The differential relation

shews that the value of z thus provided is an integral of Z = :

manifestly, it is a general integral. Clearly, there will be a number
of classes of such integrals, a class being determined by the number

of functional relations between the quantities Xl , . . .
,
Xn initially

postulated: as before, the most comprehensive general integral

occurs when only one such relation of the most unrestricted type
is postulated.

The equations are expressed* in another form by Lie, as follows. Let H
denote a function of P1? ..., PM ,

A&quot;M + 1 , ..., Jfn ,
which is homogeneous and

linear in PI ,
. . .

, P^ and otherwise is quite arbitrary ;
then the equations are

given by

Y ^H
-p

@H

for i=l, ..., p ; j=p.+ I, ..., n.

For, since His homogeneous and linear in Pl5 ..., PM ,
we have

hence

2 PidXi+ 2 XidPi=dH

-S !

2XidPi
- 2 Py

and therefore

r=l

which is the equation to be satisfied.

* Math. Ann., t. ix (1876), p. 250.
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In the third place, we have n equations

concurrently with Z= : but as pointed out, they do not definitely

secure the differential relation

dz p^dx-L ... pndxn = 0,

for they have no differential character. If, however, they do secure

it, we then have

dZ = p (dz pldxl ... pndxn) :

consequently
dz dz dz A
dz= P &amp;gt; 3x=- ppi &amp;gt;

ifc
that is,

dz . dz dz A
5

= 0, ^- + P;^ = 0,
0p cxi cz

for * = 1, . . .
,
n. Thus 2n equations must be satisfied, in addition to

Z=0, P1
= 0, ...,Pn = 0;

r)^
and as p is not to vanish, ^

is not zero. Assuming that all the

equations coexist, and that it is possible to eliminate p^ t
. . .

, pn so

as to leave an equation expressing z in terms of xlt ..., xn ,
the

value of z thus provided is an integral : it is the singular integral.

Ex. 1. Let

The quantities Xl5 JT2 ,
JT3 are subject to the equation

[Z, ZJ=O f [Z, X2]
=

0, [^, ^3]
=

0,

[X2 ,
Jr3]=0, [Z15 X3]=0, [^,^1=

and it is easy to verify that these are satisfied by

X\ =Pl , ^2=^2 , ^3=P3-

The quantities Pj, P2
&amp;gt;
^3 are then given by the equations

pi r=1 ^
for i= l, 2, 3 : evidently

PI=#I, P2
= ^2, PS= ^3-

It is clear that the quantities Z, 2 x, Z2 ,
Z3 ,

P1} P2 ,
P3 are independent

of one another : also

dZ-P^X^-PzdXz PidX^ -(dz-p1dxi-p2dx2-p3dx3} :

the value of p is 1.
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The complete integral is given by

p1^Xl
= all p.2

=A .

2
= a2 , p3

=X3
= a3 , Z=Q,

where a\ , 2i as are arbitrary constants : it is

One class of general integrals is given by

Pl
together with

/ M

Clearly p2 , p%, and therefore also plt are functions of and
;
and when g

is as unrestricted as possible, they will be arbitrary functions of these

quantities. Thus

where G is an arbitrary function of its arguments : the integral represents

the first class of general integrals.

Another class of general integrals is given by

together with

Manifestly, it is given by the elimination ofps between the equations

z= *iffi (Ps) + x-29* (ps) + XsPs

it represents the second class of general integrals.

The equations
.^=^ =

0, ^&amp;gt;

=P2
=

0, ^= ^3=0,

with Z=0, clearly do not provide an integral: there is no singular integral.

Ex. 2. Integrate in the same way the equations:

(i) z =p!xl +p.2 x.2 +p3x3+plp2p3 ;

(ii) Z

(iii) z*=
(Xl
-

133. Next, suppose that the dependent variable z does not

occur explicitly in the differential equation to be solved, which

therefore is of the form
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We then take

Xn =f(xlt ...
y
xn ,pi, ...,pn\

and, applying the results of 130, we assume that we have functions

II, X1) . .., Xn_l} Pj, . .., Pn of a^, ..., xn ,pi, ..., pn ,
such that the

relation

dU- 2 PidX{
=- I jp^

i=l i=l

is satisfied identically. The quantities P1? ..., Pn are known by
means of equations characteristic of the contact transformation,

when once D, Xlt ..., Xn are known: and n is determined by a

number of equations, as soon as X1} ..., Xn are known. These

quantities are subject to the equations

for i and j
i = 1, ..., n, the values of i and ^ being unequal. As has

been seen, any one of these quantities can be arbitrarily assumed :

accordingly, we assign /(#i, . .., xn , p1} ..., pn) as the value of Xn .

And then, adopting the general results of the theory of contact

transformations, we may suppose that the quantities Xl} ..., Xn-.lt

II, P1} ..., Pn are known.

What is desired is an integral of the equation

-^n =/(#i, &amp;gt; Xn&amp;gt;Pi, ...,p) = 0.

For that purpose, plf ..., pn are derivatives of z with regard to

a?!, ...,a?w respectively, so that

cfc - pl dx1
-

. . .
- pndxn = ;

hence the quantities, defining the contact transformation in the

present circumstances, must satisfy the relation

dU- I PidXi = -dz,
i*=i

of, since Xn is a permanent zero, we must have

d (Z + H) - PjdZj - ... - Pn-.dXn^ = 0.

This is the only relation, other than Xn = 0, which needs to be

satisfied in order to secure the existence of the relation

dz p^dxi ... pndxn = ;

we therefore require an integral equivalent of the differential

relation

d (Z + H) --P.dX, - . . .
- Pn-i^n-i = 0,
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so that it may be satisfied identically. As in the former case,

there are varieties of integral equivalents : but, as will be seen, the

singular integral does not occur.

(i) The differential relation is satisfied identically if

where c, a1} . . .
,
an_j are arbitrary constants. These equations are

to be taken concurrently with Xn ;
and the quantities II,

Xlt ..., Xn-i&amp;gt;
Xn are functionally independent of one another.

Hence we may consider the equations

X1
= a l} . . .

, XH-! = _! ,
Xn =

resolved* with regard to plt -..,pn) and the deduced values sub

stituted in II : the result is of the form

The integral clearly is the complete integral

(ii) The differential relation is satisfied identically if a number
of relations

for i = 1, ..., //,, hold, provided the further relations

for jfjL-\-li, ..., n 1, also hold. Eliminating plf ...,pn among
these n relations and Xn = 0, we have an integral : it is a general

integral. Obviously there will be a number of classes of general

integrals, a class being determined by the number of functional

relations postulated. The most comprehensive general integral is

given by the equations

-P X -
o-jr *rj ^-n V,

for r = 1, . . .
,
n 1, the function F being completely arbitrary.

(iii) The differential relation is satisfied identically if

*
Exceptions might arise, when resolution with regard to _p15 ...,pn is either

inconvenient or impossible: we should then proceed as in 58, 59.
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where a is a constant that may be zero. Eliminating p 1 ,
. . .

, pn

among these n relations and Xn = 0, we have an integral which is

an exceedingly special case of the foregoing general integral obtained

by taking a as the expression of F(Xl} ..., Xn_^). The relation

dz + dU =

gives
n

dU = ^ pidxi,
i= l

so that

an an_
dpi~ da*

Pi

for i 1, ..., n, which are in agreement with the equations charac

teristic of the contact transformation in this case.

And these exhaust the modes of satisfying the differential

relation: thus a singular integral does not arise.

It appears, from the results of 132 and from the results just

obtained, that the construction of the various integrals of a partial

differential equation
U=0

can immediately be effected, if a contact transformation of which

U is an element is known
;

hence this method of proceeding

requires either a knowledge, or the determination, of such a contact

transformation. If it has to be determined, then a number of

simultaneous partial equations have to be solved.

Ex. As an illustration, consider the equation

We take

^3

a contact transformation of which X3 is an element, is given by

The complete integral of the equation is given by the elimination of

Pi, Pz, Ps between

that is, the complete integral is given by

where
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There are two classes of general integrals. A general integral of the first

class is given by
=f(A\,X2}, A-3 =0,

where / is an arbitrary function : that is, it is given by the elimination of

pii P-2&amp;gt; Pz among the equations

-pl #1 -p-2zi psXs=f (Pi

A general integral of the second class is given by

that is, by the elimination ofpl9 p-&amp;gt;, p3 among the equations

p\=g(p-2)

There is no singular integral.

134. In the same manner, the properties of contact trans

formations can be applied to obtain the integrals of a system of

equations. We may assume that the system is complete, that is,

that all the relations

A

according as the dependent variable does or does not occur, are

satisfied, either identically or in virtue of the equations of the

system : and we may also assume that the number of such equations

is less than n 4- 1 or less than n, in the two cases respectively.

In the first place, suppose that the dependent variable does

occur : and let the complete system be

where m &amp;lt; n, the relations
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being satisfied. If these relations are satisfied identically*, the

quantities Z, X1} . .., Xm can be constituents of a contact trans

formation Z, Xl} ..., Xn , P!, . .., Pn : for the quantities Z, Xl} ...,

Xn are determined by equations

[Z)
Xr]

=
&amp;gt; [Xr,Xs]

= 0,

for r and 5 = 1, . . .
,
n : and the quantities P1} . . .

,
Pn are then given

by linear algebraic equations. This contact transformation leads

to the differential relation

dZ P! dXi ... PndXn = p (dz pl dx^ ... pndxn },

where p is a non-vanishing quantity.

When the quantity z is an integral of the given system, we
must have

dz = pl dxY + . . . -f-pn dxn :

also

dZ = 0, dX, = 0, ...,dXm =Q,

because Z=0, Xl
= 0, ..., Xm = permanently: hence the above

relation becomes

Pm+1dXm+l + ...+ PndXn = 0,

and when this relation is satisfied, we have

dz - pidfy . . . pndxn = 0,

so that an integral of the equation is provided. As before, the

relation can be satisfied in three kinds of ways.

(i) The relation will be satisfied if

where am+1 , ..., an are constants which may be taken arbitrarily.

The quantities Z, Xl , ..., Xn are independent of one another:

hence, eliminating p1) . . .
, pn between these n m equations and

the m + 1 equations of the complete system, we have a relation

between z, xl , ..., xn ,
which involves n m arbitrary constants and

provides an integral of the system. The integral thus provided is

clearly the complete integral.

(ii) The relation will be satisfied if the quantities X.m+i

* The alternative, when these relations are satisfied only in virtue of the members
of the complete system, will be a matter for subsequent consideration.
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Xn are connected by q equations (where q is less than n m)
which may be taken in the form

gq (Xm+1 , ...,^) = 0;

but in addition, the equations

* i+i*
^ Ai

j\
TT &quot; &quot;

9 3~T7
~

0-^
jft-f-r C/.A. 1/1+ r

for /=!, ..., m, must be satisfied. We now have the m + 1

equations of the original system, the
(?
relations of condition among

the variables Xm+l , ..., Xn ,
and the deduced n m equations con

necting the quantities Pm+1 , ..., Pn with the variables Xm+1 , ...,

Xn : that is, there are n + 1 -f
&amp;lt;? equations in all. Eliminating

j^i, ...,pn , ^i, -, \ among this aggregate, we obtain a single

equation as the eliminant : the form of the equation is affected by
the form of the q postulated relations of condition. The value of

z thus provided is an integral : obviously it is a general integral.

Manifestly there are n m I classes of general integrals,

determined by the assignment of 1, 2, ..., n m 1 relations of

condition among the variables Xm+1 , ..., Xn . The most compre
hensive class is that determined by the assignment of only a

single relation : if this relation be taken in the form

V 7i / V V \

then

for r = 2, . . .
,
n m 2: and, as before, we obtain the integral by

elimination.

(iii) The relation will be satisfied if

Pm+1 = 0, ..., Pn = 0.

We then have

dZ - PldXl
- ... - P Hl cLY,w = p (dz -p^dx^

- ... -pndxn),

so that
O *7 O V O VUJ

-p
VJ i D U^\ m

*&quot;\ F7 *&quot;\ ~V7~ O 1^&quot;

? _ Pl
1 - P ^ m = _

vX{ VX^ vXi
o AZ ^\ TT&quot; o TT-

?^_P ^_ _p ?^_o
^\ 1 O -*- 771 /-\

&quot;~

V/^
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for i and j
= 1

,
. . .

,
n. EliminatingP1 ,

. . .
,
Pm , p among these 2w + 1

equations, we have 2n m conditions to be satisfied among the

derivatives of Z, JTl3 ..., Xm ,
which can be expressed in the form

dZ dZ dZ
dxl dxn dp,

dXl dXi dX-L

dZ

dX dX
dxi dxn dp! dpn

When these are satisfied, either identically or in virtue of

f/ r\ ~y f\ ~y r\ 73 A D f\z- = u, -d. j u, . . .
,
A m u, rm+l u, . . .

,
rn u,

then the elimination of Pl , ..., pn among these n equations leads

to an equation connecting z, xly ..., xn . This value of z is an

integral of the equation : clearly it is the singular integral.

Ex. Obtain integrals of the equations

which satisfy the condition

-a=
0|

-c=OJ

of coexistence : the quantities a and c are given constants.

The quantities Z and X, are constituents of a contact transformation,

represented in full by

The complete integral is represented by

where a2 and a3 are arbitrary constants : combining these with

Z=0, ^ =
0,

we find the complete integral given by

where a
}
and a2 are arbitrary, and a3 is given by

t +o^+V-l:

or, expressed solely in terms of independent constants, the integral is

(z
-

&amp;lt;/!

A !
- a2X2

-
a)

2= X3
2
(1
-

a!
2 - a2

2
).
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To find the general integral, we take

that is, the general integral is given by the elimination of pit p2 &amp;gt; ps among
the equations

The singular integral, if it exists, is given by

Z=0, X1= 0, P2=0, P3 =0.

The further necessary conditions are satisfied. The elimination of pi, p2 ,

among these four equations leads to a relation

which is therefore the singular integral.

135. Next, suppose that the dependent variable does not

occur explicitly and that the complete system is

where the relations

(Xit Xj) = V,

for i andj = 1, ..., m, are satisfied, the integer m being less than n.

As these relations are satisfied, the quantities Xly ..., Xm are

constituents of a contact transformation such that

and quantities II, Xm+lt ..., Xn ,
Pl} ..., Pn , being functions of

#j, ..., xn , plt ..., pn ,
exist such that the differential relation

dU- PidXi = -
t=i t=i

is satisfied identically.

What is desired is an integral of the system

^=0, ..., Xm = 0,

so that we must have

also, as the value of z is to be an integral of this system, we have

dz=pldxl + ... +pndxn .

F. v. 22
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Thus the differential relation can be taken in the form

d(z+H)- Pm+ldXm+1
- ... - PndXn = 0.

When this relation is satisfied concurrently with the ra equations

of the system, then the relation

\J(jZ f)\ \AjUCj &quot;T&quot; ~| /-/7J, CviX/^

also is satisfied: so that the value of z, expressed in terms of

MI, ..., tcnt is an integral.

As in the case of a single equation, there are two distinct

kinds of integral equivalents of the differential relation, leading

to a complete integral and to the general integrals respectively :

there is no singular integral.

(i) The differential relation is satisfied identically if

where c, am+1 , ..., an are arbitrary constants. These equations

exist concurrently with the equations

X-i = 0, . . .
,
Xm = ;

and the quantities IT, X l} ..., Xm ,
Xm+l , ..., Xn are functionally

independent of one another. We may therefore resolve the set of

equations

A-i = 0, ..., JL TO
= 0, -^-m+i = &W-H&amp;gt; ) -A-n^Un

with regard to the variables* plt ..., pn : when we substitute their

values in

z + IT = c,

we have an integral of the system of equations in a form

z + H (#!, . . .
,

scnt am+l ,
. . . ,

an) = c,

involving n m + l variables. The integral is clearly the

complete integral.

(ii) The differential relation is satisfied identically if a

number of relations

- _i_ TT .- / V V \

A jn+
==

^r V-A M+I &amp;gt;
5
-^

/&amp;gt;

*
Exceptions may arise when the resolution with regard to another set of n of the

variables arlf ... , a?n , jpl5 ... ,pn is more convenient : we then proceed as in 58, 59.
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for r = l, ..., /ji m, hold provided the further relations

for j = /A + 1, . . .
, ?z, also hold. Eliminating pli . . .

, _pn among these

n in 4- 1 relations and the equations of the original system, we
have an integral of that system. It is a general integral.

Obviously, there will be a number of classes of general

integrals, a class being determined by the number of functional

relations postulated. The most comprehensive general integral

is given by the elimination of pl} ..., pn among the equations

z + Tl = h(Xm+l , ..., Xn\

ov = * r -^ i
=

V&amp;gt; 3 /

= ^?

for r= ??i + l, ..., ??.

(iii) The differential relation is satisfied identically if

where a is a constant that may be zero. Eliminating p1} . . .
, pn

among these n m + 1 relations and the m equations of the

complete system, we obtain an integral which is an exceedingly

special case of the foregoing comprehensive general integral,

the case arising by taking a as the expression of the function

h(Xm+l , ..., Xn).
The relation

gves
n

dTl = S
1=1

so that

an _ an

8^.
=0

55 ---^

for i = l, ..., n; these equations are characteristic of the contact

transformation for the present case.

The modes of satisfying the differential relation are exhausted :

hence a singular integral does not arise for the complete system in

the supposed circumstance that the complete system does not

explicitly involve the dependent variable.

222
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Ex. I. Integrate the simultaneous equations

where a, 6, and c are constants.

It is easy to verify that the condition

(F, #) =

is satisfied identically, and that, if

#=^3,
then the equations

(F,H) = 0, (,//)

also are satisfied identically. Hence, taking

X\=x*Pi + XiPz+ap3 (Pi

X*= (Pi +^2) (#1 + #2)
-

b,

the quantities A l5 JL&quot;2 ,
X3 can be constituents of a contact transformation.

To complete the contact transformation, the quantities n, PI, P2 , PZ are

required. Of these, n satisfies the three equations

r=l r

O
J\

T,

(n, Z2)= -^r K&quot;&quot;&quot;

3 P) ]l
r

(n, 2Ti)
= - 2

jt&amp;gt;,.^ = -p l (x2+ ap3)
-p2 fa -

r=l Opr

= -Pi**
-

From the first of these, we have

where u is any function of .rl5 ^2 , pi, p^ pz - From the second of them, we

have

where v is any function of

Xz +b, ^2 -.rlt

or say of JT2+ 6, a, /3, jt?3 ,%vhere

a= A 2 -^i, P

From the third of the equations, we have

where w is any function of JT2+ 6, (a+ 2ap3 )+ &, jt?3
. Now for the integration

of our equations, ^Ti=0, JT2=0 ;
and

/3 (a+ 2ap3)
=X&amp;gt;2

- 2^l + b - 2c
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so that effectively w is a, function ofp3 : consequently,

The complete integral is given by

where A and C are arbitrary constants
; consequently, it is

A =z-Cz3 -%b log fa +xj- (b
-

c) {-log (#2
-

or as
(6-c)&amp;lt;/&amp;gt; (&amp;lt;7)

can be absorbed into J, this complete integral is

The general integral is given by

z+U=g(Xz\ ^=0, JT2= 0,

together with the relation

^ p
Ar3 =p3&amp;lt;

Also, the quantities Plt P^ P3 are given by any three of the six equations

Bn s cxr 3n 3 8Xr
^
-- 2

/&amp;gt;^
= ~/9n *;

-- 2
/&amp;gt;Ss

=v
a^\ r= i r^ 8p4 f=l

f

dpi

which ai*e independent of one another : in particular,

p =8n a- /Sn an

Bpa ^
which, on substitution, gives

Hence the general integral is given by the elimination of p3 between the

equations

z-p3x3
-
% b log fa +#2)

-
(6
-

c) (log fa - .?!

or, writing

so that A
(jt?3)

is a new arbitrary function, we have the general integral given

by the elimination of
jt?3

between

^ -p-^-d
-
2 b log fa + #2)

-
(6
-

c) log (#2
-
#! + 2ap3)=h (p3 )

\

And there is no singular integral.

^Voto. The example is worked out in oixier to illustrate the relation

between the constituents of the contact transformation and the construction

of the integral.

If the Jacobian method (Chap, iv) were adopted for the integration of
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we should find a third equation to associate with these : proceeding in the

usual way, we could take either

^3= 3,

or

(Pl-Pt) -#3= 03

where 3 and c3 are arbitrary constants. We then resolve the equations

^=0, G= 0,

with one of the equations

j03
= a3 , a(^i-^2)-^3=c3 ,

,p2, p^; we substitute in

and effect a quadrature. The resulting equation gives the complete integral

and the general integral would be deduced by the customary process.

Writing
p3
=H, afa -

p.2)
- x%= K,

we have

CF, 0)=0, OF,#)=0, (0,fi&amp;gt;0,

all satisfied identically, so that F
t
G

t
H can be the constituents X\, X%, X

of a contact transformation. Also

satisfied identically, so that F, G, K can be the constituents A 1? JT2 ,
A 3 of

another contact transformation. The integration of

by means of the latter contact transformation is left as an exercise.

But

hence F, H, K cannot be the constituents X\^ X^ X^ of a contact transforma

tion, nor can 6r, H, K be those constituents.

Ex. 2. Integrate by this method the equations

a (pi p2) ^3=0!
where a and c are constants.

Ex. 3. Similarly integrate the equations

where a and c are constants.

136. It thus appears that, when a single differential equation
is given in a form

t/ = 0,

the quantity U can always be made a constituent of a contact

transformation, the explicit expression of which adopts one or other
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of two forms according as U does, or does not, explicitly involve

the dependent variable : and the various kinds of integrals* can be

deduced when the full expression of the transformation is known.

Again, when a complete system of equations is given in a form

^=0, ...,.Y HJ =0,

(where m is less than the number of independent variables), so

that the relations

(according as the equations in the system do, or do not, involve the

dependent variable explicitly) are satisfied, it has been proved that,

if the relations are satisfied identically, the theory of contact trans

formations can be applied &quot;f immediately by making Xlt ...,Xm
constituents of the transformation in the mode indicated. The

various kinds of integrals* could be deduced when the full

expression of the transformation is known.

Consequently, in order that the method of contact trans

formations may be made effective for the practical integration of a

single equation or of a complete system of equations, it is necessary
to devise a practical process for the completion of a contact trans

formation when one constituent can be assumed or when several

constituents can be assumed. These constituents have been sup

posed, in every case thus far considered, to belong to the X-type
and not to the P-type in a relation

dZ - PfdXi = odz- 2 pi
=i i=i

alternative suppositions have not been considered.

* No indication of the occurrence of special integrals has been given : these,

however, usually depend on the details of form of particular equations, and such

details have been ignored. They would, of course, have to be taken into account

if a complete theory were being based upon contact transformations and their

properties, and upon these alone : but the present chapter has no such purpose.

What is intended, is the exposition of the more important general methods of

integration, in a sufficient amount of detail to make their scope clear: among such

methods, contact transformations must find a place.

f No implication has been made that the theory cannot be applied unless the

relations are satisfied identically: the condition was requisite merely for the

immediate use of the propositions quoted in 128 130.

: &quot;With the same exception of special integrals as occurs sometimes when a

single equation is propounded for integration.
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Moreover, it is quite possible (examples, indeed, have occurred

freely in illustration of preceding discussions) that a system
Xl

= 0, . . .
,
Xm = should be complete, even though the relations

[Xit Xj]
=

0, or (Xit Xj) =

should not be satisfied identically ;
all that is necessary, is that the

relations should be satisfied simultaneously with the equations of

the system without the intervention of any other equation. The

question thus is raised as to the use (if any) that may be made of

the property, when the relations of coexistence are satisfied only in

virtue of the equations of the system; and the answer to the

question is to be found in the properties of groups of functions.

GROUPS OF FUNCTIONS.

137. Accordingly, we proceed to the consideration of the

simpler properties of groups of functions* : they are based upon
the properties of contact transformations, and their development is

sufficiently distinct to cause their application to be regarded as a

distinct method for the integration of systems of equations.

Also, partly for the sake of some simplicity in the formulae, and

partly because there is no intention of developing the full theory,

it will be assumed that we are dealing with the limited contact

transformations of 130, so that we may take

where t=l, ..., n, and II, Plt ..., Pn ,
Xl} ..., Xn are functions of

i&amp;gt; &amp;gt; n, p\, &amp;gt; Pn&amp;gt;
as the type of transformation to be discussed.

The general notion of a group is of exceedingly comprehensive

range : for the immediate purpose, it may be described by saying
that the aggregate of a number of entities is called a group when,

if those entities are compounded in all possible ways which conform

to assigned laws, the results of the composition can be expressed
in terms of those entities by forms which are subject to other

assigned laws.

* This theory is, of course, only a part of Lie s comprehensive theory of

transformation-groups. A full exposition is given in his treatise Theorie der Trans-

formationsgruppen, vol. n, pp. 178 et seq. : see also Math. Ann., t. vm (1875),

pp. 248 et seq., ib., t. xi (1877), pp. 465 et seq.
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The arguments of the functions are 2n in number, taken to be

#1, &amp;gt;

xn, pi, &amp;gt; Pn m two complementary sets, and to be inde

pendent of one another, so far as the properties of the sets of

functions are concerned. When two functions u and v of the

group are known, the assigned law of composition is that they

shall be combined in the form

du dv

in accordance with the notation already used, this combination is

represented by
CM, v).

Then r functions i^, ..., u r of the 2/z variables are, for our purpose,

said to be a group when the following conditions are satisfied :

(i) the functions MI} ..., u-r are algebraically independent of

one another:

(ii) every combination (u it iij),
for i and j= 1, ..., /*, is ex

pressible by means of the r functions -M,, ..., u r ,
the

expressions not requiring the introduction of other

functions of the variables.

When the conditions are satisfied, the group is said to be of order

r : and every function of the variables which, when combined with

the functions ul3 . .., ur iri turn, satisfies the condition of expression

in terms of the members i^ ,
. . .

,
u f of the group, is said to belong

to the group.

Further, it will appear possible that, in a group of order r,

there may be a set of r functions which, taken by themselves,

satisfy the conditions for a group : naturally, in this case, r &amp;lt; /*.

The set of r functions is then called a sub-group of the group of

order r.

When all the combinations (iii, HJ),
for i and j= 1, ..., r, vanish,

the group is called a system in involution.

A function v of the 2n variables, such that (v, Ui)= for i 1,

..., n, is said to be in involution with the group ul} ..., u,..

Some simple properties of groups, that are practically obvious,

may at once be noted.

(i) Every function of the members of a group belongs to the

group.
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(ii) If r functions vl} ..., vr of the members of uly ..., ur of a

group of order r be algebraically independent of one another, they
constitute a group. This group, composed of vlt ..., vr ,

is regarded

merely as another form of the original group : thus a group can

have an unlimited number of forms.

When any form of a group is in involution, every form of the

group is also in involution.

(iii) When r functions uly ..., ur are connected by s, and by
not more than s, relations, and when all the combinations (uit uj)

are expressible in terms of ult ..., ur ,
the functions belong to a

group of order r s.

(iv) When two different groups have members in common
with one another, the aggregate of those common members con

stitutes a group ;
for if the aggregate be t1} ..., tm ,

the combinations

(ti, tj),
for i and j 1, . . .

, m, are expressible in terms of members of

the first group and also in terms of members of the second group,
that is, they are expressible in terms of the members common to

the two groups.

(v) A group of functions, involving 2?i variables in two com

plementary sets, is of order not greater than 2n
;
for if the number

of members were greater than 2n, they could not be algebraically

independent.

We shall see later that the order of a group in involution

cannot be greater than n.

(vi) A contact transformation changes a group of order r into

another group of order r.

Let the variables introduced by the transformation be #/, . . .
,

n&amp;gt; pi , -, pn ,
so that the equations characteristic of the trans

formation are

where i and j
=

l, ..., n, and are unequal to one another, the

independent variables being ac1 , ..., #w &amp;gt; .Pu &amp;gt; pn also

(xi, Xj)
= 0, ( pi, pj)

= 0, (pit Xj)
= 0, (p^ aft)

= -
1,

the independent variables being #/, ..., an , p^, ..., pn .

Let M!, ..., ur be the group to be transformed, and let Vi be the

value of HI (for ^ = 1, ..., r) after the transformation has been
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effected; as ?/i, ..., n r are algebraically independent of one another,

so also are vl , ..., vr . Then, since

5T7~ o~ o._ *\.. &amp;gt;

we have
71

/

N

_
-

(
-

But (it,, Vj) is expressible in terms of u lt ..., u r alone, so that

(u{, 11^
=

6^(11.1, ..., u
t.}

=
0ij(vlt ..., vr);

hence (vit v^ = fty (i\ , ..., vr),

and therefore the functions vlt ..., vr form a group of order r.

A question is thus suggested, as follows. Given two groups of

order r, each involving 2&amp;gt;* variables in complementary sets : what

are the contact transformations, if any, which transform one of the

groups into the other ? An answer to the question will be obtained

through the determination of a canonical form to represent a

group.

138. Passing now to properties of groups that are less obvious

than those just given, we have the following theorem, due* to

Lie:

Let u lt ..., ?/,. be a group of order r in 2n variables, composed

of two complementary sets; then the r linear partial differential

equations

(M,,/) = 0, ...,(&amp;gt;/)=

are a complete system.

*
It appears to have been the earliest result in Lie s researches, and was first

published in 1872: see Forh. af Christ., (1872), pp. 133135, ib. (1873),

pp. 237262.
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In the first place, the r equations are linearly independent of

one another: for otherwise a set of determinants involving the

derivatives of u^ , ..., ur would vanish and so would imply identical

relations among the quantities u ly ..., ur , contrary to the hypothesis
that the r functions constitute a group of order r.

When, for convenience, we write

for i= 1, ..., r, the Poisson-Jacobi identity

((U i} Uj)f) + &amp;gt;,.,/) Ui) + ((/, Ui) Uj)
=

becomes

(fa Uj)f)
- At (Ajf) + Aj (Ai

that is,

Ai (Ajf)
-
Aj (AJ) = ((m, Uj)f)

where, as before,

(Ui, 11^
=

6^(1^, ..., Ur).

Hence all the equations

A i (Ajf)-A} (A if) = Q,

for i and j 1, ..., r, are satisfied in virtue of the r equations

^1,7=0, ...,^ r/=o,
which therefore (37) are a complete system. The proposition is

thus established.

As the system of r equations in 2n variables is complete, it

possesses 2n r distinct integrals: let these be vlt ..., vm-r - It is

known ( 41) that every other integral of the complete system is

expressible in terms of these 2n r functionally distinct integrals ;

and by the Poisson-Jacobi theorem, (vi} Vj) is an integral of the

system : hence

(Vi, Vj)=^-(Vi, ..., Vsn-r),

and therefore the 2n r functions v1} . . .
,
v2n-r form a group.

Applying Lie s theorem to the group vlt ..., v2n-r ,
we see that

the system of 2n r equations

is complete, so that it possesses r fundamentally distinct integrals.

Evidently the members of the group u l} ..., ur can be taken as

these integrals; and all the equations

(u it Vj)
=
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are satisfied identically, owing to the property (41) of integrals

of homogeneous linear partial differential equations of the first

order. We thus have the further theorem :

A group of functions of order r in 2n variables determines

another* group offunctions of order 2n r in those variables, and

conversely : every function of either&quot; group is in involution with the

other group.

The two groups thus associated are called, sometimes reciprocal

to one another, sometimes polars of one another.

COROLLARY I. When a contact transformation is effected upon

two reciprocal groups, the transformed groups are reciprocal to one

another. Let ult ..., ur ,
and vlt ..., v2n_r ,

be the reciprocal groups,

transformed into M/, ..., /, and v/, ..., v wi-r, by the contact trans

formation : then, as before ( 137),

(Ui ,Vj)
=

(Ui, Vj)

= 0,

for all values of i and j. This result is the analytical expression

of the property stated.

COROLLARY II. The order of a system in involution cannot be

greater than n, the total number of variables being 2?i in two

complementary sets. Let uly ..., ur be a system in involution, so

that the equations
0;, zo-)

=

are satisfied for all values of i and j. The equations

(^,/) = 0, ..., (ur,/) =

are a complete Jacobian system, possessing 2n r functionally

independent integrals. Owing to the equations which express

the involution, it is clear that ul} ..., ur are integrals of the

complete Jacobian system, and they are independent of one

another : hence
? ^ 2n - r,

so that r cannot be greater than ??.

COROLLARY III. The converse of Lie s theorem also is true :

that is, if

(,,/) -0, ...,(,, /)-0,
are a complete system, and if ult ..., ur be functionally distinct

from one another, then ult ..., ur form a group. For, as before,

the equation
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is satisfied in virtue of the system. Now (uit uj), being some
function of the variables, can be expressed in terms of ul} ..., ur ,

and of 2n r of the variables, say xr+l ,
. . .

,
xn) pl} ...,pn : hence, if

(Ui, u
3)
=

dij(ult ..., ur ,
xr+l , ...,xnt plt ...,pn),

we have

((,, ,)/)= 2 f& (.,/)+ 2
|J(*v,/)

+ 2 ge &amp;lt;*,/),
5= 1 C3 ja

= ?M-l OtV o-= l 0j9a

and therefore

0- v Ma
( ,, rt+l ^v (w ,.,**+^ { * f)+*id {p f)

that is,

Now the given system is complete, so that / satisfies no other

equation: hence the last equation must be evanescent, and

therefore

for
IJL
= r + 1, ...

, n, and a 1, . . .
,

n. Thus

and u1} ..., r are supposed to be functionally distinct from one

another : hence they form a group.

INDICIAL FUNCTIONS OF A GROUP.

139. A function, which belongs to a group ul} ..., ur and is in

involution with all the functions of the group, is called* indicial.

Each indicial function/ satisfies the equations

and therefore the number of indicial functions belonging to the

group is the number of integrals of these equations, which are

independent of one another and can be expressed in terms of

u l: ..., ur . These equations are

A rf= (Ur , ,)
gjj-

+ (Ur , ls)
g

+ . . . + (Ur ,
Ur) g^

=
;

* The German title is ausgezeichnete Function
-,
the French title is fonction

distinguee.

T &amp;lt;

^^&amp;gt;
+**
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the coefficients of the derivatives of f are expressible in terms

of ult . .., ur ,
so that apparently there are r equations in r

variables.

Now these equations are not linearly independent of one

another : one obvious linear relation is

and other linear relations may exist. Accordingly, suppose that

there are m such relations, so that the r equations reduce to ? m
linearly independent equations ;

the conditions, necessary and

sufficient to secure this reduction, are that the determinant

(U,, tia), (U2 , U^ ..., (ll.2 ,
Ur)

....................................

I
(Urt U^, (llr ,

M 2 ), ..., (Ur ,
Ur)

and its minors of all orders up to m 1 inclusive, but not all the

minors of order m, shall vanish.

We may assume that the linearly independent equations are

the first r m of the set. As

where (u^, Uj)=fy(ult ..., ur), and as each of the quantities
A ,._,+!/, . . .

,
A rf is linearly expressible in terms of A^f, . . .

,
A r_mf,

it follows that the equations

A
i (Ajf)-Aj (A if) = 0,

for i and j = 1, . . .
,
r m, are satisfied in virtue of the set of r m

retained equations; hence these rm equations are a complete

system. Any integral is an indicial function, and the complete

system of r m equations in r variables possesses m independent

integrals ; hence, under the conditions associated with the preceding

determinant, the group possesses m indicial functions.

Note 1. The number of indicial functions of a group subjected
to a contact transformation is unaffected by the transformation.

Let the transformed group be uf, ..., /: then, as in 137, we
have
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so that the critical determinant and its minors are unaltered, and

therefore the number of indicial functions is unaffected.

Note 2. The number of indicial functions of a group is

independent of the form of the group.

Let Ui, ..., Ur be a form of the group uly ..., ur ,
so that the

Jacobian

does not vanish, because the functions Ult . . .
,
Ur are independent.

Now

(,/)= 2 gx*,,/),= 1 0W

for i=l, ..., ?; hence every function, which is indicial for the

form ult ..., urt is indicial for the form U1} ..., C/&quot;r : and, as the

determinant of the coefficients of (MI,/), ..., (ur , f) is the non-

vanishing Jacobian, every function indicial for the form Ulf ..., Ur

is indicial also for the form ul} ..., ur .

Note 3. The critical determinant is obviously skew: it

vanishes if r be odd. Hence every group of odd order possesses
at least one indicial function.

Note 4. When there are m indicial functions, they are the

independent integrals of r m homogeneous linear equations in

r variables. The actual expression of the indicial functions may
therefore be assumed known, on constructing the integrals of those

equations by any of the methods explained in Chapter ill.

Ex. The functions

ul
=PlP2 ~ #3x\ j

U2^PsPl #1 #2
&amp;gt;

W3
=jl #]

form a group of order three, because

The critical determinant is

,
u3 , -2^

^3 ? 5 ^^2

it is easy to see that w= l, so that the group possesses one indicial function.

This indicial function satisfies the equations

=0
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which are equivalent to two independent equations. These possess one

integral; it is easily found to be

which accordingly is the indicial function of the group.

It has been seen that a group ul) ...,ur determines a reciprocal

group vlt ..., v2n_r ,
the members of the latter being the 2n r

independent integrals of

(wi,/) = 0, ...,( Mr,/) = 0;

and any integral of these equations is expressible in terms of

fli &amp;gt; Van-r- Now the indicial functions of the original group are

integrals of these equations ;
hence there are ra relations between

the members of the two groups of the form

Ui(ult ..., ur)
= ^i(vlt ..., v.2n-r),

for i= 1, ..., m.

Conversely, a relation of this character implies the existence
of an indicial function : because, as the equations

( /)=0, ..., (ur , /) = 0,

are satisfied for/=^, ..., v.m_r) we have

K, (/&amp;gt;,-)

= o, ..., (urt ^) = o,
that is,

(&quot;i, ^) = 0, ..., (u ri Ui)
=

0,

shewing that U{ is an indicial function. Denote the value of this

indicial function by wiy so that wt can be expressed in terms of

M! ,
. . .

,
ur alone, and therefore Wi belongs to the original group : it

can be expressed in terms of v,, ..., vm_r alone, and therefore w{

belongs to the reciprocal group. Owing to the reciprocity between
two polar groups, we know that r independent integrals of the

equations

(X, g) = 0, ..., (v27l_r , 5r)
=

are w1? ..., ur . As
ivi=Ui (ul , ... )Ur),

it follows that

( Vl ,
6rO = 0, ..., (vm_r , cr,)

=
o,

and therefore

(vl} Wi) = 0, ..., (Van_r ,
w{)

= 0.

Now Wi can be expressed in terms of v1} ..., v.2n_r ; hence w t is an
indicial function of the reciprocal group.

F. v. 93
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Gathering together these results, we can enunciate them as

follows :

Two reciprocal groups u1} ..., ur ,
and v1} ..., v2n-r have the same

indicial functions wl} . .., wm : and the existence of each indicial

function implies the existence of a relation between functions of the

two groups of the type

Ui(u1} ..., Ur)=Wi=(f)i (v1 , ..., Vzn^r),

for i = l, ..., m.

COROLLARY. If a function belongs to two reciprocal groups, it

is an indicial function for each of them.

Ex. In an earlier example (p. 352), it was seen that

form a group of order three. The reciprocal group is of order five, and is

composed of five independent integrals of the equations

Five such integrals can be taken in the form

which accordingly constitute the reciprocal group.

It was seen that u3
2 +^u^ is the indicial function of the original group :

it is therefore, by the preceding theorem, the indicial function of the

reciprocal group, and one relation must subsist between the functions

%, ^2, U3 and the functions v^ v2 ,
v3 ,

v4 ,
y6 . It is easy to verify that

the common value of these quantities being the indicial function for the two

groups.

CANONICAL FORM OF A GROUP.

140. When a group is a system in involution, it is obvious,

from the characteristic equations

O;, uj)
--=

0,

that every member of the group is an indicial function.
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Also, if a group of order r certainly possesses r 1 indicial

functions, it is a system in involution; for if u^, ..., w r_x are the

indicial functions, and if v is the other member,

that is,

(M!, v)
= 0, ..., (ur_lt v)

= Q;

therefore v is an indicial function also, and the group is a system
in involution.

Hence, if a group of order r is not a system in involution, it

cannot possess more than ? 2 indicial functions. We now pro
ceed to obtain, for groups that are not systems in involution, a

canonical form which shall obviously shew the number and the

incidence of the indicial functions of the group*: the main result

is contained in the theorem :

The order of a group, that is not a system in involution, exceeds

the number of its indicial functions by an even integer ; and a group
of order

&amp;lt;2q
+ m, which possesses m indicial functions, can be trans

formed into a group Xl} ..., Xq+m ,
Pl} ..., Pq , such that

for which i and j = 1, . . .
, q + m ; //,

and K = l, . . .
, q ; while i and

/j,

are unequal to one another.

It will appear that the unity, as the value of (PM , X^), is merely
a determinate constant: and it is clear that Xq+l , ...,Xg+m a,Te

the m indicial functions of the transformed group. The form, thus

selected for the group, is usually called the canonical form.

The proposition is established as follows. Let the group be

of order r and let its members be u^, ..., u r \ also, let m be the

number of indicial functions so that, after the earlier explanations,
m ^ r 2. Suppose that ^ is a member of the group which

is not an indicial function: then not all the quantities (u^, u2),

(iii, u3), ..., (ul} u r) vanish, and so the equation

(,, 6) =(,) Ji
+ ...+ (,, r

)g_
= 1

*
It is unnecessary to deal with a system in involution : every function is

an indicial function: and every form of the group is a system in involution.

232
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is possible and possesses integrals which, being functions of uz , ...,

ur or of some of them, belong to the group. Take one of these

integrals, and let it be denoted by u2 ;
thus

Now consider the two equations

(ult v)
= 0, (Ma ,t;)

= 0;

they are a complete system, because

(X (uz , v))
-

(v^ (u1} v))
=

((MJ, u^) v)
=

(1, v)
= 0.

In full expression, they are

dv
, / \

dv
, , / \

dv A \^ + (tt M3)^ + --- +(M &amp;gt;

w^ =
!

dv . dv dv I

-ZS +( &quot;

2&amp;gt;M3)

a&quot; 3

+ - + (^^) 9^
=

)

they determine v in terms of w1} ..., wr ;
and being a complete

system of two equations in r variables, they possess r 2 function

ally independent integrals. Let these be vlt ..., vr_2 ,
which

accordingly are independent of one another
;
also they are functions

oft*!, ..., ur .

Then u^ t
u2 ,

v1} ..., vr-z are a set of r independent functions:

for otherwise, some relation

would be satisfied identically, and then

=
( g) = (,, 2)g + (,, ,,)

||

I

so that ^ would not involve Wj or u.2 ,
and the relation would subsist

between vlt ..., -yr_2 ,
which are known to be functionally inde

pendent. Hence our original group can be replaced by a group
ul} u2 ,

v1} ..., r_2 such that

(!, U2)
=

1, (ti, ^) = 0, (Wg, ^) = 0,

for i= 1, . . .
,
r 2. We have seen ( 139, Note 2) that the number

of indicial functions is independent of the form of the group ;
and

it is clear that neither % nor u2 is an indicial function.
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Let wlt . . .
, w&amp;lt;xn.-r be the polar of the original group, so that

(MI, w f)
= 0, (Waj W|.) = 0,

for i = 1, . . .
,
2n r; and as the 2?i r quantities form a group, all

the quantities (wf, Wj) are expressible in terms of wlt ..., w.2n-r.

Then u lt u2) wly ...,wm_r form a group: for they are 2n r + 2

independent functions and, as

0&amp;lt;i, MS)
=

1,
0&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;

wi)
=

0&amp;gt;
0&amp;lt;2&amp;gt;

w f )
= 0,

all the combinations of members of the group are expressible in

terms of those members. Now

(vi} u,)
= 0, (vi, u.2)

= 0, (vit Wj)
= 0,

for i = 1, ...,? 2, and j = 1, . . .
,
2n r : the first two are the equa

tions defining vt-, and the rest are satisfied because vf belongs to the

group that is reciprocal to w,, ..., ww_r . Hence vlf ..., vr_2 is a

group reciprocal to u 1} u.2 ,
wly ..., wmr r̂ \ so that vlt ..., ?;r_2 is a

sub-group of the group u^ t u^vlt ..., vr_2 . Moreover, the indicial

functions of our group are functions of w,, u^, v1} ...
,
vr_2 : denoting

any one of them by ^(z^, u&amp;gt;&amp;gt;,
vlt ..., vr_2), we know that the

equations

(Wl , 0)
= 0, (w 3 , ^) = 0, (Vl ,

6&amp;gt;)

= 0, ...
, (yr_2 , 6) =

must be satisfied. The first of these equations is

so that ^ does not involve u*
;
the second is

so that ^ does not involve z^; and so 6 is a function of vl} ...,

Thus the group of order r possessing m indicial functions has

been transformed into another group

u l} w 2 ,
vlt ..., vr_2 ;

the quantity (ul} u.2)
= 1

;
and the r 2 quantities vl} ..., yr_2

constitute a group of order r 2, possessing m indicial functions.

If the group vl} . . .
, y,._2 is a system in involution, then, as it

possesses m indicial functions, we have

m = r - 2
;

and writing

Pl
= Ulf Xl

= Mo, X2 =Vl ,
. . .

,
Xr_! = V,._2 ,
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we have

(P1 ,x,)=i, (p,,-y)~o, (^,,^ = 0, (z,^)o,
for i and j=2, ..., r 1. The reduction, indicated in the theorem,

has been made.

If the group vlt ..., vr_z possessing m indicial functions is not a

system in involution, so that m^r 4, then we transform it in

the same manner as the original group was transformed. It can

be made to take a form

JT2 ,
P2 ,

w1} ..., wr_4,

where

(P2,T2)=1, (P2 , O = 0, (Za,Wi) = 0,

for i = l, ...,r 4; and then wx , ...,?/;r_4 constitute a group of

order r 4, possessing m indicial functions. The original group
has thus been changed to the form

Xl} Ply X2) P2 ,
wlt ..., wr_4 ,

such that

(^,^0 = 1, (Pa,JTa)
=

l, (JT,, Za)
=

0, (Z15 P2 )
= 0,

(JT^PO^O, (P1? P2)=0,

(^,0 =
0, (X2) wi)

=
) (Pl,wi)

=
) (P2,wi)

= 0.

If the group w1} ...
,
^r_4 is a system in involution, the required

reduction has been effected : and, as the group possesses m indicial

functions, we then have
m = r 4.

If the group w1} ..., wr_4 is not a system in involution, we

proceed as before. At each stage in the successive changes, we

isolate two functions Xi and Pi such that

(Pit Zi) = 1,

and we are left with a group of order r 2i possessing m indicial

functions. Ultimately, we shall reach a stage when this remaining

group is a system in involution, so that

r 2q = m ,

the isolated pairs of functions are

v -p . y p . . v P
1 &amp;gt;

* l j -A * j ) ** 5 * j j

the remaining functions, being (as stated) a system in involution,

may be represented by Xq+1 , ..., Xq+m ,
such that

(Zq+i, Xq+j)
= 0.
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The original group of order r, possessing m indicial functions, has

been replaced by
-^ 1 ) )

-A- q+m ) -*i &amp;gt; &amp;gt; -Lq ,

such that

(P i,Xi)=l,
for i= 1, ..., q ;

also

for
IJL
and /e = 1, . . .

, q, and for i and j
=

1, . . .
, q + m, the values of

//,
and t being unequal. Also

r m =
2q.

The proposition is thus established.

Note 1. Obviously Xl5 ...
,
X7n+9 ,

a group of order in + q, is a

system in involution : hence ( 138)

m + q &amp;lt;:
H.

iYofe 2. It is obvious that, on account of the relations

no one of the functions Pl} Xl} ..., Pq ,
Xq can itself be an indicial

function. It is equally obvious that, on account of the relations

(p^z^HO, (z^.z^-o,
(Xq+i ,

X
q-Lj)= 0,

for fji= 1, ..., g, and i and J= 1, ..., m, the quantities -X&quot;9+1 , ...,

Xq+m are indicial functions.

If it were possible to have any other indicial function, say

g (P1} . . .
,
P

q ,
Xl} . . .

,
Xq+m ),

it would have to satisfy the equations

(PM( 0)-0, (Z^^-O, (^+,.,^ = 0,

for
IJL
= 1, ...

, q, and i = 1, ...,m. The first set of these equations is

the second set is

apM

~

and the third is identically satisfied. Thus g does not involve

P1} ..., Pq ,
Xl} ... , Xq

: and every indicial function is expressible*

in terms ofXq+l , ..., Xq+m .

* This is only another way of stating that, as the group Xq+l , ..., Xq+m is

in involution, any form of the group is in involution.
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Note 3. The relation

r m 2q,

enables us to verify the former result ( 139, Note 3) that a group
of odd order cannot be devoid of indicial forms. If

r= 2p+ 1,

then

so that the number of indicial functions possessed by a group of

odd order is certainly odd.

Ex. 1. On p. 352, it was seen that the functions

form a group of order 3 : and, as

this group is not a system in involution.

The canonical form can be obtained as in the text. Obviously Ui is not

an indicial function : consequently, we require an integral of the equation

that is, of

d6 90
3
9^2

*

9^3
~~

An integral is given by

so that two functions for the canonical form are

2%
One other function is required : it must be a common integral of

The former equation is

90 90

and the latter, after reduction in conjunction with this equation, is

A common integral is given by

Accordingly, we take

we have
/ r&amp;gt; V \ i t T) V \ r\ f V V \ A
v*ll -^L l/

=
-

-5 \-* 1&amp;gt; -^2/
== ^

) 1^1 1 ^2/ == ^5

which is a canonical form. Obviously, X2 is the one indicial function of the

group.
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Another transformation arises by taking

P1
= w

.&amp;gt;, X,= -^, A 2U3

and again, another, by taking

Both of these are canonical : they satisfy the equations

(P^A^1, (P^A^O, (A\,X2 )
=

-#. 2. On p. 354, it was seen that the functions

V\ =PlP3 -

V* =pl X\
~

form a group, being the reciprocal of the group w1? u2j u^ in the preceding

example.

Introducing a quantity t, where

so that

^
2

obtain a canonical form for the group, given by

so that

(P^ATO^l, (P2 ,A*2 )
=

1,

and all other combinations of the functions in this form of the group vanish.

141. Next, when a group of order m + 2q, having m indicial

functions, is given in canonical form, it can be amplified, by the

association of 2n (m + 2q) appropriately determined functions,

so that the 2/z functions are a group of order 2n in canonical form.

Let the group be

-o^lj *li ! ^9? 9 ^-9+1 &quot;

^-q+m&amp;gt;

with the preceding notation, so that Xq+l , ..., ^T9+m are the

indicial functions of the group.

Suppose that Xq+l is omitted
;
the surviving m + 2q l func

tions form a group having m 1 indicial functions. Form the

reciprocal of this diminished group ;
this reciprocal contains Xq+1

and other 2n (m 4- 2q) functions. Now Xq+l does not belong
to the diminished group and therefore it cannot be an indicial
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function of the reciprocal group ;
and therefore, as in the preceding

investigation, we can determine a function Pq+ i of the other

2n (m + 2g) functions in the reciprocal group such that

Moreover, Pq+i cannot belong to the original unmodified group :

if it were expressible in terms of the members of that group, we

should have

(Xq+1 ,
Pg+1)

= 0,

because Xq+1 is an indicial function of the unmodified group.

Also, as Pq+l belongs to the reciprocal of the diminished group, we

have

(P9+1 ,
Pt.)

= 0, (Pq+l , Z) = 0, (Pt]+l ,
Xq+s)

= 0,

for i 1, . . .
, q, and s = 2, . . .

,
m. Hence, when Pq+l is associated

with the original unmodified group, we have a new group
IT P Y&quot; P Y&quot; P Y&quot; v

-&quot;!&amp;gt; *!&amp;gt; ) -^g? -r
q &amp;gt;

-A q +i&amp;gt; -*q+i) &amp;lt;A-q+2&amp;gt;
&amp;gt; -^g+m&amp;gt;

which is in a canonical form and possesses m 1 indicial

functions.

Repeating this process m 1 times so as, on each occasion, to

associate a new function P with the group and to diminish the

number of indicial functions by one unit, we ultimately obtain a

group
^li *lj &amp;gt;

^*-
q +m&amp;gt;

-L q +m&amp;gt;

which is in a canonical form and possesses no indicial functions.

We have seen ( 140, Note 1) that

q + m ^ n.

If q + m is equal to n, the required amplification of the original

group has been effected.

If q + m is less than n, take any member of the group

reciprocal to

and denote it by Xq+m+l . Associating it with this group of order

2&amp;lt;7
+ 2m, we have a new group of order 2^ + 2m + l, possessing

Xq+m+l as its one indicial function. We then apply the earlier

process so as to determine a new function Pq+m+l : and we have a

new group
Y P Y P** 1 j

-* i &amp;gt; )
^

q+m+i &amp;gt;

-*-
q+m+i )

which is in a canonical form and possesses no indicial function.
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Proceeding in this way, by associating alternately a function

X and a function P until the amplified group is of order 2n, we

ultimately obtain a group

Y f&amp;gt; Y P
li *

i&amp;gt; ) -A-ri) *
n&amp;gt;

which is of order 2w, is in a canonical form, and possesses no

indicia! functions.

Ex. Let it be required to achieve the first stage in the completion of the

group vi, v2l *3, #4, v5 which is given in 140, Ex. 2, so that it shall have a

canonical form.

As there indicated, we take

the required first step towards completing the group is to determine a function

P3 such that

(P3 , ^s) = l.

For this purpose, we need a set of four independent integrals of

or, what is the same thing, four independent integrals of

fo,0) = 0, (i;6 , 0)
=

0, ( 3 , 0) = 0, (*,0)=0.

Also, we know that the group v^ v-2 ,
v3 ,

v4 ,
v- (or, what is the same thing, the

group Vj, v5 ,
v3 , #, v2) is the reciprocal of wl5 u2 ,

u3 ;
so that three independent

integrals of the preceding complete system of four equations are given by

HI, w2
&amp;gt;
%. Moreover,

so that what is needed is an integral of those four equations, independent
of Ui, u2 , u$.

Expanding the equations in full, resolving them so as to express g
,

30 36 06 , c oB 06 cd 30
^ ~ i 5 linearly in terms of ^ , 5 . 5 , 5 ,

and integrating
a#2 a^3

J

8^4 cpS 8p2 9^3 a/?4
5

them either by Jacobi s method or by Mayer s method (Chap, iv), we find

as four independent integrals, so that *3 is the fourth integral required.
X-2

The quantity P3 is to be a function of wl7 2 &amp;gt;

ws, &amp;gt;

such that (P3 ,
X3)

= l.

&2

Now
(M! , v)

= v2
, (^2, )=-!, (MS, v)

=
2v,

so that

(X3 , v)
=

4(it.2 v
2+ u3v-u l):

and we know that

(X,, Wl )
= 0, (JTS| w,)=0, (jrs , ts)=0.
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Hence P3 is given by

P = f dv

J 4(?^-%V-W2V
2
)

where u\ ,
u2 ,

u3 are constant in the quadrature : that is,

Two more steps are needed in order to obtain the complete group ex

pressed in canonical form. We first require the group of two members which

is reciprocal to Xl5 Plt JT2 ,
P2 ,

X3 ,
P3 ; or, as ui, u^ u3 is the group

reciprocal to X^ P1} X2 ,
P2 ,
X3 ,

we require a function 6 of uly u2 ,
u3 such

that

CP,*)-o.

There are two such functions, independent of one another : let them be w
and iv2 . As

(P3, 3̂)
=

l,

MI, Wfr X3 are three independent functions of u\, u2 ,
uz . We then take

X4=W!.

The last step is the determination of P4 as a function of w2 and the other

functions wl ,
P3 ,
X3 ,

P2 , X^ Plj Xlt such that

(P4 ,
2T4 ) = 1:

or since

(A 4̂,^)=o, (^4,^=0, (jr4,p4)=o,

for i =l, 2, 3, we have

p = f dw2

J (wa , wi)

where (w2 ^i) should be expressed in terms of w2 , Wi, P3 ,
X3 , P2 ,

JT2 ,
P1} JTi

and, for the quadratures, w2 should be regarded as the only variable.

GROUPS OF FUNCTIONS AND CONTACT TRANSFORMATIONS.

142. The preceding results can be used to establish an

important property of groups, viz. when a group of functions is

subjected to a contact transformation, there are tiuo ijivariants,

being the order of the group and the number of indicial functions;

and when two groups in the same variables have the same in

variants, they can be transformed into one another by a contact

transformation.

The first part of this proposition is merely a restatement of

two results already established. It was seen, in 137, (vi), that a

contact transformation does not alter the order of a group ; and, in

139, Note 1, that a contact transformation does not alter the

number of indicial functions.
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For the second part, we express each of the groups in a

canonical form : as the orders are the same, say 2q + m, and as the

numbers of indicial functions are the same, say m, the canonical

forms of the groups may be expressed by

Xi, *lj ! A-q, J:q y JLf+i, ...,

-*l&amp;gt; *cl&amp;gt; &amp;gt;

-*&amp;lt;?&amp;gt; HJ?&amp;gt;

*
q+l&amp;gt;

&amp;gt; *q

respectively. The former group can be amplified into

Y P Y P
* 1 j

-* i &amp;gt;
&amp;gt;

* *
n&amp;gt;

and the latter can be amplified into

Y Qt , ...,Yn,Qn .

Now, on account of the relations

(Pt,X,) = l, (Pt ,Pj)
=

0, (P i,Xi )
=

for i and j = 1, ...
, n, with unequal values for i and j, the equations

/=*,., K=-P,.
for /i

= 1
,

. . .
, n, determine a contact transformation ;

and the

equations

.V=FM , j^/
= QM ,

for the same values of /A, similarly determine a contact transforma

tion. Consequently, the equations

AjU jVj -* M
~

HJM

for /* = !, ..., /z, determine a contact transformation, which mani

festly transforms the one group into the other.

143. We have seen that, when a group of order 2g + m pos

sessing m indicial functions is expressed in a canonical form

the ^ + ??i quantities Xlf ..., X^+TO are such that

that is, the group contains a sub-group of order q + m which is a

system in involution. It will now be proved that any sub-group
which is a system in involution is of order not greater than q + in.

Let a sub-group, being a system in involution, be

zlt ...,z.

Conceive the original group amplified so as to be of order 2n,

expressed in canonical form by the association of n q functions
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Pq+i, ..., Pn and of nqm functions Xq+m+l) ..., Xn . Now
these n q m new functions X are themselves a system in

involution: they are in involution with every member of the

original group, and therefore with Zlt . . .
, Z^\ arid therefore

1&amp;gt; &amp;gt; ^^ ,
JL

q-t-m -\-i )
. . .

,
Jl n

is a system in involution. The order of a system in involution

cannot be greater than n ( 138) : hence

/A +n q m^n,
that is,

fju &amp;lt; q + ra.

Further, this result can be used to obtain an upper limit for

the tale of indicial functions, when the group is of order greater

than n and therefore is not a system in involution. Let

r = 2q +m = n + k,

where k is positive : then as

q + m &amp;lt; n,

we have
2n ^ 2q + 2m

^ m + n -f k,

and therefore

m^n k,

so that a group of order n -f & cannot possess more than n k

indicial functions.

144. It is of importance to be able to construct the sub-group
of greatest order q + m which is a system in involution. Denoting
the group by

we first determine the m indicial functions as the m functionally

independent integrals of the equations

making ul} ..., u2q+m the independent variables. This system of

equations is equivalent to 2q linearly independent equations and

is a complete system : it can be integrated by any of the methods

in Chapter in. Let the m independent integrals be

Vi, ~&amp;gt;,
vm ,

which are therefore the m indicial functions and can be taken as

m members of the required sub-group.
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Now let MJ denote a function of the group, and suppose that it

is not an indicial function so that it cannot be expressed in terms

of !, ..., vm . Then, for the equation

where 9 is regarded as a function of the members of the group, we
know m + I independent integrals, viz. i^, vlt ..., vm ,

and the

number of variables is 2q 4- m ;
hence it possesses 2q 2 other

independent integrals. Assuming that q is greater than unity, let

w2 be one of these other 2q2 integrals: then u^ t
w2) vl , ...,vm

are in involution with one another.

Again, for the equations

(Ul) 0) = 0, (w,, 0) = 0,

where 6 is regarded as a function of the members of the group,

we know that it is a complete system in the 2q + m variables
;

it therefore possesses 2q + m 2 independent integrals. We
already know m 4- 2 of these integrals, in the form ul) w2,v1 , ..., vm ;

hence there are 2^ 4 other independent integrals. Assuming
that q &amp;gt; 2, let ws be one of these 2^ 4 integrals ;

then %, w2 ,
ws ,

Vi, ...,vm are in involution with one another.

Proceeding in this way, we shall (after q 1 similar stages)

have obtained q + m functions, independent of one another and in

involution with one another ; the aggregate is a sub-group of the

greatest order that permits it to be a system in involution.

APPLICATION OF GROUPS OF FUNCTIONS TO THE INTEGRATION

OF SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS.

145. As our main purpose, in connection with these groups of

functions, is their application to the integration of a system of

differential equations in one dependent variable, we shall not

pursue the further development of their properties which will be

found in Lie s treatise already quoted (p. 344): we proceed to

apply them for the purpose of integration.

Accordingly, let the equations

/;
= o, ...,/;

= o

be a system in involution : they may be a system initially given, in

which case there is no question of arbitrary constants occurring in
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them : or they may be a system in a stage of gradual construction

as in Jacobi s method, in which case some at least of the quantities

fi, --, fn will contain additive arbitrary constants. Suppose also

that independent integrals fa, ..., fa of the complete system of

equations

(/&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;)=&amp;lt;&amp;gt;, ...,(/, ^)-0
have been obtained, and that the Poisson-Jacobi theorem has been

applied so as to give all the integrals of the type (fa, fa) that can

thus be constructed. Then the set of functions in the aggregate

fi, ,/*&amp;gt; &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;i&amp;gt; &quot;-,fa
constitute a group: and/1} ...,/M certainly are

indicial functions of this group. It may happen that /I, ...,/M ,

do

not complete the tale of indicial functions of the group : if they do

not, let/M+1 , ...,fm be the other independent indicial functions of

the group, so that

fit ) Jn &amp;gt; J M+I &amp;gt;
&amp;gt; Jm

constitute a system in involution. Moreover, as r +
//,

is the order

of a group which possesses m indicial functions, we have

r + IJL
m = even integer

-25,

say, where q is a whole number.

It has been proved that a group of order m + 2g, possessing
m indicial functions, contains a sub-group of order m -f q which is

a system in involution
;
and consequently, our group of order r + ^

contains a sub-group of order m + q, which is in involution and of

which m members are given by

fit yjm

let the other members of this sub-group be fm+i, ...,fm+q . Then

the integration of the original system of p, equations in involution

is reduced to the integration of the modified system of

m + q (= /JL
+ m p, + q)

equations in involution : as m ^ //,, q^ 0, the modified form of the

problem is usually simpler than the original form.

To complete the integration, we need integrals of the complete

system
(/*)=&amp;lt;&amp;gt;, ..,,.OW = 0;

by the earlier theory, this is known to possess 2n m q inde

pendent integrals. Of this aggregate m + q integrals are known,
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being/!, ..., fm+q : so that other 2n 2m2q integrals are

required.

If q + m =
n, the complete aggregate of integrals is possessed.

If q + in &amp;lt; n, then we can conceive that the proper number of

integrals necessary to complete the aggregate has been determined,

e. g. by Jacobi s method as amplified by Mayer. Let this aggregate
be denoted by

/!
= 0, . . .

,/M = 0, /M+1 = rt 1; . . .
, fn = an_M ,

where we can take aly . . .
,

cr 7l_H to be arbitrary constants.

The construction of the integral of the system of equations
now proceeds as before. If the n equations can be resolved so as

to express pl} . . .
, pn in terms of x^, . . .

,
xn ,

al} ...
,
an_M , then, when

the resolved values are substituted in

dz = pldxl + ... +pndxn ,

a single quadrature leads to an equation of the form

z + c = F(xl , ...,#, al} ..., art_M),

which is the complete integral of the system : and the remaining

integrals can be deduced by the known general theory. If, how

ever, the n equations cannot be conveniently resolved for pl} ...,pn ,

we determine a function II from the equations

(H,yi)=- I jvjg,r=l vpr

for 1 = 1, ..., n, by a quadrature ( 130): the complete integral
of the system of equations is then given by

2-C = TI,

and the other integrals can be deduced as before.

A sufficient indication of the method has been given : for

further developments, reference may be made to the authorities

quoted (p. 314) at the beginning of this chapter*.

*
Special reference should be made to two memoirs by Lie, Math. Ann., t. ix

(1876), pp. 245296, ib., t. xi (1877), pp. 464557.

F. V. 24



CHAPTER X.

THE EQUATIONS OF THEORETICAL DYNAMICS.

THE present chapter is devoted, more to matters cognate with the theory
of the integration of partial differential equations than to the theory itself or

to processes of integration.

The only process of integration included is that which is commonly called

the Jacobi-Hamilton process : in order to make it more easily comprehended
and to shew the source of its inspiration, a brief account of Hamilton s

investigations in theoretical dynamics is prefixed.

The analysis shews once more, as so often before in the processes already

explained, the close relation between the integration of a partial differential

equation and the integrals of the set of ordinary equations, sometimes called

subsidiary equations, sometimes the equations of the characteristics, here a

canonical system. Some properties of canonical systems are given : but there

is not an attempt to deal with them exhaustively because, as every property
of such a system can be expressed as a result in theoretical dynamics, they

really belong to the subject of theoretical dynamics.

The older development of theoretical dynamics was due mainly to

Lagrange, Poisson, Hamilton, Jacobi, Donkin, Bertrand
;
and expositions of

that theory will be found in Jacobi s Vorlesungen iiber Dynamik. in

Imschenetsky s memoir* Sur ^integration des equations aux derivees partielles
du premier ordre, and in Graindorge s treatise Integration des equations de la

mecanique. Further developments have been effected by Routh and are

expounded in his Treatise on the Dynamics of Rigid Bodies.

The subject has developed in a different direction, since the application
of Lie s theory of contact transformations to a quite general canonical system
and the discovery of his important proposition that such transformations at

once conserve the form of a general canonical system and are the only
transformations which do conserve that form a result that enables many
older properties to be seen in an entirely new relation. An account of this

theory and of the mode of development will be found in Dziobek s treatise t

* Translated from the original Russian by Hoiiel, and published in Grunert s

Archiv, t. L (1869), pp. 278 474 ; see, in particular, chapter vn of the memoir,

f An English translation was published in 1892 (The Inland Press, Ann Arbor).
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Die mathematischen Theorien der Planetenbewegungen (Leipzig, 1888), Section ir,

and in Whittaker s Analytical Dynamics (Cambridge, 1904). Reference may
also be made to an interesting paper by E. O. Lovett*, which gives a critical

and historical account of the subject.

While these results hold of quite general systems, they are an incomplete
statement of the case (particularly as to contact transformations being the

only transformations which conserve the form) for particular given systems.
Lie s original memoir t discusses the whole matter. The present chapter

purports to give indications of the theory as connected with the theory of

partial differential equations; it does not aim at being an introductory
account of theoretical dynamics, as developed on the lines of Lie s theory.

HAMILTON S CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS.

146. We have seen that Cauchy s method of integration
introduces the notion of initial values of the variables and utilises

them in the expression of an integral. The same idea was used

by Jacobi in developing some researches of Hamilton on theo

retical dynamics where such initial values had been used : and in

connection with the idea, he devised a method of integration,
which is sometimes called Jacobi s first method and more often the

Jacobi-Hainiltonian method. The details of the method differ

from those in Cauchy s method : but on account of the ideas and

the results, both Lie and Mansion claim J the method as Cauchy s.

Some account of the method will be given here, partly because of

its close association with methods and results obtained in the

region of theoretical dynamics when the equations are taken in

their canonical form. Later researches in some branches of this

subject have diverged from the earlier course, mainly because of

the application of Lie s theory of contact transformations.

In treatises concerned with the dynamics of systems of bodies
,

it is shewn that the equations of motion of a holonoinic system
can be expressed in a form

d0i = dH dui = _d[
dt

~
dut dt

~

Wi

* &quot; The theory of perturbations and Lie s theory of contact transformations,&quot;

Quart. Journ. Math., t. xxx (1899), pp. 47 149.

t &quot;Die Storungstheorie und die Beriihrungstransformationen,&quot; Arch. f. Math,

og Nat., t. ii (1877), pp. 1038.
+ See Part i of this Treatise, p. 183, foot-note.

Such as Routh s Treatise on Rigid Dynamics , see vol. i, ch. vm.

24 2
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for i=l, ..., m, the quantity H being (in the simplest case) the

total energy of the system expressed in terms of t and of the

variables lf uly ____ The form is usually associated with the

name of Hamilton, as having been obtained by him*.

The following derivation of this result in the simplest case

will give some indication as to the source of the transformation

adopted by Jacobi in his method of integration. Denoting, as

usual, the kinetic energy of the system by T and its potential

energy by V, by l} ..., 6m the m independent coordinates of the

system, and by #/, ..., m their derivatives with regard to the

time t, we have Lagrange s equations of motion in the form

Introducing a function L, such that

L = T-V,

and noting that V does not involve #/, ..., m ,
we have the

equations in the form

dt \d

The function H is defined by the equation

TT / ,
dL ,

dL
m ^7T-/dvm

the form of which has analogies with Legendre s contact trans

formation; and it is convenient to introduce variables ul} ..., um
such that

dL
^a~i

~ ui
&amp;gt;

O&i

for 1 = 1, ..., m. Thus

H = Ol

f

ul +... + e
i)lum -L )

and therefore

Jdui + . . . 4- m duM-^-...- dOm - dt.

Phil. Trans., (1834), pp. 247308, (1835), pp. 95144.
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In its initially denned form, H is a function of t, 9lt ..., 6m ,

Q\&amp;gt; &amp;gt; 0m ;
let its expression be supposed changed, by means of

the m equations
8 dL

so that it becomes a function of ult ..., wm , ^, ..., Om , t, the

variables #/, ..., m being replaced by ult ..., w,n . Then the

foregoing differential relation givesm
fif M&amp;lt;

du {

~
*
~

dt

- d (*L \
dt \d0-J

for i=I, ..., m: and these equations are frequently called the

canonical form of the equations of motion.

Now

so that, as

=M-

for i = l, ..., m, we have

dH = 0-tdu-L + . . . 4- Om dum
=-Q

dOl ... ^- dOm -~ dt.

Hence, when H is expressed as a function of t, Ol} . . .
,
Om ,

ult ..., um

through the removal of #/, ..., Om by means of the equations

j*-

we have

for r = 1, ..., ??i
;
thus

9 Mi
r
9wr

and therefore
D T-T ^ U&quot;

r d/i en. TTL = l/i ^ h ... + Mr o &quot;I

dw-i dwr

so that the relation between Z and T is reciprocal.
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This is true when t occurs explicitly in L and in IT: it can

easily be verified, in the simplest case, when neither T nor V
involves t explicitly. Then T is a homogeneous quadratic function

of the second order in 0/, . . .
,
Om ,

so that

i ^A f vm r\/\ /

UUi dc/i

that is,

that is,

and therefore

so that, in this case, H is the total energy of the system. Also,

as the equations

in this case determine #/, . . .
,
Om as quantities linear and homo

geneous in ult ..., um ,
the quantity T is a homogeneous quadratic

function of the second order in uit ..., um after the change of

variables is effected, so that

and therefore

dH dH nm
tlj^-K... +um ~ =2T:

dih dum
consequently,

L = 2T-H
dH dH rr-+

+...+y---H&amp;gt;

so that, as before, H and L are reciprocal to one another in form.

The preceding analysis shews that, when L is derived thus from

the function H, and when it is expressed as a function of

$i &amp;gt; ! ^m &amp;gt; $/&amp;gt; ! ^m&quot; by means of the equations

du,
the equations

_

dt

for i = 1, . . .
, m, are satisfied.
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The canonical equations

are the general equations of motion, whether H involves t

explicitly or not
;
but there is a substantial difference, as regards

the relation of H to the equations, according as t does or does not

occur in H.

When t does not occur explicitly in H, we have

dt
~~

r=t du r dt d6r dt

= 0,

that is, H is constant throughout the motion : or

H = constant

is an integral of the system, being of course the energy integral.

Also, if

/=/(MI, ..., ,, ft, -.-, m)
= constant,

be any other integral of the system, we have

dt r i Vft- dt dur dt

V (V dH-V- dJL
r=l

in the earlier notation. Conversely, any quantity f, distinct from

H, involving the variables but not involving t, and satisfying this

equation, is an integral of the canonical system.

But, if t does occur explicitly in H, then in connection with

the system of equations we have

_

dt dt r=! \du r dt Wr dt

_dH=
dt

which does not vanish : so that H = constant is not then an

integral of the system. If

9 = g(t, 0i, , ^m, Ui, .-., um)
= constant,
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be an integral of the system, we have

= dg = dg | /dg dO,
&amp;lt;ty du,\

dt dt r*i \d0r dt dur dt J

_

r 80,.

and this is the partial differential equation which is characteristic

of every function g leading to an integral of the system. It is one

of the equations that occur in Hamilton s theory : and (g, H) is

homogeneous and linear in the derivatives of g.

147. Another characteristic partial differential equation is

derived by Hamilton through the consideration of the integral

8 = Ldt,
J*.

so that, in the most general case, S is a function of t and t and
also of the values* of lt ..., m , #/, ..., TO at t and at t . To
obtain some of its properties, imagine a quite general variation

and (in order the more simply to allow t also to undergo this

variation) introduce a new variable s, so that

y-7/3 -1 7/J -|

,1 , cLui 1 ac7t
- l

- &amp;lt;=

&quot;#

=
?&quot;38~?*

say, for i = 1, . . .
, m, where t = -=-

; thus
a9

where now all the arguments in X are assumed functions of s, and

s itself is not subject to variation. Taking a variation t + Bt,

&i+ &&i, . . .
, m + &6m, we find, as usual,

8*

Only half of these 4m quantities can be taken as independent variables,
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As s is at our choice, we shall choose it so that the equation

ax _ d_ fd\\
dt ds(dt )~

is satisfied : the actual value of s is not required. Also

ax , (1 a~ J

so that

_ax _ d^
/ax\ _ ,

az _ c[
/
az_

90;

~
^ la^J &quot;8^ 55 va^

7

_ , (9Z d fdL

for all values of p. Hence

Now, as above,

and

consequently

ax az

It is an immediate consequence that in any configuration, as

developed from assigned initial conditions, the value of S at any
time depends only upon the configuration at that moment and

upon the initial conditions.

To make these initial conditions precise, let

Oft.
= &*, when t = t

,
for

/x,
=

1, . . .
, m,

5^4 = cr ,
when t = ta ,

for r = 1, . . .
,
m :

ot&amp;gt;r
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then we have

98 dS

di
= ~ H

dt
= ~

ds_ ss _

wr

- Wr
a/3,~

for r = 1, . . .
,
m. These are the values of the derivatives of 8 with

regard to each of the quantities it involves.

As our purpose is not the discussion of the organic significance
of any property or group of properties of the quantities concerned,

but only to indicate so much of the analysis connected with the

equations of theoretical dynamics as will throw some light upon
the analysis introduced into what is commonly called the Jacobi-

Hamilton method, we shall indicate only one inference from the

preceding equations. The quantity H can be expressed as a

function of t,6lf ..., m ,
ult ..., um , say

H=^(t, 0j, ..., m ,
ul} ..., um )\

hence S satisfies the equation

and this is another of the characteristic equations in Hamilton s

theory. Moreover, when H involves t explicitly, H is not homo

geneous in the quantities u, so that the equation satisfied by 8 is

not homogeneous in the derivatives.

If, however, H is independent of any explicit occurrence of t,

we know that

H = h,

where h is a constant
;
and then

S = -h(t-t ) + S1 ,

so that

and the equation satisfied by 81 is

This is the modified form of Hamilton s characteristic equation
when H does not explicitly involve t : the right-hand is homo

geneous in the derivatives of Si.
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148. These characteristic equations have been derived from

the initial set of equations in the canonical form : the relation

between them can be exhibited in another light. By the

existence-theorem of a set of ordinary simultaneous equations

of the first order*, the canonical equations

_
dt

~
diii dt

~
dOi

determine the 2m quantities Blt ..., m , Ui, ..., um as functions of

t and of parameters, which are the values of those quantities when

t = t : these are

0i=Pi, Ui = d,

when t = t . Now L is a function of t, 6lt ..., m , #/, ..., Bm : as,

by means of the equations

the quantities #/, . . .
,
6m are expressible in terms of ^ ,

. . .
,
um ,

it follows that L can be expressed as a function of t, Bl} ..., Bm ,

MJ, ..., um . When the integrals of the canonical system are used,

they can express uly ..., um , c\&amp;gt; &amp;gt;&quot;,cm in terms of the other

quantities: thus L can be expressed in terms of t, t ,
Blt ..., m ,

ft, ..., @m ,
and therefore also S, which is

Ldt,
to

can be expressed in terms of t, t0y Bl} . . .
,
Bm , ft ,

. . .
, /8m . Assuming

this expression effected, we have

which are 2m equations expressing ul} . . .
,
um and cl5 . . .

,
cm in terms

of t, t
, B!, ..., Bm) ft, ..., /3m : that is, they are equivalent to the

2m relations which are the integrals of the canonical system.

Combining these results, we have the following theorem :

The system of ordinary canonical equations

dBi = dH du
1== _dH

dt diii dt
&quot;

dB{

* See vol. ii of this work, 10.
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where H=H (t, &amp;lt;91? ..., m ,
ult ..., um), is connected in the following

manner with the partial differential equation

where

_dS _dS
Ul ~W, &quot;- Um -M~m

Obtain the complete set of integrals of the system of ordinary

equations, determining the arbitrary constants so that

#i &amp;gt; 0m Pit &amp;gt; ftm &amp;gt;

Ui, ...,Um = C1} ..., CTO ,

when t = t . Construct the function

, m m
and, expressing it in terms of t, ft, ...

, /3m , d, ..., cm by means of
the foregoing integrals, obtain the function

t mr

=
J tt r=l

and when this is obtained, use the integrals to express I in terms of

t, /3i, ..., j3m ,
Olt ..., Om , denoting the resulting expression by s.

Then the relation

S=a + s,

when a is an arbitrary constant, is an integral of the partial

differential equation : as it contains m + 1 arbitrary constants

a, /3i, ...,/3m ,
it is a complete integral. Moreover, the 2m equations

can be regarded as an integral equivalent of the system of ordinary

equations.

This process has been derived through the general equations

of motion of a dynamical system, so that there are limitations on

the form of H, qua function of Ui, ..., um ,
when the theorem is

thus obtained. The result, however, is not subject in fact to

these limitations: and it is this extension and generalisation of

Hamilton s investigation which constitute the method of integra

tion. As it was published* by Jacobi, it is often called the

*
Crelle, t. xvn (1837), pp. 136 et seq. : see also Part i of this treatise, 109.
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Jacobi-Hamiltonian method; but, as already pointed out, the

use of the initial values had been introduced earlier by Cauchy.

149. Other characteristic functions are introduced into the

study of theoretical dynamics : among them, one of the most

important is Hamilton s function often denoted by A, which

represents the dynamical Action when H does not explicitly

involve t, and which in general is defined by the equation

ta

With this value, we have

[IIJ&amp;lt;0

-[

r=l r ,

m ~\t

s urs
r=l

Now by means of the integrals of the canonical system as associated

with initial values, H can be expressed in terms of t, tQ , l} ..., m ,

&, ..., Pm ,
and H can be expressed in terms of t

, &, ..., }m .

Also A can be expressed in terms of t, t
, 1} ..., 6m , &, ..., ySm :

when t and t are eliminated from its expression by means of the

expressions for H and HQ ,
it comes to be a function of H, H ,

lt ..., m , A, ..., /8TO . In this form, the equations

9J._ dA_ dA _ _a4
dH~ Wr

~
Ur Wr~

~
r)

^&quot;o&quot;

are satisfied; they must be equivalent to the integrals of the

canonical system.

Ex. 1. Prove that, when the expressions for the kinetic energy T and the

potential energy V do not explicitly involve the time, the function A satisfies

the partial differential equation

where A is a constant. (Jacobi.)

Ex. 2. Shew that, if a complete integral of the partial differential

equation satisfied by A be obtained in the form

A=g(6l , ..., m , k, aly ..., am _i)+ tn ,
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where alt ..., TO _i, am are the arbitrary constants, then a set of integrals of

the canonical system is given by

where ait ..., am _i, A, 61, ..., 6TO _i, r are the 2m arbitrary constants in the

integrals. (Jacobi.)

Ex. 3. Let m integrals (in involution) of the canonical system be sup

posed known, involving lt ..., m , %, ..., ? m in such a way that ult ..., wm
can be expressed in terms of 1} ..., &amp;lt;9m , ,

and the m arbitrary constants of

the integrals ;
and let these values be substituted in H, the resulting value

being denoted by H. Prove that

uld&l + . . . + umd6m - Hdt

is an exact differential
;
and shew how the remaining integrals of the canonical

system can be obtained. (Liouville.)

Ex. 4. When the expression for the energy of the system does not involve

the time and when m-l integrals (other than H=h] of the canonical system
have been obtained, so that wl5 ..., um can be expressed in terms of lt ..., 6m

by means of those m-l integrals and ff=h, prove that

is an exact differential o?2. Obtain the other integrals of the canonical system:
and shew that the variables in the integrals are connected with t by the

relation

82

(Liouville.)
Ex. 5. Integrate the equation

3-;
2= 4

,

where a is a constant, by using the theorems in any of the preceding

examples.

JACOBI S GENERALISATION OF HAMILTON S RESULTS.

150. The preceding brief discussion will sufficiently illustrate

the connection between a partial differential equation and a

canonical system of ordinary equations, as it arises in the dis

cussion of theoretical dynamics : and each of the methods of

integration, which have been expounded in the preceding chapters,

shews a similar organic relation. The detailed application of the

method, suggested by the processes of theoretical dynamics, differs

from the use made in other methods
;
and though it is somewhat

more cumbrous than those methods, its association with the results

of theoretical dynamics seems ample justification for its retention

among the principal methods of integration.
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We proceed from the generalised form of the equation satisfied

by S and, making a change in the notation, we suppose that a

given partial differential equation has been resolved with regard
to one of the derivatives into the form

p-{-H(x,xl , ...,&amp;lt;,#, ...,pn) = 0,

where, as usual

dz dz

for i = 1, ..., n. It will be noticed that z does not occur explicitly :

the alternative forms, when z does occur, will be given later.

The equations of the characteristics are

dx _ dxl _ __
dxn _ dpl dpn

T~9#~ ~m =

JaT?&quot; I??
=

9pi dpn 9#i dxn dx

but the last fraction can be omitted, because p occurs there only
and we have the permanent equation

p = -H.

Thus the equations can be taken in the form

dxi = dH clpi = _dH
dx dpi dx dxi

for i=l, ..., n: and these agree with the canonical form of the

equations of theoretical dynamics. Assume that these equations
have been completely integrated, the arbitrary constants being
determined by the conditions that

#1, &amp;gt;

xnt plt ...,pn = a 1} ..., an , fcj, ..., bn ,

when x = a
;
and let the results be expressible in the form

*=
&O&amp;gt; fli, .-.,, 61, -.., bn),

p i
= 7ri (x) a,, ..., an ,

blt ..., bn),

for i= 1, ..., n. The determinant

is unity when x = a, so that it cannot vanish identically ;
hence the

n equations x{
= & can be resolved for Oj, ..., an .
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Now the quantity

p^dx^ + . . . + pndxn +pdx
is an exact differential: substituting for dxl) ..., dxn from the

ordinary equations, and also H for p, it takes the form

which also is a form suggested by the analysis connected with the

equations of theoretical dynamics. We therefore take a quantity

on the analogy of the dynamical results and, substituting for the

variables xlt ...,an &amp;gt;pi,
- -

&amp;gt; Pn their values as given by the integrals
of the canonical system, we effect the quadrature which then gives

f as a function of as, al} ..., a
n&amp;gt;

b1} ..., bn . Let c denote any one of

these 2n constants that occur in f ; then, taking account of the fact

that the values of the variables have been substituted in the initial

form of f,
we have

a? aa? a / % , \

^ - 2 atbi
dc 8c\^i /

-I.

x n ( 9
2
^=1 (/ *8cVapi^

&quot;^

9p dc dxi dc dpi dc

consequently
a? ^
5T-

- S
I
*r 3T~ J

^-= 1 TT -^

We have seen that the n equations #i = fi, . .., ^?n = ?n can be

resolved so as to express al} ..., an in terms of xl} ..., xn , x, b1} ...,
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bn ; let the values thus obtained be substituted in f, and denote

the resulting value by Z. Then, as

a? = i ^
da* i=i dxi dag

=
dbg dbs ji a.*,- dbs

we have, on substituting the preceding values for the derivatives of

f, the equations

for 5 = 1, ..., n. The former set of n equations is linear and
7)7

homogeneous in the quantities ~-- 7r{ ,
and the determinant of

OXi

the coefficients of these quantities does not vanish
; hence

for i = 1, ..., n, and therefore from the remaining equations

dZw - a
&amp;lt;

=
obi

for i= 1, ..., n. These relations are not identities, because TTI , ...,

?rn , !,..., an do not occur in
^&quot;;

and they clearly are independent
of one another. Moreover, they are satisfied in connection with
the equations xl

= f,, . . .
,
xn = %n , p l

= 7rl5 . . .
, pn = -jrn ;

hence they
are a general integral equivalent of the 2&amp;gt;i differential equations

= ___
dx dpt dx

~
tiXi

Again, we have

rff
- / m \

j- = Z TTj =-- H
,dx i=l \

l

dpi J

on replacing xlt . . .
,
xn , pl} ...,pn by their values : and

dz= dz azaf,-

- TT

F. v. 25
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on using the preceding equations. Hence the equality

d^dZ
dec dx

leads to the relation

and therefore the equation
z = Z + c,

where c is an arbitrary constant, is an integral of the equation

v -f- H (x x XT&amp;gt; v ^ =

Accordingly, the process may be stated as follows :

To obtain an integral of the equation

T) \ H \ J* T* IT 7} T) 1
~~

form the canonical system

dxi _ dH dpi _ dH . . _

of ordinary equations, and construct their complete set of integrals
G / 7 7 \ \

/J
&quot;&quot;

n&amp;gt;

7

1 &quot;

/\ r (*
=

i&amp;gt;

WX
pi
= TTi (x, ai} ..., an , Oi, ..., 6n)J

such th/at Xi ,
. .

, ^nj ?^i ? &amp;gt; ?^w
=z: ^i &amp;gt; 5 ^H 5 ^i ? &amp;gt; ^?i respectively,

when x = a. Take a quantity defined by the relation

fx / n ^/7 \ n

f=f (2^-4r)&amp;lt;to+
2

Ja \rfl P* / i=1

and, substituting fT , ..., fw , TT^ ..., 7rn for the variables under the

sign of integration, effect the quadrature which gives us a function

of x, al} . . .
,
an , &!, . . .

,
bn . From % eliminate a1} . . .

,
an by means of

the equations #i = fi, &amp;gt;

%n = %n&amp;gt;
and let the resulting function of

x, x-i, ..., xn ,
bl} ..., bn be denoted by Z ; then

z = Z + c,

where c is an arbitrary constant, is an integral of the partial

differential equation, and manifestly it is a complete integral. More

over, a complete set of integrals of the canonical system is given by

for i= 1, ..., n, the constants a^, ..., an being arbitrary.
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151. It is easy to see that the complete integral thus obtained

is an integral which, when x = a, acquires the value

For Z is the value of f when alt ..., an are eliminated from f by
means of ^ = ^, ..., a?n = fn ;

and therefore the value of Z, when
x = a, is obtained from that of f when # = a (which value is

aA + ... + an bn) by eliminating a1} ..., an through the forms of the

equations x1
= j- 1 , ..., #n = fn ,

when # = a: and these forms are

Xi = a 1 , ..., xn = an .

The complete integral is therefore so mewhat restricted, though
it contains the appropriate number of arbitrary constants: its

relation to any other complete integral, say

2=
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;(&amp;gt;,

a?j, ..., xn ,
klt ..., kn) + c,

can be simply obtained. In the case of this complete integral, a

set of integrals of the canonical system is given by

30 _ 30
fai-

pi dk= Ki

for i= 1, ..., n. Let

0o =
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

(a, aj, . . .
,
an , ^, . . .

,
kn ) ;

then as Oj, ..., an ,
61} ..., bn are the values of xlt ..., d7n , ^, ...,_pn ,

when x = a, we must have

Now
3-ff _ dxi

d(f&amp;gt; _ 30
a^~^ 8^

=^ J

a^ ;

hence
n ra; / n ^77 \

f= 2 0^^+
(
^ p~-H}dx

i= l Ja \i= l opt

f
^

^
8&amp;lt;^ rf^

,

8&amp;lt;#
&amp;gt;^ -T- + =-*-

Ja VS^i a^ 9a?

.+

The constants ^ ,
. . .

,
^n are such that

252
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that is, such that

for i = l, ..., n: let their values be determined and substituted

in f. In order to obtain Z from f, the constants a1; ..., an must

be eliminated
;

their values are given by

in connection with the preceding values of klt . .., kn : and so Z is

the value of f when, from the equation

the quantities a1; ..., an ,
&15 ..., kn are removed by means of the

equations
9&amp;lt;

_9&amp;lt;ft 8&amp;lt;fto = 7

afe

~
8^ 8a&amp;gt;

~
*

for t = l, ...,TI. Hence the complete integral in the theorem can

be derived from any given complete integral*.

Ex. 1. The detailed working can be shewn by thus solving the equation

P Pi P2
which clearly has an integral

z=
where

1 J^ ^_

The value ofH for the formp+H= is

TT

The canonical system is_
dx

~
i&z+zXi -iz? dx

dx (piXz+p^-p^ptf dx

and integrals are
c2

* The whole of the preceding exposition follows that which is given by Mayer,

Math. Ann., t. m (1871), pp. 434452.
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where a, 6, a
,
b are arbitrary constants, and

ab
c=

a + b ab

Hence, taking ait a2
&amp;gt;

61? b-2 as initial values when #=a, we have

_&i r ^2 _
! 2 a

and the integrals are

b\ b.2

Pl=-Xlt P2= -*2,

c2 c2

X? - 1
2=

* (*?
- a2

), ^2
2 -

2
2=
p (^

2 - a2
)-

If we require the integral which becomes fti^ i + fco^+ yi when #=a,
we take

and the required integral is given by

where Z is given as a function of x, xi} x2 , by the elimination of ai and a.2

between the three equations

Z= ax 6X + 2 ^2+ *C2 (.
P2 - a2)

account being taken of the values of a, 6, c in terms of 1} a2 ,
6l5 62 .

To derive this integral from the integral

s

where

we write

and then we take

The relations between the quantities a1} 2 ,
61} 62 , ^, ^i, / 2 (othc than i/he

single relation between
/*,

&1? y&2) are

?$!} A &amp;lt;i^o_ t 80_3^o 90 _ 90o

8^
~ 01

802&quot;

2 8*!~aV 9&amp;gt;(;2

~
8 2

account being taken of the relation between
, X^, / o. These give

=& (^ - a2
) ;
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hence

We eliminate k, ki , 2 between the equations

and then the integral is

z

The verification that ^becomes &1#1+ &2#2 ,
when x=a, is immediate.

Ex. 2. Obtain, in the preceding manner, the integral of the equation

pq-px-qy= Q,

such that q= c when x a, in the form

where y is an arbitrary constant.

Deduce it also from the complete integral

2
=2^

Another integral is given by

is there any relation between this integral and the first integral ?

Ex. 3. Let
z=

(f) (x, X-L, ..., xn , &i, ..,,

be a complete integral of the differential equation in the text. Shew that, if

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;o=&amp;lt;j)(a, !, ..., an , fy, ..., 6n),

and

^0 =/(!, .., ),

and if
&amp;lt;*i, ..., an , 61, ..., &n be eliminated between the equations

Z=(j)-(f)Q+fQ \

for i= l, ..., 7i, the resulting value of Z is also an integral of the equation
and that, when #=a, it acquires the value /(#i, ..., #n). (Mayer.)
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152. The discussion in 150, 151 related to a resolved

equation in which the dependent variable does not occur ex

plicitly: and the inverse operations required consisted of the

integration of a system of 2n ordinary equations, followed by a

quadrature.

When the partial differential equation involves the dependent
variable explicitly, and when it can be resolved so that it may be

taken in the form

p+f(z, x, xly ..., xn,plt ...,pn) = Q,

then the corresponding result is as follows :

Form and integrate the equations

dxi^V &amp;lt;fa = _V_ n V *Z = lnV_ f
dx dpS dx dxi **$* dx i=i

pl
dpi

J

determining the arbitrary constants by the conditions that #a ,
. .., #,

Pi, . .., pn ,
z acquire the values

al} ..., an , &,, ..., bn ,
c + !&!+... + &

respectively, when x = a. Among this integral system of 2n + 1

equations, eliminate al} ..., an , p1 , ..., pn ; and let Z denote the

resulting value of z, which is a function of x, xlt ...,xn , bi, ..., bn ,
c.

Then
z = Z

is a complete integral of the partial differential equation; and

3Z 3Z 3Z
o~ = Pi&amp;gt; ^T = Ct i 5~ &amp;gt;

Z = ^
d%i dbi oc

for i = l, ..., n, the constants 15 ..., an being arbitrary, are a set of

integrals of the 2n+ 1 ordinary equations.

This result may be deduced from the former case, or it may be

obtained directly ;
we shall leave the establishment as an exercise.

It will be noticed that, in the present case, the inverse operations

required are the integration of a system of 2n + 1 ordinary

equations, as contrasted with the slightly simpler inverse opera

tions in the former case constituted by the integration of a system

of 2?i ordinary equations and a quadrature.

Lastly, it may happen that the partial differential equation

contains the dependent variable explicitly but that it cannot be

resolved, or cannot conveniently be resolved, in terms of any of
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the derivatives. In such a case, a similar process exists : and the

result has already been stated*.

THE POISSON-JACOBI COMBINANT ($, -^).

153. The determination of a complete integral of a partial

differential equation

and the determination of a full set of integrals of the associated

canonical system
. dxi _ dH dpi _ dH
dx dpi dx

~
dxi

for i = l, ..., n, have been shewn to be practically equivalent

problems. It is known that, if two equations compatible with the

original differential equation have been obtained, the Poisson-

Jacobi combination of those equations provides another equation

(which may be insignificant or may be evanescent) also compatible
with the equation: and naturally therefore a question arises

whether the same combination can similarly be effective in

assisting the construction of the integrals of the canonical system.

Let

(/&amp;gt;

= 0O, #!, ...,xn,plt ...,pn)
= constant

be an integral of the canonical system : then, in connection with

that system, we have

c^ = 8^ + j d$dxi + I d^dpi = ()

dx dx i=i d%i dx z
-

=1 dpi dx

and therefore

80 | sd$_d_H_cty dH\ =
dx i= i \dxi dpi dpi dxi)

~

that is, using the Poisson-Jacobi symbol, we have

analogous with a corresponding equation ( 146) in theoretical

dynamics. Similarly, if

i/r
=

^(a?, #!, ...,a?n ,^!, ...,pn)
= constant

* In Part i, 109, of the present work. All the results are given in Mayer s

memoir quoted on p. 388, foot-uote.
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be an integral of the canonical system, we have

It is natural to inquire whether ($, ^) also is an integral of the

canonical system : we have

= -
(((/&amp;gt;, H\ +) - (4&amp;gt;, (^, T)) + ((, +), H)

= ((H, (/&amp;gt;), +) + ((^r, tf
), &amp;lt;)

+ ((, ^), #)
= 0,

on account of the identically satisfied relation of 52. Hence

(&amp;lt;, T/T)
= constant,

as an integral equation, is compatible with the canonical system.

Various cases may arise, as in the former investigation.

It may happen that
(&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;, ^) vanishes identically: no new

integral is provided.

It may happen that
(&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;, -v/r)

is a pure constant not zero;

instances have occurred in which
(&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;, i/r) is equal to unity : no new

integral is provided.

It may happen that
(&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;, i/r),

while a function of the variables,

can be expressed in terms of
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

and
i/r

alone (and possibly in terms

of previously known integrals, if any) : no new integral is provided.

And it may happen that
(&amp;lt;, &amp;gt;/r)

is a function of the variables

which cannot be expressed in terms of &amp;lt; and ty alone (or in terms

of these and of previously known integrals, if any) : a new integral

of the canonical system is then provided.

Note. It may happen that, when the partial differential equation is

#(#!, ...,#, ji, ...,j B)
= constant= /,

so that p and x have disappeared, care has to be exercised concerning new

integrals of the canonical system: such new integrals do not necessarily

provide equations compatible with Hh and with equations which coexist

with it. The canonical system is effectively the same as before, for it is

dpi
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say, for ^=1, ..., n; and if

&quot;Xn&amp;gt;Pii ~-tPni x
}
= constant,

are two integrals of the system, then

(&amp;lt;, t/f)
= constant

is also an integral of the canonical system ;
and we have

(#,0) = 0, (#,^) = 0, (#, (0, ^))=0.

But if we are proceeding on the lines of Jacobi s second method, as explained

in Chapter iv, for the integration of the partial equation H=Q, and if we
have associated the equations

#=0, &amp;lt;/)=!,

where % is arbitrary, then we can associate

\l/
= a2

with these, only if

(0,^) = 0;
and we can associate

(0, ^) = 3

with ff=Q, = a1? only if

(0, (&*))=&amp;lt;&amp;gt;;

and these conditions are not always satisfied.

Thus if the equation be

^=^1
2+p2

2
+^3

2
-f^

2-/(^2+ ^2
2 + ^3

2
, **) =0,

integrals of the canonical system are given by

and then

X=

which leads to a new integral of the canonical system. Now

H=0, = al5

can be associated, because

(4-+)-a

But ^= 2 cannot be associated with these two equations; for though

(Ht ^) = 0, we have

(*f)-*
different from zero. Again, the equations

J7=0, 1^
= 02,

can be associated, because

(J5T, ^) = 0.

But 0=a1 cannot be associated with these equations because

(*-* ) *
which is not zero. Moreover,
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cannot be associated with either pair, because

(**)= *, (**)=-*
But

(#,V,2+ X
2
)
=

0, (&amp;lt;,^

2+ x
2
)
= 0:

and so

N=0, = an ^2+*2=
c,

can be associated.

It thus appears that, while the Poisson-Jacobi combination of two

integrals of the canonical system can provide a new integral of that system,
the new integral cannot necessarily be associated with a retained system

compatible with the original equation.

154. It will be convenient, for the sake of brevity, to call the

Poisson-Jacobi combination
(&amp;lt;, &amp;gt;/r),

of two functions
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

and
-fy,

their combinant. From the preceding results, it is clear that any

integral &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

of the canonical system, which does not involve x,

satisfies the equation

(*, #) = o

identically : hence the combinant of H with any such integral &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

leads to no new integral.

Moreover, when the function H in the canonical system does

not explicitly involve x (which corresponds to the case in theo

retical dynamics when the total energy of the dynamical system
is constant), the combinant of H and of any integral &amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

of the

canonical system, that does not explicitly involve x, vanishes

identically : for the equation

(*, #)=o
is then satisfied identically, so that ($, H) provides no new

integral. Also, with the same supposition concerning H, the

integrals of the canonical system can be so taken that 2?i 1 of

them are relations among the variables fclt ..., xn , pl , tp
the remaining integral can be taken in the form

I, ..., xnt ply ...,pn
=

,

where XQ is an arbitrary quantity. In that case, the equation

O, #) + l = 0,

is satisfied identically : that is, (6, H) provides no new integral.

It therefore follows that, when the quantity H in the canonical

system does not involve the variable x
t
no new integral can be

derived by combining H with any other integral of the system :

in fact, the quantity H is useless for any combinant construction
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with any integral &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

of the system with a view to the derivation

of new integrals.

It thus appears that, when an integral of the canonical system
has been obtained, no new integral is furnished by the combinant

of H with that integral. Clearly, when H is explicitly inde

pendent of the variable x
t
it furnishes an integral of the system :

but it is not the only integral of the system which, under the

combinant construction, leads to evanescent or unfruitful results.

Indeed, earlier results obtained in connection with the develop
ment of Jacobi s second method in Chapter IV shew that, when any

integral of the canonical system of equations has been obtained,

other integrals exist such that their combinants with the given

integral provide no new integral but only an evanescent result.

For let
&amp;lt;f)

be a given integral of the system : and let ty denote

some other integral, distinct from H in case H should not involve

x explicitly: then
(&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;, ^) also satisfies the equations of the

system. If ($, ty) vanishes, or is equal to a pure constant, or is

not functionally independent of
(f&amp;gt;

and
-fy,

then
(&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;, -v/r)

is illusory as

providing a new integral. But if no one of these alternatives is

valid, we write

(*,-*)&amp;lt;**,

and we proceed (as in 62) to form the series of functions

to ^0=^, to ^a)=^s , ..., to tt-i)=^.

Each of the functions fa, fa, ... is an integral of the canonical

system ;
and the set of such functions, that are independent of one

another, is limited in number because the canonical system is of

finite order. Accordingly, we may assume that the series of

functions, derived through combination with
&amp;lt;,

terminates with

fa. : the termination can come ( 62) in one of three ways.

(i) If
i/ri

vanishes identically, then fa-i is such that

fe.ti-O-o,

identically, that is, fa^ is an integral of the type indicated.

(ii) If fa is a pure constant, say c, then

so that as i is greater than unity (for otherwise fa would be an

integral of the type indicated), then fai-i 2cfa-z is an integral

of the type indicated.
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(iii) If ^TI is a function of the integrals that occur earlier in

the series, say 0, then any integral (say Mf) of the system

is such that

(*,) 0,

identically; and so ^ is an integral of the indicated type

belonging to the canonical system.

The process of combination is thus seen to provide a number

of integrals : but, account being taken only of integrals that are

independent of one another, the process cannot lead to all the

independent integrals because, as has been seen, there are

integrals which, when combined with a given integral, lead to

an illusory result*. We shall not pursue this subject further,

and shall be content with referring the reader to an important

memoir ( by Bertrand.

Ex. Prove that, when the function H in the canonical system does not

explicitly involve x and when an integral &amp;lt; other than H is given, the

complete set of integrals of the canonical system is given by

H= k,
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

= constant,
and by

(i) an integral ^, not explicitly involving x and such that

(fc*)=l,

(ii) an integral \^, where

^
such that

(**)-&amp;lt;*

(iii) other 2w 4 integrals a l5 ..., a2B -4, explicitly independent of #,

such that

(4&amp;gt;,a&amp;lt;)

=
0,

for i = l, . . .
,
2 - 4. (Bertrand.)

*
Contrary to the opinion formed by Jacobi according to which it can be seen

&quot;in omnibus problematibus mechanicis in quibus virium vivarum conservatio

&quot;locum habet, generaliter e duobus integralibus prseter prmcipium illud inventis

&quot;

reliqua ornnia absque ulla ulteriore integratione inveniri posse &quot;: Ges. Werke, t. v,

p. 49. The original theorem due to Poisson was published at the end of the

year 1809 : it seems that Jacobi s application and development of Poisson s theorem

were made about 1838.

The frequently illusory character of the combinant is one of the causes which

limit the number of the general algebraic integrals of the dynamical problem of n

bodies to the classical integrals: see vol. in of this work, chapter xvii.

t Liouville s Journal, t. xvn (1852), pp. 393 436. Other references will be

found in Graindorge s treatise, already quoted.
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CONTACT TRANSFORMATIONS AND CANONICAL SYSTEMS.

155. In the last chapter, it was seen that the theory of

contact transformations could be applied to the integration of

a partial differential equation : and it has also been seen, from

various points of view, that the integration of such an equation is

bound up with the integration of a canonical system of ordinary

equations. It is therefore natural to suppose that the theory of

contact transformations can be brought into relation with the

integration of a canonical system.

Let the canonical system be

dxi _ dH dpi _ dH
dx dpi dx d%t

for i = 1, ..., n
;
and suppose that H does not explicitly involve x.

Let a contact transformation be given which passes from xlt ...,xn ,

Pi, ...,pn to Xlf ..., Xnt P1? ..., Pn ,
such that

for
fju

and ra = 1, . .., n, with unequal values of m and /*; and let

it be applied to transform the canonical system. We have

dx m=i\dxm dx dpm dx

_ | MX* dR dXj dH\~

When the variables in H are transformed, let the resulting

quantity be denoted by K ;
then

t ,
Xm)

- + (Xt, Pm)

on account of the properties of the contact transformation.

Consequently, we have

dx
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and, by similar analysis, we also have

dPj = dK
dx dXi

Hence the contact transformation leaves the form of the canonical

system unchanged. But this is not the limit of the property : it

is easy to see that any transformation, which leaves the form of

the canonical system (supposed perfectly general) unchanged, is

of the contact type. For taking any transformation from x1} . . ., xn ,

plt ...,pn to Z15 ..., Xn , P!, ..., Pn ,
we have

if H be the value of H after transformation has been effected,

then

(Xt , H)= (Xt ,
Xm)

- + (Xt , Pm) ,

=i I
oJC m dPJ

(P,, H) = ! (P,, Xm) + (Pt , PJ- l .

If the new form of the equations is still canonical, the former
orr/

r)f-f
f

of these must be ~-^-- ,
and the latter must be ^^- ,

for all
or^i oA i

values of i : hence, as If and H are supposed quite general

functions, we must have

for all values 1, . . .
,
n of m, and

(Xi,Xm )
= 0, (Z,,PJ = -(P,. I Z,)-0, (Pi,P1)l)

= 0,

for all unequal values 1, . . .
,
n of i and m. These are the equations

which define a contact transformation. Therefore a canonical

system is unchanged inform by a contact transformation; and every

transformation, which conserves theform ofa quite general canonical

system, is of the contact type.

There is an immediate practical advantage in such a trans

formation, whenever the form ofH is simpler : the equations may
be simpler to integrate.

156. In the next place, suppose that the canonical system is

of the form

dxi = dH dpi = _dll
dx

~
dpi dx

~
dxi
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where H now involves x, as well as alt ..., xn , pj} ..., pn . In this

case, we have
dH dH

-j
j
=

-^
--h (-ti, H)

das dx

dH

hence introducing a new variable p, such that

&amp;lt;*)
= H + p = constant = 0,

we have

dp = _dH_ _ae
dx dx fix

dx _ ae
dx

~
dp

}

dx_i = a# = a

dx
~

dpi

~
dpi

so that the canonical system may be replaced by the amplified

system

dx_ _ dp _ dxi _ dpi

8@
&quot;

J8@
&quot;

a@
=
^8@

dp dx dpi dxi

for i=l,...,n. Now take a contact transformation changing
the variables from x, xl} ..., xnt p, p1} ..., pn to X, X1} ..., Xn ,

P, Pl} ..., Pn : then denoting x, p, X, P by #
, _p ,

X
,
P for

convenience, we must have

(Xt,p$-i,
for i = 0, 1, ..., ?i, and

for unequal values of i andj from the series 0, 1, ..., n. As in the

earlier case, if &amp;lt;I&amp;gt; be the transformed value of
,
the amplified

canonical system can be replaced by

dX dP dXi_ dPj
9^

&quot;

3&amp;lt;

?

for i=l, ..., m. Let 4&amp;gt;
= be resolved so as to express P in

terms of X, Xly ..., Xn&amp;gt;
Pl} ..., Pn ,

and let the resolved form be
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Then

80_84&amp;gt;a/t ~

~

for i=I, ..., n. The preceding system can now, in its turn, be

replaced by the equations

dX

dP

for i=l, ...,w, which again are a canonical system: and we
also have

dP_ _dK
dX~ dX

It thus appears that a contact transformation, applied to

a canonical system even when the function H involves the

variable x, changes the system into another canonical system.

Conversely, any transformation between x, xl} ..., xn , p1} ...,/&amp;gt;

and X, Xlt ..., Xn , PI, ..., Pn &amp;gt;

which changes a canonical system

_

dx~dPi dx~ d^

where H involves x as well as xlt ..., xn , pl} ...,pn ,
into another

canonical system

dXi_dI( dP_i___3K r _T
dX~dPi dX

=

dXi

is a contact transformation in an increased number of variables.

To establish the result, we introduce a variable p such that

hence

_
dx dx

F. v. 26
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We then consider any transformation which changes the variables

from a;, p, xly ..., xn , pi, ..., pn to X, P, X l , ..., Xn ,
Pl} ..., Pn ;

and, for convenience, we write %
, Po, Z , PO for #,

P&amp;gt;
X, P respec

tively. Then

=
dx dx dpm dx

for i = 0, 1, ..., m; and similarly

_ 5 U yA 1\* &amp;lt;A /

Let = 0, after substitution has been made for p and in H, be

resolved so as to express P in terms of X
,
Xlt ..., Xn ,

Pl5 . . .
,
Pn ,

let the resolved equivalent be

where K is a function of Z
, Z^ ..., JTn , Pj, ..., Pn ;

then

86 _ 8; a^T _
8-3T^ 8P 8ZM

for /A
= 0, 1, . . .

, ?ft, and

8 86 8Jf

8PM 8P 8PM

&quot;

for /A
= 1, . . .

,
m. Then, for i = 1, . . .

, m, we have

_ i
___
dXQ

dX dx dx

8(H) 8@

2
m=l
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and

dX
(x tl,p,)+(X,,x^+ i \(x.,xj%j-+(X,,xm)

OA. m=l( ^m
We are in quest of transformations which will make the new

system canonical, and therefore the transformed equations should

be of the form

dX

for i = 1, . . .
,
m. Hence, in order that the preceding equations may

be of this type, we take

where a is a constant : and the conditions, necessary and sufficient

for the purpose when the system is of the most general type, are

(X ,
P )

= (Xl} Pa )
=

. . .
= (Xn ,

Pn ),

for unequal values of i and j from the series 0, 1, ..., m. These

equations are characteristic of, and define, a contact transformation

in the increased aggregate of variables. Moreover,

dP = dI\^ dX,
dX dx dx

Consequently, even when the function H in the general canonical

system

= =
dx dpi dx dxi

involves the variable x, any contact transformation of the amplified

system leads to a new canonical system ; and every transformation,

which transforms one canonical system of the most general type into

another, is a contact transformation in the increased number of
variables.

157. But it may be asked whether a contact transformation,

involving only the variables xlt ...,xn,p1 , ...,pn&amp;gt;
will transform

one canonical system into another when H involves the variable x
;

it is easy to see that such a transformation is possible and that it

262
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is, in fact, a special case of the contact transformation in the

amplified number of variables. To verify this statement, we make

then, as (X ,
P ) is unity, we have

(Xl,P1)=l,...,(Xn,Pn)=I.

Now the equations

(X ,Xi)
= 0, (Z ,P&amp;lt;)

= 0, (P ,X;) = 0, (P ,P,) = 0,

give
dXi A dPi _ A dXj _ n dPi _ n m

~^\ V, -z U, -^ w, -^
v

,

9p dpo S^o S^o

and therefore the other equations are

/sAi^j_^^Y=1
&quot;mtAae.ap*

for i= 1, ..., ^: also

(JT,,Pm)=0, (P,,Pm)
= 0.

These equations clearly define a contact transformation between

Xl9 ..., Xn ,
P1? ..., Pw and a?x , ..., a?

n&amp;gt; ^, ..., _pn alone: and

they give a special case of the contact transformation in the

amplified number of variables conserving the form of the canonical

system.

158. Returning now to the canonical system of equations in

the simpler form in which the quantity H does not involve the

independent variable of the system explicitly, and denoting that

variable by t, we have the system in the form

^ = _
dt

~~

dpi dt d%i

for i = 1, ...
,
n. Here, H is the total energy of the system and it

remains constant throughout the motion
; and, with the variables

adopted for the construction of the canonical system, H is a,

function of xlt ..., xn , pl} ..., pn alone.

We have seen that the most general form of infinitesimal

contact transformation is given ( 129) by

3- = ef, Sxi = &, 8pi
=

eTTi, (i
=

1, . . .
, n),
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where
dU dU dU

U denoting any arbitrary function of xlt . . .
,
xn , pl} . . .

, pn ,
z. Let

U be chosen so as not to involve z explicitly : then the equations

become

or, on writing 6 = St, the equations of the infinitesimal contact

transformation may be taken in the form

dxi = dU dpi = _dU
dt

~
dpi dt

~
dxi

for i=l, ..., n.

It therefore follows that the equations of the canonical system
are the equations of an infinitesimal contact transformation, applied

to the variables of the system and derived from the energy H of

the originating system ;
and therefore the changes in the variables

of the system can be regarded as the changes caused by the

continued application of the infinitesimal contact transformation

derived from the energy of the system. It is known, from the

theory of groups of transformations, that the infinitesimal contact

transformations determine uniquely the finite contact transform

ations of which they are the infinitesimal expression : moreover,

what is the equivalent of this proposition for the present purpose,

we have shewn that a finite contact transformation conserves the

form of the canonical system. Hence, if we denote the values of

the variables of the canonical system at any epoch t by al} ..., an ,

&&amp;gt; &amp;gt; @n&amp;gt;
and their values at the epoch t by Xlt ..., Xn ,

Plt ...,

Pn ,
there is a contact transformation between Xlt ..., Xnt PI, ...,

Pn and !,..., On, ft, ..., j3n ;
and therefore the variables of the

canonical system change continuously from their initial values

under the continuous domination of the infinitesimal contact trans

formation determined by the energy.

This result includes the properties established by Bertrand*

as regards canonical constants; for the equations defining these

canonical constants are the equations expressing the contact trans-

*
Liouville, t. xvn (1852), pp. 393 et seq.
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formation between al5 ..., otn , &, ..., fin and xlt ..., xn , plt ...,pn ,

viz.

(*,,-) = 0, (i,&) = 0, (&,,) = 0,

for i and j = 1, ... w, with unequal values of i and j.

This stage will mark the limit of our discussion of the canonical

equations of theoretical dynamics. Their detailed properties con

stitute a subject, distinct in many of its developments from the

theory of partial differential equations ;
for a fuller discussion,

reference may be made to the authorities quoted at the beginning
of the chapter.



CHAPTER XL

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS OF THE FIRST ORDER.

THE present chapter is a discussion of systems of simultaneous partial

equations of the first order, the number of equations being the same as the

number of dependent variables. The operation of integrating such equations
is an inverse operation of class greater than unity in general, that is, it cannot

generally be resolved into operations of the first order such as the integration

of a number of ordinary equations each of the first order. General inverse

operations of class greater than unity cannot be performed in finite terms, in

the present state of analysis ;
those particular inverse operations, which can

be resolved into operations of the first order, can however be performed, in

the sense of the methods given in some of the preceding chapters. Naturally,

the simultaneous partial equations involving several dependent variables,

which can be integrated by these resoluble operations, are subject to corre

sponding limitations as regards generality of form : and consequently, owing
to this somewhat particularised character, the theory of these equations is

not so fully discussed here as has been the theory of equations in a single

dependent variable.

The subject appears to have been considered first* by Jacobi : as presented

in this form, further developments of Jacobi s theory are given by Natanit,

and Zaja9rkowski|.

A different presentation, and a completely different class of equations,

occur in Hamburger s treatment
; cognate investigations have been effected

by Konigsberger||, who also deals with the existence-theorem for a set of

equations, the number of which is equal to the number of dependent

variables; and Hamburger s method has been extended by von WeberlT to

the case, when the number of equations is greater than the number of

dependent variables.

* Ges. Werke, t. iv, pp. 3 15.

t Die hohere Analysis, pp. 339341.
+ Grunert s Archie, t. LVI (1874), pp. 163174.

Crelle, t. LXXXI (1876), pp. 243280, 16., t. xcm (1882), pp. 188214.

|| Crelle, t. cix (1892), pp. 261340; Math. Ann., t. XLI (1893), pp. 260285.

U Crelle, t. cxvm (1897), pp. 123157.
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A class of equations, the number of which is an exact multiple of the

number of dependent variables involved, has been considered by Konig* : an

account of his method and of his results is given in the course of the chapter.

Hamburger has shewn that it is possible to apply the method to partial

differential equations of the second order and of higher orders in one dependent
variable and two independent variables. The subsidiary equations obtained

as ancillary to the integration have substantial similarity with those obtained

in the method, devised by Darboux for the integration of such equations
and developed by Speckman and others. Accordingly, an account of

Hamburger s application of his method to the integration of equations of the

second order and of higher orders will not be considered in this chapter but

will be deferred until the stage when such equations are being generally

considered.

It may be added that some of the geometrical properties that can be

associated with the simplest case, viz. when there are two dependent variables

and two independent variables, are considered by Backlund t. As the processes
of integration in this chapter are only applicable to limited classes of equations,

these geometrical associations are not discussed in this connection : moreover,

they belong more properly to the theory of equations of higher orders and,

like the extension of Hamburger s method to such equations, they also will

be deferred for consideration in connection with that theory.

159. The investigations in the preceding chapters have been

concerned with the integration and the general theory of partial

differential equations involving only a single dependent variable
;

no restriction was laid upon the number of independent variables
;

and, when more than a single equation occurred, the conditions

necessary and sufficient to secure coexistence were obtained. It

was shewn how to deduce, from a complete integral, other classes

of integrals of various types: the aggregate of these classes was

completely comprehensive for some types of equations and largely

so (the exceptions being the special integrals) for the remainder.

The construction of the complete integral was made to depend

upon the integration, complete or incomplete, of a simultaneous

system of ordinary equations, formed from the partial differential

equations : the integration required depends, in practice, solely

upon the possibility of actually effecting general inverse processes

of the first order. Speaking broadly, we may say that the theory

of partial differential equations of the first order in a single

dependent variable can be considered a known theory.

* Math. Ann., t. xxm (1884), pp. 520526.

t Math. Ann., t. xvn (1880), pp. 285328; ib. t. xix (1882), pp. 387422.
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The problems which, in scale of difficulty, lie next to that of

partial differential equations of the first order in a single dependent

variable, are obtained, on the one hand, by increasing the number

of dependent variables and keeping the equations still of the first

order, and on the other hand, by taking equations of a higher order

than the first, still in a single dependent variable.

As concerns partial differential equations of the second order

(and of higher orders) in a single dependent variable, there is

a considerable body of theory : moreover, the frequent occurrence

of such differential equations, in subjects such as geometry and

many of the developed branches of mathematical physics, has led to

the discussion of detailed properties of particular equations which,

once known, have pointed the way to further developments of the

general theory.

But as concerns sets of partial differential equations of the first

order in several dependent variables, when these sets are not the

equivalent of a single equation of higher order in a single dependent

variable, the amount of finished theory that has been obtained

is comparatively slight. Thus, when the number of equations

is equal to the number of dependent variables and when these

equations have a special form which, among other limitations, is

linear in the derivatives, it is known ( 9 14) that integrals of

the equations do exist, satisfying assigned conditions of a given

type. But when there is a question of constructing an integral

in some form other than a multiple power-series as it occurs in

the establishment of the existence-theorem, methods even only

theoretically effective for the purpose have been devised solely for

very restricted classes of systems of equations. Accordingly, before

passing to equations of higher order in a single dependent variable,

we shall deal with systems of equations of the first order in several

variables, so as to indicate such general methods and results as

have been obtained.

As in the early stages of the development of the theory of

equations of the first order in a single dependent variable, some

indications of results, which may be expected to hold frequently
in simple cases though far from universally, can be obtained by

proceeding from a set of integral equations. Let the independent
variables be
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and the dependent variables be

2
i&amp;gt; &amp;gt;

zm j

then the m dependent variables will be given by m integral

equations. These equations may contain a number of arbitrary
constants: let this number be N, and suppose that these are

essential constants, so that they cannot be expressed by a number
smaller than N.

When the first derivatives of these equations are formed, by

differentiating with respect to the independent variables in turn,

and are associated with the integral system, the total number of

equations then possessed is m(w-fl). Suppose that all the

arbitrary constants can be eliminated and that no peculiarities*

occur during the processes of elimination
;
then the number of

differential equations of the first order, emerging after the elimi

nation, is m (n + 1) N. If these differential equations are to be

conceived as capable of determining the m dependent variables,

their number cannot be less than m
;
hence

m(n + 1) N ^ m,
that is,

N
&amp;lt; mn,

thus giving an upper limit for N.

If N= m (n + 1 r), where 1 ^ r ^ n, and if the same suppo
sitions be made concerning the integral system in the passage to

the differential equations, the number of emerging differential

equations is rm.

Bub conversely, unless conditions equivalent to the reversibility

of the preceding process are satisfied by a given system of simul

taneous equations, it does not follow that their integral is of the

assumed initial form : indeed, if the number of equations in the

simultaneous system be greater than the number of dependent

variables, it does not follow that the system possesses any integral

at all. In order that the equations in such a system may coexist,

conditions will have to be satisfied.

*
Such, for instance, as occur when a partial differential equation in a single

dependent variable is thus constructed from its general integral which may contain

any number of arbitrary constants. The supposition, adopted in the face of such

an instance, is enough to destroy any confidence as to more than possibility in the

inferences that can be drawn.
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KONIG S COMPLETELY INTEGRABLE EQUATIONS.

160. The conditions just indicated can be set out in the case

of certain classes of equations of simple types : one such class is

discussed* by Kbnig. Let

a*
** = aV

for i= 1, ..., ra, and j 1, ..., n: suppose that the system contains

rm equations and that they can be resolved so as to express the

derivatives of the m dependent variables with regard to one and

the same set of r independent variables, in terms of the remaining

quantities of the system. Let these r independent variables be

#1, ..., xr \
then the rm equations may be taken in the form

Pe=/
for i = l, ..., m, and j=l, ..., r; the arguments of fy are the

variables aclf ..., xn ,
zlt ..., zm ,

and also the derivatives p^, where

X=l, ...,ra, /u,
= r + 1, ..., n.

Then Konig s theorem is as follows :

When appropriate formal conditions are satisfied, the system of

equations

Pij=fij

possesses an integral equivalent zlt ..., zm such that, when initial

values Cj, ..., cr are assigned to xlt ..., xr respectively, the functions
zlt ..., zm become functions of xr+l , ..., xnt which are regular

functions in a certain domain and otherwise can be arbitrarily

assigned.

Denote by Sj the aggregate of the m differential equations in

which the second suffix is j ;
and let 2j denote the set made up of

the aggregates

Sj, $j+i, ..., Sr .

Consider the
aggregate&quot; $,.: it contains no derivatives with

regard to xlt ..., ov-i, which therefore may be regarded as para
meters during processes of integration. It thus is a system of m
equations involving the m dependent variables and the n r 4- 1

independent variables xr ,
asr+ly ..., xn \

and it is resolved with

respect to

* Math. Ann., t. xxm (1884), pp. 520526.
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It thus is of the class to which Madame Kowalevsky s proof of

Cauchy s existence-theorem can be applied, if the formal condi

tions imposed for the theorem are satisfied. Assuming that

these conditions are satisfied, the system possesses a set of

integrals z^ ..., zm which, when xr = cr ,
become assigned functions

of Mr+i, ..., xn ,
taken to be regular in a definite domain and other

wise arbitrarily assigned. The variables xly . . .
,
xr_+ are parametric

throughout ;
the integrals of the aggregate Sr are a set of functions

satisfying the conditions assigned in the theorem as stated, when
we make xlt ..., #r-i equal to d, ..., cr_i.

Next, consider the aggregate of equations represented by $,._! :

it contains no derivatives with regard to a:lt ..., xr_2 ,
xr ,

which

therefore may be regarded as parameters during processes of

integration. It is a system of m equations in the m dependent
variables and the n r + 1 independent variables #r-i&amp;gt;

xr+l ,
. . .

,
xn ;

and it is resolved with respect to

Applying Cauchy s existence-theorem to this system, on the

assumption that the formal conditions are satisfied, we infer that

the system possesses a set of integrals zlt ..., zm which, when

Mr l
= cr-i, become the assigned functions of xr+l , &amp;gt;

xn- The

variables xlt ..., xr-i&amp;gt;
xr are parametric throughout: the integrals

of the aggregate 8r^ are a set of functions satisfying the conditions

assigned in the theorem as stated, when we make a?,, ..., xr_2 ,
xr

equal to clt ..., cr_2 ,
cr .

And so on, for each of the aggregates in turn : in the case of

each of them, we obtain a set of integrals which satisfy the

initial conditions assigned in Kbnig s theorem as stated.

But though the integrals of the aggregate $r_x satisfy the same

initial conditions as the integrals of the aggregate Sr ,
it does not

follow that they are the same functions of the variables
; and,

d fortiori, it does not follow that the integrals of the aggregate $
;
-

are integrals of all the succeeding aggregates, that is, are integrals

of the set 2j .

It may however happen that the integrals determined for the

aggregate Sj are integrals for the set 2j. When this is the case

for all values of j and, in particular, for j
= l, it is clear that the

original system of equations possesses a set of integrals with the
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properties stated in the theorem. In that case, the system is

said to be completely integrable: it will therefore be necessary

to determine the conditions which are necessary and sufficient

to secure the complete integrability of the system.

161. We have assumed that the formal conditions, which

justify the application of Cauchy s theorem, are satisfied. These

conditions relate to the form of the functions f^, and require those

functions to be regular within a domain, which belongs to the values

d, ..., cr of #!, ..., xr and to initial values assignable at will to

#r+1 , ..., xn : it is within such a domain that the functions,

postulated in the initial conditions, are regular. Moreover, the

determination of zlt ..., zm ,
for any aggregate Sj, as regular

functions of the variables is unique under the assigned initial

conditions; so that integrals are, or are not, possessed by the

system in accordance with the initial conditions according as, for

all values of jt
the integrals of the aggregate Sj are, or are not,

integrals of the set X;+i. And, in particular, it is sufficient, in

order to secure that the integrals of the aggregate Sj are the same

as the integrals (if any) of the set 2j+1 ,
that the integrals of Sj

should satisfy the equations in the set 2,-+1 .

The conditions of complete integrability are therefore such

that the integrals of Sj should satisfy the equations in 2j+1 ,
for all

values 1, ..., rl of
j.

In order that the integrals of Sj may

satisfy the equations in the set 2j+1 ,
it is necessary and sufficient

that, when they are substituted in those equations, they should

make each of the equations an identity. Let E = be any one of

the equations in the set 2j+1 ,
thus made an identity : then we have

in virtue of those integrals and of the equations of the system.

Now in Sj and 2j+1 there are no derivatives with regard to

#!, ..., Xj_i , consequently, the conditions

^
-

J ^ J
*

5
&quot;3

)

oxj-i oaj-.2 cXi

can be held over for consideration with the aggregates Sj-l}

j_2 , ..., Si respectively. Also, the conditions
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can be regarded as satisfied, on the hypothesis that 2j+1 possesses

integrals ;
and therefore, at the stage of considering whether the

integrals of Sj satisfy the equations in the set 2j+1 ,
it is sufficient

to take the conditions

where E is any equation of the set 2j+1 . These conditions must
be satisfied in virtue of the equations of the system : and they are

for i = 1, ...,, and a=j +1, . . .
,
r.

Now, when the integrals are substituted, we have

Here

a a A=1 ^ p=1 M

and

while

P\a =/Aa i

hence

= . ? / , v
/i T

2
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Similarly,

m n n
fif 3^ .

A= l p 1 fjL
= r+l VPPIJ. UZ\

m n m n 2,
, V ^ S S

Consequently, as our condition is

dfjj dfia = Q
C?iPa 0?^-

we have

m ?w n

+ 2 2 2 2
P= l fj.

= r+l &amp;lt;r

= l r=r+l

Now

while fj,
and r = r + l, ..., 71 in the last summation; and the

preceding condition is to be satisfied, either identically or in

connection with the equations of the original series

for i = l, ..., m, andj = l, ..., r. The quantities^- involve the

quantities p^, pffT ,
but they do not involve ^f: and no deriva-

OJCu

tives of the equations in the original system involve only
derivatives of pOT for T = ? + !, ..., n, with respect to x^ or only
derivatives of p afJL ,

for ^ = ? + 1, ..., n, with respect to xr ,
because

such derivatives of the equations would introduce derivatives of

paOL ,
where a is less than r -f 1. The preceding condition therefore
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must be satisfied without the assistance of the equations of the

original system : and therefore the relations

Vn f .V*\

2 s

h~T ^ .4 -^
i I ^ o

p= l M = r+l X = l (\0ppn V

and

f fMi^.^^
the latter relation arising from the combination of the coefficients

of the equal quantities
~- and 3-^

,
must be satisfied identically.

CXp. OtCr

The first of these identical relations holds for

OLj + l, ..., r
, i=I,...,m.

The second of these identical relations holds for

a=j+I, ...,r; i and a = 1, ..., m;

yu,
and r = r 4- 1, ..., w;

the subscripts /u,
and r may have the same value, in which case

there is a superfluous factor 2
;
or they may have different values,

and then only the pair of values from the series r -f 1, ...,n need

be taken. Lastly, as a is greater than j, the preceding tale of

relations holds for

j = l,...,r-l.

Note 1. There are three extreme cases.

(i) Let r 1 : there is no possible value of j, and so there are

no conditions. In this case, we have a system of m equations in

m dependent variables : they are of the form

where c^, ...,
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

m involve all the variables and all the derivatives

except those on the left-hand sides of the equations. It is clear

that such equations can coexist without the necessity of submitting

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;!

,
. . .

, (f)m to conditions.
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(ii) Let in = 1, so that there is a single dependent variable :

the system of equations is

Pj =fj (Z&amp;gt;

x
i&amp;gt; &amp;gt;

xn, pr+i, -, Pn\

for j=l, ..., r, and thus it belongs to the type of Jacobian

systems.

The first set of conditions is

for a = l, ...,j 1, and j
=

l, ..., r; and the second set of con

ditions, being
3 (/*/)

,

9
(/&amp;gt;&amp;gt;/&amp;gt;) =0

9(l&amp;gt;M.^r) 9(^T,PM)

is evanescent. The aggregate of these conditions constitutes the

aggregate for a complete Jacobian system.

(iii) Let r = n, so that there is a system of mn equations of

the form

Pv=fij(zi&amp;gt; &quot;&amp;gt;

z
&amp;gt;

x
i&amp;gt; -;i ^n),

for i = l, ..., m, and j = 1, ..., n. As the functions fy involve no

derivatives, the second set of conditions does not appear ;
and the

first set becomes

O&a. Oilj \ =

for i = 1, . . .
,
m : a = 1, . . .

, j 1
;
and j = 1, . . .

, n. This is Mayer s

system of completely integrable equations*.

Note 2. The first set of conditions is sufficient to secure that

a*
~ =

Pij, for i=l, . . .
, m,

and the second set of conditions is sufficient to secure that

for i = 1, . . .
,
m

; /u,
and T = r + 1, . . .

,
w.

*
They are discussed fully in vol. i of this work, 34 42.

F. v. 27
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162. Suppose that all the conditions for complete integrability

are satisfied
;
then the theorem is established, according to which

the completely integrable system of rm equations possesses a

set of integrals zly . .., zm ,
when x1} . .., xr are made equal to

GI, ..., cr ,
these integrals become functions of a?r+1 , ..., xn which,

subject solely to the condition of being regular within an assigned

domain, may be arbitrarily assumed. As already stated, it is

necessary, in addition to the conditions for complete integrability,

that the quantities fa should be regular functions of their argu
ments within the domains considered.

Moreover, the argument shews that, in order to obtain the

integrals required, it is necessary to integrate an aggregate of

m equations. In practice, instead of beginning with a selected

aggregate, it is convenient to effect Mayer s transformation adopted

( 43, Note 1) for a complete Jacobian system in a single

dependent variable. For this purpose, we write

leaving the other variables unaltered : then, taking

for i = l, ..., m, and j
=

1, ..., r, we have an equivalent set of

equations in the form

p n =/& + ya
/&amp;lt;2
+ - . . + yrfir

= gn ,

for p
= 2, . . . , r, and i = l, ...,n. The first aggregate is

p n=gn,

for i = l, ..., n : suppose it possible to obtain a set of integrals of

this set ofm equations such that, when yl
= al ,

the integrals become

functions of a?r+1 , ..., xn only. These integrals satisfy the other

equations, by the preceding argument : and as regards initial con

ditions for those equations, we see that

/fr = 0, (p=2, ...,r),

when yl
= al} that is, when y^ al} the integrals are not to involve

y*, &amp;gt; yn a set of conditions actually satisfied by the form of the

functions assigned to the integrals when y^ a^
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Hence the integration of a set of rm completely integrable

equations of the resolved type indicated can be effected, if the

integration of a set of only m equations of that resolved type can

be effected.

DIFFERENT KINDS OF INTEGRALS: THEIR RELATIONS.

163. Before proceeding to the discussion of systematic

attempts at the integration of simultaneous equations involving

more than one dependent variable, it is worth noting that two

kinds of integrals of simultaneous equations have been indicated.

In one kind, the arbitrary element consists of arbitrary constants
;

in the other, it consists of arbitrary functions introduced through
initial conditions. We have seen that, in the case of equations in

a single dependent variable, it is possible to connect the two kinds

of integrals organically ;
and it is natural to inquire whether the

organic relation can be extended to the integrals of systems of

equations involving several dependent variables.

It has appeared that, in a general sense, inn is the greatest

number of arbitrary constants that can be eliminated from a

system of in integral equations, in m dependent and n independent

variables, so as to lead to m partial differential equations of the

first order : and conversely, it is natural to expect, also in a general

sense, that mn is the greatest number of arbitrary constants that

can occur in the integral equivalent of the system of m partial

differential equations. On the analogy of the case when in = 1,

such an integral involving this greatest number inn of arbitrary

constants is called the complete integral. Let inn be denoted by /LI,

and suppose that the integral equations are resolved so as to express
each of the dependent variables explicitly in terms of the inde

pendent variables and the arbitrary constants : the complete

integral then* is of the form

21 = 01 (#1, -..,a?n, i, &amp;gt; a/

To deduce other integrals, if possible, from the complete

integral, let the customary Lagrangian method be adopted. The

* The following discussion is partly based upon that which is given by

Konigsberger, Crelle, t. cix (1892), pp. 303 et seq.

272
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quantities a1? ..., aM are made variable, subject to the condition

that the m differential equations are unaltered in form
;
and this

condition will be satisfied if the expressions for the values of the

derivatives p^, for i=l, ..., ra, and j=l t ..., n, are unaltered.

Hence we must have

dgidar _
ft ~ &quot;Z. Vj
r=i Oar OXj

for the specified values of i and j ;
and these are the equations,

mn in number, to be satisfied by the mn quantities a. As these

quantities al} ..., aM are variable, being functions of xly ..., xnj we

may take n of them as equivalent to asl} ..., xn \
let these be

Oj, ..., an ,
and let the remainder an+1 , ..., aM be regarded as

functions of al} ..., an . The preceding equations now become

ao, (fa + /%i SM
jl =

for i = 1, . . .
, m, and j

=
1, . . .

,
n.

Out of this set of mn equations, let that aggregate be selected

which is obtained by taking one value of i and all the n values

ofj ;
it is

p 3oi p 3oo p ?^_o* ti o
~

-* i2 o
~

i * in }
\s

p 3i p 3a2 p dan _
*il 57T ~r * Stir &quot;^

-

T -A in ^T&quot;
U

p 3i p 3oa p 3an _ ^

where

p 0ffi , ^ / ^^i ^^s \

V &amp;gt;

The n equations, contained in this aggregate, are homogeneous
and. linear in the quantities P&, Pi2 , ..., Pin ; hence, either

P& = 0, Pi2
= 0,...,P,n = 0,

or else

8 (a?!, ..., a?n)

The latter result implies a functional relation between al} ..., an

without the intervention of quantities other than pure constants :

let it be
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Multiply the n equations in the aggregate by dxlt ..., dxn re

spectively, and add: then

P^dd! + Pida.2 + . . . + Pinda n = 0,

so that, in conjunction with an = F (c^, ..., an^), we must have

forj = 1, ...
,
n 1, and i = 1, ..., m. There are thus two ways of

satisfying the selected aggregate of equations : either

p.1
= 0, P,-2 = 0, ...,P,-n =0,

or

where j = 1, ..., n - 1 in the latter set. And then, taking all the

aggregates which can thus be selected so that we use the full set

of mn equations, we see that the two sets of equations in virtue of

which the mn equations can be satisfied are (i) the system of

equations

for i = 1, . . .
, m, and j = 1, . . .

,
n

;
and (ii) the system of equations

an = F(al ,...,a n- l ),

0=P
&amp;lt;/

+ Ping
for i = 1, . . .

, in, and j =1, . . .
,
n.

The alternatives must be considered separately.

164. I. For the first alternative, we have the system of

mn equations

Py = 0,

where

* a ==
*\ i I o &quot;^ I

These equations contain the variables xlf ..., xn and the 7?m

parameters alt . . .
,
aM . When the variables are eliminated, n (w 1)

equations survive as the eliminant; and these are partial differ

ential equations of the first order, in which an+1 , ..., aM are

n(m 1) dependent variables and a l} ..., an are n independent
variables. Now

n(m 1) &amp;gt;m,
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except in three cases
;
in the first case of exception, m = 1, and

then we have the usual Jacobian theory of partial differential

equations in a single dependent variable; in the second case of

exception, n = 1, arid then we have a system of ordinary equations ;

the third case of exception is given by the equality of the numbers

n(m 1) and m, and then the only possible values are ?i = 2,

ra= 2.

Hence, when m ^ 2 and n ^ 2, the derivation of the values of

an+l , ..., dp through P;j
= exacts the integration of a system of

simultaneous partial equations in a number of dependent variables

greater than the number in the original system of equations ;
and

therefore the process of deducing new integrals from the complete

integral by means of the equations Py = is of more elaborate

extent than the process of integrating the original system. There

is one exception to this result, and it is given by m = 2, n = 2
;
in

that case, the two processes are of the same degree of difficulty.

II. For the second alternative, we have the m (n 1) equations

for j
=

1, . . .
,
n 1, and i = 1, . . .

, m, together with the relation

an =F(al} ..., an_0.

As dj ,
. . .

,
an are now connected by a relation, they are no longer

eligible as a set of n independent quantities. We therefore choose

some other set, say an+l ,
al} ..., an_l} as the n independent

quantities equivalent to #]5 ..., xn \ and, instead of using the

m (n 1) equations associated with an = F, we return to the

equations, which secure the absence of change of form in the

derivatives and therefore conserve the form of the differential

equations. The quantities an ,
an+2 ,

an+3) ..., aM are now functions

of al} ..., an_i, an+l : so that, writing

n .t s

Wj &quot;^

--r ^ o * ^ ^~ &amp;gt;

OOj dan Cdj s= n+2 V&s Gdj

for j = 1, . . .
,
n 1, and

, tyi das
-~--1- 2, -^ o )

s=n+2 oas OOf
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for j = n + 1
,
we have these equations in the form

V O da
J -u n dai

A Q^ Q 7 ^*

for i = 1, . . .
, m, and k=l, . . .

, n.

Proceeding as before, these equations can be satisfied in two

different ways. We may have

c=o,
for t = l, ..., m, and j=l, ..., n 1, /i+l, being a system of

mn equations; or we may have a relation of the form

an+i

coupled with the equations

where / = n + 1
; J = 1, . . .

,
w 1

;
i = 1, ..., m.

In the former case, we eliminate #1} ..., #n from the system of

mn equations : when the elimination has been effected, there

remain n(m 1) differential equations in the n independent
variables !,..., an-i, an+i and the n (m 1) 1 dependent variables

an+2 ,
an+s , ..., aM ,

the value of an being already known. As the

number of equations is greater than the number of dependent
variables by unity, and as the equations are formally independent
of one another, the system can coexist only if conditions are

satisfied : it will not unconditionally determine the dependent
variables.

In the latter case, the quantities a,, ..., an_i, an+1 , being con

nected by a relation, are not eligible as independent variables
;
we

proceed to choose a set of quantities independent of one another as

equivalent to xl , ..., x.n , say a 1} ..., a n-i, n+2&amp;gt;
and construct the

corresponding equations. The equations can be satisfied, as before,

in two ways : either by a system of mn equations which, on the

elimination of aslt ..., xn , give a set of n (m \) differential equa

tions, involving n (m 1)
- 2 dependent variables and therefore not

unconditionally determining those variables : or by a relation

an+a = #(!, ..., n_i),

with associated equations.
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Pursuing the latter alternative to the extreme end, we have, at

that end, a number of relations

for s = n, n 4- 1, . . .
, yu,. Writing

2V=2i + i ^i&amp;lt;^J
ij

9% 8=n 9 s daj

for i = 1, . . .
, m, and j = 1, ..., n 1, the equations to be associated

with the n (m 1) + 1 relations are

^=0.
These m (n 1) equations, together with the n (m 1) + 1 relations,

make up 2m?i - m n + 1 equations to be associated with the

original m equations : they are more in number than the mn
unknown quantities a

;
and therefore they cannot unconditionally

be satisfied, for they are formally independent.

Summing up the various results we see that, except in the single

case m = 2, n 2, it is not possible with unconditioned equations to

use the Lagrangian process ofvariation ofconstantsfor the derivation

of integrals from the complete integral without integrating a set of

differential equations of more elaborate extent than the original

system : when this set can be integrated, the integrals thus provided

are, in general, the only integrals that can be derivedfrom the com

plete integral. In the case of exception, the equations to be integrated
are of the same order of difficulty as the original system.

165. It is perhaps superfluous to point out that such integrals
as can be obtained may belong to various classes. When they are

derived through the n(m-l) partial differential equations which

determine the n(m -
1) quantities an+1) ..., a^ in terms of a and 6,

there will be as many kinds of integrals of the original equations
thus provided as there are different types of integrals of these new

equations. Thus some integrals will involve arbitrary functional

forms : these will correspond to one or other of the classes of

general integrals. We know already that all the demands are

satisfied by having al} ..., a^ constant : we then have the complete

integral. There may be equations of intermediate types in which

some arbitrary functional forms occur and, at the same time, some
of the varied arbitrary constants may survive merely as constants,

by arising as trivial constant integrals satisfying the partial differ

ential equations.
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Ex. 1. Such systematic processes as have been devised for the integration

of particular systems of simultaneous equations will be discussed almost

immediately. Meanwhile, the special case can be illustrated by an example

given* by Konigsberger in the form

where zl ,
z2 are the dependent variables, #, y are the independent variables,

and

The actual integration of the equations happens to be easy. We have

dzl=pl dx-&amp;gt;t-q ldu

the right hand side must be a perfect differential, so that

that is,

1 3 A3%V i^/l3A
x ex \x 3x)

~
y dy \y dy )

and therefore

where / and g are arbitrary functions of their arguments. It is then easy to

deduce, by means of the values of p^ and qi ,
that the value of z l is

Now a set of integrals containing four arbitrary constants (and therefore

constituting a complete integral) is

Zi
= a+ ax2

-{-by
2

]

where
, 6, a, j3 are arbitrary constants. To deduce other integrals if possible,

we make a, /3, a, 6 variable quantities, being functions of x and y ; and, in

the first place, we make a and b equivalent to x and y, and can therefore use

them as independent variables. Then if

the values of pj, qlt p2 , q2 will be unaltered if

. 3a 36 ca c6
&amp;lt;Ai5- + i =-0. J 25

- + ^.75 =
0,

0^7 OA- &quot;3sr ox

a 86 8a 06
-ai5

--h
z&amp;gt;i 5 = ^ 9 ^

--
h/&amp;gt;-&amp;gt;5

= 0,
cy 8y 9y ?y

*
Crelle, t. cix, p. 319: the integral selected is simpler than Konigsberger s.
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which are equations for the determination of a and b. They can be satisfied

in various ways.

(i) They are satisfied if

8a
n 8a n 86 A 8& n5-=0 3 5-= 0, 5 =

0, 5 pO:
c# 8y ex 8y

then a, 6 (and therefore a and /3, which are functions of a and 6) are

constants. We return to the complete integral.

(ii) They are satisfied if

^i=0, A =
0, ^1 2 =0, 2

= 0.

From A 1
=

0, B2
=

Q, we have

8a_3^
da~db

and from j5i=0, A 2
=

0, we have

9a = 8/3

96 3a*
Hence

82a 82

a_ n
^2-gp-

so that

where/ and g are arbitrary functions of their arguments ;
and then it easily

follows that

Also from A 1 =01 ^i = 0, we now have

-y2=m
so that

a+ &),
_

(^2 _y2) = 2^ (a- 6).

Hence a+ 6 is an arbitrary function of ^2
-fy

2
,
and a-b is an arbitrary

function of #2
y

2
, say

Thus

.^
2
+3/

2
)
6

where and * are arbitrary functions of their arguments.
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(iii) The equations necessary in order that the forms of jol5 qiy p%, qz

may be conserved can be satisfied by

6)

that is, by
b= h (a),

where h is any function of its argument, together with

As a and b are not now independent, we return to the equations ;
and we

make a and a the independent variables.

Proceeding as before, we find that the alternative to the integral obtained

in the last case is

a=k(a\

where k is any function of its argument, with associated equations.

To deal with the latter alternative, we again return to the initial equations ;

and we make ft and a the independent variables. A similar process leads to

the result that the alternative to the integral already obtained is given by

with the associated equations.

We thus have
6= h (a), a=()&amp;gt;

=*();

and the associated equations are

These can coexist only in two cases. In the first case,

* () = !,

and

Jt(a)= l (a)=

the corresponding integrals are

being particular forms of the integrals already obtained. In the second case,

A (a)=-l,

k (a}=-l (a}=-(x*-y*y,

the corresponding integrals are

z^V^-y*), 2=-*(*2
-3/

2
)&amp;gt;

being particular forms of the integrals already obtained.
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Hence the most general integrals that can thus be derived from the

complete integrals are

Ex. 2. Generalise similarly the integrals

*i
=

22=

of the same equations

ypl
- xq2

=
0, x

(Konigsberger.)

Ex. 3. Construct the differential equations of the first order satisfied by

zl
= d?x+ by-\- flxy+ Tex

1

*,

z%= ay+ Wx+cx+k2
y,

where a, 6, c, k are arbitrary constants.

Generalise the integrals so as to deduce others from this complete integral.

In particular, shew that another integral is given by keeping c and k constant,

and by making a and b functions of x and y such that

where a is an arbitrary constant. (Konigsberger.)

HAMBURGER S LINEAR EQUATIONS.

166. It has appeared, from the discussion of the classes of

simultaneous equations already considered, that the construction

of a system of integrals can be made to depend on the construc

tion of the integrals of a set of simultaneous equations the

number of which is the same as the number of dependent
variables involved. The only indication of any systematic method

of obtaining the integrals is furnished in the proof of the existence

theorem; they are obtained in the form of converging power-
series in the independent variables. What is usually desired for

the purpose is an expression for the integrals in some form more

compact than multiple power-series.

A method, which has been found effective for a limited

number of classes of equations, has been devised* by Hamburger.
*

Crelle, t. LXXXI (1876), pp. 243 280, the equations being linear in the

derivatives of the dependent variables; ib., t. xcm (1882), pp. 188 214, the

equations not being necessarily linear in those derivatives.

See also a paper by Konigsberger, Math. Ann., t. XLI (1893), pp. 260285.
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Denoting the independent variables by xl} ..., xn ,
the dependent

variables by zlt ..., zm ,
and the derivatives of the dependent

variables by p^ as before, where

we first consider a set of m algebraically independent equations
which are linear in the derivatives. We also assume that they
can be resolved so as to express the derivatives of the in dependent
variables with regard to one and the same independent variable :

let this variable be xl} so that the system may be taken in the

form

j=l 5 = 2

for i = 1, ..., m: the quantities TT^ and 0jw-, for all values of i,j, s,

are functions of the variables zl} . .., zm ,
xly ..., xn . Multiplying

the equations by X,, ..., \m ,
a set of provisionally indeterminate

multipliers, and adding, we have

m m m n / m \

2 \i7Ti- 2 \ipil + 2 2 Pj8 (2 \0jsA = 0.
t= l i= l

.7
= 1 = 2 \i= l /

The values of the derivatives must be such that the differential

relations

dzi
-

ptodxj.
-

packet
- ... - pindzn = 0,

for i= 1, ..., in, must be satisfied : consequently, the relation

m n m n

2 \idzi dxl 2 \iii 2 2 p s\dxs
=

also must be satisfied. Comparing this differential relation with

the preceding composite equation and having regard to the

ordinary subsidiary equations constructed in connection with a

single partial differential equation, we construct the set

2 \idzi
= 1

- ,7- _ -VW*

XjTTj 2

of ordinary equations, to hold for all values ofj and s.

In this system of ordinary equations, let
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so that
m

=
0,

for all values of j and s. Selecting those of the equations given

by one value of s and the m values of j, we can eliminate

Xj, ..., Xm determinantally ;
and we obtain an equation satisfied

by /JLS . For each root
fj,8 of this equation we obtain a set of ratios

\! : \2 : ... : XTO, the values of these ratios depending upon the

coefficients 0jW-, where s is the same for all the coefficients in the

tableau.

If there be more than one value of s, say if a be another value,

then certain combinations of the coefficients 6jvi must be the same

as those combinations of the coefficients 6jsi ,
in order to secure the

same values for the ratios X
a : \% : ... : Xm . This requirement

would impose conditions upon the equations which would not, in

general, be satisfied : though it might be of interest to construct

classes of equations for which the appropriate conditions are

satisfied, we shall assume that our equations are not thus con

ditioned. Accordingly, there will be only one value of s, say s = 2.

167. Thus for the present purpose, we restrict ourselves to

the consideration of equations in two independent variables, which

will be denoted by x and y. Writing

we may take the equations in the form

m
2 aisqs ,

for i = 1, ..., m. In connection with the differential relations

dzi pidx qidy = 0,

we form the set of ordinary equations

m
S \idZi

for s = l, ..., m. Take

dy = fjbdx,
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for 5 = 1, ..., m, and eliminate the quantities \i, ..., Xm among
these equations : then

yu,
satisfies the equation

= 0,a

+ P

which is of order m.

When fM is a simple root of this equation = 0, the preceding

equations determine a unique set of values of Xx : X2 : . . . : X
; then,

when we take

the quantities !, ..., ot,n are uniquely determinate. Hence we
have

that is, there are two linear equations for each simple root of

e = o.

Next, let
//,

be a multiple root of the equation = 0, and

suppose that it occurs 6 times
;
then t of the m equations that

lead to = are deducible from the remainder, where

1 ^ t^ 9 ^ m.

The ratios Xj : X&amp;gt; : . . . : \nl are no longer determinate : the

quantities \lt \?, ..., \m are expressible in terms of t arbitrary

quantities /cl} ..., xt by equations of the form

for ? =!, ..., m, the quantities yn ,

The equation

=

..., yrt being determinate.

=
f 2
\r=l
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now becomes
m t m t

2 2 (?*&?) *= 2 2 (VriVr) (Cidx ,

r=l i=l r= l i= l

and therefore, as the quantities KI} ..., tc t are arbitrary, we have

the t + 1 linear equations

dy pdx,

r**[ 2 7^ &amp;lt;&?,

r=l \r-l /

for i=l, ..., .

168. The extreme case among multiple roots is that in which

the quantity is then the mth power of a linear factor: the

coefficients an , a^, ..., amm have a common value, say a; and all

the coefficients cty,
for unequal values of i and

j, are zero. The

equations are

Pi
=

7Ti + aqi ;

and the associated subsidiary equations are

dx _ dy _ dz-L _ _ dzm
7T

The equations in this extreme case were considered by Jacobi*,

independently of the preceding mode of origin: he approached
them from the stage of integral relations with any number of

dependent variables and any number of independent variables, and

the particular set just given are his equations when there are two

independent variables.

When /A is a multiple root of order 0, the most important case

is that in which t = 6
;
the conditionst are connected with the

elementary divisors (or elementary factors) of the determinant .

They will not be set out in detail because the method devised by

Hamburger will be sufficiently illustrated for the equations, to

which it can be applied, by a discussion of the simplest cases.

The integral of the Jacobian set can easily be obtained. Let

%, ..., um+l be a complete set of independent integrals of the

m + 1 ordinary equations

dx _ dy _ dz^ _ _ dzm
1 - (2 TTj 7Tm

* Ges. Werke, t. iv, p. 7; Crelle, t. n (1827), p. 321.

t For this theory, see Weierstrass, Ges. Werke, t. n, pp. 19 44. Other

references are given in vol. iv of the present work, p. 42, foot-note.
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which are subsidiary to the system

for i= I, ..., m: then the differential relation

is satisfied in virtue of the above set of ordinary equations, and

consequently

holding for r = 1
,

. . .
,

-??i + 1.

Now take any equation

^*I(MI, ., wm+1)
= 0,

regarded as one of a system of m equations to express m dependent
variables zlt ..., zm ,

in terms of # and y. We have

multiplying the latter by a, subtracting from the former, and

using the partial equation satisfied by the quantity u r ,
we have

Now, when we write

dzs r=I dur d^

so that -~ is the complete derivative of fa with regard to zs ,
this

equation is

dzl

Accordingly, take m equations

F. v. 28
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for i\, ..., in, independent of one another and determining* the

m quantities zlt ..., zm \
then the equation

(Pi-iri
-

2i)
- + -.. + (pm ~ wVn

-
qm)

=

is satisfied for each of the values i = l, ..., m. Also as the

equations are independent of one another and determine the

quantities zlt ..., zm ,
the determinant of the quantities

-~
,

for i and j = l, ..., m, does not vanish: consequently

PJ
- 7n - aqj

= 0,

for j = 1, ..., m.

Hence the 771 equations

for i = 1, . . .
, m, give integrals of the Jacobian set

;
and this is true

however arbitrary the functions ty may be, provided only that they

are independent of one another.

It can be proved, as in the case of a single dependent variable

( 31 33), that the preceding integrals (when ^jr1) ..., -*frm are

kept as arbitrary as possible) include all integrals that are not of

the type called special in the simpler case. Such special integrals

could occur in connection with zeros, with branch-values, and with

singularities of the quantities a, 7r1; ..., 7rm .

* There cannot be an identical relation between u lt . . .
,
um+l which leads to

an equation independent of ^ , . . . ,
zm . If such an equation were possible in

a form

0K, ..., m+i)
= 0,

then as
&quot;+i de dur dd dd .

AK$e+
*s;

+
&quot;+*^-*

+! dd dur dd dB A^^ s^-^sr -

we should then have

Also

+! dd dur +i dd dur
Zi ^ ^ =0, 2j = -^ = 0.

r=i our dx r==1 9u,. d/

az
i r=1 our cz

i

for i = l, ..., m: consequently, if some of the derivatives ^ , ..., = do not

vanish,

which are not true because uly ..., wm+1 are a set of independent integrals of the

subsidiary system.
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Ex. 1. Integrate the equations

Z
l
- Z.2

2-2-21

The subsidiary equations, taken according to the preceding explanations, are

dx _ dy dzi dz2

~T
= T =

i- Zl (x+]fj
=
i-z2 (#TF)

Zl Z2 z-2~ z
\

Three independent integrals of this system are easily obtained in the form

where a, b, c are arbitrary constants ;
and therefore a set of integrals of the

partial differential equations is given by the equations

where
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;

and ^ are arbitrary functions. These equations constitute a general

integral.

Ex. 2. Integrate the equations

obtaining a general integral in the form

where / and g are arbitrary functions.

State also a complete integral : and from it deduce the general integral.

HAMBURGER S EQUATIONS IN Two DEPENDENT VARIABLES.

169. The simplest case of the general problem occurs when
there are two dependent variables and two independent variables,

so that the equations may be taken to be

The subsidiary ordinary equations are

7 ^\dy \*dy= dx = = ^r
j

--
7- .

282
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Hence, if

dy
we have

consequently

and therefore

Thus, if the radical does not vanish, there are two values of
IJL.

Denoting either of these values by /JL,
we have the subsidiary

equations in the form

* das]

where

- (i + p) 72

Let
it (#, i/, ^, ^2)

= constant

be an integral of these differential relations : then the relation

du du -,
du , du ,

5- dx + ^ dy + x- d^ + ^- d^2

dx dy O2l 022

= p (a.l dzl

must be identically satisfied, so that

--
! j ~-

a^ a
^
9y

9w 9w 9w
^ h 2 H a2^ - =

o

It is easy to see that these two equations are not generally

a complete system : for if they were, and if

u (ac y y, Z-L ,
22)

= constant

were an integral, we should have

du du du

a
+

3-^ +
sT/

2
=

that is,

x du . du A
(1
-
Pl a, -p^) -p (frti +p2

a
2) ~ = 0,
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an equation which, in general, cannot be satisfied identically.

Writing
du du du

du du duAM = ^- -f a2 r- + 2M 5- &amp;gt;

dz.2 da dy
we have

= JA (,)
- A, (a,)} + (^ (w) - A 2 ( lM )} ;

and therefore, if a common integral of the two partial equations
for u exists, we must have

{A, (o.2)
- A 2 (a,)} g + [A, (a,M)

- A, (w)} g
= 0.

When this is associated with the other two, the three may make a

complete system : in that case, there is one integral of the com

plete system of three equations in four variables, which may be

denoted by
u = u(x, y, zlt Zt).

Similarly, from the other value of
//,,

there may be an integral :

let it be denoted by
v = v(x, y, zlt z2).

Then the equations
u = constant, v = constant,

give an integral system of the original equations.

It may however happen that only one of the values of
/JL may

lead to an integral equation of the form

it = u (x, y, zlt 2)
= constant.

In that case, we can use the equation thus obtained to eliminate

one of the dependent variables and its derivatives from the original

equations : and it appears as follows that, if one of the original

equations is then satisfied, the other also is satisfied so that, in

fact, the integral can be used to reduce the two original equations

to one only.

The integral u = constant is the one integral common to a

complete system of three equations, which may be taken in the

form

ldu_ldi(_^d^ = du
t

8
~

~&amp;gt; dz
~

dz.2

~
dx
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and it also is an integral of the system

aldzl + a2 cfo2 d

dy = fjbd

so that

du du du A--h j
=- H- iL6 ^- = 0,^

and therefore

Now if w = i^ (^?, y, Z-L ,
z2) is to be used to eliminate z, pl , ^ from

the original equations, we have

du du du

du du du

as the equations giving the values of the derivatives : and

therefore

1 + ft + ^p2
= 0,

+
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;?i

+ ^2 2
= 0,

that is,

When by means of these two relations, we eliminate pl and q1 from

the original equations, they become

respectively ;
and these are easily proved to be one and the same

equation, in virtue of the relations between the quantities a, a, 7,

//.. Eliminating zl from either of them, we then have a single

partial equation of the first order involving only z^ and its

derivatives; its integral can be associated with

u = u (xt y, zlt z2)
= constant,

and the two equations constitute an integral equivalent of the

original equations.
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It is an immediate consequence of this analytical investigation

that, if the two equations can be combined in any way with

u = u (x, y, zl} 22)
= constant,

so as to lead to a new integral equation independent of u = con

stant, then the new integral can be combined with u = constant as

above to provide an integral equivalent of the original system.

Ex. 1. As an example*, consider the equations

Z2-221

The equation for
/*

is

= 0,

so that there are two values for /i,
viz.

Taking the value
p.
=

Zi+ 2z.2 ,
the associated values of ax and a2 are

and then the equations for w are

_ ^u z2

Also

so that
2u = ydu.
&quot;by

x dx

and then the other two equations are

du _ z l du

du z2 du

The system for u is complete : it has the single integral

*
It is given by Konigsberger, Math. Ann., t. XLI (1893), p. 264.
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Next, taking the value p,=0, (and this implies y= constant, as an integral
of the subsidiary system), we have

2
=

and the equations for u are

_du
**=%;

clearly satisfied by u=y, which however is not an effective integral for our

purpose. Also, the equation

is satisfied only in virtue of

and the other two equations then are

du du
o~ = 0. ~ = U.

9*1 9^2

Clearly no integral that is effective can be derived through /i=0.

We thus have only one integral of the original system, viz.

u= %2+y2+ zi
2+ z2

2 s= constant.

As explained in the text, this integral can be used to eliminate one of the

dependent variables and its derivatives from the two original equations:
when this elimination has been effected, the resulting equations are one and
the same : and the integral of this last equation will complete the integral

equivalent of the original equations. Or, also as explained in the text, it can

be used so as, in combination with the original equations, to construct a new

integral, independent of u = constant. The latter process happens, in the

present example, to be the simpler. We have

When this is combined with the first of the equations, we find

and, when it is combined with the second of the equations, we find

These two are equivalent to one another in virtue of

as derived from the integral already obtained : and so they can be replaced

by any relation which is a combination of the two. Such a relation is
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an integral of which will serve to complete the integral system. An integral

is

where &amp;lt; is an arbitrary function.

Consequently, an integral equivalent of the two original equations is

where a is an arbitrary constant, and $ is an arbitrary function.

It is also possible to obtain the integral from

by substituting (a-x--y*-z.^ for z
l and integrating.

Ex. 2. Obtain an integral system of the equations

in the form

where a and b are arbitrary constants.

Ex. 3. Obtain an integral system of the equations

in the form

(Konigsberger.)

where a and 6 are arbitrary constants. (Konigsberger.)

Ex. 4. Shew that, if M I} u.,, u3 are any three functions of x
t y, zl} z.2 ,

the

differential equations for zl and z.2 that correspond to the integral relations

2, ?3) = 0, ^ (Mi, 2/ 2 ,
? 3)=0,

where and \^ are arbitrary, are

+ y-2 qi

(Hamburger.)

What are the limitations on u it ? 2 ,
? 3 ,

in order that these equations may
reduce to Jacobi s set ?
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HAMBURGER S PROCESS WHEN THERE ARE MORE THAX
Two EQUATIOX-.

170. When the number of dependent variables is greater
than two, and p. is a simple root of the critical equation, we

proceed in a similar manner. The subsidiary equations are

where the quantities alf ..., a,, are determinate. Let

tt(*y,fi, ..-,*)= constant

be an integral of these relations : then the differential relation

du , c .

&quot; cu ,

must be satisfied identically, where p and &amp;lt;r are independent of the

differential elements : hence

du cu du A
5- + Oi + Of/*

= 0,
rr

; 3br
r
cy

for t= l, ..., w. This is a system of m equations in -wi + 2

variables: according to its character in respect of completeness,

it may possess two independent integrals, or only one, or none.

The most general integral, which it possesses and which involves

any of the dependent variables, provides an integral of the

original system.

It is possible that such an integral may be provided by each

simple root of the critical equation. If each root of the critical

equation is simple, and if an integral can be determined in

association with each of the roots, the aggregate of all the inte

grals thus obtained is an integral equivalent of the original system
of equations.

But an integral equivalent will not thus be provided if it

should not be possible to obtain an integral in connection with a

simple root of the critical equation. In that case, we take such

integrals, say m p, as are thus provided: and we use them to

eliminate, from the m original equations, m p of the dependent
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variables with their derivatives
;
there will then be left a system

of
fji equations, which are of the same form as before and which

involve only fi dependent variables. The problem now is similar

to the problem in its initial stage : but it is simpler, because the

number of dependent variables has been decreased.

Next, consider a multiple root of the critical equation, and let

it give rise to a system of differential relations represented by

dy = jj,dx

m / m \

2
yfc&amp;lt;fef=(

2 yitVi)
dx

i= l \i=l 9

for s 1, ..., t, the system thus containing t + 1 relations.

Let the last t relations be resolved so as to express t of the

elements dz, say dzlt ..., dzm ,
in terms of the remainder, so that

the system may be replaced by a system of the form

m
dzs

= 7rsdx+ 2 e
s&amp;lt;r

for s = 1, . . .
,
t The modified system implies, as the former system

implied, that t of the equations
m

TTT ^^ ^^
X&amp;gt;p

== **

for
/&amp;gt;

= !, ..., m, are deducible from the remainder, the quantities

a,-p being the coefficients in the original set of equations

m

p = l

and the quantities \1} ..., \m are such that the differential

relations arise from

2 \i (dz{ TTidx)
= 0.

In order to express the interdependence of some of the equa
tions El

= 0, . . .
,
Em = 0, we write

TTT - ^^
J-j t ^K ^L

J = &amp;lt;4

for i = l, ..., t; and therefore the quantities e,y
are such that

m
a* + 2

y=+i
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for all values of
fj,

different from i, t + 1, ..., m, together with

p=t+i

where the summation with regard to p excludes p j,
while i has

the values 1, ..., t, and j has the values +1, . .., m. With these

values, we have
m

pi + WH-in + 2 eij^j + Mj-TTj)
j=t+i

= aft ft + Cfcfeft + + On + /*) ft- + . . . + amftn
m

+ 2 6y (a,! ft + a
j2 ft + . . . -f (% + /A) ft- + . . . + ajmqm}

j=t+i
= 0,

because the coefficient of each of the quantities ft, ..., #m vanishes

on account of the above equations in the quantities e#.

Thus the t equations

j=t+i

can be regarded as replacing t of the equations in the original

system : other m t equations would be required to have a

complete equivalent of that system.

Now let

$ (x, y, 2
l ,

. . .
,
zm)

= constant

be one of the equations in the integral equivalent of the subsidiary
differential relations

;
and assume that the differential relations

are completely integrable *, so that there are t + 1 such integrals.

Then the relation

ox oy

is consistent with the t + 1 differential relations

dy = /j,dx,
m
2 ff TT dx d

* The assumption is a distinct limitation, as its justification requires that con

ditions should be satisfied. It must be remembered, however, that we are dealing

with equations, restricted in form and in the number of independent variables, so

that the method does not claim to be general ;
it is therefore hardly necessary to

deal generally with all the minutiae of alternatives, when these could be dealt with

in any particular case.
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and therefore

&quot;a*.&quot;OZp S= l

for p = t+I, ..., m. And these equations must be satisfied by
each of the functions &amp;lt;.

171. Let the t + 1 functions, supposed to be thus obtained, be

denoted by fa ,
. . .

, fa+i ,
and let t arbitrary combinations of these

functions be taken which, when equated to zero, may be regarded

as t equations helping to express zl} . . .
,
zm in terms of x and y. If

fi(fa, ..., fa+J =

be any one of these integral equations, then, on multiplying by

-J- the differential equations which determine fa and on adding

the results, we have

tix

for p
= ^ + 1, ..., ??i. But when fi

= is regarded as an integral

equation, we have

and therefore

Substituting in this equation for
gjj+^o&quot;,*

an(^ ôr
3

( ôr

p = t + 1, . . .
, m), we have

f
f

&quot;

) dfi
2 \ps + Ms ~ TTS + 2 e,, (^ + /*g,

-
v)f 5T

= -

* = 1 I &amp;lt;r

= t-rl )
GZ*

This relation holds for i = 1, ...
, ;

and the functions/!, ...,/i are

independent, so that the quantity
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is not evanescent ; consequently, the equations

m

PS + Ms -
TTs + S 6sa (p + /ugy

- 1T )
= 0,

for 5= 1, ..., t, are satisfied. And these equations are part of the

system equivalent to the original system : the set of integrals

thus obtained effectively satisfy t of the equations of the original

system.

When we proceed in this way with all the multiple roots of

the critical equation and obtain the integrals associated with them

in turn, and when we similarly retain all the integrals associated

with the simple roots of that equation, we obtain an aggregate of

integrals of the differential equations : let the number of these be

T. Then these r equations can be resolved so as to express r of

the dependent variables, say z1} ..., zri in terms of the remainder

and of x,y; and they are such as to satisfy an appropriate set of

T combinations of the original equations. When the values of

z1} ...,ZT and of their derivatives are substituted in the m r

other combinations, which (with the r just satisfied) constitute

an algebraic equivalent of the original system, then we have

a simultaneous set of m T equations having zr+l , ...,ZT for the

dependent variables, and as, y for the independent variables. The

problem of obtaining the integrals of this new set of equations

is similar to the initial problem : but it is simpler, because the

number of dependent variables has been reduced from m to m r.

As already remarked, the easiest case is that in which each

root /A of the critical equation is simple. With each such root,

two differential relations are satisfied: let ^-=constant, inconstant

be their integral equivalent. Then

9i(y&amp;gt;i, fli)
= 0,

where gi is arbitrary, is an integral of the original system; and

a full set of integrals of the original equations is given by

ffi &amp;lt;X&amp;gt; 0i)
= 0, g2

(&amp;gt;
2 , O = 0, ...

, gm (um) vm)
= 0,

where glt ..., gm are arbitrary functions.

If, connected with a simple root ^ of the critical equation,

only one integral (say Uj) can be obtained, then

Uj
= constant
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takes the place of gj (HJ, Vj)
= 0. And if no integral can be obtained,

then (as already explained) we use the known integrals to reduce

the order of the system and adopt the process for the integration

of the reduced system.

It is to be noticed that what is wanted at each stage, in

connection with the differential relations of the form

dy =

for a simple root p of the critical equation, and of similar relations

for a multiple root, is not a complete equivalent of each set

regarded as a set of Pfaffian equations but only those integral

equations (if any), which arise by forming an exactly integrable
combination of the differential relations or which can be obtained

by some equivalent process.

Further it is clear from the general argument that, if circum

stances make the use of an obtained integral convenient at any

stage, the integral can be used to reduce the order of the system
at once without determining any further integral or integrals

connected with the root in question, or with any other root, of

the critical equation in p.

Ex. 1. Integrate the equations

P-2
=

(*1 + 2*2
-

The critical equation for the determination of
/* is

X X X

that is,

, i , *

0-9HiH
so that /i=

- is a simple root and
/*
= - is a repeated root.

x x
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Taking /*= --^, we have

so that

The subsidiary equations are

dy=-
y-dx\

two integrals of these are

22+ z3
= constant, xy= constant :

hence an integral of the original system of equations is

where /is an arbitrary function.

Next, taking the repeated root /*=-^, we find that there is only a single

relation among the three quantities X : it is

The subsidiary equations, on the substitution of this value of X1? take the

form
X 2 (dzv + dz2] + X3 (dzl

hence as X 2 : X3 is undetermined, we take the subsidiary equations in the

form

X 7 ,- du= d.

y

Three independent integrals of these equations are

= constant,
Sff~

&quot;l **= constant,

?/
-= constant

;

00
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hence two integrals of the original system are given by

&amp;gt; 9=

where &amp;lt; and
\fs

are arbitrary functions or, what is the same thing, two

integrals are given by

where g and h are arbitrary functions.

Hence an integral equivalent of the system of differential equations is

given by the three equations

+ *3
=

-

where /, g, h are arbitrary functions.

Ex. 2. Integrate the equations

= 622
~

2^3
-

= -
3*2+ *s +y (63-2

ALTERNATIVE METHOD, WITH PARTIAL SUBSIDIARY EQUATIONS.

172. In the preceding investigation, the construction of the

integrals of the system
m

pi
= 7r i + 2 ais qs , (i

=
l, ...,m)

s = l

was made to depend upon the integration of a subsidiary set of

equations homogeneous and linear in differential elements. As is

well known from many discussions in earlier parts of this treatise,

the integration of such a set can be replaced by the integration of

a system of simultaneous partial differential equations in a single

dependent variable: and indeed, in 169, 170, the problem was

thus actually transferred from the region of ordinary equations
to that of partial equations. The construction of these partial

equations can be effected, without the intervention of the subsidiary

equations as follows. Let

u = u (x,y, zlt ..., zm}
= constant

F. v. 29
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be a member of the integral equivalent of the above system of

partial differential equations : then the equations

du % dU
=- + 2, ~-pi = Q,
CX i = \GZi

du du

not merely coexist with the system of m equations but they

are not independent of them, qua equations in the derivatives.

Consequently, when substitution in the prior of the last two

equations is made for plf ...,pm ,
so that the original system

has been completely used for purposes of inter-relation of the

whole set, the two equations

+ =0)
oy 1=1 dzi

are not independent of one another so far as concerns the deriva

tives. Comparing the coefficients of ql} ..., qm ,
and the quantities

not involving these derivatives, in the two equations, we have

du _ du
*-&amp;gt; Q-

ji ^ /^ ^ &amp;gt;3

du du du

where
//,

is an unknown quantity and the former equation holds

for i= 1, ..., m.

The m equations
du die

j=l

for i 1, ..., m, are homogeneous and linear in the m derivatives

of u with regard to zl} . . .
,
zm : and these do not all vanish, for

u = constant is postulated as an integral equation. Hence
/JL

is

given by the equation

Cvjj ~T&quot; A**j ^21 J
* * *

?
^Wll

*&quot;~ ^J
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being the same equation for
/u,

as in the other investigation (167).

According to the character of p as a root of this equation = 0,

the form of the system of equations for u alters.

Let
/JL
= o- be a simple root of = 0; then the former set of

m + 1 equations involving the then unknown quantity p and the

derivatives of u can be replaced by the set of m equations

du u
,

du\
o- + &amp;lt;r 5- )

= 0,

for i = l, ...,m, the quantity //,
now being known; and the

quantities alt ..., am are given by the equation
m
2 TTjOLj

= -
1,

j= l

and by any m 1 of the m equations

for t = l, ..., m. The set of ?/i equations for u involves m + 2

variables. It may possess no integral at all or no integral

involving any one of the variables zlt ...,zm ,
in that case, no

integral of the original system of equations is derivable through
the root cr of = 0. Or it may possess one integral involving at

least one of the variables zlt . . .
,
zm ;

in that case,

U = constant,

where U is the integral in question, is an integral of the original

system. Or it may possess two integrals U and V, one at least of

which involves one or more than one of the variables zlt . . .
,
zm ;

in that case,

where &amp;lt; is arbitrary, is the most general integral of the original

system thus obtainable.

Similarly for each simple root of = 0.

Next, let
yLt
be a multiple root of =

: then the m equations
m

Ei = 2
a-jiOLj

+ /jLOLi
= 0, (i=l, ..., m),

y=i

are not independent of one another. Let them be such that t (and
not more than t) of them can be deduced from the remainder, so

that there will be t relations of the form

292
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for s = 1, . . .
,
t : thus the quantities e are given by

in

ss + At + S esjajs
= 0,

j=t+l
m

e
sj (ay + /*) + ct

sj
+ 2 espapj

=
0,

where the first equation holds for 5 = 1, ..., t: the second holds for

s=l, ...,, and j = + l, ...,m, and in it the summation with

regard to p is for all values t + 1, . . .
,
m except /&amp;gt;

=
t; ;

and the third

holds for the values 5 = 1, ..., t, and for the values 1, ..., t except

fjb
= s. Proceeding as for the simple root, we find that the equations

for u are

du du / H \ du
-f u;r-+ 2 TT,+ 2 &*** .7-0,

da r
dy s= i \ &amp;lt;r=t+\ J ozs

for p = t + 1, ..., m, being the same equations as in 171. This

set of equations, being m t + 1 in number and involving m + 2

variables, can have any number* of integrals from up to t + 1
;

let these integrals be

u,,..., u,,

where

Not more than one of these integrals can be independent of all the

variables z1} ..., zm : if there be one such, let it be UK .

If K &amp;gt; 1, then the equations

where/!, ...,/*_! are arbitrary functions, constitute K 1 integrals

of the original system ; they are associated with the multiple root

/z of the equation = 0.

If K 1, and if U-L involves one at least of the variables zlt ...,

zm ,
then

Ul
= constant

is an integral of the original system : it is associated with the

multiple root p.

* The conditions as to number depend solely upon the number of equations in

the system when rendered complete. If this number be K
,
where K =&amp;lt; ra-f 2, then the

number of integrals is ra+ 2 - K .
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When K = 1 and Ul does not involve any of the variables

zlt . .., zmy and when K = 0, no integral is provided for the original

system in association with the multiple root.

Similarly for each multiple root of the critical equation
= 0.

As before, the integrals can be used to eliminate some of the

dependent variables and so to reduce the order of the original

system.

Ex. The preceding process can be illustrated by being applied to the

equations in Ex. 1, 171, viz.

Pi = ~
(3*i + 22-3+ *3 )

- y~
(&amp;lt;1\
+ 3-2+ &amp;lt;t

Let it be supposed that

u(x,y, Z-L,
z.2 ,

23)
=

is an integral of these equations : then the preceding explanations shew that

the equations

du du du
and

qua equations in qlt q.2 and 3, are one and the same. Hence

du y du

*
+|

A du y du y du
o ^ = --

5
--

1

-- * ,

dz3 xozi xcz-2

From the first three of these equations, we have

0+-, ,

I- .

y y

=o,

-V
x
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that is,

so that a simple root is given by

and a double root is given by

I. Let 6 =
-^

. The first equation gives

81T
0;

and the other equations then are

~ ~ = u.

xoy ex

These three equations are a complete system : they possess two independent
integrals, in the form

u
hence the equation

where F is an arbitrary function, is part of an integral of the original

equations.

II. Let 0= -&. The first equation becomes evanescent: the next two
OC

equations both become
dii _ du 3w_
dzi dz2 dz3

and the last equation is

du du . .du .du

These two equations are a complete system : they possess three independent

integrals, in the form

a? &amp;gt; x
hence the equations

where G and H are arbitrary functions, are part of an integral of the original

equations.
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The full integral of the original equations is given by combining all the

parts obtained: it is

being the same as by the other process.

HAMBURGER S METHOD APPLIED TO NON-LINEAR EQUATIONS.

173. The method of constructing the integral of a system of

simultaneous equations in a number of dependent variables, as just

expounded, depends apparently on the formal property that the

equations in question are linear in the derivatives of the dependent

variable. It was only natural to expect that the method could be

extended so as to apply to equations not restricted to being linear

in those derivatives; and this extension, due* initially to Ham

burger, was effected by a device, (successful specially in connection

with equations of the second order, as will be seen later), which

replaces the non-linear system by an amplified linear system.

Adopting the same notation as before for the independent

variables, for the dependent variables and for their derivatives, and

assuming that the number of partial differential equations alge

braically independent of one another is the same as the number of

dependent variables, we take these equations in the form

fi(x, y, zlt ..., zn ,pi, &amp;gt;-,pn, qi, &amp;gt; 2/1)
= 0,

for ? =!, ..., n. Were the integrals known, and the values of

zlt ..., zn and of their derivatives substituted in the differential

equations, the latter would become identities ; accordingly, when

we take

dfi_W+$ a/&amp;lt; D ^_ 8/ , $ ^aS 5 +
fri5i*

i

dy dy
+

r-i**r
q&quot;

the integrals of the equations are in accord with the further

equations

_
p. fcr.tiafc dy dy

For references, see p. 407.
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deduced from derivatives of the identities by using the necessary
relations

dqK dpK

dw~~dy&amp;gt;
^ = l,.,.,n).

Also, because of the necessary relations

dzK C&amp;gt;ZK

te= P*&amp;gt;

Ty=^
we have

i M^ + lM.^_
,=1 dpK -dx

*
K=l dqK dy

~

These equations hold for i=l, ..., n: they thus constitute a

system of 3n equations, involving 3^ dependent variables z1} ..., zn ,

Pi&amp;gt; -&amp;gt;,Pn, qi, ..., qn ,
and they are linear in the derivatives of

those 3n dependent variables. Hence this system of equations is

amenable to the Hamburger method for linear equations already
expounded.

To apply the method, we introduce n quantities llt ..., lny which
are functions of all the variables and which (as to their ratios) will

be determined subsequently ;
and we write

i
t - o

&amp;lt;-! a- Q-

I Z
d/ - Y

Then, multiplying the preceding typical equations by lt and adding
for all values of i, we have

p+O&quot;- F^ -*
&quot;c 2 i Y/c ^ -t

,

K =i ox K= i d
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Again, we have

and therefore, if X,, ..., Xn denote another series of quantities,

which are functions of all the variables and which (also as to their

ratios) will be determined subsequently, we have

3p 3 n
Z XK -3 a# + z XK

- dy = 2 XK apK ,

=i o K=I oy K =i

f X ^cZ -4- S \ ^&quot; d 1

=

In connection with these two sets of equations and as a generalisation
of the corresponding step in -the earlier process, we construct a sub

sidiary system of equations

n n n
2 \KdpK 2 \K dqK 2 \K dzK

_ Y V n

2 (
c= l

_XiC?^_ _\ndx
p~ p*J ^71

_\ldy _ ^n dy
:

~er
: ~7

Take

rfy

then

for r = 1, ..., ?i, that is,
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for r 1, ..., n. Hence
//,
must satisfy the equation

= 0.

Vn

When
/i.

is determined as a simple root of A = 0, the ratios

h : 1.2 : . . . : ln are those of first minors of the determinant. When

/A is determined as a multiple root of A =
0, say of multiplicity 6,,

then the quantities 11} ..., ln can be expressed linearly and homo

geneously in terms of t independent quantities, where t
&amp;lt;

0.

Moreover, when
/JL

and the ratios of the quantities 11} ..., ln are

known, the ratios of the quantities \1} . . .
,
\n can be considered

known
;

for we have

and
P

these two sets being the same in virtue of the relations

for r = l, ..., n. Being concerned only with ratios of X1? ..., \n ,

for it is only the ratios that occur in the subsidiary system, we

take

A,}
:= Jr i ,

. . .
,

A,7j,

= Jr n j

and then we have the subsidiary system in the form

dy

= 2 PK (pK +fjLqK)dx
K= l
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The last equation can evidently be replaced by

dzK
=pKdx + qK dy,

for * = 1, ..., n : and so we take the final form of the equations of

the subsidiary system to be

A = 0, dy = fjidx

dzK =pKdx+qK dy, (* = 1, ..., n),

This set includes n + 3 total differential relations, which involve

the 3ft + 2 variables x, y, zl} ..., zn , pl} ..., pn , q1} ..., qn . For

each simple root of the equation A = 0, one such set arises : and

there is a corresponding set, similar in form but larger in number,

for any multiple root of A = 0. The application of the method

will be sufficiently indicated for a system of equations such that

all the roots of A = are simple : it is given by the theorem :

Assuming that all the n roots of A = are simple, let v = c be

an integral of the subsidiary system, distinct from yi
= 0, ...,yn =0,

and associated with a root
/JL;

and suppose that, on taking the

n roots
/-i

in succession, the successive subsidiary systems give

integrals

Vl
= Cl , ..., Vn = Cn ,

these equations being distinct from f\
= 0, ...,/n = 0, qua functions

..,_pn &amp;lt;?i&amp;gt;
&amp;gt; qn- When the 2n equations

are resolved for pl , ..., pn , ql} ..., qn ,
and the deduced values are

substituted in

for K = 1, ..., n, the latter n equations become a completely integrable

aggregate. The integral of this aggregate is an integral of the

original system which, as it contains 2n arbitrary constants, is a

complete integral.
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174. This theorem, which is due to Hamburger, can be

established as follows.

When v = c is an integral of the subsidiary system associated

with a root //,
of A = 0, then the relation

is satisfied in consequence of that system : that is, the relation

dv 7 dv -. /dv 7 dv 7 dv 7
\ _

^dx + dy + 2 i^-~dzs + ^-dps -\-^ dqs
=

d%
c&amp;gt;y

8=1 \dzs dps
1

dqs J

must be a consequence of the n + 3 equations. When the n + 3

equations are used to remove dy, dzly ..., dzn , dpl} dql
from the

differential relation dv = Q, the coefficients of the remaining
differential elements must vanish

;
and therefore

dv Ps 3

_ _ =
dqs PI dql

for s = 2, ...,n, together with

dv
4 a

dv
\ P x dv v dv - oT~ A1 ~7~ I *! ~&quot; A ^

-- * ^
~ ^

where
dv _ dv 3 dv

d*~to*&toip

dv dv &quot; dv
^- = 5-4 2 o- g i.

ay 8y f=1 8^
a

WT
e thus have 2n 1 equations, homogeneous and linear in the

derivatives of v, and the number of arguments occurring is 3/i + 2 :

hence the number of integrals common to the system may be

anything from zero to n -f 3, according to the extra number of

equations required to make the system complete. We shall

assume that the conditions securing the existence of a variable

non-trivial integral are satisfied : and we shall make this assump
tion for each of the roots of A = : so that there thus will arise

n equations
vl
= cl , ..., vn = cn .

Now let the 2n equations
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be resolved so as to express p1} ..., pn , q l) ..., qn in terms of

x, y, zlt ..., zn . When their values are substituted in the 2n

equations, each of these becomes an identity ;
and therefore, from

each equation Vi = Ci thus changed, we have

dv{
&quot; dv{ dp8

*
dvi dqe_n

~--r &amp;lt; ~
&quot;^

~r -^ ~ ^
&quot;

5

dx s=1 dps cx s= i dqs ex

dvt
&quot; dv{ dps dVi dqs _n

^ *-&amp;gt; ^ &quot;^
*&quot; ^ ^ ^j

for j
= 1

,
. . .

,
n. Writing

A = !+ | j.JL A = 1 4 | .

rfa? 9i j=l
ĵ
dzj dy dy j =i^

j

we have

dvi 8^ rf/)s
* a^t

-

c^g, _ n
~T
--r -^ ;

&amp;gt; ~i
--

1&quot; -^ o ^7 &quot;1

rf ,=1 9p5 a^ ,= i S^ ax

dvi 3v c?ps 3 a? 1

,- rf^ s _
1--r 2* -^. ~^j

--r A ?r
&quot;

~~l ^j

rfy ,=i tys dij ,= i 8(/, (fy

and therefore

dp, dps\ 3

When the formal equations satisfied by i are used, and the

equivalent values of ^ + u, -^ and ~ , ^ ,
as given by those

a*
n

dy dps dqs

equations, are substituted in the last relation, it becomes

and this relation, when regard is paid to the equations

can be transformed so that it becomes

Further, each of the equations
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forj = 1, . .., n, becomes an identity when the values of pl} ..., pnj

ql} . . .
, qn are substituted therein. Hence

%3p. , 1 ?/} 3?
n &quot;^

--
1 ** S ~o

== *j
\ops dx s=ioqs dx

Wn *=i ps ^M

for
yu,
= 1. ..., w; and therefore

-

s+ =0
dy ,=i 9p, rfy fl =i 8g dy

Multiplying these equations by Zj,
and adding the respective

equations for all values of j, we have

X+ I Ps p+ I Q.^!=0,
s=l CWJ 5=1 C?

F + SP.^+i Q.^ = 0.
*=i dy .! c?y

When the values thus given for X and F are substituted in the

earlier equation which is homogeneous and linear in -*- and ^ ^,

9pi 9?!
it becomes

^i 5 Jo (&amp;lt;&_&amp;lt;%}} .

a^ v fp ^
s

~
i 1

s
~
^ ;

and therefore, as

for 5 = 1, . . .
, n, we have

a^ a . _o

It is impossible, owing to the independence of vl , ..., vn ,

/!, ...,/n , qua functions of plt ...,pn , qi, &amp;gt; qn &amp;gt;

that the quantity

^
dpl

~
dq^

shall be evanescent. For let
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so that

and therefore, on account of the equations satisfied by

for s = 2, . . .
,
n : then, if

we should have

463

and therefore, on account of the equations satisfied by vi}

for 5 = 2, . . . , n. Now

consequently, we should have

Vi oVi 9iv 9v{

dpn 9^ dqn

0.

PI fyn 9&amp;lt;fr dqn

Hence v { , regarded as a function of p1} ..., pn , q1} ..., qn ,
would

not be functionally distinct from fl} . . .
, fn , contrary to the

hypothesis as to the actual construction of vlf ..., vn . Thus

dvi dvi .

fj&amp;gt;

= ^ is not evanescent
;
and therefore

dpi oq1

p/tfpj dq.\_fi

that is,

= U.
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The quantities llt ..., ln are proportional to the first minors of any
row of constituents in A, which has n distinct roots

;
and thus,

taking the n sets of quantities llt . .., ln associated with the

n roots of A = in succession, we have n independent sets

such that the quantity

does not vanish, where l^
(r
\ ..., ln

(r) are the set associated with the

root
fjir .

We thus have n equations, homogeneous and linear in the

quantities

dpi__dcfr dpn dqn

dy dx dy dx

The determinant of their coefficients is

(i)

(n) 7 (n) I

-
&amp;gt;

&amp;gt; *n

neither of the factors in this quantity vanishes : and therefore

_ =
dy dx

for s= 1, ..., n. Consequently, the n equations

where the values ofply ..., pn , qlt ..., qn are given by

are a completely integrable system : their integral equivalent
contains 2n arbitrary constants: and it constitutes a complete

integral of the original system

Hamburger s theorem is thus established.

Note 1. When the complete integral has thus been obtained,

the customary Lagrangian process of varying the parameters,
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subject to the conservation of form of the equations, can be used

in order to deduce other integrals from the complete integral.

Note 2. If only a number of integrals

Vi = GI, . . .
,
Vm = Cm ,

where m &amp;lt; n, of the various subsidiary systems are known, they
can be used to eliminate m of the dependent variables, say
2lt ..., zm ,

and also their derivatives, from /i
= 0, ...,/n = 0.

The integration of the surviving equations is a problem of

simpler extent than the original problem.

Note 3. The preceding theorem requires an integral

of a subsidiary system. That subsidiary system may have a

number of functionally independent integrals

the number not being greater than n + 3 : if the number is greater

than unity, we replace the equation

V{ = C{

by the equation

fttn^^.-J-O,
where fa is arbitrary. The argument then proceeds as before.

Note 4. The case, when the equations are linear in the

derivatives and are of the form
n

fi
= -

Pi + TTi -f 2 a igq8
= 0,

*=i

for ? = !, . .., ft, being the case treated in the earlier sections of

this chapter, is included simply in the general case. The critical

equation A = 0, being

BL JSI = o,

becomes

au + /JL,
a12 ,

. . .
= 0,

that is,
= 0, being the critical equation for the simpler case.

P. v. 30
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Note 5. When no one of the dependent variables occurs

explicitly in the original system, then

dx fix dy dy

for i = 1, ..., n, so that the equations are simplified. In that case,

it may be possible to construct v1} ..., vn ,
so that no one of them

contains any of the dependent variables explicitly: each of the

equations
dzr =prdx + qr dy, (r

=
1, ...

, n),

is then completely integrable by itself without reference to the

other equations.

175. Sometimes a member of the final integral equivalent can

be obtained more directly as follows. Let

u(x, y, z1} ..., zn)
= Q

be one integral relation in the integral equivalent of a system

./i=0, ...,/
=

&amp;lt;);

then the equations
du du

du 5 du
-+ 2 #-- = 0,
dy i=l

^
dZi

are satisfied in connection with the system. If then the quantities

PI, ..., pn are eliminated from the equation

du du
5- -f 2 pi ^~ = 0,~

by means of

the resulting equation must effectively be the same as

du % du A
5-4- 2 ^ = 0.

dy i=i dzi

When the latter equation is used to eliminate any of the quantities

q lt ..., ^n ,say qn (on

transformed shape of

} ..., qn , say qn (on the supposition that - is not zero), from the
ozn

du du A- + 5 |&amp;gt;i o- == 0,^
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the result must be an identity: the necessary conditions that it

should reduce to an identity are a number of relations among the

derivatives of u, which accordingly are a set of simultaneous partial

equations for the determination of u.

It is clear, however, that the process is only of limited

application; for instance, if u be a function of x, y, z only, it

can be only in the case of equations of exceedingly special form

that the transformation of the equation

du du A

s+*s;-
will lead to the equation

du du A

^
+

&amp;lt;?1^ =0&amp;gt;

in a way that gives useful relations between the derivatives of u.

Moreover, just as in the classical problem of the three bodies*, it

is not a fact that any integral leads to an identically satisfied

equation : it may only lead to a relation merely compatible with

the others.

Should the method fail, then it is necessary to fall back upon

the method given in Hamburger s general theory.

Ex. 1. Let it be required to integrate the equations

Pi (x

To test the method just suggested in 175, we assume that

u= u(xt y, zlt z-2 ,
z3)=0

is an equation in the integral equivalent : then we have

du du du
.

cu

which must be consistent with the given equations, and therefore

du du .

* See vol. in of this work, 265, 266.

302
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This effectively must be the same as

du du
. du du

and therefore the equation

. du du .

(xy-xq l -yq2} + q2 (ar-yqi~

du

quk equation in ql and
&amp;lt;?2 &amp;gt;

must be an identity. Hence

du O du

du du

fa~S
ty&amp;gt;

du
. a du a du du

from the terms independent of q1 and
&amp;lt;?
2) from the coefficient of qlt and from

the coefficient of q^ respectively: the other terms in q^ and q% disappear of

themselves. These three equations are equivalent to the two

du du
x^- + ^=0,dz2 cy

du du

which are a complete Jacobian system : they have three independent

integrals, viz.

i, ^2-^y, 3

and therefore we should take

wheref and g are arbitrary functions.

It is conceivable that there should be an integral in the full integral

equivalent which does not involve z3 : let it be

v(x,y, zlt z2)=0.

Then the two equations
dv dv dv

dv 30 dv

must be treated in a similar manner. We substitute in the first for p\ and p%

by means of the original equations and, after substitution, we eliminate q%
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by means of the second: the result should be an identity. The necessary

conditions are easily found to be

dv dv , - 9 . cv I ( dv dv\ dv

dv 9 dv 1 / dv dv\dv

The second of these gives either

dv dv
y * #~-=0,9 ex dy

or
dv dv .

#5- + ^=0.
822 Sy

Using the latter alternative, the first condition can be transformed to

/ cv cv\ / dv
(y ~ sr) 1^5--^- =-
\
ff

0*1 cy) V *y

If we could have
8v 3y

*8Tr?r
together with

8v 3y

*^ +%
=

then completing the system, we should have

and so ^ =0, ^=0: no integral would be obtained. When we take
oy C22

*\ ^i

dv ov
V ^-- ^ ^~ 0&amp;gt;y
fy 80?

together with
3y dv

x K -f^-=0,
3^2 fy

they become

dv dv

the system already used. Thus we obtain no new integral from the

alternative

*,-+^ = -

cz2 dy

Using the prior alternative

dv dv
y =-- x ^-= 0,y dx dy
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the first equation becomes

dv dv . dv .

# ^r
- #^+ (#

2 - #2
) 3- = :9

oy ox dzi

the two equations can be replaced by

dv dv
x =-- o-=0,

dzl fa

dv dv
ys;--a

These are a complete Jacobian system : they have two independent integrals

z\- \&-\y 22;

accordingly, we take

where k is an arbitrary function.

Thus an integral equivalent of the original equations is

where /, g, Jc are arbitrary functions.

Had it been impossible to obtain a third integral by the preceding process,

the known integrals could have been used as follows.

Owing to the relation

*

we have

so that, when this integral is retained, the third differential equation is a

consequence of the first and can therefore be neglected. Again, eliminating
z3 between

zi-xy=9(*
let the result be

z2 -xy

It is easy to verify that

O2 -
yq\

- ^2)

so that the second differential equation is satisfied if the first is satisfied
;

it

need not be retained when the first is retained. Substituting the value of z2

in the first equation, we have

PI qi *

as the one equation to be satisfied, or neglecting ^i=0, we have

This is an equation of Lagrangian form. To integrate it, we construct two

integrals of the ordinary equations

dx dy dzi
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these are obtainable in the form

constant,

xy+ 6 (21)
= constant ;

and therefore a general integral is given by

where k is an arbitrary functional form. Hence

ft~i(*+*)-*&
agreeing with the former result.

Ex. 2. As an illustration of the general method, we still consider the

same system as in the last example. It is easy to see that, as the equation

for /i
is

PiS-*ta

o o

where denotes xq^yq* -
xy, one root is given by

The corresponding sets of quantities Il9 12 , k are such

i\ (p\y
~ xqi) +^ (py *

hence we may take

But by the given equations

so that
^2=0;

and then

F 7 4-7 2 -l/
c 3_

A=Zl 8^
+ ^aT+

^3 8^~

TT ;
?/i , /

?/2, 7
a/3_

F=7l
a37
+^~M3

ay

in the present case. Hence the equations for v are
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We make the system complete : it then is

The two integrals, independent so far as these equations are concerned, are

But, from the original system of equations,Ml -
Pl q3=0 : hence we take

3̂=, ^=
.

Then ^ ^

d%=ps&amp;lt;fo+(lsdy
= a(p ldx+ ql dy]

, . =o^^i
;

and therefore

z3= az
1 + b,

an integral of the complete type.

The discussion for the other values of ^ is left as an exercise.

Ex. 3. Integrate the equations

[The equation for
//,

is

and the two values of ^ are given by

Integrals of the complete type are

4(.*2+y2) +
5|

)

and integrals of the general type are

. *i-i(^
2

^
where /and g are arbitrary functions.]
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Ex. 4. Integrate the equations

where X denotes
&amp;lt;?! (&amp;lt;?2 +-^3 -*&quot;)

ifor. 5. Merely as an indication that the general method is not always

effective, consider the comparatively simple pair of equations

fi =xpi+yq* -1=0)

The equation for
p.
becomes

/z
2 -l=0;

the relation between the quantities ^ and L2 is

I2
=

lip.
Also

The differential equations for v are

dv _ I2y dv _ y dv

dv y dv

dq2 x dqi

dv dv pi + qi dv p2+ q2 dv
-j h /* ~i 5 5 == 0.
dx r

dy x dpl x dql

First, let /*
=

!, so that the equations are

d__ydy_ =Q
&v _ y dv

_Q
dp2 x dpi dq2 sc dqi

dv dv dv dv dv dv

i dv p2+ q2 dv
=Q

x dpi x dql

When we complete the system, it becomes

the only integral is

v= vl =x-y,

and it is useless for the application of the process.

Similarly, when /n= 1, it appears that the only derivable value of v is
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and it is useless for the application of the process. In fact, p it ql ^ p^ qz

cannot be deduced from

/i=0, /2 =0, v1 =clt v2=c2 .

It may be remarked that, if we write

Zi
= z+ log (# +;?/),

and eliminate z2 between the two equations, then z satisfies an equation of

the second order which (in the usual notation) is

r+f-l-2.x y

This equation (as may easily be verified) does not possess an intermediate

integral. When we take

x+y= 2u, x-y= Zv,

the equation becomes

9% u 82 v dz _
dudv u2 v2 du u2 -v2 dv~

which is of Laplace s linear type having equal invariants, hereafter to be

considered.

CAN THE JACOBIAN PROCESS BE GENERALISED?

176. The preceding investigations of Hamburger shew that,

for limited classes of equations*, it is possible to construct

auxiliary systems suggested by the analogy of the subsidiary

equations constructed in association with a linear equation. And
it is precisely this linear form which has made the process

effective for the appropriate equations. Moreover, when the

original simultaneous equations propounded for integration are

not linear, Hamburger s method is to change the set into an

amplified set with an amplified aggregate of dependent variables,

the new set being linear.

It is natural to enquire whether, as the Lagrangian subsidiary

equations for a single linear equation in a single dependent
variable have thus been generalised so as to be associable with a

number of linear equations in the same number of dependent

variables, there is any corresponding possibility of generalising

the Jacobian method of proceeding with a single equation. It is,

however, possible to see, from even the simplest case, that the

* The limitations are imposed by the hypothesis that the equations in the

auxiliary systems are so far consistent with one another as to possess one or more

integrals : also, there are only two independent variables.
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generalisation of the Jacobian method requires, in order to be

effective, a process which is of too high an order for the applica

bility of analysis in its present stage of attainment.

Thus let

f=f(z
i&amp;gt;

z
*&amp;gt; Pi&amp;gt; ?i&amp;gt; P2 ,

q*&amp;gt;
x, y)= 0,

9 = 9 Oi, *2 &amp;gt; pi, qi&amp;gt; Pa, q*, x, y)= 0,

be propounded as a couple of equations, algebraically independent
of one another

;
and let

h = h (z1} z,, p1} q l} p.2 , q2 ,
x

t y) = constant

be an equation compatible with them. Then, denoting the

second derivatives of z, and z.2 by r1} s1} ti, and r2 ,
ss ,

t2 respec

tively, we have

df4 - = o,dx

da
-f-
= 0,

dy

dh
-j-
= 0;

dy

8/ r
dp,

]

9p/
J

dk
r

dp,

ination of r
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we find

s
,

d(f,g,h,k) _ Q1
_

3 (Pi, qi, ft, ft)
1

9 (pi, a?, p2 , ft)

d(ft g,h,k) ,,, _ Q
&amp;gt; ft* Pa, ft)

2

Similarly, we should have

=
9 (Pi, ft, ^, ft) 9 (y, ft, p2 , g,)

d(f,g,h,k)
(

d(f,g,h,k) =Q
9 (Pi, ?i, Pa, ^2)

2
9 (pi, g l, y, ?a)

Consequently,

,h,k) d(f, ff,h,k) = Q

|

d(f,g,h,k) =
9 (#, Pa, Pi, ^i) 9 (y, $2, Pi, Pa)

which may be regarded as two equations for the determination of

h and k. The first of them secures the relation

9pi = &amp;lt;fyi.

dy dx

the second secures the relation

dp2 = d(fr.

by da;

and the two equations are thus the necessary and sufficient condi

tions for integrability.

The two equations are also two equations for the determination

of h and k, being lineo-linear in the derivatives of these quantities.

They are simpler in form than the original equations /= 0, g :

yet, even so, the integration of the two equations appears to be an

operation of the second order, which is not resoluble into opera
tions of the first order.

Thus the Jacobian process cannot be generalised when there

are two, or more than two, dependent variables without requiring
for its completion operations of higher order than are required for

Hamburger s generalisation of Lagrange s process.

Note. It may happen that three equations

f= 0, g = 0, h = constant,
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are given : conditions as to coexistence must be satisfied. The two

preceding equations can be regarded as simultaneous equations
for the determination of one dependent variable: the conditions

that they possess a common integral will be the conditions for the

coexistence of the three equations. When these are satisfied, k

can be determined by the usual processes: and then the equations

/= 0, g = 0, h= constant, k = constant,

give values ofplt ql} pz , q 2 which make

efoj
=pldx-\- q-i dy, dz.2 =pzdx + qzdy,

a completely integrable system.

Ex. Shew that, if n dependent variables zlt ..., zn are to be determined

in terms of two independent variables x and y by means of n partial differential

equations of the first order

/i
= 0, ...,/n= 0,

and if other n equations
V1 =Cl , ..., Vn= Cn ,

where c1} ..., cn are constants, can be associated with them, then the

equations

for / = !, ..., n, derivatives with regard to qr not appearing in the first

expression and those with regard to pr not appearing in the second expression,

are satisfied.

177. In a preceding example of very simple type ( 175,

Ex. 5), it was seen that the elimination of one of the dependent
variables and its derivatives led to an equation of the second

order. This result is partly due to the special form of the equa
tions there given : that it is not true in general for two equations

of the form

/Oi&amp;gt; z-i, Pi, p-2, qi, q-2, x, y)
= 0,

g(ti, 2-2, PI, p-2, qi, q-2, %, y)
= o,

can easily be seen. Taking the derivatives of the first order of

both equations, we have

&amp;lt;*/_o

d/-o ^-o ^-o~r &quot;&amp;gt; ~i &quot;, ~? &quot;j 1 &quot;l

dx dy dx dy

which, with /= and g = 0, are six equations : and as regards zz

and its derivatives, the quantities that occur in them are 22 , pz ,
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$2, rz ,
sa ,

t.2 ,
in the usual -notation. Six quantities cannot usually

be eliminated between six equations; and therefore we cannot

infer that #, is usually determined by an equation of the second

order. But if/=0 and g = Q do not explicitly involve the de

pendent variables, then only five quantities occur for elimination :

in that case, there survives a single equation of the second order.

In the more general case, when the dependent variables do

occur explicitly, we associate with the preceding six equations
the set

^/ = ^-o ^-o ^-o d2g -o ^-o
dx* dxdy df~ ds?~ dxdy~ df~

thus making twelve in all. There are ten quantities to be

eliminated; and therefore two equations will survive after the

elimination, being two equations of the third order satisfied by zlt

Ex. Prove that, if there be m dependent variables and two independent

variables, and if there be m partial differential equations of the first order

involving the dependent variables explicitly, then usually the lowest order of

differential equation satisfied by a single variable is 2m 1, and that usually

the number of equations of that order satisfied by the single variable is m.

We shall return to the discussion of this matter in Chapter xxi.

Meanwhile, these results, as well as other considerations, indicate

that we require the theory of equations of order higher than the

first
; accordingly, we proceed to the consideration of that theory.
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